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PREFACE

During the several years when I researched Gratian's Decretum, I incurred
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Rudolf Weigand of the University ofWiirzburg generously shared his
enormous knowledge of the Decretum and the decretists, served on my
dissertation committee, and continued to be a gready valued discussion
partner until shordy before his untimely death. I am particularly grateful
to him for allowing me to use his large collection of microfilms of
Decretum manuscripts. I am saddened that my thanks can no longer reach
him.
Several fellow scholars very kindly put their unpublished materials at
my disposal, and I want to thank them for their great generosity, and especially Martin Brett, Horst Fuhrmann, and Peter Landau. Many friends,
colleagues, and teachers (most of whom would fit all three categories)
helped me with intelligent criticism, valued information, stylistic advice,
and encouragement. I want to thank Caroline Bynum, Raymond
Clemens, Enrique De Le6n, Gero Dolezalek, Carmela Franklin, Paul
Freedman, Michael Galvin, Karen Green, Ingeborg Haazen, Jonas
Hamilton, Bonnie Kent, Carlos Larrainzar, David Luscombe, R. I.
Moore, Kenneth Pennington, Jose Miguel Viejo-Ximenez, and Jean
Werckmeister.
I am also grateful to Jean Field for careful and efficient copy-editing.
I want to acknowledge financial support that made the research and
writing of this book possible. Columbia University, the Fulbright
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Priface
Commission in Stockholm, and the Centrala studiestiidsnlimnden of
Sweden generously funded my dissertation work. The Sir James Knott
Fellowship made possible two years of further research and writing at the
University of Newcastle upon 'JYne and the university additionally
funded a research trip to Paris. The A. A. Heckman Fund fmanced
research at the Hill Monastic Manuscript Library in Collegeville,
Minnesota, and the A. Whitney Griswold Faculty Research Fund at Yale
University contributed to some of the costs I had in finishing the manuscript. I am very grateful for the generosity of all of them, and also to
three departments of history - in New York, Newcastle, and New Haven
- for giving me institutional homes while I was working on this book
Pursuing a career in foreign countries has meant that I have been far
away from my family and friends for long periods. They have all been
missed, but I want to dedicate this book especially to my grandparents,
Gun and Erik Winroth.
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Chapter J

GRATIAN AND THE DECRETUM

Gratian is the only lawyer authoritatively known to be in Paradise. Not
that he is lonely there, surrounded as he is by theologians and philosophers, Albertus Magnus on one side and Peter Lombard on the other.
How did Gratian earn this favored place? Given the scarcity oflawyers in
heaven, one may justly query whether it really was his lawyerly qualifications that made Gratian deserve Paradise. Mter all, he was an expert on
canon law, the law of the Church, which exists on the borders between
law and theology. Dante, who reported on the inhabitants of the
Afterworld, seems to acknowledge the ambiguity inherent in Gratian's
vocation by praising his mastery of "both courts," i.e., the exterior, public
court of justice and the interior, sacramental court of the confessional
(Paradiso X I03-10S). Perhaps it was as a theologian, not as a lawyer, that
Gratian was admitted, and perhaps this is why he smiled, as Dante tells us
he did. Or perhaps Dante thought of Gratian primarily as a pre-eminent
teacher, since he awarded him a place between two other teachers.
Albertus was the teacher of Thomas Aquinas, who was Dante's guide in
this particular circle of Paradise. Medieval intellectuals knew also Gratian
and the Lombard as eminent teachers through the textbooks which they
had written and which were used in the basic teaching of canon law and
theology throughout the middle ages and beyond. Thomas had early in
his career lectured on Peter Lombard's Sentences and he often quoted from
Gratian's Decretum in his works.
The pairing of Gratian and the Lombard is in fact common both in
modern scholarly literature and in medieval writings. One of the more
fanciful examples is the widespread medieval story that they were brothers, or even twins. I Credence is not given to this myth, and with good
reason, but the pairing itself recognizes an important fact. Gratian and
I
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the Lombard were not twin brothers, but the twin pillars on which medieval education in theoretical and practical theology built. They had, each
in his discipline, produced the first successful compendium, comprehensively summarizing the learning of that discipline using the scholastic
methods that were newly fashionable in their time, the middle of the
twelfth century. The continuing usefulness of their works is attested to
by the hundreds of medieval and early-modern commentaries that have
survived. Gratian's Decretum was in fact a valid law book, the oldest and
most voluminous part of the so-called Corpus juris canon;d, in Catholic
ecclesiastical courts until 1917.
It is obvious that books which were used so much for so long would
have been greatly influential. Gratian's Decretum was one of the cornerstones of canon law. Its definitions of concepts and terminology as well
as its actual solutions to legal problems have in many cases been definitive and survive in the most recent compilation of the law of the Catholic
Church, the Codex juris canonid of 1983. But the influence of Gratian's
Decretum is not restricted to the law of the Catholic Church. During the
middle ages, canon law regulated areas that would today be thought of as
thoroughly secular, such as business, warfare, and marriage. Together
with Roman law, canon law formed a coherent and autonomous legal
system, the so-called ,'us commune (European Common Law). This system
was the only legal system that Was studied at the universities, and during
the middle ages (and in some countries also much later) it was in fact used
in local judicial practice and in producing local law codes. 2 This influence is still felt in modern legislation, for example in the rules concerning a third party~ acquisition in good faith of stolen property. In such
cases, modern law tends to follow either Gratian in strongly protecting
the rights of the original possessor or Roman law in protecting acquisitions made in good faith. ~
Against the background of the significance of Gratian's Decretum, it
comes as something of a surprise that practically nothing is known about
Gratian and not much more about how he created the Decretum.
Scholarship during the second half of the twentieth century attempted
to clarify Gratian's reasons for writing the Decretum and to explore the
political and other sympathies that he demonstrated in this, but these
~stori.aru ~ve.tendcd to undervalue the contribution ofEwopean Common uw to local pncnee ~d legiili.tion. see M2.n.lio Bellomo, '11It Common Ltgal Past of Europt, 1001>-1800, Studies in
~edieval and Early Modern Canon uw -4 (Walhington, D.C. 1995) and Kenneth Pennington,
~ned law. droIt savant, gelehrtes Recht: the tyrmny of a concept," ruvista illtmtaZi(male di
d"lUo (omuNt S (1994), 191-109; reprinted with corrections in SyracuJtjourtMI of /n{mationa/LAw
tllld Commtm lO (1994), lOS-liS .
.\ James Gordley and Ugo A. Mattei, "Protecting possession," TIlt AmtfiCdn jounMI of Comparalivt
LAw 44 (1996), 193-334.
2
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attempts were misguided and unconvincing. On the contrary, an important article showed convincingly that the received account for Gratian's
biography is a myth constructed by scholars over the centuries and that
almost nothing remains when it has been carefully examined.' At the
same time, many scholars, particularly legal historians, religious historians, and social historians, do research on the basis of Gratian's Decretum
from different viewpoints. The publication of such research is often
accompanied by a reservation that the results are uncertrun since the
circumstances surrounding the creation of their SOurce text are so poorly
known.
This book will, I believe, remove the need for most such reservations.
A fresh consideration of the most important among the medieval manuscripts of Gratian's Decrelum reveals that the creation of this work was an
even more complicated process than has been imagined. The text that
scholars have read, studied, and discussed for generations represents in
fact an elaboration of a considerably shorter text. This original Decretum
is not a hypothetical construction but actually a text which survives and
can be read in medieval manuscripts. It has, thus, become possible to
study Gratian's original book.
The discovery that Gratian's Decretum is not one book but two has
manifold implications. To begin with, it has become easier to read and
interpret the Decretum. Many have complruned that Gratian's discussion
is rambling and that it fulftls but poorly the promise of the work's original title (see below) to harmonize the contradictions of canon law. In
comparison, Peter Lombard's slightly later Selltences seem better organized and better argued. The first version (or, as I call it, the first recension) is more succinct and to the point than the text previously known
(the second recension). This makes it less confusing for the reader, who
will be able to distinguish between Gratian's original argument and the
later additions of the second recension.
In the first recension, the nature of Gratian's project and his contribution to early scholastic methods is clearer. The ratio of commentary to
quoted text is higher, making the first recension a more analytical and less
discursive work than the second recension. Not every contradiction is
resolved even in the first recension, but it becomes easier to understand
why the Decrelum was adopted as the primary text book of canon law.
Gratian deserved a place next to Peter Lombard in Paradise.
The first recension is not only shorter and more succinct, it is also
different from the second recension in many other respects, which allows
4
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the scholar to trace the surprisingly rapid legal and intellectual development during the interval between the two recensions. The first recension
contains remarkably little Roman law and technical language. This
reopens and redefines the long-standing debate about the role of Roman
law in the Decretum. A comparison between the two recensions raises
important new questions about the legal renaissance of the twelfth
century, some of which will be addressed in this book. I shall argue that
the lack of Roman Jaw in the early version is not an expression of
Gratian's distrust of or disgust for secular law. It simply shows that Gratian
was not particularly well oriented in Roman law. This is in fact to be
expected, since the teaching of Roman law was not as far advanced in
his time as the foundation myth of the Roman law school in Bologna
claims. I shall also suggest that the differences between the two recensions
are so great that it becomes difficult to think of them as the products of
a single author.
This book has six chapters. The first provides the historiographical
background and a consideration of the printed editions and manuscripts
that I have used. Chapters 2 and 3 constitute two test cases, in which I
closely examine two selected sections in the Decretum (C. 24 and C. II,
q. 3, respectively). Chapter 4 will pull together the threads from the previous two chapters and demonstrate that the evidence presented there
conclusively proves the existence of the first recension. I shall also consider some basic issues which now require re-evaluation, such as the place
and date of the composition of each recension. The important problem
of the incorporation of Roman law into the second recension of the
Decretum is treated in chapter 5, where I also explore the development of
Roman law teaching in Gratian's time. The authorship of the Decretum
was already a vexed question before the discovery of the first recension.
Some scholars believed that Gratian was responsible for the entire
Decretum, while others preferred to think that his work was supplemented
by others. The problem is even more acute after the discovery of the first
recension. In chapter 6, I shall study the arguments for and against
Gratian's authorship of both recensions.
In conclusion, I shall discuss the broader implications of this study. The
realization that the received text of Gratian's Decretum is an uneasy composite of incongruous parts will, in the first place, change the ways in
which scholars read this fundamental law book. To assist them, the
Appendix lists the contents of the first recension. Even more importantly,
this study has repercussions for our understanding of the intellectual and
legal history of the twelfth century and opens up new possibilities for
what promises to be fruitful further research in these areas.
4
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THE CONCORDIA DISCORDANTIUM CANONUM

The work usually known as Gratian's Decretum was originally entitled the
Concoraia aiscoraantium canonum ("The Harmony of Discordant
Canons").s This title illustrates the aims and methods of its author, who
attempted to resolve the contradictions among the canons which were
included in the work. The legislative texts with which he worked
spanned the period from the early, pre-Constantine Church to the
council celebrated in II39 by Pope Innocent II, in addition to biblical
quotations. The texts included papal decretals, conciliar canons, fragments from writings of the Church Fathers, and pieces of secular legislation. Gratian discussed the canons and contradictions among them in
his commentaries, the so-called dicta Gratiani, which are interspersed
among the canons.
.
The overall structure of the Decretum as presently known may appear
peculiar and mystifying to modern scholars, particularly those who are
used to the strictly logical structure oflater scholastic texts. It consists of
three parts. The fIrSt is divided into 101 aistinctiones, which concern the
sources oflaw, the ecclesiastical hierarchy, and the discipline of the clergy.
The second part consists of thirty-six causae, each divided into questiones.
This pint discusses among many other things simony, judicial procedure,
religious orders, heretics, and marriage. The third questio in Causa 33 is
much longer than Gratian's questiones normally are. Its subject is penance
and it is usually referred to as the ae penitentia. This questio contains seven
distinctiones. The third part consists of five distinc/iones, is usually termed
6
the de consecratione, and treats the remaining sacraments.
GRATIAN

In 1979, John T. Noonan published an article which questioned the
historical accuracy of the received opinion about Gratian's biography.
5 Friedrich Heyer, "Ocr Thel dec lUnoneuammlung Gntiaru," ZRG KA
6

1. (I9U), 336-342· See
also below, clupter 6.
When citing a text in the lint part, I refer to dlstitldio and canon: "D. I. c. I." For the second part,
I re(ctto causa, qutstil>, and (.:!Non: "C. I, q. I, c. I."The th.i.rd part (the Jtconsuratiotlt) and C. 33.
q. 3 (the tit ptnlttnlid) are cited with Ul abbreviation (or the lWllC of the treatise, distint/;o and (411011:
"de. cons. D. I, c. I" and <Ide pen. D. I, c. I," respectively. Gratim's J,'da are cited a.s "e. I, q, I,
d, a, c. I" (Jidum anle •. .) or "D. I, d. p. C, I" (Jidum peJt .. , ). The Jida introducing each callSa
are cited a.s "C. I, d, init." At the head of each longer quotation from the Dmilum or of each collation of variant readings, I indicate the relevant section in the Dtm(um with an abbreviated rtfertnce: "1.1.1"'" C. I, q. I. C. I. My citations consittendy foUow the divisions of the standmi
edition, Emil Friedberg, ed., CotpU$ juris (4nonid, I, Dtattum magislri Gra/ian; (Leiprig 1879). When
I rtfer to a line in Friedberg's edition, I number the line from the beginning of the text of the relevant canon or Jidum, leaving the lines occupied by rubrics and irucriptions uncounted.
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Until then, most scholars claimed that Gratian had been a Camaldolese
monk who taught canon law, probably at the monastery of Saints Felix
and Nabor in Bologna. 7 Noonan showed how layer after layer of Gratian's
biography had piled up through the centuries. There is only one contemporary document which mentions a Gratian who might be identical with
the author of the Decretum. When the papal legate Cardinal Goizo in 1143
judged a case in Venice, he consulted with three pnldelltes: magister
Walfredus, Gratianus, and Moysis. The first and the third are usually identified with Bolognese lawyers, which makes it likely that the second
expert was the author of the Deeretum. 8 Very little else can be known with
certainty about Gratian except that he wrote the Decrelllm. Even his religious status is open to question. The author of the Summa Parisiensis, a
commentary on the Deeretum probably written shordy before 1170, claisns
that Gratian was a monk! Since Gratian treats questions of monasticism
thoroughly in Causae 16 to 20, and in a manner that benefits monks
several modern scholars have remained convinced that he in fact was ;
monk, Noonan's doubts notwithstanding. lo However, there is reason to
query whether the author of Summa Parisiensis, who was commenting on
passages which he thought beneficial to monks, communicated correct
information or simply attempted to discredit Gratian's objectivity.
Com~licating the situation are statements that Gratian was a bishop. In a
chromcle composed about 1180, the abbot of Mont Saint Michel, Robert
of Torigny. claims that Gratian was bishop of Chiusi." That Gratian was
a bishop is also maintained by a gloss which appears in manuscripts from
1

Noonan, "Gratim slept here." An uncritical sulltltUCf of the t:raditional view is found in Carlo
Mesini, "Postille sulla biagrafia del 'Magister Gratianus'padre deJ diritto canonico," ApollinariJ 54

(19 81 ). l<><}-537·

8 Paul Kehr. Rtguta pontljitum Romanorum: [laUa ponlijida (Berlin 1900-1975), v 60. Cf. Stephan
Kuttner. "The father of the science of canon law," Tht}urlsi I (1941), 2, and Noonan, "Gratian
slept here," 171.

,. Su~~aparisltnsjs ~d C. 2, q. 7. d. p.~. 52 et C. 16, q. I, c. 61, in Terence McLaughlin, ed., Summa
Rms/tfuis on tht DUrtlum G,dtiam" (Toronto 1952), 115 arid 181. For the date, about which
there lw been some controversy, see Kenneth Pennington, "Medieval canonists: a biobibUognphicallisting," to appear in Kenneth Pennington and Wilfried Hartnunn, eds" Hil/Ory
of Meditvdl Ct:ltlon lAw (W;uhington, D.C. 1999-) x, provisionilly available on the web at
http://www.nuxwell.syr.edu/MAXPAGES/faculty/penningkibiobibl.htm.
10 Most importantly ~~ter Lamuu, "Gntian," in, 'I11tolcgiICht Rtt:lltnzyltlopadit XIV (Berlin 19 85),
04, Peter Landau, Quellen und Bedeutung des gratianischen Deltre/s," Studid tt dOCUmttlld hil.
torit:l~ tt fUrll 51 (1986): 220, Stephan Kuttner, "Gratien," in Diaionndirt d'hhtoirt tt dt glcgrdphit
taUsltJStlqutJ XXI (pans 1986), 1236, and Stephan Kuttner, "Resurch on Gratian: acta and
age~da," ~ Proutdings oj tht Sevtnth Inttrtlt:lliotull Congrus of Mtdjtval Canon LAw, MIC Subs. 8
(Vaucan Clty 1988), 6; reprinted in Stephan Kuttner, Studits inlht History of MedimJl Ct:lnon lAw
11 Collected Studies CS J25 (Aldershot 1990). no, V.
'
Rkha~ Howlett. ed., Tht Chronlclts of tht Rtigns of Stephtn, Henry II, and Richard I, IV, Tht
Ch,onlCle of Robm of Torig/li, Memorials of Great Britain and Ireland during the Middle Ages
["Roll Series") 81 (London 1889), 118.
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the third quarter of the twelfth century.12 In its oldest form, this gloss does
not mention the de cOllSeeratione in its enumeration of the parts of the
Deeretum. The present book aims to show that the original version of the
DecretulII did not contain the de consecratione, which suggests that the gloss
is very early and should be paid more attention than is usually the case.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to check whether Robert of Torigny was
correct in stating that Gratian was bishop of Chiusi, since extremely litde
is known about any bishops of Chiusi in the twelfth century. \3
The evidence is, in other words, contradictory. To conclude that
Gratian was both monk and bishop is not very satisfYing and in any case
methodologically questionable. Particularly striking is that what twelfthcentury information there is derives from French sources, while the
masters active in Bologna remain silent. Also, the oldest manuscripts of
the Decretum do not even name its author (see chapter 6). This and the
confusion about whether he was a monk or a bishop suggest that the canonists of the second half of the twelfth century, at least in Bologna, simply
did not know who Gratian was, or that they did not care to investigate.
They were, however, from the very beginning agreed about calling him
magister, which suggests that he taught canon law. That this label was
attached to his name could, however, be interpreted also in other ways.
He could have been simply "the master of the Decretum" (which is the
meaning the word has when Paucapalea refers to Gratian in the preface
to his sUlllma 14 ), ajudge, or even an abbot. IS R. W. Southern has recendy
argued that Gratian in fact was a lawyer and not an academic teacher of
law. 16 However, the form of the Decretum itself seems to contradict
Southern's suggestion. The thirty-six fictitious cases that provide the
layout of the second part are not, as Southern calls them, "imaginary lawsuits" or imaginary legal cases, as might be inferred from the term causa:
C. 32, d. init.
Since he did not have a wife, a man joined a prostitute to himself in marriage.

She was infertile and the daughter of a serf and the granddaughter of a freeman.
The glou was edited on the b;uis of all known nunuscripts in Rudolf Weigand, "Frohe
Kanonisten und ihre Karriere in der Kirche," ZRG KA 76 (1990), 13$-1 H,
I) Noonan, "Gratian slept here," J $)-1 $4. Kehr, Ilalla potllljida, HI 1)0, and Ferdinanda UgheUi,
Ilalid It:lCTd sive dt tpiscopis IIIlUat . , . opus singulart (Venice 171?-1721), III 631.
14 Paucapalea. Summd n/nr dt:lS IiDtcrelum Gral/ani," ed.Johann Friedrich von Schulte (GieSlen 1890),
J.
IS Doubts were raised by Noonan, "Gntian slept here," 169""170. and also by Peter Classen, who
was prevented by hU untimely death from sub!tantiating them, see Kuttner, "Research on
Gratian," 7. For the pOSlible meanings of maghltt, see also Johannes Fried, Dit Enwehung du
}urisltnslandts im 11. }ahrhundert, Forschungen zur neqeren Privatrechtsgescruchte 11 (Cologne
1974), ?-14. Franz Blatt, NoYUm g/oSJan'um mediat latinitlllis, M-N (Copenhagen I959-1969),
11-19. and J. F. Niermeyer, Mediat 11lUnitaiis lexicon minus (Leiden 1976), 615.
16 Southern, ScholaJh', Humanism and fht UI1i}italion of Europt, I: FoundafionJ (Oxford 1995), 30)-305.
U
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Although the father wanted to give her to another, the grandfather joined her
to this llliUl, for the reason of incontinence only. Thereafter, the man, led by
regret, began to attempt to conceive children with his own maid. Afterwards,
when he had been convicted of adultery and punished, he asked a man to take
his wife by violence, so that he would be able to divorce her. When this had
been done, he married an infidel woman, but on the condition that she converted to the Christian religion. Now it is first asked if it is licit to take a prostitute as a wife? Second, if she who is taken [as a wife] for the reason of
incontinence is to be called llwife"? Third, whose judgement would she follow,
the free grandfather or the servile father? Fourth, if he is allowed to conceive
children with • maid while his wife is allve? Fifth, if she who suffers violence is
proven to have lost her virtue? Sixth, if an adulterous man can divorce his adulterous wife? Seventh, if a man may marry another while his divorced wife is
allve? Eighth, if a Christian llliUl may take in marriage an infidel under the aforementioned condition?17

This is not the description of a case in which all these questions had to
be answered before judgement could be passed. Instead, it bears the hallmarks of a teacher who designs his examples in such a way that, however
bizarre, they raise exactly those legal issues which he wants to discuss.
Besides, every teacher knows the value of striking examples that stay in
the memories of his students. Even as severe a critic as Noonan yields this
point.'·
Short of the unlikely event that some hitherto unnoticed source will
throw light on Gratian's biography, the text of the Decretum is our most
reliable source for knowing its author. Here, much work remains to be
done. To mention only one detail, the rather sweeping assertions that
Gratian favored monks deserve to be studied and substantiated in greater
detail, '9 and to be contrasted with other twelfth-century canonical
works. Such studies are, however, hampered by the fact that it is not
entirely clear exactly what the text of Gratian's Decretllm comprises.
17

19

Friedberg, ed Dtcrttum, II IS: "Quidam. cum non luberet uxorem, quandmt meretticem sibi
coniugio copulauit, que cr.at stem, neptis ingenui. filia oiigirurii; quam cum pater uellet alii
tr.I.~ere, auu!, hui~ e~. copulauit, c~usa $Oliw incontinentiae. Deinde hie, penitcncia ductus, ex
anci~ propna filios slbl querere cepJt. Postea de adulterio conuicttu et punitus quendam rog1uit,
Ut U1 uxorem suam opprimeret, ut sic earn dimittere posset, quo facto quandam infidelem sibi
c.o?uiauit, ea. tamen condicione, ut ad Chrisciatwn religionem traruiret. Hie primumqueritur, an
hcne meretnx ducatur in uxorem? Secundo, an ea, que caus.a incontinenciae ducitur, sit coniux
a~pellmda? Ten:io, cui~s ~rbitci~ aliq~a sequatur, an li~eri a~i, an originaril patcis? Quarto, si
ulU.ente uxore liceat alkul ex ~cilla filios querere? Qumto, Sl ea, que uim patitur. pudicitiam
anuttere conprobetur? Sexto, S1 adulter adultenm. possit dirnittere? Septima. si uiuente d.imi»a
alJam poult accipere? Octauo. si infidelem sub premim condicione licet aUcui fidelium in coniugem ducere?"
1& Noonan, "Gratian slept here," 169.
Rudolf Weigand recently pointed to some details in D. 63, d. p. c. 34. where Gratian gives his
interpretation a dant favorable to monlu, see Rudolf Weigand, "01$ kirchliche Wah1recht im
DtJcrtt Gratiaru," in W{rJcutlgm turopilischtr RuhlJJcuftur: FtJlJehrifi fur Karl Knmchtll zum 70 .
GtburtJt4g, ed. Gerhard Kobler and Hermann Niehlsen (Munich 1997), 1344.
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THE TEXT AND THE EDITIONS Of THE DECRETUM

Despite the fundsrnental importance of Gratian's Decretum in the middle
ages and beyond, it was never formally promulgated by the Church. It
was, nonetheless, one of the texts which were subject to philological
attention following the Council of Trent. A commission, commonly
known as the Correctores Romani, was appointed in 1566 for the purpose
of correcting and emending the Corpus iuris canoniei (including the
Decretum of Gratian, the Uber extra of Gregory IX, the Uber sextus of
Boniface VIII, the Clementinae promulgated by John XXII, and the
Extravagantes). The Correctores' efforts resulted in the so-called editio
Romana published in 1582. Its impact on all later editions of the Decretum
is so great that some acquaintance with the methods and aims of the
Carrectores is indispensable. For the scholar interested in Gratian's text, the
most important drawback of the editio Romana is that the Correctores were
less concerne&with reproducing what Gratian actually wrote than with
restoring the original text of his material sources. They would retrieve
for each canon what seemed to be the most accurate text of the papal
decree, conciliar decision, or patristic authority that Gratian was quoting,
and then "correct" his text. As the most recent editor of the Decretum
pointed out, the aims of the Correctores were "not to restore the Decretum
as Gratian composed it, but as he ought to have composed it. "20
The editio Romana was reprinted numerous times. The first editor after
1582 to go back to the manuscript tradition of Gratian was Just Henning
Bohmer (Halle 1747), who, being a Protestant, did not feel bound by the
official edition of the Catholic Church. The four manuscripts he used
were late and unreliable, but he produced a better text than had earlier
been available. The next editor, Emil Ludwig Richter (Leipzig 1839),
returned to the editio Romana. However, he made and published collations of pre-1582 editions of the Decretum, of the editions of Gratian's
material sources which were available at the time, and of other canonical collections. The most recent editor of the Decretum, Emil Friedberg,
2:0

"Vides non id in animo habuine (orrectores Ronunos, ut resdtueretur decretum, quale a
Gratiano compositum enet, sed quale a Gratimo componi debuisset." Friedberg, ed., Dtatfum,
LXXVnI. Columns LXXVU-XC give a convenient overview of the Corrtdous' activities including
the texts of relevant sixteenth-century papallettef1. The methods of the COrrtdOUS have serious
implications for the wefUlnen of the reCent trari5htion into English of Jislitld{otltJ 1-10, which
unfortunately is based on the tJilio Romatla: Gracian, Tht Trta/ut Ott LAws (Dtattum DD. J-20),
trans. Augustine Thompson and James Gordley, Studies in Medieval and fully Modern Canon
Law l. (W1$hington 1993). Katherine Christensen's stll.tement in the introduction to this t:r.uUlation, p. xx, that "the Roman edition ... remains the edition of choice for serious work on the
Dtcrtlum" is incorrect. See also Rudolf Weigand's review of this translation, in T1ftotoglJ,ht Rtvut
9' (1996), 15'-155·
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used eight manuscripts for his edition (Leipzig 1879), and made substantial use of Richter's collations. The text he presented was based on the
manuscripts, and the divergences from the editio Romana are signaled in
a separate apparatus. A large and not always easily interpreted critical
apparatus gives accounts of variant readings, sources, and parallels in
other canonical collections.
Friedberg~ edition remains an impressive monument to the great industry of an editor working a1one,21 but its shortcomings are, after more than
a century of research, well known. Aside from formal inadequacies and a
few purely typographical deficiencies,>' one of the two fundamental problems is that Friedberg's manuscript basis is narrow, although in this he is
rypical of the editor of his time, understandably so given conditions of
travel and technology.23 Before re-editing C. 24, q. I, Titus Lenherr studied
the value of several old manuscripts and the edition of Friedberg by comparing their text of the canons that Gratian took from the canonical collection Polycarpus with a critical edition of this collection (available in
rypescript at the Monumenta Germaniae Historica in Munich)." Through
this procedure, he determined which manuscripts of the Decretum have the
highest nwnber of readings in common with the Polyearplis and he assumed
that these would best represent Gratian's text. He concluded that the two
Cologne manuscripts (Ka and Kb 25) which Friedberg used as the basis for
21

cr. Friedberg, ed.• Dtmlum, CI.

n Every reader of Friedberg's edition ufamili1l' with the eye-strain required to sort out the apparatw. In 1948 Steplun Kuttner pointed out that Friedberg's reports of the readings of manuscripts
and sources are often ambiguow or even misleading and th2t his listing of other canonical collections' we of the same canons in nuny cases uinadequate, Stephan Kuttner, "Dc Gratimi opere
novitercdendo." ApcllitftlriS 21 (1948), lIS-US. Titus Lenherc's research confirnu that Friedberg
does not always accurately report readings of lili manuscripts. sec Titus Lenhere, "Arbeiten mit
Gratims DtJcrtl," AKKR lSI (1982), 140-166.
U The least incomplete listing of Dtmlum nunwcripts is found in Anthony Melnihs, Tht Corpus
~ tht Mln{murtJ In tht MamlJtrlpts oj "Dtmlum Gratjani," Studia Gratiana 18 (Rome 1975),
1261-126'], where 49S nunuscripts are listed, unfortunately without date and origin. ThU listing
is little more than an excerpt from Steph.m Kuttner, Rtptrtorium du K4mmistik (u44)-I2.U):
Prodromus Ccrpqrls glos1aTum I, Studi e testi 71 (Vatican City.1937) and fails to register many manuscripts mentioned in the literature since 1937. Cf. Carl Nordenfalk's review of Melniku' work,
in Ztltschrififilr Kunstgmhichlt 43 (1980), 318-337. and Hubert Mordek's review, in ZRG KA 72
(1986), 403--411 (with corrections and a list of fifty-nine additional manuscripts). For the oldest
nunuscripts, these workJ are superseded by Rudolf Weigand, Dit Glomn zum "Dtkrtt" Grlllians:
Sludlm zu dmjrilhm G/ossm unll GlomnkomJXIsitionttl, Studia Gratiana 26-27 (Rome 1991), I am
preparing a new listing of Dtmtum nunwcripts for the forthcoming Pennington and Hartmann,
eds .. History oj Mtditval C:lnM LAw x.
H Lenberr. "Arbeiten," and Titus Lenherr, Dit Bxkommunlkdtlons- unll Dtpositionsgtwalt Iftr HattNku
btl Cratidn unll dm Dtkrttistm his zur "Glossa Ordindria" atJ jchanntJ 'nutcn(cus (hereafter
Exkommunilcdtionsgtwalt). Munchener theologhche Studien, JII, Kanonistische Abteilung .42(Munich 1987). 12-17.
a In citing manuscripts of the Dtcrtlum, J we the sig/d employed by Rudolf Weigand in various publications (fullest listing in Weigand, Glomn zum "Dtkrtl," xxi-xxiv). All the sigla I mention are
lUted in the Conspectus siglorum of the present book.
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his edition represent an eccentric branch of the tradition. This branch is
characterized by substitution of individual words and frequent transpositions of the word order. Among the twenty-one manuscripts thus examined he found a Munich manuscript (Mk) to contain the "best" text, i.e.,
the text which most closely corresponds to Gratian's source.
Within the limits imposed by his narrow manuscript basis, Friedberg's
editorial skills were considerable. His sense of Latin style and of the
content of the texts often allowed him to fInd the best reading where his
basic manuscripts failed him. His edition of C. 24, q. I is, therefore,
sometimes superior to that of Lenherr, who consistently follows a single
manuscript. A striking example, indicated by Rudolf Weigand, is the
beginning of C. 24, q. I, c. 4, which in Lenherr's edition (p. 20) reads
"Audiuimus quod hereticus Rauennas dictus archiepiscopus ... " ["We
have heard that the heretic who is called archbishop of Ravenna ... "l·
In Friedberg~ edition (col. 967), the word hereticus is replaced by the
correct Henricus, which is found in most Decretum manuscripts and in
Gratian's source. The basic manuscripts of both Lenherr (Mk) and
Friedberg (Ka) have heretieus, but Friedberg's sounder editorial methods
allowed him to overcome. this weakness. 26
THB QU B ST FOR THB ORIGIN AL DECRETUM

The second major problem facing a scholar using Friedberg's edition is a
consequence not so much of the shortcomings of the edition itself as of
advances in scholarship on Gratian during the twentieth century. The
edition presents the Decretum as a unified product of one author. The
name Gratianus, for example, appears at the beginning of every dictum and
every major division of the work, which is not the case in the manuscripts. Many old manuscripts do not contain Gratian's name at all except
as added by later hands (see chapter 6). The genesis of the Decretllm and
the authorship of its different parts have attracted much scholarly attention over the last half century.27
(i) It has long been known that more than I So canons present in the
late medieval vulgate text were added by the masters of Bologna at
various times after the work was completed. Already some medieval
manuscripts label these paleae. They are also distinguished by their
26

21

For criticism of this aspect of Lenherr's edition of C. 24, q, I, see Rudolf Weigand's review of
BxJccmmunikatlcnsgtwatt. by Lenherr. in AKKR IS6 (1987), 649, and Rudolf Weigand, "Zur
kUnftigen Edition des Dtkrtts Gratians," ZRG KA 83 (1997), 35-36.
Surveys of this historiography are J~cqueline Rmlbaud, "te legs de l'anden droit: Gratien," in
VAgt ddSSiqul 1J40'-1)78. by Gabriel Le Bras, Clurles Lefebvre, and Jacqueline Rambaud, Histoire
du droit et des institutions de I'Eglise en Occident 7 (paris 196s), 47-129, Noonan, "Gratian slept
here," and Kunner, "Research on Gratian."
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absence from some manuscripts and their varying location when present.
Some of the pa/eae are, however, not additions by the school, but canons
which had been cancelled in the schools, because they also appear elsewhere in the Decretum. 28
(il) One of the most significant advances in modern scholarship on
Gratian's Decretum took place during enforced leisure at a Swiss military
internment camp during the Second World War. The Polish historian
Adam Vetulani, using little more than the critical apparatus of Friedberg's
edition, postulated that over forty segments containing Roman law are
also later additions, since they are not present in all manuscripts and their
place in Gratian's argument is often awkward. This is true, however, oniy
for the civilian chapters taken directly from Justinian's Digest and Code.
The original compilation seems to have contained Roman law statements
taken from earlier canonical collections. 29
(iii) The third part of the Decretum, the de consecratione, abandons the
dialectical method used in parts I and II and does not contain any dicta.
Irregularities in the manuscript transmission of this section as well as indications in an early prefatory note to the Decretum that the work contained
two parts suggested to Jacqueline Rambaud that it was not an original
element of Gratian's composition. 30
Rudolf Weigand. "Venuch tiner neuen, ditferenzlerten Line der Paleae und Dubletten 1m Dtkrtt
Gratiatu," in Ufo. LAw alld uttm: HuroriC41 StutlitS In HMour of Antonio Gdrda y Garda, Studia
Graciana lH9 (Rome 1998), 883-899. Rambaud. "Le legs,"I09. and Titus Lenherr, "Fchlende
'Paleae' als Zeichen cines ilberlieferungsgcschlchtlich jilngeren Datunu von DtkrttHandschriften," AKJ<R lSI (1982), 495-50']. See aho Walter Ullnunn, ''The paleae in
Cambridge nwnucripts of the Dmttum," Stud/A Cralidtf4 1 (1953). 161-216; reprinted in Walter
UJ.lrrunn, juriJprudtNU in the Mrddfe Agu, Collected Studies CS IlO (umdon 1980), no. IV,
Hartlnut Zapp, "Paleae-Linen des I •. und 1$. Jahrhunderts," ZRG KA $9 (1973), 8)-III, and
Rudolf Weigand. "P'ahchungen a1s Pateae im Dtltrtt Gratiaru,"in Fdlsthungm 1m MWtlafttr, MGH
Schrifien, 33: 1 (Hanover 1988). )01-318.
2'J Adam Vetulmi, "Gratien et Ie droit ronuin," Rtvut hist1)ri4Ut dt droitftanfa{s it brangtf, ser. •• 2./2S
(19-4 6h9.7). 11-.8: reprinted in Adam Vetulani, Sur Gratim tt Its dlmtalts: Rtcutil d'itudu,
Collected SbJdi~ CS 303 (Aldenhot 1990), no. ro, and Adam VetulanJ, "Encore un mot sur Ie
droit ronuln d2ru Ie Dlmt de Gratien," ApcIUtuJn's 21 (I9.S), 129""'134: reprinted in Vetuhni, Sur
Gratltn tt Its dlmt4tu, no, IV. This line of inquiry 1w also been pursued by Stephm Kuttner. "New
studies on the Roman law in Gntian's Dtmtum," Stmlnar I1 (19$3), il-$O; reprinted in Stephan
Kuttner, Gnatian and tht &h~1J of LA~ lJ4~UJ4, Collected Studies CS 185 (London 198), no.
IV, Steph.ao Kuttner, "Additional notes on the Roman law in Gratian," StmitJ4r U (195-4). 68-'U:
reprinted in Kuttner, Gratian and tht SdJ~1J 0/ LAw, no. v. IUmbaud, "i.e legs," 119""128, Jean
Gaudemet, "Das romische Recht im Dtkrtt Gntiaru," Osttrrtlthiuhu ArchlY fUr Kirdltnrttht U
(1961), 171-191; reprinted in Jean Gaudemet, LA/ormatIon tlu droit ca'l~n{4ut mU(lval, Collected
StudiesCS III (London 1980), no, lX.
.
JO Jacqueline Rambaud-Buhot. "L'etude des manwcrits du Dlmt de Gratien coruerves en France,"
StUd;4 GraJi4tkt 1 (1950), 119""130, and Rambaud. "Le legs," 90-99, The prefatory note which
she mentions has since been edited in Rudolf Weigand, "Frilhe lUnoriliten," 1$2-15S. An argument for Gratian's authonhip of the dt ronsttratl~nt (ultimately unconvincing despite many v.ilid
points) is nude in John Van Engen, "Observations on De ronmrall"ont," in Pr«udillgs oftht Sixth
[lIttmatioMI CAlIgrtss of Mtditwl Canon LAw, MIC Subs, 7 (Vatican City 1985), )09""'J20,
28
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(iv) The de penitentl'a (C. 33, q. 3) is a disproportionately long questio
and its subject matter, penance, has little in common with the surrounding Causae 27 to 36, which treat marriage law. These facts have been
taken to indicate that at least parts of the de penitentia were added after
the completion of the Decretlln'. In 1914, Joseph de Ghellinck pointed
out that the seventeenth-century theologian Stephan Bochenthaler had
claimed that the de penitentia was not the work of Gratian but of his contemporary Ernest of Zwiefalten. It is unknown what basis, if any,
Bochenthaler had for this assertion, which obviously could have served a
polemical purpose and may not have been made in good faith. In 1952,
Jacqueline Rambaud drew attention to some irregularities in the manuscript transmission of de penitentia and questioned whether the treatise
was originally a part of Gratian's work. This issue was investigated by
Karol Wojtyla (since 1978 Pope John Paul II), who suggested that distinctions 2 to 4 were not a part of Gratian's original composition. In 1965,
Rambaud largely agreed with Wojtyla's results. ll
(v) Finally, Gerard Fransen has observed that most canons from the
Second Lateran Council, held in 1139, fit their context in the Decretum
awkwardly. He assumed, therefore, that the Decretum was more or less finished when the Lateran canons reached the author.l2 In addition,
Vetulani has suggested that the canons of the First Lateran Council of
1123 may likewise be later additions. 33
When I survey this historiography, the contributions of Adam Vetulanl
and Jacqueline Rambaud stand out. While the latter's research and writings focused on examinations of manuscripts of the Decretum, the former
used the evidence thus assembled as building blocks in a bold and imaginative interpretation of Gratian's work. Vetulanl saw the original paucity
of Roman law texts in the Decretum as an expression of Gratian's political objectives. Gratian rejected secular law because he was a supporter of
Pope Paschal II (1099-1118), who attempted to solve the Investiture
Contest by completely separating the Church from the secular sphere.
Such a political orientation does not tally with a work supposedly written
around 1I40, and this explains Vetulanl's insistence on putting the original composition of the Decretum earlier in the twelfth century. He
It

l2
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Ghellinck, Lt mouvtmttd thlotogi4ut, 5U-SI), Ilambaud-Buhot, "L'~tude des manusaits,"
130-1)1, Wojtyla, "Le trai~ De ptnittlltia de Gratien dans l'abrege de Gdmsk Mar. F. 7S," Studi4
GratiatJ4 7 (Rome 1959), 35$-390, and Rmtbaud, "Lt legs," 82-90,
Adam Vetulani, "Nouvelles vues sur Ie Dlatt de Gratien," in LA Po1ognt au Xt Congds intcmational
des sattlffl histori4Uts a~mt (Warsaw 1955). 96: reprinted in Vetuhni, Sur Gratitn tt Its dlmtaltJ,
no, v, G~nrd Fransen, "La date du Dlatt de Gntien," Revut d'hist~irt tallsio2Jti4Ut SI (19S6), S19,
Rambaud, "Le legs," 5?-$8, and Titus Lenherr, "Die Sumnurien :ru den Texten des 1.
Laterankonzili von IlJ9 in Gratiaru Dtkrtt," AKKR ISO (1981), $18-HI.
Vetulani, "Nouvelles,vues,"96.
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suggested that Gratian had begun his work by HOS, which is the year
mentioned in a form letter in C. 2, q. 6, d. p. C. 31, and finished it before
the Concordat of Worms of 1122. Vetulani attempted to undergird this
argument with evidence garnered from an abbreviation of the Decretum
in a manuscript in Gdadsk. Later research has revealed that this abbreviation is not as old as he thought and that his conclusions were often misguided. His reliance on this manuscript was an unfortunate effect of the
political division of Europe during most of the second half of the twentieth century, which prevented him from frequent international travel for
manuscript study. Vetulani's contribution is remarkable considering the
personal circumstances under which he was forced to work.
Vetulani's interpretation of Gratian's work quickly became the target
of criticism and is now generally rejected,34 except for his basic work on
the Roman law material in the Decretum, which is universally accepted.
Gerard Fransen's observation that the canons of the Second Lateran
Council were late additions to the text is also widely considered correct.
The arguments of Rambaud, Vetulani, and Wojtyla that Gratian did not
write most or any of the two treatises de penitentia and de consecratione have
had a mixed reception. Some scholars accept them with reservations
while others remain highly sceptical. 35 For a less important text, such
problems may be thought minor, but any attempt at understanding the
fundamental transformation oflaw that took place in the twelfth century
is severely handicapped by the insecurity about what Gratian's work really
contained. Indeed, in his article from 1988 about the "acta and agenda"
of Decretum scholarship, Stephan Kuttner puts this problem first in his list
of issues that need to be addressed:
I. The making of the CO/Ilordia discordantium ",nonum, its plan and structure: was
it drafted and completed in one grandiose thrust, or did the original version go
through successive redactions?"

Kuttner goes on to point out that this problem must be solved before
the text can be accurately dated and the purpose of the book discussed
in the context of historical developments (whether religious, political,
intellectual, or legal). The signs that the Decretum outgrew Gratian's original plan and was revised are clearly visible in the text. The evidence for
what Kuttner in a happy turn of phrase called "untidy searns"37 extends
well beyond the limits of the two treatises de penitentia and de conseeratiolle,
the Roman law material, and the canons of the Second Lateran Council.
Among his earliest critics were Framen, "La date du ~mt." and Rene Metz, "A propos des
travaux de M. Adml Vetuiani," RDC 7 (1957), 61-85.
)~ For two authoritative but diverging recent accounts, sec Landau, "Gratim," and Kuttner.
"Grarien."
~ Kuttner, "Research on Grati1tl," 10.
37 Ibid. 13.
H
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One may think of such passages as C. I, q. s, d. p. c. 2, where Gratian
appears to refer to the two preceding canons in the singular (hac auctori·
tate) and C. 24, q. 3, c. S; where the rubric de eodem ("about the same
thing") makes little sense if it is taken to refer back to c. 4.
Recent scholarly advances make this the right time for a renewed consideration of the problems surrounding the composition of the Deeretum.
First, the manuscript transmission of the Decretum is infinitely better
known now than ten years ago, thanks to Rudolf Weigand's research on
the early decretists. 38 In order to study glosses pre-dating the Glossa ordi·
lIaria of 121 S, Weigand examined and described practically every extant
Deeretum manuscript (more than ISO) from the twelfth and the first half
of the thirteenth century. His research greatly facilitates the selection of
manuscripts to be used in a study of the text of the Deerellim.
Second, recent scholarship has made important advances concerning
Gratian's formal (Le., immediate) sources. Because several centuries of
scholarship concentrated on the material (i.e., original) sources,39 the
formal sources were traditionally given short shrift. Editors from the
Correctores ROlllalli to Friedberg habitually noted occurrences of Gratian's
texts in other collections but without indicating from which of them he
had extracted his text. While earlier scholars usually expected Gratian to
have used a large number of sources, including papal registers, patristic
manuscripts, and the Pseudo-Isidorian decretals, twentieth-century
scholarship has more and more come to realize that he mainly used relatively few recent compilations. An important breakthrough came in
1984, when Peter Landau pointed out that a handful of sources account
for most of the canons in the Decretum. 4o These sources are, in the first
place, the following five collections.
(i) Anselm of Lucca's canonical collection, originally compiled around
1083. It is preserved in several recensions. Peter Landau has investigated
the relationship between them and concluded that Gratian used a manuscript of recension A'.41 For the text of this collection, I used Friedrich
In addition to doulU of articles, the nujor rtJwt of this research U Weig2Jld, Glom" .tum
"Dtlurt,II
39 This Idnd of research culminated in the four volumei OHAriO Sebasti2.l10 Berardi. Gralldni t4NOmS
gtnuini db dp«rjpJtj{s t/{senti (Venice 1783),
40 Peter Landau, "Neue Fonchungen zu vorgratimischen Kmoneuanunlungen und den Que1len
dei gratianischen DtlmtJ."lus ~mmunt II (198.), 1-29 2.I1d Landau, "Quellen und Bedeutung."
Landau most recently surnrrurized his work on Gratian's sources in Peter Landau, "Grati2.l11
lubeitsplan." in lun' tdNOn/cc promovtnt/o: FtJtJ(hrijt fUr Htribtrt Schmitz .tum 65. QburlJtag
(R.g.mburg 1994). 691"707·
41 Peter Landau, "Die Rezension C der S:unm.lung des Anselm von Lucca." BMCL 16 (1986),
1?-$-4, wd Peter Landau, "Erweiterte Fusungen der Kmoneuanunlung des Anselm von LuC<:2
20S dem 12. Jahrhundert," in Si11lt'Anulmo, Mtmtova t la IOftd pn It iI1WJli(urt: Atti Jd Qnlltgno
Inttntazionalt J( Stut/i, ed. P201o Golinelli (Bologru 1987), 323-338.
)S
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I)

Thaner's incomplete edition (Am.), supplemented by the twelfth-century
manuscript Graz, Universitatsbibliothek 351 (Am.G), which belongs to
recension A.42
(ii) The Pseudo-Ivonian Col/ectio Tripartita, usually thought to have
been completed around 1095. Martin Brett has questioned this date and
pointed out that the work could have been produced later. He also made
a cogent case against attributing the collection to Ivo of Chartres, as is
usually done.'3 This collection has never been printed. With Martin
Brett's kind permission, I have used his transcription of BN France lat.
3858B, including his collations with other manuscripts (Trip.).
(iii) Ivo of Chartres' Panormia, usually dated to around 1095, but
Martin Brett has questioned this dating, suggesting that the work could
have been compiled at any point before Ivo's death in II I 5. 44 I used the
unreliable edition in Migne's Patrologia LAtina (PL 161.1038-1343; Pan.m)
supplemented by medieval manuscripts. This edition is a reprint ultimately based on the edition of 1557 by Melchior Vosmedian, who often
changed the text so that it would correspond to a printed copy of
Gratian's Decretum. In addition, Migne's (or his editor's) own editorial
tampering with this text is even more detrimental than usual. 4S
(iv) Gregory of St. Grisogono's Polycarpus, which was completed
after II I 1. This collection has never been printed, although preparations for an edition have been made at the Monumenta Germaniae
Historica, Munich, by Carl Erdmann, Uwe Horst, and Horst
Fuhrmann. The latter kindiy permitted me to use their draft edition
(Polyc.m). I also used the twelfih-century manuscript BN, lat. 3881
(Polyc.p). Uwe Horst's book about the Polycarpus contains useful concordances and indices. 46

(v) The Collection in Three Books (JL). Several recensions of this c?llection were compiled between I II I and II40. It has never been prmted,
47
and I used the twelfth-century manuscript BAY, Vat., lat. 3881 0LI1.
Gratian also used other sources for specific sections of the Decretum.
For the so-called Treatise on LAws (particularly for distinctions I to 9), he
drew on Isidore of Seville's Etymologiae. 48 Important especially ~or C. I ~s
Alger of Liege's Uber de misericordia et iustitia. 49 In the theolOgically Oriented sections of the Decretum, particularly in the de penitentia and the de
cOlISecratione, many texts derive from the Sententiae magistri A ~d perhaps
also from Peter Abelard's Sic et lion. 50 While these sources contributed the
great majority of the texts in the Decretum, a comparatively small number
of canons remains unaccounted for. It appears that at least one source of
some sigru' ficance still remains to be discovered, which does. not51 preclude
Gratian having used some further sources 0n1yonce or twice.
Third Titus Lenherr demonstrated in 1987 that it is possible to study
Gratian'; work in detail by combining evidence about his formal sources
with a close reading of the text based on a fresh collation of selected

Anselm of Lucca, Anulmi tpistopi LuunslJ w/ltdio l4tlotlum una cum (O/fUtiMt minott. cd. Friedrich
Thaner (lnrubruck 1906-1915). A truUcdption of the thirteenth Qast) book on the huh of two
nunwcripts is (oundin Edith Pan:t6r. "Lotta per Je investiture e 'ius belli'; 11 posizione ill Anselmo
ill LUCCi," in Sanl'AnJtlm~ ManloVd t la lotla ptr It Inrot/lurt: Aui dtl Conwgno Inttffldzlonalt di
Studi, ed. Paolo Golinelli (Bologna 1987), 403-.pl (Amp), For Anselm's collection sec now
Kathleen G. Cwhing. Papacy and Law in tht Grtgon'an RtWiuliotl: TIlt Cmonist{, ~,k if AtUtlm
of l..Jutd, Oxford Historical Monograpru (Oxford 1998).
U Martin Brett, "Urban II and the collections attributed to 1'0'0 of Chartres," in Promaings of fht
Eighth InttmalioMt Conglw of Mtaitrut Canon LAw, MIC Subs. 9 (Vatican City (992), 2.7-46.
.. Ibid., 46.
4S Peter Landau, "Die Rubriken und ltukriptionen von lvos Panormit: Die Ausgabe Sebutian Brants
im Vergleich Zut LOwener Edition des Melchior de Vosmedian und der Ausgabe von Migne,"
BMCL I l (1982.), 31-49.]acqueline Rambaud-Buhot, "Les sommaires de Ja Panormie et l'edirion de Melchior de Vosmedian," Traaitio 2.3 (1967), 534-536. The manuscripts I used are listed
in the COtlJp«Ius sig/ornm.
46 Uwe Hont, Dit lGlnontsSammlung "Polycarpus"tlu Cutolvon S. Crisogollo: Qutlltn und 'Hnaml:tII,
MGH Hilfimittel 5 (Munich (980). For a critical appreciation of Horst's work. see John Gilchrist,
"The Po/ytAI}'"'," ZRG KA 68 (198)).441-45',

A number of cues in which Gratian used this collection as lW source are indicated in Eri~n,
"The Cclfutlon in 71Iftt &oks and Gratian's Otmtum," BMCL a (1972.), 6.,...,,5. Some of the titles
are analyzed in Paul Fournier, "Une coUection canonique italienne du commenc~ment du XJle
si~cle," Anmlfu tit l'ttUtfgntmtnt suplritur tit Crttloblt 6 (189.), 343-438. See als~ ?lUSep~e MotU:
"Osservuioni intorno alla Colltziont Canolli", in tft Ubrl (MSS C 135 A.rchiVlo Capltolare di
Putoia e Vat .• lat. 3831)." in Pnxualngs of tht Fifth lnttmafional CongrtsS of Mtaitrul CaliON LAw.
MIC Subs. 4 (Vatican City 1980), 51-65.
4l Landau "Neue Fonchungen," a8, and Landau, "QueUen und Bedeutung," 2.a7·
.
., Edition' in Robert Krewc.hnur, A(gtr "",n Lilftichs 7talct.:lt /lOt mistrico,tlia tt iustitla": Bin
lGlnonistis(hu KonlccrJatm'tnuch ails au Ztil ats lnvufituntuits. Quellen und Fo:,chungen rum
Recht im MitteWter , (Sigmaringen 1985), 181-375. Krtwchnur suggests a daMg before 1101
but admits that the treatise might have been written later.
50 Stephan Kuttner, "Zur Frage der theologischen Vorlagen Gratiaru," ZRG KA 23,~I93~). a43-26~;
reprinted in Kuttner. Grill/an and tht Schoch of Law, no. lU, and ~etet Landlu, Grab~ und die
SmltnfilU Maglstrl A," in Aus Archivtn und Blbliothtlctn: ~u/J'hriftfiJ.' Raymund Kot!Jt l:um 6,5.
Gtburtstag. Freiburger Beitdge zur mittelalterlichen Geschichte: Studien und Texte 3 (Frankfurt
am Main 1992.), 3II-p6.
.
.
. th
51 Peter Landlu is currently investigating these issues. In a series of arucies, he 15 e,,?lo~mg
e possibility that Gratian made oc.cuional use of some sources. He}us shown thn Gratlan m three cues
(all in the first receruion) corrected the texts of other sourc~s wi~ the ~elp of ~e co11;ction of
Dionysius Exiguus. see Peter Landau, "Gratian und Dl0nyuus EXlguUS: Em Be1tra~ zur
Kanonistischen Interpo12tionenkritik," in Dt iuft Cdnoni(c MtaU Atvi: Fts/J'~nJifilr Rudolf U?lgana,
Studia Gratiana 2.7 (Rome (996), 2.71-283. There is no evidence that Gratlan ~sed ~e reguter of
Gregory I at first hand, as Landa.u showed in "Das Rtgisttr Papst Gregortm I ..un Dtmtum
Gratian{," in Mil/tlartmicht 7t.xtt: 01mfitjtrullg-&fimat-Dtutungtn, ~d. Rudolf Schieffer, MGH
Schriften 4:1 (Hanover 1996), 125-140. He did. however, occasionally me the Dtmtum of
Burchard of Wornu. see Landau, "Burchard de Wornu et Gra~en: pour I' etude de~ sou~es
directes du Dimt de Gratien," ROC 48.a (1998). For Gratian's pOSSible we of Gregory 1s RtgUttr
and of Burchard's Dtmtum. see also Rudolf Weigand, "MitteWterliche :rute: Greg~r I., Burchard
und Gratian," ZRG KA 84 (1998), 330-344 Additionally, Rudolf Weigand h~ pomted out that
Gratian once (in D. 63. d. p. c. 34) refe" to the BrtYiatio canonum of Fulgentlus Ferrandus, see
Weigand, "lGIchli,he WahlK,ht," 1343·
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manuscripts. 52 The result was an understanding of how Gratian compiled
a questio, e. 24, q. I, and in which order the different components of the
text were inserted. Lenherr's analysis was based on the reasonable premise
that Gratian did not use all of his sources at the same time; some sources
would have been used in the beginning of Ills work and some later. His
analysis proved tills premise correct (and my investigations support it).
L7nherr found that the formulation of the question at issue in C. 24, q.
I IS based solely on the three canons in tills questio willch derive from Ivo's
Panormia. The discussion in the dicta draws on these and on canons willch
Gratian extracted from the Polycarpus. The canons coming from JL and
the Col/ectio Tripartita do not seem to be reflected in the dicta. On the basis
of these observations, Lenherr concluded that the questio grew around a
kernel of the three Panormia canons, to willch were first added the texts
from the Polycarpus and then the canons deriving from JL and the

Tripartita.

GOALS AND MBTHODS OF THIS BOOK

My work was originally conceived of as a study of Gratian's methods: his
use of sources, Ills construction of (scholastic) arguments, Ills creation of
a coherent system oflaw. In contemplating the stages in the composition
o~ the Decretum, first explored by Lenherr, I became increasingly conVInced that there were two separate main stages and that the result of the
first of these is preserved in three manuscripts, now in libraries in
Admont, Barcelona, and Plorence (Aa Be I'd). These manuscripts contain
a text of the Decretum willch is considerably shorter than the normal text
- approximately half of the canons are left out - and their text has therefore been thought of as one of the many twelfth-century abbreviations
of the Decretum. My work, therefore, focused on proving that the text of
the three manuscripts is in fact an earlier version of Gratian's Decretum a
first recension. To that end, I made a detailed textual study of ~o
selected sections of the text, C. 24 and C. II, q. 3. A summary of tills
s~dy is found in chapters 2 and 3. Tills study proved conclusively the
eXIStence of a first recension of Gratian's Decretum in the three manuscripts Aa Bc I'd, and I accounted for these findings at the Tenth
International Congress of Medieval Canon Law in Syracuse, New York,
In August of 1996 and at the defense of my doctoral dissertation at
Co~umbia . University four weeks later. Ironically, in the intervening
penod I discovered a fourth manuscript of the first recension now in
Paris (P). In July 1998, Professor Carlos Larraimar informed m~ that he
~2 Lenherr. Bxkommunikationsgtwalt,

cr, Rudolf Weig1nd's review of this work.
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had found a single-leaf fragment of a fifth manuscript containing the first
recension (pfr). It is likely that further research, especially among manuscript fragments, will unearth further manuscripts of the first recension.
Each such discovery will be important, since all of the manuscripts so far
discovered suffer from some form of deficiency: Aa is interpolated while
Bc I'd P and Pfr are incomplete.
Since my defense, my work has concentrated on exploring the consequences the discovery of the first recension has for our understan~g of
Gratian's Decretum and the development of twelfth-century legal thinking and teaching. The results of these investigations are found in the last
two chapters of tills book, arguing for a novel understanding of the foundation of the law school in Bologna and for distinguishing two different
authors of the two recensions of the Decretum. In selecting the sections
of the Decretum to study closely, I chose C. 24, since Lenherr here provided a beginning with Ills analysis of q. I, and e. II, q. 3, because this
questio has thematic similarities with e. 24. Both these sections treat
formal aspects of excommunication: in willch situations must a sentence
of excommunication be obeyed? (e. I I, q. 3); is a sentence of excommunication given by a heretic valid? (C. 24, q. I); is it possible to excommunicate a dead person? (e. 24, q. 2); may the members of a sinner's
household be excommunicated even if they have not sinned? (C. 24, q.
3). These four questiones contain 188 canons in the second recension,
which correspond to a little over S percent of its more than 3,800 cano?s.
Although the selection may seem small compared to the enormous SIze
of the Decretum, it is substantial enough to allow conclusive evidence to
be assembled.
In the close readings of these two sections, I study the structure of
Gratian's arguments and attempt to fInd out where he took each canon
from. I first look at Gratian's "case description" in the beginning of the
causa and then at the questions willch he derived from tills "case." For
each questio, I trace how Gratian develops the answer to Ills question. The
purpose is to prove that all the texts he needed to answer the questions
were present in the first recension, and that the argument in the first
recension is coherent and complete. Such a proof is a strong argument
for the thesis that the text contained in the four manuscripts Aa Bc Fd P
in fact constitutes a first recension of Gratian's Decretum.
Chapters 2 and 3 not only aim at showing the inner consistency of the
first recension but attempt also to determine the source from which each
of the canons was extracted. The (relative) consistency with which the two
recensions used different sources is another strong argument for my thesis.
This consistency proves that the shorter version of the Decretum found in
the four manuscripts is not an abbreviation, since an abbreviator would have
19
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no practical possibility of excising only those texts deriving from a few particular sources. The treatment of each questlo in chapters 2 and 3 is prefaced
by a table which lists the occurrences of the canons in the collections
known to be among Gratian's sources, with columns devoted, ftrst, to
Gratian's Decretum, and then to the Panormia, the Collatio Tripartita, the
Polycarpus, the Collection in Three Books, Anselm of Lucca's collection, and,
fmally, Ivo of Chartres' Decretum. Although Ivo's Decretum is not, as far as is
known, one of Gratian's formal sources, I have nonetheless included it,
because it is one of the largest maga2ines of texts in the period immediately
preceding Gratian's. A ftnal column provides, in a few cases, additional
information. The tables were drawn up on the basis of the information
found in Friedberg's edition, and in the standard fmding tools.'3
After the tables, each canon is analyzed in order to determine which of
the possible sources Gratian in fact used. My methods are based on the
criteria which Stephan Kuttner outlined in 1948. John Erickson, Peter
Landau, and Titus Lenherr have later employed and reftned his methods. 54
Their criteria for establishing sources may be summarized as follows:
(i) 1\vo or more canons are found in close sequence Or juxtaposition
only in Gratian and an earlier collection.
(ii) A canon's inscription (most frequently a misattribution) is common
only to Gratian and an earlier collection.
Sol

~4

I have used the following: the concordmces for the UllOns in the P~lycarpUJ in Horst. Polyc4rpus
and for Pscudo-Isidori.1n canons in Hont Fuhrnwul, EillflI!fJ und Vtrbrtitung lit( pstlld~.iJidoriuhtH
FillJlhungm von {lIrtnt AufoulChm hes In dit ntUtrt Zlit. MGH Schritten 24 (Munich 197"-1974).
CanON with Indplts A-G were searched in M. Pornw.ri. Inltia t4IlCtlum If primatvis ~1ftttIOtl(bus
usque ad "Dem'um Cratfanl," Monumenta It:aliac eccleswtia. Subsidia I (Florence 1912),
which is 1wed on a broad survey of printed collections. For canoru which also appear in
the StnkmtJ of Peter Lombard, I wed the source appatatw in (peter Lombard,] MtJglstrl Pttri
Lombardi Stnttntia.t in IV libris diJtrlbutat, Spicilegium Bonaventurianum '(-$ (Grottaferrata
1971-1981). A nineteenth-century work. containing still weM, albeit sometimes unreliable, tables
of c.anoru in Gratian and pre-Gratim collectioru is Augwtin Theiner, Djs~ulsit{onts crit'(4t {n platdpuas (4tumunt tt dem141ium tc1ltdlontS (Rome 1836). Martin Brett of Cambridge Univenity kindly
nude available to me his Indpit indices to Anselm of Lucca's collection, the Colttttio Tripart{ta, and
the Co1lutio Bri14nn{(4, Since the C01ltdiM In Thrtt Books was one of Grati.m's most imPOrtant
sources and 1 could not find any available index to it, 1 compiled a provisional/tI(J'plt index to
Vatican City, BAV, Vat" Ln. 3831. ThiJ: index is avaihble on the internet at
http://pantheon.yale.edu/....h.aw6/canonlaw/3I.htm. Electronic media have recendy begun to
provide a convenient and Bexible means for retrieving information of this kind. I have nude
extensive we of the Ctttdoc Ubfluy if Christian LAtin 1bas: CLCLT (Thrnholt 1981-) and the
/1atrotog{a utin4 Futt 'nxt Databast (Alexmdria. Va. 1991-) which contairu the text of the PL editiow of, e.g., Burchard's and Ivo's collections. Linda fowJer-MagerJ, Kanonts: A Stttdion of Canon
LAw CclttdlotU Ccmplkd Outsidt Italy btlwttn 100D and 114D (piesenkofen 1998) was avillable to me
only at a late stage of my work..
Kuttner, "De Gratiani opere," Il$-Il7, Erickron, "Thnt Boelu," 71.-'13, Lanw.u, "Neue
Fonchungen." 14-1$, Landau, "Quellen und Bedeutung," nO-.HI, and Lenherr. Exkommuni·
kaIiOnJgtwalt.61.
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Table 1 Formal sources of C. 24, q. 3, canons
Gratian
24-!.26
24·P7
24.3.28
24·P9

PaHorm(a

Th'par/jta

P.ly<4'l'us

J lJo.lu

7·5·5
7.5. 6
7.5. 24
7.5. 22

3.3. I
3·P
3.3. 15
3·).10

26-2 9

Aruelm

Other

12.,(8

Alger 3.za

1>·49

u·52Il.6I

(iii) The length of the excerpt, the arrangement of ~extual fragme?ts
and/or textual variants are common only to GratJan and an earlier
collection.
(iv) A canon appears in only one pre-Gratian collection (with the reservation that any number of these collections remain unstudied or
even unknown).
Naturally, these criteria will have greater or lesser reliability in speciftc
cases. Ideally, two or more will support each other. The criteria may seem
clear enough in theory but are often difficult to apply in practice. An
important reason is that the collections which Gratian used as sources are
themselves related to each other. So are the Panormia and the third part
of the Collectio Triparlita, both largely derived from Ivo of Chartres'
Decretum, which in turn draws substantially on the fIrSt two parts of the
Tripartita. The Polycarpus used Anselm's collection as a source," and 3 L
appears to have drawn on both these works. 56 The result is that the same
canons often appear in close sequence in several collections.
Consider an example, canons 26 to 29 in C. 24, q. 3 (for the detaiJs,
see below, pp. 75-'7 6).
The order among the fragments is similar in three collections, '0 that
criterion (i) cannot be used to determine which of them was Gratian's
source. Furthermore, in all of the collections each text is the same length
as in the Decretum. There is some variation in the wording of the inscriptions in Anselm's collection (for canons 26 and 28) and in Alger's work;
this indicates that neither of these was Gratian's sourCe. Otherwise, only
a collation of textual variants provides a basis for singling out the work
used by Gratian. Variants recorded below in chapter 2 ~ho~ that 3 L
exhibits readings signiftcantly different from those of GratJan ill canons
27, 28, and 29. Anselm shares one of 3L's readings in c. 27. I conclude,
5S
$6

Hont. PoJ)'CA'Pus. ,(1-,(6.
Paul Fournier and Gabriel Le Bro. HiJtoirt dll tclltdionJ "'noniq,uu
Dkritalts jus~u'au IIDiatt" dt Gralltn (paris 1931-1931.), n lOl-lO1..
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Table 2 Formal sources ojc. 24, q. 1, Canons 2-3
Gratian
24·1.2-

24·1.3

Panormia

7Hpartila

Polycarpus

1.46.3
1.46.2

1.18·4

J Bootu

Anselm
Il.67

7·8.1

I.S·3

therefore, by elimination, that Gratian's source for canons 27 and 28 was
the Polycarpus. The textual evidence points to the Polycarpus or the 3L as
the sou;ce fo~ c. .z6 a.,'-d the Polycarpus or Anselm as the source for c. 29.
FolloWIng cnterIon (I), one might conclude that the Polycarpus was the
source of both of these canons. This conclusion should however be only
te~tative, .ince criter~on (i) might lead the researcher as;"y. Can~ns 2 and
3 In C. 24, q. 1 proVide an example of this.
Agree~ent in length and internal omissions indicates that the Tripartita
~as Gratlan's source for c. 2 while the false inscription proves that 3L proVided c. 3 (~ee ~hap~er 2 below). If it were not for the false inscription,
~owever, CrIterIon (I) would have pointed to the Tripartita as his source,
since the text there is so close to the text of c. 2.
To avoid such mistakes, I have employed criterion (i) only when no
other evid~nce is available. In general, I have relied on collations of
textual variants m?re often than Erickson and Landau appear to have
done. These collations are recorded below in chapters 2 and 3 whenever
there have be~n signific:mt vari:mts. If a canon appears in only one relevant pre-G~tlan colle.ctl?n, or if there is some other reason to single out
?ne collection as Gratlan s source, the collations are usually omitted. Even
In th.ese cases, however, the reader can be confident that I have collated
Gratlan's text against that of his source, without finding significant variants.
F~r such de.tailed textual work, Friedberg's edition alone does not
pro~d~ a sulliclen~y reliable text of the second recension for this project.
While It would be unpossible to re-edit even parts of the Decretum within
the. framework .of this book, I have as a rule checked Friedberg's text
aga~nst the readings of a few representative manuscripts in those passages
which a~e analyzed .extensively in the book. In the Compectus siglomm, the
manusCIlpts to ,:"hich I refer by sigla are listed and briefly described.
The firs~ recension remains unedited, so for its text I have used the
manuscnpts.
In co~ating the text of the second recension of the Decretum, I do
not consistently use the s:une manuscripts nor do I consistently Use the
same number of manuscrIpts. The reason for this is that the textual value
of the different manuscripts of the Decretum still remains to be
22

established. 57 I have, therefore, deemed it desirable to take samples from
as many manuscripts as possible, but without collating all available manuscripts for every variant. During the textual work, I gradually learnt
which manuscripts were more likely than others to yield early readings.
Those observations are discussed in chapter 4, and they are also reflected
in the fact that some manuscripts appear more often than others in the
collations. As to the number of manuscripts employed, I felt free to
judge in each case what was needed to establish Gratian's text; thus
problematic passages were checked in more manuscripts than were
straightforward ones. 58 For the first recension, I always used every relevant manuscript:
MANUSCRIPT DBSCRIPTIONS

The four manuscripts and one fragment of the flIst recension stand at the
center of my attention for most of this book. I have, therefore, deemed
it valuable to publish detailed descriptions of these manuscripts, while the
reader is referred to Rudolf Weigand's Die Grosset! zoom "Dekret" Gratjam
for detailed descriptions of second-recension manuscripts.

Admont, Stiftsbibliothek 23 and 43 (Aa)
These manuscripts contain the Decretum in two volumes. Admont 23 ends
after C. 14. They were written by a single scribe in the 1160s Or the 1170S
in the Benedictine monastery of Admont in Austrian Styria. In the twelfth
century, Admont belonged to the diocese of Salzburg. Although briefly
mentioned in Kuttner's Repertorium, 112, Aa was flISt described in print by
A. Krause in 1951.59 Fritz Eheim described the two volumes in 1959, not
noticing that they form a set or that the text of the Decretum is shorter than
A v.tIuable examination of the rt.b.tioruhip between eightetn wcll-chosen Gratim nunwcripts is
found in Regula Gujer, "Concordia discordmtiwn codicum nunwcriptorum? Eine Untersuchung
zur D. 16 des D«rtrum CNfianiund zur Textentwicklung einiger ausgewahlter Handschriften" (doctoral thesis, Univen.i.ty of Zurich). Unfortunately, I W1S wuble to study this unpublished thesis at
length. A sumnury is found in Regub Gujer, "Zur Uberlieferung des Dtmfum GNtI'ald, "in PnxudingJ
oflht Ninlh Inltm4tional OmgrtSS of Mtd/nul CanM !Aw, MIC Subs. 10 (Vatican City 1997), 8?-104·
sa My coUations arc POSitive, i.e., nothing can be concluded from the absence of a manuscript Jig/14m.
The form of my collations corresponds to tlue used in ch1sica1 philology, as codified in Mutin
L. West, Ttxtuld Criticism and Editioria' Tuhn{4ut (Stuttgart 1973) and Jacques Andre, Rlg/ts it ru·
ommtndallonJ JX'ur Its Idifl'onJ critiquts, J/nt 'at(tIt (paris 191~). I sometimes give the readings of the
material source under the Jig/14m "orig." Reference to the appropriate edition is given in each case.
I identify and collate the material source only when I deem it weful. If, e.g., Gratian and the
material source share a reading, while the Panormia has a significantly different variant, the latter
was probably not Gratian's fornu! source. When I have perceivtd no advantage for my project in
identifying the nuterW source, I have not done so.
59 A. Knuse. "Die Handschriften des Dttrtlum GNtian; in del Admonter Stifubibliothd::," in]ahrtJbtrichl
du SI[/Ugymnddum in Admonl m, 6. R. ubn ddJ &huljahr 19JoIJI (1951), This work, referred to by
Winfried Stelzer and Hubert Mordek (see below, nn. 63 and 68), was not available to me,
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61
usual.60Stephan Kuttner clarified these issues in 1960. Titus Lenherr used
these manuscripts in his research on Gratian's Decretum during the 19 80s,62
and Winfried Stelzer carefully analyzed the manuscript, especially the socalled Collettio Admontemu found on fos. 198r-236v of Admont 43, which
63
contains several interesting and unusual Roman law_texts. In addition to
examining the glosses in this manuscript, Rudolf Weigand determined in
199 1 that the incomplete text is the same as that found in Bc and Fd.'"
The content of Aa is as follows:
Admont 23 (296 fos.)
fos. Iv-Sr: The beginning of the anonymous introduction to the Decretum, "In
prima parte agitur." 65
fo. S r-v: The beginning of the anonymous introduction to the Decretum, "Hoc
opus inscribitur."66
fos. 9r-199v: Part I and Causae I to 14 in part 2 of the first recension of the

Decretum.

fos. 200r-296v : Supplement containing the canons and dilta which were added
in the second recension and are missing on fos. 9r-I99V: uExceptiones quorumdam capitulorum in corpore libri omissorum .. ,"
Admont 43 (342 fos.)
fos. It-I n: Continuation of the anonymous introduction, "In prima parte
agitur, omitting the de consecratione."
fos. 1 Ir-IZV: Continuation of the anonymous introduction, "Hoc opus inscribitur. u
fos. 13r-19Sr: Causae IS to 36 in part 2 of the first recension of the Decretum.
fos. 19Sr-236v: The Collettio AdmoHtensis,67 including (fos. 19Sr-204') the De
imnumt'tate et sacrilegl'o et sitlgulorum clericalium orditlum (ompositiotle,68 and an
excerpt from the Collettio Triparti/a.

I Admont, Stiftsbibliothek 23 (Aa), fo. IOsr. The main text contains
C. I, q. I, C. 11.0 - d. p. c. 113 including c. 110, which was added only in the
second recensIOn. The short, first-recension form of c. 113 in the text was
augmented in the bottom margin. Reproduced with permission.

60 Fritz Ehelm, "Die Handschriften des DUfflUm CNti,mi in 6sterrtich," Slud;a C,all'ana 7 (1959),
119'""130 and 13l-lll·
61 [Stephan Kuttner), "Select bibliography 1959'""1960," naditi~ 16 (1960), 565, see also Stephan
Kuttner, "Some Gratim manwcripts with early g1oues," TNditio 19 (196), 534. note 7· It seenu
to have escaped notice that the Benedictine Jacob Wichner correctly registertd as early as 1887
or 1888 (for Admont '3, only) that the nuln text is incomplete, see his Catalog of Malllmripu III
St(ft AJmOllt, Austria (Ann Arbor, Mich,: Univenity Microfilnu, 19b),
61 Lenherr, "Surnnurien," 531, note 10.
6J Winfried Stelzer, Ctlthrtu Rtmt in Osternim von dtlt Anftngm his %um frilhttl '-#. Jahrhundtrt,
Mitte1ungen des Irutituts fUr 6sterreichische Geschichtsfo.nchung. Ergaruungsband 26 (Vienna
198:1), 25-44.
64 Weigand, GloJJt1I %um IIOt/mt," 661--(6),
65 This old introduction was printed in BihliothMl Qulnttuis JtU codlcum manusm'ptornm qui In tabulario QufHtm{ assttWnturseries n (Monteuuino 1875), 17 1- 196,
66 This introduction is found only hert and in Me, cr, Weigand, CtOJStH %um "Dtltrtt." 849.
61 This leg:a.l collection was studied by Stelzer, CtlthrlU Rtmt itl 6stmtlch, 25-«·
" Studied by Hubert Mordek, "Auf der Suche filch einem venchoUenen Manuskript . , ,; Friedrich
MU1ien und der Traktat Dt immunltatt tl Jacri/tgJ~ tllingu/ornm dtrit4lium ordinum comp,)litiont, " in
Aus Kjrcht utld Rtlch: Studfttl %u TIlto/og{t, Po/Wit und Ruhl im Mitttld/ttt: Futschnftfor Fritdrich
Ktmp!(Signuringen 1983). 18,]-200.
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fos. 237r-279v: De consecratione (part 3 of the Decretllm),
[os, 28ot-340v: Supplement containing the canons and dicta which were added
in the second recension and are missing on Cos. 13-198r with the same rubric as
in Admont 23.
fo. 341: Tables of Greek letters with their numerical values (these values are dis-

cussed in D. 73).
fo, 342r-V: D. 73 from the first part of the Decretllft! (this distinction is not found
elsewhere in Aa).69

Barcelona, Arxill de 10 Corona d'Arag6, SOlila Maria de Ripoll78 (Bc)
This manuscript, which breaks off after C. 12, belonged to the library of
the monastery of Ripoll until this library was incorporated with the
Archives of the Aragonese Crown in 1835. It was written in the twelfth
century in Italy. The text is preceded by the anonymous introduction "In
prima parte agitur," listing all thirty-six callsae.
Be was first mentioned in print in 1915 in a catalogue of patristic manuscripts in Spain.'o Gerard Fransen was the first to point out, in 1954, that
the original text omits many canons which a contemporary hand added in
the margins. 71 Two years later, he characterized Be as an abbreviation and
indicated that most of the Roman law texts are miSSing from the original
text. 72 Antonio Garda y Garda catalogued Bc in 1962 pointing out that
the manuscript is very important for the study of Gratian's text. n In an
article published in 1962, Pablo Pinedo argued that the Deereilim originally
contained only Gratian's dicta, while the canons were added later. He used
the fact that canons had been added in the margins of Bc as evidence for
this hypothesis." Stephan Kuttner disagreed, stating that "it is out of the
question that this MS could represent an early stage of the Decretum. "75
Rudolf Weigand examined the glosses of this manuscript in 1991.'·
In an exhibition catalogue from 1992, Albert Torra pointed out that
the volume contains several inserted leaves which were not originally part
of the book. These leaves accommodate some of the additional texts that
could not be written in the margins. According to Torra's collation, the
About D. 73. which h:a pl1iea, see Rambaud, "Le Ic~," 106.
Zaehari:u Garcia, "Bibliotheea Patrum Latinorum Hispaniemis, 2," in SilzuHgsbl1icnlt der
KtJiserUdun Akadtmit der Wisstt1Scilciften, pnilosopmuh-nislorncnt KltJJst 169: 2 (Vienna 1915), 45. Be
was included in Kuttner, Rtptrtorium, 1I4, on the basis of this note.
11 Gerard Fraruen, "Manuscrits canonique coruerves en llipagne (11)," RtvUt d'hjUoirt taUs;astiqut
49 (19$.01.), 1$2.
12 Fraruen, "La date du Diml," 529.
n Antonio Garda y Garcia, IOLo, mmuscritos del Dmtto de Graciano en laJ bibliotecu y archivos
de Espana," Studia Grallana 8 (1962), 165-166: "Com()st lItra J'Crti all/Hilil (ompttlo, tJ Istt un manUjm'lo muy imporl4t1tt i'4ra tI ututl/o dtl texto dt Gradtmo. " See ilio Antonio Garcia y Garcia, Igtuia,
Socitdatl y Dtruno, Bibliotheca Salmanticeruis, Estudios 74 (Sa.lanunca 1985), 38 and 59.
1. Pablo Pinedo, "Decretum Gratian.i: dictum Gratiani,"IUJ (Anon/cum 2 (pamplona 19(2), 149-166.
H Kuttner, "Some Gratian manuscripts with early glosses," 533, note 4.
16 Weigmd, GlOJSttl 2um "Dt/utl," 686-687.
69

70
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2 Barcelona, Andu de la Corona d'Arag6, Ripo1l78 (Be), fo. 1I0r.
The main text contain.! the first recen.sion ofC. t, q. t, c. 108 - d. p. c. 113·
The margins contain additions made in the second recension, including
canons 110 and 117-120. The short first-recen.sion text of c. 113 is augmented
between the lines. Reproduced with permission.
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added leaves are folios 19,23,29,30,31,36,38,63,70-'11 (bifolium), 77,
81, 82, 85, 88,91, 98, and 106,71 Judging from the quire signatures that
are visible on the microftlm, the manuscript is otherwise comp9sed of
regular quires of eight leaves,
The content ofBc (180 fos,) is as follows:

"

;;,..;...,.- , ..

,...

fos. Ir-ISV: The anonymous introduction to the Decretlltll, UIn prima parte
agitur." complete, but omitting the de consetratione.
fo, 16r-v: Blank,
fos, 17r-178v: The ftrst recension of the Decretum, ending defectively with the
end of C, 12, The manuscript once continued with C, 13 (and. probably, the
rest of the Decretum), as is evident from the catchword at the bottom offo, 178v:
"<D>iocesil / /", A later hand added, in the margins and on additional leaves,
second-recension texts milling in the original text of the manuscript.

fos, 179r-18ov: Fragment ofa glossed Bible, Numbers 2: 27-3: 18,

Florellce, Biblioteca Naziollale Celltrale, COIIV, Soppr. A, 1,402 (Fd)
Walther Holtzmann noticed this manuscript during his research for the
Kallollistische Erg""zullgen zur Italia Pontificia, because a marginal note contains the text of an otherwise unknown papal decretal, issued by Pope
Adrian IV for Bishop Amandus of BiscegUe in Apulia, The bishop's letter
to the pope is also present in the margins as well as two letters issued for the
same bishop by a Cardinal John,7' In 1957, Stephan Kuttner noted that
Professor Peter Huizing of Nijmegen was studying Fd at Holtzmann's suggestion, and described the manuscript as "thus far considered an Abbreviatio
but may tum out to be of especial value for tracing the stages of revision of
the Decretum itself, "79 Holtzmann considered Fd a very old Gratian manuscript, but Jacqueline Rarnbaud objected that it was written in an archaizing hand around 1200, and she made little use of it,'o In 1960, Francis
Gossman noted that Fd "could well represent the work of the magister in a
more pure form" than other manuscripts," The manuscript was described
in print in 1979,82 Rudolf Weigand examined· its glosses in 1991..3
The quire structure of Fd is complicated: I' 2' (- I, 7th leaQ 3-5' 6'
7-21' 224 23' 24' 25 2 263 (singletons),
n Cdt12tunya MtJ(rnd: Dtl zt> dt malg 121 Jt> J'agolt, &rulOtld 199Z (Barcelona 1992). 204-105. I thank
78

8Q

3\

82

!J

Alberto 'Ibm for providing me with a photocopy of the description of Be.
Walther Holtmunn. "KanonUti.Khe Brginnlngen lur It:alia pontificia," Qutlltn utld FomJllmgm
dIU it4f1tttisd1m Attnlwtl utld 8iM/olnt/uti 38 (1958; :also published separately, TObingen 1959),
1.4$-149.
19 Stephan Kuttner, "Annual report," Thtditlo 13 (1957), 466.
Rambaud. "te legs," 87. Holtumnn talks, K4MniJluent Ergdtlzungtn. 149. about "die . .. sehr alte
Florentiner Gratianhs."and it reported by Rambaud to have said that it was "un dej: plw anciens."
Francis GO"ntan, Pope Urban n dnd OItlOtlLAw (Washington. D.C. 1960), 118-Il9.
M. E.Iena Magheri Cataluedo and A. Ugo Pow, BibUo!t(4 t cuttu", a Camdfdo/{: Dat mtdlotVi alf'umantSimo, Studia Aruelmiana 7S (Rome 1979), 207-2.08.
Weigand, Glossm ZUni "Dt/ml",748-752.
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3 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Cony, soppr, A, 1.402 (Fd),
fo, 23r, The main text contains the ftrst recension ofe. I, q, I,
canons 106 - d p, c, 123 and C. I, q, 2, d, a, c, 1 and c, I. The margins
contain texts added in the second recension, including the end of c, 113 at the
top of the page, The capital letters R and S refer the reader to further ,
additional texts in the supplement at the end of the volume. Reproduced Wlth
permission.
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The content of Fd (181 fos.) is as follows:
fos. 1,,:"104f: Parts I and 2 of the first recension of the Decretum, beginningdefecnv~~y m D. 28, d. p. c. 13: .. //stituti licite matrimonio ... " Q. S in Friedberg's
edinon).
fos. 104l'-164f: Supplement containing the canons and dicta which were added
In the second recension and 3re missing on fos. Ir-ro4r. Before part I and each
causa the appropriate section of the anonymous introduction to the Decretum uIn
prima parte agitur," is reproduced.
'
fos. 1641'-167: The de (onsecratione (incomplete).
fo. 167V: Canons I and 2 from the council of Reims of 1148.8' Canon 2 ends
defectively, " ... quam ad desides neg//" suggesting that the text once continued on the next page.
fos. 168r--17Sv: Further texts from the de (onsecratione.
fo. 176r: Compilatio quinta I.I.I-I.I.S, ending incompletely fI, • . in quibus
?ostrum [') monas~e~ /. ,," Since 176v is blank, it would appear that 176r (which
IS fully w.:'tt~n) ~rtgmally was the verso side of the first leaf in a manuscript of
the Compltatlo qUltlta. It lacks Honorius Ill's bull of promulgation.
fo. 176v: blank.
fos. [:77-181] in the end of the volume are five leaves containing fragments of
liturgtcal books (four leaves from a breviary and one leaf from a missal) and three
fragments of documents concerning the Camaldolese order.
In her unpublished dissertation, Adriana Di Domenico devoted a detailed
study to the paleographical, codicological, and art-historical features of
86
Fd . Th~ letters reproduced in the margins suggest that the manuscript was
wntten. m the second !,alf of the twelfth century in Apulia, and Di
Domeruco finds the SCripts on fos. 1-164 consistent with this date and
origin. She identifies three, possibly four different hands on these folios. A
first hand wrote fos .. 1~I2V, a second fos. I2V-I04r (with a possible change
?f ~and at ~e beg1nIlU1g of fo. 44r) , and a third fos. I04r--167V. I am
m~lined t~ think that fo. 4.4 (and following) in fact was written by a new
scnbe, which would explam why quire 6, ending with fo. 43, consists of
only four leaves, while most other quires are made up of eight leaves. Folios
1-1 67 cO?'titut~, in Di Domenico's opinion, the original codex, to which
th~ last rune folios (168:-176) were added at a later point. I suggest that the
ortgmal volume contaIned only fos. 1-107 (quires 1-14) with the text
lohannes Domenicw M:uui. Saaorum OJntJ'/icrum no\.U tt ampfiJsima (O/{tdi(l (Florence and Venice
1759-1798). XXI 713"""71".
85 Emil Friedberg, cd., QuiH4ue (cmpila/(cHt.s I2nliquae nu non Cclltdic (.mcnum lips/tmil (Leipzig
ISb),ISI-IS1.
" Adr~ma Oi Oomeni~o. ."Codici miniati ronunici nel fondo Conventi soppres.si della Biblioteca
Nwonale Cemra.le d.i Flfenu. Canuldoll- Vallombrosa. - Santa Maria Novella" (doctoral dimrUti.on, Universitl degli Studi di Firenu, 198?-199O). The dissertation is available in the manuSCflP~ dep~~nt of ~c ~ibliotec,a. Na.z.i.orule Centra..le, Florence. 1 thank Adriaru. Di Domenico,
who is a libranan at this library, for drawing it to my attention and allOwing me to quote it.
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ending on fo. 104r. At a later point in the twelfth century, the supplement
was added, first on the remaining blank pages (fos. 104l'-107V), and then on
new quires. These, making up fos. 108-176 (quires 15-22), are of coarser
parchment than the earlier quires. Folios 168r--175v are written by a single
hand in the second half of the thirteenth century and constitute a quire.
Di Domenico noted that the illuminated initials exhibit two distinct
twelfth-century styles. Some of them appear to have been painted in
Apulia while some are typical of the school of AIezzo. Di Domenico
concluded that the manuscript came to Camaldoli in the twelfth century.
It stayed there until. Napoleon's army secularized that library in 1809.
When the library of Camaldoli was catalogued in 1406, this manuscript
is mentioned with a description that allows the conclusion that fo. 175
was its last leaf at that point, since fo. 175V ends with the words "voluntate accipitur perseverat" (de (ons. D. 5, c. 27).
Clxviij Jtem decretum anticum quj incipit: statuti licite, et finit voluntate acquiritur, in carris pecudinis et tabulis. 87
In an article published in 1999, Carlos Larrainzar takes issue with many of
Di Domenico's conclusions and argues that this manuscript belonged to
Gratian himself and that he used it in composing the second recension. 88
Larrainzar's argument is complicated and I could not do justice to all its
details here. A main component is his dating of fos. 1-167 earlier than
other scholars. Prom the presence of two canons from the Council of
Rheims in 1148 on fo. 167v (written by the scribe who also wrote fos.
104l'-167v), Larrainzar concludes that what precedes must have been
written before II48. 89 There is, in my opinion, no reason to think that
these conciliar canons were copied into Fd in 1148 or even soon after that
year. Such texts continued to be of interest and could therefore be copied
long after their promulgation. Their presence proves that the scribe who
copied fos. I04r-167V worked after the time of the council, which in any
case seems likely on paleographical grounds. Another important component in Larrainzar's argument is his identification of ten places in Fd where
a correcting hand brings the text of Fd up to date with the second recension. Larrainzar argues that the perfect correspondence between these
corrections and the second recension proves that only the author could
have made them. 90 In my view, these corrections could have been made

IW

87 Magheri Cataluccio and Pos.u. Bibtiottcd e cullufrf d Ci2mdldoli, IH, n. 16".1 reproduce the text of
the manuscript in accordance with the note$ to the editon' corrected text.
U Carlos Lurainur, "BI Dttrttc de Graciano del c6dice Fd (= Firenu, Biblioteca Naz.ioru.le
Centra..le, Convtnti Soppreui A.I.401): in memoriam Rudolf Weigand," /UJ Ecdtslat 10 (1998),
,,1l-,,89·
a9 /bid . • 37-438: "Como se vi6, esta 'colecci6n' de 'Adiciones bo1oiicus' {fos. I04t-I67v] C$ necesuWnente anterior a1 ano 11,,8, tal como sugiere la d2taci6n de los cinones que derran 101 Ultima
hoja conserv.td2 del cuadernillo veintid6s {fol. 16']vb].
90 /bid. 450-464II
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by any interested reader who had a copy of the second recension at hand.
There is, thus, no basis for Larrainzar's thesis that Fd was Gratian's original manuscript nor that any of the correcting hands belonged to him.

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale de Prance, nouvelles aequisitiollS latines J76J (P)
The Bibliotheque Nationale bought this manuscript on 24 November
1896 from the Parisian bookseller Th. Belin." In 1952, Jacqueline
Rarnbaud devoted an entire article to discussing the manuscript, which
caught her interest, since it leaves out most of the excerpts from Roman
law found in other Gratian manuscripts. Rambaud believed, however,
that P was an abbreviation which allowed an indirect view of an early
form of the Decretum, not that early form itself. Rudolf Weigand did not
examine this manuscript for his Glossen zum "Dekret," since Stephan
Kuttner reported in the RepertoriulII, 108, that it lacks glosses. P does in
fact contain at least two brief glosses (fos. 3r and 54v). Its quire structure
is, with two small exceptions, regular: 1-128 13'°(-2, the 3n1 and 5th
leaves) 14-198 208( - 2, 7th and 8th leaves).
The text of this manuscript ends suddenly in mid-sentence in the
midclle of C. 12, q. 2, c. 39 after only three lines have been written on
the verso of fo. 158. It does not seem likely that P ever was a complete
manuscript of the first recension. Unlike Aa, Bc, Fd, the additions of the
second recension have not been added to this manuscript. The contents
of P (158 fos.) are as follows:
fos

Ir-I S8v:

in C.

12,

q.

A text of the first recension of the Decretum, ending incompletely
c, 39: tlepiscopus absque ulla" Qine 10 in Friedberg's eclition).

2,

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale de Prance, latin 3884 I, fo. J (Pfr)
BN lat. 3884 I-II (Pf) is an important early manuscript of the second
recension. Rudolf Weigand noted in 1991 that the first folio of the first
volume is a fragment of another Decretum manuscript, containing C. I I,
q. 3, d. p. c. 43-<:. 69,,2 In 1998, Carlos Larrainzar observed that the leaf
in fact comes from a manuscript of the first recension. 93
91

Henri Omont, "Nouvelles acquisitioru du departement des manuscrits de 1a Bibliothequc

9)

Nationale pendant les annees 18¢-1897." Bihliclh~qut de N3cclt JtS CharltJ 59 (1898), 96. I thank
the suff of the Manwcript depa.rt:ment of the Bibliothequc Nationale de France for informing
me about the provenmce.
92 Weigand. Clomtl zum IIDtkrt'/' 881.
Larriliuar. "ID Jltuto de Gr.tciano del c6dice Pd." 449.

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale de France, nouvelles acquisitions latines 1761
(P), fo. 9SV. The text contains the first recension ofe. I, q. I, C. III - c. 114·
Reproduced with permission.
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Heresy and excommunication: C. 24
A certain bishop, who had lapsed into heresy, deprived some of his priests of
their offices and marked them with a sentence of excommunication. Mter his

death he and his followers are accused of heresy and condemned together with
all their families. Here it is ftrst inquired whether a person who has lapsed into
heresy may deprive others of their offices or mark them with a sentence. Second,
whether a person may be excommunicated after his death. Third, whether for
the sin of one person his entire household is to be exconununicated.'

Chapter 2

HERESY AND EXCOMMUNICATION: CAUSA 24

The first test case is Causa 24. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that a close reading of this causa supports the thesis that the text of
~he manuscripts Aa and Fd is a flISt recension of Gratian's Decretum (the
Illcomplete Be P and Pfr do not contain C. 24). This demonstration
follows two lines, showing that the text of Aa and Fd presents a coherent and complete argument, and that the two recensions used different
sets of sources.
Causa 24 is the second of the causae hereticorum, so called since the
author of the second recension at C. 7, q. I, d. p. c. 48 refers to C. 23
with the words "in prima causa hereticorum.'" Both Causae 23 and 24
are concerned WIth the treatment of heretics and the latter with the
mechanics of excommunication (and reconciliation) in particular. In the
se~ond ~ecension~ C. 24 contains eighty-eight canons (and one palea),
thlrty-nme of w~ch are (wholly or, in three cases, in part) present already
III the first recensIOn. The causa is, thus, of a reasonable size in the first
recension and there are substantial additions in the second recension.
Both circumstances make it a suitable test case.
Another reason for selecting C. 24 is that any examination of its first
questio is ~reatly fac!litated by Ti.tus Lenherr's groundbreaking study from
19 87, which contams an analysIS and a new edition of this questio. 2 His
work also allows the sceptical reader to compare my results to those of a
scholar whose aim was not to prove the existence of a first recension. The
followin~ in~estigation of q. I draws On Lenherr's work, although I
deemed It WISe to test his results in each case.
As is his habit in the second part of the Decretum, Gratian begins Causa
24 by describing an imaginary situation, from which he derives the questIOns that he Intends to answer in the following questiones:
I

!

Cf. Johann Friedrich von Schulte, Die Gmhlthtt du Qutllen utld Ultralur du (Anonjuhm Ruhls 1
(StUttgut 187S). 49""SO, note 9. for this and other self-quotations in the Durtluttl.
Lenhen, Exkommunikdf;OllJgtwdll,
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Below, I shall follow Gratian's discussion of these questions and examine
how he reaches his answers. His discussion and his conclusions are found
in the dicta, which are supported by canons. All of the dicta in C. 24 were
already present in the first recension. I will show that all three of Gratian's
questions received a complete and coherent treatment already in the first
recension. The canons added in the second recension are mostly less
immediately relevant for the questions posed. Also, I will demonstrate the
consistency with which the two recensions drew on separate groups of

sources.
As a preliminary, table 3 documents occurrences of the texts of C. 24,
q.

I

in the canonical collections which Gratian used when compiling the

Decretum. Those canons wholly (or almost wholly) present in the first
recension are indicated with bold face in the first column. Those only
partially present appear in italics. In the table, I anticipate my conclusions
by using bold face for Gratian's Source. When Gratian used more than
one source for a single canon, or when either of two works could have
been the source, italics are used. Necessary detail is provided in the
remainder of this chapter.'
CAN A HERETIC EXCOMMUNICATE?

In the first question of Causa 24, Gratian asks whether a heretical bishop's
sentence of excommunication or deposition has legal validity. The beginning of d. a. c. I states that it is easy to prove that a heretic cannot depose
or excommunicate. Initially, his argumentation follows two lines in
accordance with a distinction which he immediately introduces: "For
every heretic either follows an already condemned heresy or fashions a

) Ibid. 18 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Dim/11m, 96$): "Quidam episcopus in heresim lapms aliquot de
sacerdotibus suis offitio priuauit et sententia excomtnunicationis not1uit. Post mortem de
heresi accuutus dunpnatur et sequ2ces du! cum omni familia sua. Hie primum queritur. an
bpsus in hereslm pouit alios offito priuue ucl sententia noure. Secundo, an pOSt mortem
aliquis possit excommunicari. Tertio, an pro peccato alicuius tota familia sit excommuni~
4

canda."
For a fuller trtatntent, sec Anders Winroth, "The making of Gratian's Durell/ttl" (ph.D. drnertation, Columbia University 1996), 52-II I.
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Table 3 Formal sources oj C. 24, q.
Gratim

Panonnia

Trip<Utit4

Polywpus

1·46.3

7·8.1

1.46.2

1.18.4

3 Books

I

Anselm

Ivo, r>eartum

C£ 2.j..l.3

24_1.1
24·1.2

24·I.3
24·1·4

12.67

1·5·3

AIgcr 3·74

5·133

14·57

24·1.5

7.2·1

24·1.6
24·1·7
24·1.8

7·Z.2

2.26.16

7·3·1

3·1.1

12·7
1·37

7·302

24·1.9

1·3·1

3·1.21.2.1

1.13 & 1·35

24·1.10

1·3·2

1.2.. 2

1·36

24·I.II

1·3·7

102.6

1.16

24·1.12

1.18.6

1·5·5
1·5·8

1.27 & 2·54

1.3.6 & 1·3·3

102·3-4

1.174-

I.I.II

I.IS

1·3·6

1·30

24·1.13

24-1.14-

4-109

2+1.15

24- 1.16
24·1.17

1·1.3

24.1 . 1 8

7·3·3
7·3-4
7·3·5

24.1.19
24-I.ZO
24- 1.21
24·1.22

2.j..lo23

24.1.24

1·38
1.60

1·3..2

3·1·3

P·5
3·1.8
2·34·39

&
502

1.10

S.X

5·3
1·56

7·3·6
7-4-1

3·1.9

7-4.2

3·2.1

1.64

3·30·3 &7+3

3.2·2

5.2·

1247

2·50.13-14

24·1·2.5

24. J •26

s.>5

2·5°·17

24. 1.2.7

24.1.2.8
24. 1 .29
24.1.30
Z4-1·3 1
2.j..l·32
24.1.33
24.1.34
Z4-1·35
24. 1.3 6
2.j..1.37
Z4-1.3 8
2.j..l·39
24·1.4°
24. 1-41
24. 1.42

Notes

9·52

3.2.ZZ

7.5. 1
7·5·7
6.15.19
7·5·8
7·5·9
5.134
5.135

3·3·32
3·3· I I
3·3·3

12_51

12-40
5·59
12-41

3.2.4

12-43

14-58
14·59

1.62.65
1.62.66

1.62·67
3.3.21

7_S.21

3.10.25-26
;.1.8

7.3. 8

7·5-4
7·5.29

2.108

I2.·58

P79
6·390-1
1.1']0

B 9.53 & C 9·61
3.3. 12

3·P3

II.II7
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The Making of Gratian ~ ((Decretum"
new one."5 The former group is discussed in canons 1-4 with the accompanying dicta (d. a. c. I and d. p. c. 3), while the latter is treated in d. p.
c. 4 and in the following canons. This treatment is summarized in the first
sentence of d. p. c. 37. At this point, the questio has, however, already
shifted its focus away from the distinction between old and new heresies
which is presented in d. a. c. I. Many of canons 5-37 can certainly be
taken to make statements about new heresies specifically, but it is hard to
escape the impression that Gratian was more interested in what these
canons say about heretics generally. The distinction plays no discernible
role in the last section of the questio, i.e. in the dicta p. c. 37 and p. c. 39
and in canons 38 to 42. Here, Gratian is concerned with the possible
objection stemming from patristic texts which affirm the validity ofbaptisms performed by heretics, if such baptisms are considered valid, why
does not the same apply to excommunications performed by heretics?
OLD HBRBSIBS

In regard to heretics following an old heresy, Gratian states in d. a. c. I
that "he who follows an already condemned heresy takes part in the condemnation of that heresy. "6 Of the following three canons, only c. I is·
present in the first recension. This canon alone provides enough support
for Gratian's statements about old heresies in d. a. c. I. In fact, the dictum
even contains verbal echoes of canon I (but not of canons 2 or 3). "Qui
uero heresim iam dampnatam sequitur, eius dampnationis se participem
facit" (d. a. c. r) is obviously modelled on "Quicumque erum in heresim
semel dampnatam labitur, eius dampnatione se ipsum inuoluit" (c. I).
The two canons added only in the second recension were clearly
drawn from the sources usually used in this recension, the Collectio
Tripartita and the Collection in Three Books (JL). Canon 2 is found in three
relevant collections, but only the Tripartita has a text of the same length
and with the same omissions as the Decretum. This collection was in all
likelihood the source. 7 Canon 3 appears in fo~r of the usual sources, but
only 3L shares the misattribution to Pope Felix found in the Decretum and
was therefore, most likely, the source.·
The provenance of c. I is more complicated and requires fuller treatment. Its text does not, to the best of my knowledge, appear before
Gratian's Decretum. Gratian ascribes the canon to Pope Gelasius, who was

also the author of canons 2 and 3 (although the Decretum ascribes the
latter to Pope Felix). Lenherr points out that c. I bears resemblances. to
parts of canons 2 and 3 as well as to a section of Gelasius'letter 10, .which
is the text from which c. 3 was excerpted. The relevant section of
Gelasius'letter appears in Alger of Liege's De misericordia et iustitia 3.74.Lenherr finds similarities between Alger's introductory sentence and
Gratian's inscription to c. I:
Vnde cum Achatius absque sinodali auctoritate ab Apostotico se. dampnatum
quereretur, contra Gelasius scribit dicens Lenh. Fr..' Quod vero dicebant eu~,
etiam si peccasset, non iuste tamen a Romana sede ~atum ess~, . : . nec In
generali con cillo, sed sola Romana sede damnatus, hoc Item GelaslUs Improbat

hoc modo A/g.
Lenherr concluded that Gratian copied c. I from an as yet unidentified
source, which is somehow related to Alger's work.lo I c~nn?t se~,
however, that there are any similarities so significant th~t they JUStify this
conclusion. Gratian's source for this canon, thus, rematns umdentlfied.
Having established that a heretic following an old, already condemned
heresy automatically takes part of that condemnation, Gratian quotes a
decretal issued by Pope Alexander II (c. 4). This decretal deternunes that
an excommunicated person cannot excommunicate. In d. p. c. 3, Gratlan
combines this decretal with d. a. c. I and concludes that a person following an old heresy (and hence being "condemned with an old excommu. nication"lt) cannot excommunicate someon~ e~e.
. .
Obviously, c. 4 is necessary for the reaso~g m d. p. c. 3, and It IS, as
could be expected, found in the fust recensIon. Th~ only rdevant collection in which c. 4 appears is the Panormia, but the mscrt~~on t~ere IS,
Lenherr points out, different from that of ,the .I?ecretum. While the
Decretum, both in Friedberg's and in Lenherr s editions, reads ~e ~ddress
as "Valeriano episcopo martiri," the manuscripts of the Panorml~ gIve the
name of the addressee as William (Wil/ihelmo, Vil/ermo, Gull/elmo, or
other fortns 13) and his title as marquise (marellioni or marliO~li14).
The manuscripts of the Decretum show, as Lenherr clarIfIes, progressive corruption in the text of this inscription. A stngle man.uscrt~t, Aa,
preserves the correct title marchioni, while a few old manuscrtpts gIve the
9
10
II

12

s Lenben, ExkommutliC4tionsgtwdit, 18 (d. Friedberg, ed., Dtcrttum, 966, lines ~-J): "Onmis enim
hereticu$ aut iam dampnawn heresim sequitur aut nouam con6ngit."
6 Lenherr, Ex.1t.ommuniC4t{onsgmuft, 18 (d. Friedberg. ed., DtmtunI, 966, lines 3-5): "Qui uero
heresim iam dampnatun sequitur, eius dampnationis 5e participem facit."
7 Lenben. Exhmmunik4t{onsgtwcllt, 6) and 8S.
8 Ibid, 85-86.

U

14

Kretuchnw', A(ftr wn LiUlilhs Trak/al, 366-367.
unherr, Exken1munlk4/lonsgtwd(/, 6:1. .
.
" "
..
Ibid.:1o (d. Friedberg, ed., Dtatlum, 966, line :1): "anuqua excommurucauone dampnatw.
Lenhere Exken1n1unlk4/ietugtwdl,. 86.
I have n~ted the {ollowing variants: Willtnne (Pan.Fj). Villun1e (BN tat. 3868). Willllulme (~n"M).
"WtIW" (BN lat. 3864 and 13660), Guilltfme (BN lat. 14995). Guiltfme {BN lat. 3867}, Gurlgtlmo
(I'dn E) and even W. (P,n.L).
. ,.
The"latter spelling is found in BN lat. 3864 and 3867: the former (as well as mamon!, IS very
common.
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title as fnartiri only. Later, it developed into episropo martiri and, finally, into
episcopo et martiri. The name is, however, always 11l1eriano. It seems, therefore, that Gratian originally wrote 11l1erjano marchioni, and there is no
reason to imagine that Ills source was not the Panormia (particularly if one
assumes that Ills Panormia manuscript contained a name form such as
Villermo that could have been misread as 11l1eriano). It is unlikely that

to preach such things, since a person who already is thrown to the ground
cannot overthrow anyone. "19 Tills sentence summarizes the contents of
canons 35 and 36; it also contains two passages reproduced verbatim from
these texts (wlllch both derive from Pope Nicholas I's well-known letter
to Emperor Michael I1I).20 Gratian devotes the rest of the dictutn to adducing evidence and arguments wlllch support ~e thesis of the fIrs.t se.ntence.
In the fIrst part of the dictlltn, Gratian ues the power of bmding and
loosing to possession of the Holy Spirit, wlllch can be received only in the
Church. He fIrst cites Christ's words to the apostles: "Those whose sins
you forgive, are forgiven; those whose sins you retain, are retained" Oohn
20: 23).21 Gratian points out that Christ immediately before this state~ent
says: "Receive the Holy Spirit" Oohn 20: 22),22 "in order that he nught
manifestly show to all that he who does not possess the ~oly Spirit c~ot
retain or forgive Sins."23 He then adds that the Holy Splflt can be recelved
. . If "2.
only in the Church, "since it creates through grace aIs 0 the uruty ltse .
He illustrates this statement by pointing out that it was only to the apostles gathered into one that Christ said "Receive the Holy Spirit" Oohn 20:
22) and that the Holy Spirit descended at Pentecost. He then concludes
that if the Spirit cannot be received outside the Church, it cannot work
there either (i.e., cause excommunication or reconciliation).

Gratian used another source, since the canon was relatively recent,
excerpted from a decretal issued by Pope Alexander II (1061-1073), and
had not had any large canonical transmission in Gratian's time. It fIrst
appears in the Col/ectio Britannica, a collection compiled at the end of the
eleventh century. IS From there, it came into the collection of Paris,
Bibliotheque de l' Arsenal 713 B, wlllch was the source ofIvo of Chartres'
Decretum and Panormia. 16
It is, of course, significant that it is a first-recension manuscript, Aa,
that is the only one to preserve what Gratian originally wroteY The
other rust-recension manuscript available for C. 24, Fd, gives Valeriano's
title as marti. wlllch may be expanded either as martioni or as martiri. An
awkward abbreviation such as tills in an early Decretum manuscript may
account for the erroneous martiri in second-recension manuscripts.
NBW HBRB SIB S

In the lengthy d. p. c. 4, Gratian discusses those who faslllon "a new
heresy out of their heart."18 In tills complicated discussion, he draws on
several Canons in C. 24, q. I, without referring to them explicitly. In the
following analysis of tills dictum, I aim at determining wlllch canons
Gratian actually used. The dictum was present in the fIrst recension, and
I will show that he used no canons which are not found in that recension.

Gratian begins the discussion by stating Ills conclusion or, as it were, the
thesis wlllch he strives to prove: "If someone faslllons a new heresy out of
his heart, he cannot condemn anyone from the moment when he begins
1~

London, British Library Add. 8873. fo. SlY, see Anders Winroth, ed., "Epbtulae Alc>W1dri papae
secundi in C~lltdl'ont Britannica a.s.servaue" (unpublished edition). no. 85. Cf. Paul Ewald, "Die
Papstbriefe def Brittischen Sammlung." Ntuts Arthiv du Gtstllsch4t fiJ, altttt deutstht
Gmhithtskundt S (1880). J.p.
16 Fo. 148r. About thU collection. see Robert Somerville, "Papal Excerpts in Arsenal MS 7IJB:
Alexmder n and Urban Il," in Pnxudings of/ht Ninth Inttl1f4tional Congrm cjMtJitval Cdnon lAw.
MIC Subs. 10 (Vatican City 1997). and Robert Somerville with the collaboration of Stephan
Kuttner, Utban II, tht "Colltd(o Bn'tdnn{(d/' ami tht Council of Mt[fi (1089) (Oxford 1996), 16-11.
17 Incidentally, it was the reading of M at this point, as reported by Lenherr, which tint prompted
me to speculate about a fiot recension.
III Lenherr, BxkotHtHuniMiOlllgtW\jtt, 11 (cf. Friedberg, ed., DtcretutH, 967, lines 1-1): "ex corde suo
nouam heresim."
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Lenherr, BxkotHtHun{~tionlgtwlJll, 2I (d. Friedberg, ed., DtmlUtH,. 967. ~es 1-): "Si autem ~
corde suo nouam heresim confinxit, ex quo talia. predicare cepent, nenunem dunpnare potUJt.
quia non potest deicere quemquam iam prostratw."Cf. Pope Nichow l's words in c. )6 (Lenherr.
BxkotHmulli~fionlgtwdll • • 9, lines 7-9; cf. Friedberg, cd .. Dttrtfum, 981, lines 9;"'12): "non potui~~
... quemlibet remouere qui £oetant olim remoti. nec deicere quemquun lun ante ~ro.strau.
Nicholas is here, in turn, influenced by two statements nude by Pope Celestine I. Celestme 5 st2tements are quoted in Niehow'letter and present in canons 35 and 36: "non poterat quemquun
eius remouere sententia, quia iam se prebuerat ipse remouend~" (c. lS'" Le~err.
Bxkommullicafiomgtwdlt•• 9. lines. 5-6; cf. Friedberg, cd .. Dtcrttllm, 980, lines 6-8) and nenunern
deicere uel remouere poterat qui predic:llls talia titubabat" (c. )6, Lenherr,
Bxkommun{(4/iomgtwdlt• • 9, lines 5-6; d. Friedberg, cd., i)(atfllm. 981. lines .,-8).
20 Lenherr, BxkommuNikaliomgtwdlt, 104. The passages are "deicere quemquam i~ prostratus,"
which appears in c. )6 (Lenherr, BxkommllnjeatiolUgtwdll, 49. lines 8-9; d. Fuedberg. ed.,
DUrtlllm, 981. lines 11-12). and "ex quo ulia predicare ceperunt," which appears in both canons
(Lenherr, BxkommllniC4f{olUgtwalt. 48-.9, lines 1-), and p. 49, line ); cf. Friedberg, ed .. Dmtlllm,
980,line). and 98Q-981,lines 3-.).
.
21 Lenhere, Exkommllni~f{olUgtwdtt, 11, tines 4-5 (cr. Friedberg, cd., Dtm/Ilm. 9.67. hnes 5-6):
"'Quorum remiseritis peccata' etc." As was common during the mid~e ages. Grattan quotes only
the tint few words of scriptural passages. The argument dearly reqwres, however, that the rea~er
keeps the entire passage in mind. Here. as elsewhere, I have. therefore. chosen to quote the enbre
passage in the English t:ranili.tion.
.
,,' .
12 Lenhere, Bxkommlln{~tiMsgtwdft. ii, line 5 (d. Friedberg, cd .. i)(mlum, 967,lines ~): Acclplte
Spiritum $Wctum."
1) Lenherr, BxkommuNiCIJfiomgtwdlt, 11, line1 5-'! (d. Friedberg. ed .. Dmtlum, 967, lines 7-3): "ut
euidenter cunctis ostenderet. cum qui Spiritum $Wctum non habeat peccata non poue tenere vel
t9

24

remlttere."
.
" .
Lenherr, BxkommuN{~ljolUgtWdlt. ll,line 8 (cf. Friedberg, ed .. Dtcretllm, 967. lines 9-10): qwa
et ipsam. unitatem per 'gratiam facit."
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Gratian here appears to be a proponent of an ecclesiology in which
the Church is defined as a community united by participation in the
grace of the Holy Spirit. Gratian's treatment is, apparently, based on
some of the canons in the qllestio (particularly canons 18 and 19), but
these texts are interpreted in the light of contemporary theology. Verbal
similarities appear between Gratian's dictuIII and, e.g., the Glossa ordinaria
to the Bible, although the similarities are such that they cannot be interpreted as proof of direct influence; it rather demonstrates Gratian's
general familiarity with the language of contemporary theological discourse. 25

Gratian continues to quote biblical passages, which he interprets as
further support for his thesis. First, he adduces Romans 8: 26: "So when,
as the Apostle says, 'the Spirit intercedes,' the Spirit accomplishes, it
makes [us] neither intercede nor accomplish outside the Church."'·
Gratian's medieval readers would be familiar with the meaning of "the
Spirit intercedes." The Pauline context of these words is: "Likewise the
Spirit helps us in our weakness; for we do not know what to pray for, as
we ought, but the Spirit himself asks for us with sighs too deep for
words. "'7 Gratian obviously interpreted this text in the light of the Glossa
ordinaria, which states that it is not the Spirit which asks, but which .
"makes us ask. "28 The Glossa probably provided also the idea that "the
Spirit achieves." An interlinear gloss, unearthed by Lenherr in two
Munich manuscripts of the Pauline letters, interprets "the Spirit asks"
with "it makes (us) ask and accomplishes. ",9
15 Compare Gnnan's words quoted in note ~4 with the GlosSIl ordr'nan'a ad Ephesians 4: 4: "unit1tem
ecdesia.sticun quam facit spiritus WlCtuS" (quoted by Lenherr, ExkoltllfwniltdUcm.JgtWall, 1]1, note
88) and with Rupert of Deutz. Dt glorijiMllcmt trinjfaffs 6,1$: "quam uniutem facie unus Spiritus

U

et una fides" (quoted by Lenhert, Bxkommunlk4tiClttsgtwall. 13~, note 91-). For Gn.nan', interpre~
uuon of the fint Pentecost, "nee nisi super congregatos in unum die pentecostes descendit
Spiritus unctus," (Lenherr, ExkomftHmica/iotugtwalt, n,lines Io-Ui cr. Friedberg, ed.• Dtml11tM,
967. lines ll-U) compare the C/(lua (lrdfnariaad Act. 2: 2: "totam domum.ln una domo sedentibw i.nfunditllt spiritus ut ecclesie uniw commendetur ... hie veniente spintu congrcgatis erant
in unum ex amore" (quoted by Lenherr, Exkomml4nikaU(lnsgtwalt. 1)0, note 88).
Lenherr, Bxlwmnmnitdti(lnsgtwalt, 21. lines 1)-13 (cf. Friedberg, ed" Durttl4m, 967, lines 14-16):
"Cum ergo. sictlt APOHOlus ait, 'Spiritus postulet,' Spiritus impetret, extra ecclesiml nee postulare fadt, nee impetnrt." While it is not entirely clear in Granw's Latin whom the Spirit nukes
to ask and to achieve, the context as well as the biblical glou cited below indicate that the subject

is

lOW

faithful."

RobertW Weber, ed., B(b/{a satTa illXta vulgafam vtn{Mtm, 3td edn. (Stuttgart 1983), 1759.
u "Spiritu. po.tu1At gemltibu•• Non enim Spiritus Wletus postulat aut geollt, qua!i indigeat aut
angwtias patiatur, sed quia ipse postulHt nos facit, nobuque intetpellandi et gemendi irupirat
affectum. Adiutorium igitur hie spiritw saned expreuum est." BibUa laana cum gl(lJJa ordintlritl
(Strasburg c. 1-4-8oj repro Thrnhout 1992) ad Ronwu 8: 26.
29 "Facit postu1are et impetrat," quoted by Lenherr, Exlromml4nikatfo'JJgtwdlt, 131, note 88 from
Munich, Baytrische Swtsbibliothek elm 37-4-3 and 18$32. The Qmuf(l'tJ quotes an interlinear
gloss "Spiritw impetret" in their note ***.
27

Heresy and excommunication: C. 24
Gratian appears to connect Paul's just quoted words to the Romans
with Christ's words to the apostles: "Whatever you ask for, will be done
by my father, who is in heaven" (Matthew 18: 19).30 The context of this
statement makes it clear, Gratian says, that Christ is addressing only
those who are members of the Church. For it is preceded by "if two of
you agree on earth," and followed by "wherever two or three are gathered in my name, there am I in the midst of them. ,," Christ here clearly
shows, Gratian says, that he does not live in the hearts of those who
break with the Church. Gratian's treatment here is based on c. 19, which
contains a similar argument and where the same passages from Matthew
18 are quoted." And where Christ does not live, Gratian continues,
there the Holy Spirit has no place. The conclusion he draws from these
facts is:
Since it thus is the work of the Holy Spirit and the power of Christ to forgive or
to retain sins, to excommunicate or to reconcile, it is clear that those who are

outside the Church can neither bind nor loose, can neither through reconciliation restore ecclesiastical conununion nor through excommunication deprive of

its [i.e., the Church's] fellowship. which they, themselves stained by heresy or
schism or marked by a sentence [i.e., of exconununication], are proven utterly to
lack."
This conclusion is followed by a short passage, the purpose of which
seems to be to establish that it is the see of Rome which holds the right
faith, although this is not explicitly stated. Gratian points out that,
although all the apostles were given equal power to bind and to loose,
this power was given to Peter "for all and above all," according to Christ's
famous words: "I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven"
(Matthew 16: 19).'· A person who is estranged from the unity of the
Church, "which is understood through Peter," cannot consecrate, only
~ Lenhen, Bxkomml41dtdf{otIJgtwalt, 2t, line 1-4-

(d. Friedberg, ed., !J«rtlum, 967, lines 16-17):
"Quecumque petierltis, etc."
31 Lenherr. BxkMlmunitdtl(lnsgtwdll. 2I,lines 14-16 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Dtcrtlum. 967. lines 17- 19);
"premi.sit: 'Si duo ex uobis eorueruerint super terram.' Et item: 'Vbicumque duo uel tres congregari fuerint in nomine meo, ibi et ego sum in medio eorum."
)2 Cf. Lenherr, ExkommunikaliotIJgtwdll, I2?-J30, note 88.
)) Ibid. 2,2. lines 20-2,3 (d. Friedberg, ed., Dtcrtlum. 967, lines 24-19): "Cum ergo dimittere peccata
uel tenere, excommunicarc uel reconciliate opus sit Spiritw sancti et uirtus Christi, apparet, quod
hil qui extra ecc1esiam sunt nec lJgare pos.sunt nee soluere, nec reconciliando ecclesiasnce com~
munioni reddere, nee exeonununicando eius sodetate priuart, qua ipsi heresi uel scisnute pollutl
Slue lententi.a notati penltus carere prob:mtur. It
)4 Lenherr, ExkommuniCdf{otIJgtwalt, 22. lines 26-27 (cf. Friedberg, ed. Dtcrttl4m, 967. lines 31-33):
"Petro pro omnibus et pre omnibus chues regni celorum se thtutum promisit diceru: 'Tibi thbo
wues regni eelorum.... Grati:m wes the phrase pro (lmnibw tt prt om,libw in the same context in
D. 21, d. a. c. t. The words pro oml1ibw in the same context appear in the Cloua ordinaria adJohn
19: 23 (see Lenherr, Exkomml4t11·kati(lnsgtwalt. 130, note 88).
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execrate. 35 It is hard to imagine that Gratian's medieval readers would not
equate Peter with the Roman Church. In this passage, Gratian draws on
c. 6, which states that Peter symbolizes the Church,36 and on c. 18, which
contains the idea that, although all the apostles received equal power,
Peter is foremost among memo
The section which follows serves both to undergird the earlier conclusion (that only orthodox priests can excommunicate) and as a transition to the next section. Gratian quotes I Corinthians s: 3-S: "Though
absent in body I am present in spirit, and as if present, I have already
determined that, when you and my spirit are assembled with the power
of our Lord Jesus Christ, the man who has so acted is to be delivered in
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ to Satan for the destruction of the
flesh. "37 Gratian comments that Paul in this passage teaches, by demonstrating the "formula for excommunication," that only the faithful are to
be excommunicated, and only by the faithful. 3" He points out that only
a true believer can accomplish anything "in the name of the Lord and
with his power cooperating, since 'no one can say 'Jesus is LordI" except
by the Holy Spirit."'39 In interpreting I Corinthians s: 3-5, Gratian
apparently draws on the Glossa ordinaria, which also uses the word "coop.
erate" for the power of Christ. 40
The rest of the dictum is mainly concerned with establishing that only
those who belong to the Church can be excommunicated. Heretics and
schismatics have already removed themselves from the Church and need
not be driven away. Gratian begins by explaining that the Lord, when he
prohibited eating the lamb outside the church, does not drive away those

who through their profession of faith voluntarily leave the Catholic
Church. Instead, he allows them to leave. Gratian here alludes to Exodus
12: 46: "In one house shall it [i.e., the Paschal Lamb] be eaten; you shall
not carry forth any of the flesh outside. "41 He follows an exegetical tradition, codified in the Glossa ordinaria, in taking "one house" to signity
the Catholic Church and "outside" to refer to heretics. 42 This interpretation is also expressed in C. 25,43 which in all likelihood inspired Gratian's
words in this passage. He continues by comparing those who are outside
the Church with those disciples of Christ, who in me Gospel of John
reply "This is a hard saying; who can listen to it?" (6: 60) to Christ's words
"Unless you eat the flesh of the Son of man and drink his blood" (6: 53).
These disciples are, Gratian points out, not driven away but allowed to
leave. 44
Gratian further undergirds his thesis that only those in the Church can
be excommunicated with yet another reference to the fifth chapter of I
Corinthians. When Paul talks about those who are to be excommunicated, he begins with the words "if any brother," while when he talks
about the unfaithful he says: "The Lord will judge those who are
outside." Gratian concludes that "he entrusted judgement of those who
are inside to us. "45 This conclusion appears to be based on an interlinear gloss to this biblical passage: "The Lord will judge: he did not
entrust [them] to us, since you ought to judge about those who are
Gratian's following summation is couched in such complicated syntax
that it needs to be quoted in full:

Lenherr, Exlrommuni(4t;onsgtw<ltt. 22, lines 28-31 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Dwetum. 967. lines 33-)6):
"Quicumquc ergo ab unitate ecdcsie, que per Petrum intelligitur, fuerit alienus, execrate poteu,
cOlUecr;ue non ualet. excommunicationis ucI reconciliationis pOtesutem non habet." Gratian
probably found the idea here expressed, as well as the contrasting words {ottStctart and tXUfare, in
C·33 (Lenhere, ExkommuniCdtionsgtwdlt, -4s.lines6-8; cf. Friedberg, ed., Dtcrttum, 979. lines 8-10):
"lure ergo execratus tantum, non coruecratus poterit did, quem simul sacrare in unitate coniunctis mtmbris non agnoscit ecclesla."
.
J6 Lenherr, Exlcommuni(4tiotlSgtwalt, 24. lines ~ (d. Friedberg, ed., Dettttum, 968, lines 8-9):
"Petrus quando wues acceperit, ecclesiam sanctmt significauit."
37 Lenherr, Bxk~mmunicali~nsgtwalt, .n,lines ]2-35 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Dettttum, 967, lines 37-41):
"Ego quidem absens corpore, preseru autem spiritu iam iudicaui ut preseru eum qui sic operatus
est, in nomine Domini nostri Iesu Christi congregatis uobis et me~ spiritu cum uirtute Domini
nostri Iesu Christi, tradere huiwmodi sathane in interitum carnis."
)3 Lenherr, Bxk~mmunicali~nsgtwdft, ll,lines 3$-37 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Dtcrttum, 967,lines 4J-43):
"In quo fornum excommunicationis ostenderu docuit, non nisi fidelem et a fideli notandum."
39 Lenherr, Bxkommunicati~nsgtWdll. 11" lines 37-39 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Decretum, 967-968. lines
·n-·u): "In nomine namque Domini atque dw uirtute cooperante non nisi fidelis aliquid operari
ualet, cum 'nemo possit dicere: "Dominw Iesus", nisi in spiritu sancto.'"
40 "~ nomine Domini. Hoc modo iudicavi, ut vos congregati in unum sine aliqua disseruione,
qw~us mea auctoritas et virtw Christi cooperabitue" (Biblia latina rom gt~55a ordinaria, ad I
CormthJans 5: 4).

Weber, ed., Biblia 5acra. 9]: "in una domo comedetur [seil. phasa] nee efferetit de earnibus eius
foras."
42 Cf. the following interlinear glosses found in Biblia latina cum g/o5sa ordinaria, ad Exodus 12: 46:
una domo: "Eeclesia catholiea, non in eonventieulis hereticorum"; nec: "quia nee iudd nee
pagani nee heretici nec onutino qui extra ecclesiam sunt ad hanc communionem admittitur";
foral: "id est extra ecclesi.am, ne impiis et peccatoribus communicent, quia catholica ecclesia privantor." The Paschal Lamb is, of course, a type for the Eucharist.
4) Lenherr, Exkommun/'(A/I'onsgtwaft, 38, lines 11-1.3 (cf. Friedberg, ed .• Decretum, 976, lines 2.8-30):
"Super illam petnm fundatmt ecclesiam scio, Quicwnque extra banc domwn agnum comederit
profanu5 est."
« Lenherr, ExkommuniC4li~nsgtwa1t, 2.3, lines 41.-45 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Dmtlum, 968, lines 4?-51):
"llli qui audientes: 'Nui manducaueritis carnem filii hominis et biberitis eius sanguinem' etc.,
dixerunt: 'Durus est hie sermo, et quis potest eum audile?'. atque ita abierunt retrorsum non
"puIsi, set abire permissi."
U Lenherr, Exkommunicationsgtwaft, 23. lines 45-48 (d. Friedberg, ed., Dtmlum, 968, lines 52-56):
"Hine etiam Apostolu5, cum de exeommunicandis age"t, premisit: 'Si quis &ater'; de infidelibw
autem suppo5uit diceru: 'Eos qui foris sunt Dominus iudicabit'; de his autem qui intus sunt nobis
iudicium eonunisit."
46 "Deulludicabit: non nobis conunisit. cum debetis iudicare de his qui intw," quoted by Lenhere,
Exkommu/!ikationsgewatl, 1]1, note 88 from Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek clm 14]27.
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Sicut autem ex eo quod Apostolus ait ufrater," et ex his que de fidelibus et infidelibus supposuit, apparet non nisi fidelem exconununicandum, ita ex eo quod
fidelibus tantum hoc scribitUI, uel pocius, quia sicut ille qui benedicit maior est
eo cui benedicitur, ita qui ex offitio maledicit maior est eo cui maledicitur,

fullness of the catholic faith) is not capable of condemning a catholic,
since that person is superior; he cannot pass judgement about someone
who is alienated from the faith, as if about someone equal to him. "so
Lenherr points to several possible sources for this reasoning. Closest at
hand is c. 37 in this qllestio: "For it is absurd that he who, according to
the sacred rules, is not allowed to communicate even with the least
(members of the Church) would be allowed to judge about those who
are, as it were, greater than he. list Closer similarities appear in the section
of the Deeretlltn where Gratian discusses judicial process, i.e., in causae
2-{). Hierarchical considerations playa basic role in Gratian's discussion
there about who can accuse whom and who can judge whom. This has
already been made apparent from the manner in which he refers to C. 2:
"in the callsa, where lesser persons' accusations against greater persons are
discussed. "52 Lenherr collected some quotations from C. 2 and C. 6 with
direct bearing on the problem discussed in d. p. c. 4, as for example: "a
heretic is inferior to a catholic"53 and "in regard to accusation the equality of faith and conduct between the accusing and the accused has always
to be considered, so that he who accuses is found either equal or superior. "54 Since the ideas expressed at the end of d. p. c. 4 turn out to be
closely related to some of Gratian's fundamental legal principles, it seems
well advised to refrain from attempting to pinpoint any specific texts as
his sources. 55
Gratian concludes d. p. c. 4 with a transitional sentence in which he
highlights the main result of the preceding discussion and indicates that
this result is proven by the following canons: "What has been said about

liquido constat eum qui ab integritate catholice fidei recedit maledicendi uel
benedicendi potestatem minime habere. 47
Lenherr understands the first part of this sentence as continuing the preceding discussion. This discussion is then interrupted at uel poam by a
new thought, which looks back to the beginning of the dictum. Lenherr
finds the interruption so abrupt that he suggests that some words may
have been 10st. 48 However, Lenherr does not appear to have correctly
understood the clause "ita ex eo quod fidelibus tantum hoc scribitur,"
which he takes to be a further argument for the conclusion that only the
faithful can be excommunicated. Those words constitute, in my reading
of the passage, an argument that only the faithful can excommunicate.
The scriptural passage under discussion (to which Gratian refers with /Joe)
is I Corinthians s: 11-13, where Paul writes to the congregation of
Corinth not to associate with "brothers" who are guilty of sins. Hence,
the conclusion which can be drawn "from the fact that this was written
only to the faithful" is that Paul meant only the faithful not to associate
with such members of the congregation, i.e., he meant only the faithful
to excommunicate them. This, of course, is the conclusion Gratian draws
a few lines further down.
Any attempt to translate literally Gratian's complicated syntax would
probably be ill advised. In the following version, I have broken up the
sentence and expressed the comparative construction by "similarly"
introducing the second sentence (instead of "just as ... so also").
From the fact that the apostle says "brother" and from what he adds about the
faithful and about the infidel it is clear that none but the faithful is to be excommunicated. Similarly, that he who withdraws from the fullness of the catholic
faith does not have the power to condemn or to bless is clearly established from
the fact that this is written only to the faithful, or rather, since just as he who

blesses is greater than he who is blessed, so is he who officially" condemns
greater than he who is condemned.
In this summation, Gratian introduces a new element, which he continues to develop in his next sentence: "He (i.e., he who retires from the
47

Lenherr, Exkcmmuniwliollsgeuufl, 23. lines 48-54 (d. Friedberg, cd., DeCrtlum, 968,lines 56-(3).

~8 Lenherr, Bxkommutlikaliollsgewafl, Ill. note 51: "ist namlich nach 'scribitur' ein Satzteil ungeram

so Lenherr, Exkommutl/w/ionsgewall, 23, lines 54-55 (cf. Friedberg. ed.• Demlum, 968. lines 63--65):
"Catholicum namque utpote superiorem se maledicere non ualet. in alienum a fide tanquam in
sui equalem sententiam dare non potest."
51 Lenherr, ExkommuHiCtttiomgewaft, So, lines 3-5 (d. Friedberg, ed .• Demtum. 981, lines 3-5):
"Absurdum enim en. ut cui non licet edam cum minirrW iuxta sacras regulas communicare liceat
ei etiam de suis pene nuioribus iudicare."The sirrlih.city with the presently discussed pauage in
d. p. c. 4 was noted by Lenherr, ExkommuHikdtiomgewaft, 122. Lenherr's discussion, ibid., of
changes which Gratian nude to this text needs to be revised. since the manuscripts of the Triparlita
according to Martin Brett's collations show greater variation than was known to Lenherr. In my
opinion, Gratian's changes were made in order to make serue of an already corrupted pauage.
52 C. 6, q. I, d. p. c. 19 (Friedberg, ed., Deae/um. 559, lines 4-5. supported by Bc Fd): "in ea causa,
ubi de accusatione minorom aduersus maiores disputatum est."
53 C. 6, q. I. C. 20 (Friedberg, ed., Decretum, SS9,lines 3-4. supported by Bc Fd): "cum hereticus
catholico minor sit."
54 C. 2. q. 7. d. p. c. 25 (Friedberg, ed., Decre/um, 489, lines 9-12, supported by Bc Fd): "in accusatione equaliw fidei et conuecsationis inter accusantem et accusatum semper coruideranda est,
ut is. qui accusat. uel pac, uel superior inueniatur." Cf. Lenherr, Exkommullikdtiomgewaft, 122, note

folgenden Inhalts ausgefallen: 'constat non nisi fidelem excommurucare posse.' ..
~9 Lenherr, BxkommullikdliotlSgewafl. 121. note $2. points out that the words ex officio probably only

serve the purpose of making the word maled/em refer to "formal condemnation" and not to
"cursing" in general.

56.
S5

In d. p, c. 37, Gratian refers, in fact. to these principles: "Non potest oris gladio ferire quem accusare ud in quem testficari non ualet" (Lenherr, Exkommulliwtiomgewaft. 51, lines 24-25: cf.
Friedberg, cd" Decttlum, 981, lines 27-28).
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heretics and schismatics, namely that they do not have the power to bind
or to loose, is proven by the authorities of many. "56 This is followed by
a series of canons, which is not interrupted by a dictum until after c. 37,
where the series is summarized as follows: "These authorities clearly
demonstrate that from the moment when someone begins to teach
something which is against the faith, he can neither overthrow nor
condemn anyone. "57
The previous analysis of d. p. c. 4 shows that Gratian here drew on
several canons in C. 24, q. I: canons 6, 18, 19,25,35, and 36. All of these
were, like d. p. c. 4, included already in the first recension, which supports my thesis, as does Lenherr's analysis of canons 5-37. He shows how
these canons were included in the Decretllm, as it were, in installments.
Th~ kernel of this series consists of canons 35 and 36, both of which
denve from Ivo of Chartres' Panormia. Lenherr indicates that the first
group of canons to be added after canons 35 and 36 were canons 5-8,
18-20,22-23,25,26 (partially), 30-31, and 33-34. Gratian found these
~anons in titles 2:-5 of the seventh book of the Polycarpus. They appear
III the Decretum III the same order as in the Polyearpus, although their
sequence in Gratian's work is interrupted by other canons, which according to Lenherr's reconstruction were added later. These other canons .
derive (with one apparent exception, c. 32) from the Yripartita or 3L.
As Lenherr notes, the series of canons derived from the PolyearplIs
repeat ~d ~eve1op the themes of d. p. c. 4: 58 the unity of the Church,
which unplies the power to bind and to loose, is symbolized by Peter
(ca.n?ns 5-8); those who leave the Church cannot partake of the Holy
Spmt or ofGod~ spiritual gifts, namely the ability to have God as a father
(c. 1,9), the power to bind and loose (c. 20), the ability to perform a true
sacr~ce (c. 22), possession of true faith (c. 23), the perfection of the Holy
Spmt (c .. 30), ~he ability to celebrate divine office (canons 3 I and 33),
commuruon with the one Church (c. 34); he is profane who attempts to
eat the Lamb outside the Church of Peter (c. 25); the company of heretics is to be avoided (c. 26).
. Ot~er canons were inserted at different points in this series. The largest
Illsertlon, canons 9-17, was drawn from 3L. These nine have a common
theme: all emphasize the orthodoxy of the Roman Church, thus defining Rome as the standard against which others are measured. In d. p. c.

4 and in canons 5-'7, Gratian had already established that Peter defines
the unity of the Church. It must have been clear to medieval readers that
Peter equals the Roman Church, but Gratian does not spell this out in
the dietulII.
The other insertions concern single canons, added at different points
in the series derived from the Polycarpus: canons 21, 24, 27, 28, 29, and
32. These canons were found in 3L and in the Yripartita. Canon 32 may
derive either from the PolyearplIs (as Lenherr posited) or from Anselm's
collection. The inserted canons contribute further to some of the themes
of the series derived from the Polycarpus: those who remove themselves
from the Church should be. avoided (c. 24) and are punished by God (c.
21); they also lose spiritual gifts, such as the remission of sins and entry
to Heaven (c. 27), the ability to perform a true sacrifice (c. 28), the possession of true faith (c. 29), and they lose their position in the Church
and in society (c. 32; cf. canons 3 I and 33). It is hard to discern any system
in the position of most of the additions. Lenherr's conclusions are consistent with the first recension, which contains canons 5-8, 18-20,22-25,
the second part of c. 26, canons 30-31, and 33-36, i.e., texts drawn from
the Panorlllia or the Polycarpus plus c. 24, which Gratian probably
extracted from the Yripartita.
In two cases, DecretulII manuscripts contain textual details which
further support the thesis that Aa and Fd contain a first recension. Canon
23 appears in the Polycarpus and in Anselm's collection. Lenherr saw that
Gratian ~ text must be a conflation of the texts in these two works. In
most manuscripts of the Decretum, the canon is inscribed Item Ambrosius,
while the text begins: "Aduocauit ad se Ciprianus episcopum Satyrum
nec . . ."59 The Po/ycarpus ascribes the text to Cyprian and begins it
"Aduocauit ad se episcopum nec ... ,"60 while Anselm of Lucca attributes it to Ambrose and begins it "Aduocauit ad se episcopum Satyrus
nec ... "61 The reading of the DecretulII can be explained as a combination of the texts in these two collections. Lenherr posited that Gratian
first excerpted the text from the PolyearplIs, because it appears there in
close sequence to the text of c. 22 and because two of Lenherr's manuscripts (Br and Ka) have preserved the inscription Item Ciprianlls. 62 My
collations provide further evidence for Lenherr's suggestion: Je and Mz
also ascribe the canon to Cyprian. More interesting is, however, the text
of one of the manuscripts of the first recension, Fd, which originally
contained the same text as the Polycarpus: "Item Ciprianus. <A>dvocavit

S6

57

~nhertl Exkl)mmuni(4l({(mJ~n:uftJ 23, ~es 57-59 (cr. Friedberg, ed., Deere/Jim. 968. lines 65--<>7):
,Hec ,autem que ,de herebclS atque scumatids uel excommunicatis dicta sunt, uidelicet quod
ligandi et soluendi potestatem non habeant, multorum auctoritatibus probatur."
Lenhe~r.1f3xkommu~il4tionsgtw(lftl So, lines 1-1 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Dtcretum. 981, lines 1-3): "His
au~tonta~bus persplcue morutratur, quod, ex quo aliquis contra fidem cepetit aliqua docere nec
dClcere aliquem ualet nee dampnare."
sa Lenherr, ExkcmmuniktlfiollSgtmdt, ISO-lSI.

S? Ibid. )S, 74 and 89.
60 Ibid. Lenherr quotes the MGH's draft edition (cf. above. p. 16).
61 Lenherr, Exkommuniktltionsgtwall, 3S, 74 and 89, quoting BAY. Vat. lat. 1366, fo. 216 r.-v.
62 Lenherr, Exkommunikal;onsgtwall, 89, cf. 35.
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ad se episcopus nec ... " This was later changed, through expunction,
erasure and marginal addition, to "Item Ambrosius. <A>dvocavit ad se
Ciprianus episcopum Saturum nec ... " In the first recension, Gratian
apparently reproduced the text of the Po/ycarpus, including the ascription
to Cyprian. The author of the second recension discovered the text in
Anselm's collection and changed the inscription inserting Cyprian's and
Satyrus' names in the text.
The full text of canon 26 is found in the Po/yearpus (at 3.30.3) and in
Anselm's collection. The second part of the text (from ed. Lenherr, line
9, ed. Friedberg, line II: Fides) appears by itselfin the Po/yearpus (at 7.4.3)
and in JL. It would seem reasonable to exclude the last two occurrences
from a consideration of Gratian's sources, but Lenherr's work reveals a
more complicated situation. Suspicion arises already from the fact that
the second part of the canon in the third book of the Po/yearpus and in
Anselm contains a phrase which does not appear either in Gratian's work
or in the other two sources. 63 There are, furthermore, irregularities in the
textual transmission of this canon: it is in most manuscripts of the
Decretum (correctly) inscribed Item Ambrosius. 64 Two of Lenherr's manuscripts have, however, the inscription Unde Gregorius in moralibfls libro vi. 6S
This is the inscription of the text at Po/yearpfls 7.4.3 and in JL. Also Aa .
has this inscription in the main body of the text (where only the second
part of the canon appears), while the inscription to Ambrose appears in
the supplement together with the first part of the text. The second part
is here given a rubric of its own ("Sancta ecclesia nec deserenda nec
mutanda est"), which in Me precedes the entire canon. The "normal"
rubric ("Hereticorum consortia a catholicis sunt fugienda") appears in
Me together with an "Idem" between the first and the second part of the
text. Lenherr concludes that Gratian drew on two sources for his text of
c. 26. He first took the second part of the text from the Po/ycarpfls 7.4.3
(since the text there, but not in JL, follows immediately upon the texts
of c. 23 and c. 25). The author of the second recension later added the
first part of the canon, either from the Po/yearpus 3.30.3 or from Anselm's
collection. 66
Lenherr's argumentation is sound. The text of Aa indicates that the
first recension contained only the second part of c. 26, while the first was
added only in the second recension. This is confirmed by Fd, whose

original text contains only the second part of the canon with the
"normal" rubric (Heretieonlm ...). The first part of the text is added in
the margin. The inscription Amhrosifls is written over an erasure. The
numeral vi is clearly visible at the end of the erased text, which probably
contained the same attribution to the sixth book of Gregory's Moralia as
found in the Po/ycarpfls at 7.4.3.

Lenherr, Exkommunlkdtiomgewall, 40, see apparatus for line 16. The phrase was included in the
Roman edition of the Decretum and is reproduced in Friedberg's note e.
64 In addition to the manuscripts examined by Lenherr, I have found this reading in Cg Gg and Tx.
6~ Lenherr. Exlwmmuniktltlonsgewalt, 39 and 88. The manuscripts are In and Sa; the latter manuscript
does not contain the reference to book 6. Additionally, I have found this inscription also in Vd,

HERETICS AND THE SACRAMENTS

D. p. c. 37 begins, as mentioned above, with a summary of the preceding series of canons and of the discussion in d. p. c. 4. Gratian now contrasts this conclusion with a text from Augustine, which is reproduced
elsewhere in the first recension of the Decretum as C. I, q. I, c. 97: "But
this statement by Augustine is opposed: 'Those who recede from faith
lose neither baptism nor the power to baptize.'''67 Mter this reference,
containing a free summary rather than a literal quotation, Gratian
explains how Augustine's statement is applicable to the issue being discussed in d. p. c. 37: since consecration as a priest gives both the power
to baptize and the power to excommunicate, those who recede from faith
should either lose both or neither of these powers.
Gratian's solution to this apparent contradiction is a distinction: "But
the power of an office is one thing; its execution is another. "68 He goes
on to explain that it is possible to have the power to do something
without having the right to execute that power. Monks who have
received sacerdotal ordination are a case in point, as are suspended priests
who are prohibited from administration, although they retain their
powers. Gratian points out that this is the basis for not renewing the sacraments of baptism or ordination for those who, having been baptized or
ordained by heretics, return to the unity of catholic faith. He concludes
that heretics retain the power to excommunicate as well as the power to
baptize. 69 The question still remains whether they have the right to
execute this power. Here, Gratian makes another distinction. If a heretic
excommunicates with the purpose of bringing someone, catholic or
heretic, into his heresy, then his sentence is iniquitous (in/qua) and lacks
power. Gratian makes use of a distinction which he developed in C. I I,
q. 3, the distinction between sententia iniusta and sententia iniqua. An
Ibid. so,lines 3-4 (d. Friedberg, ed., Decretum, 981, lines 3-5): "Qbicitur autem illud Augustin.i:

6)

67

66

'Recedentes a fide nee baptisma nee baptizandi potestatem amittunt',"
63 Lenhere, ExkcmmuniC4tionsgtmltt, S0, lines 6-7 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Deartum, 981, lines 7-8): "Set
aliud est potestas offitii. aliud executio,"
69 Lenherr, ExkommuniMtionsgewalt. 51, lines 16-17 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Decretum. 981, line 19):
"Cum ergo utraque potesus in heretids renuneat ... "

Lenhert. Bxlwmmuni/ut(ionsgewatt, 89 and go.
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iniquitous sentence of excommunication attempts to force the excommunicated to do evil and should not be obeyed. 7o
I~ the cas~ in which a heretic excommunicates for the purpose of correctmg the sinful life of someone, Gratian makes a further distinction' if
the subject of the excommunication is another heretic, he "seems' to
have power over him, just as the devil has power over the evil as if over
his own catde. "71 If, on the other hand, the excommunicated is a catholic, then "one can say that [he] is not bound by the sentence of a
heretic. "72 The motivation given by Gratian is that a heretic could not
ev~n .testify o~ bring ~n accu~ation against a catholic. These are legal
prlllcipies which ~e discusse~ III C. 3, q. 4 and q. 5. The beginning of
the next sentence IS a verbatun but unacknowledged quotation from a
text by Augustine, which appears as C. 23, q. 4, c. 24 (in the first recension).73 Augustine says there that "those, whom divine testimonies do
not follow, lose the claim to human testimony."7' In d. p. c. 37, Gratian
takes "those whom divine testimonies do not follow" to be those who
are outside the Church and adds that they do not have "the claim to
ecclesiastical authority. "75
The thread of the discussion in d. p. c. 37 is taken up again in d. p. c.
39 after tv:0 intervening canons. Both of them are excerpts from letters.
of A~gustme .an~ s.tate that someone who has been excommunicated by
heretIcs on diSCiplinary grounds shall not be received into the Church
wit~ou~ due penance. Canon 39 clearly derives from the Tripartita,
which IS. the only relevant collection to contain the text. 76 The origin
of c. 38 IS more obscure, since it is found in three possible collections.
None of them appears to have been the source, since they all lack the
words Donatiste et Rogatiste found in the canon's inscription in the

24.1.3 8
Inscr. Unde Agustinus scribit Vincentio Donatiste et Rogatiste Let/h. Fr.: Idem
(sc. Augustinus) in epistola ad Vincentium Trip.: Augustinus Ans.G Polre.nlP

Decretum:
cr. c. I I, q: 3. d. p. c. 64: "Non ergo ab tius conununione abstinendum est, nee ci ab affino
cesundum, in quem cognoscitur iniqua sententia prolata"·(Friedberg, ed., Dtcrttum, 661, lines
4-5). Cf. chapter 3 below.
71 ~nherr. ~kommuH{(4t{onsgtwaltJ 51, lines 29-30 (cr. Friedberg, ed., Decretum. 981, lines 33-)5):
In hereb~um autem potestatem habere uidetur hereticw, sicut et diabolus potest in malls
tamquam in suo pecore."
72 ~nherr, Exkom.m.unitat'·o~gtwalt. SI, line 23 (cf. Friedberg, cd,. DtcTttllm, 981, lines 16-27):
Potest autem din ettholicum sententia heretici minime teneri "
13 Lenherr, Exkommunih2fiomgewalt, 169.
.
14 C. 23, q. 4, c. 24 (Friedberg, ed., Deattum, 909, lines 4-5): "Quos enim diuina testimonia non
seeuntur, pondw humani testimonli perdiderunt."
15 ~~e~r. ExkDm~~ni(4t;onsgtwo:lrt, 51, lines 25-29 (d. Friedberg, ed., Decrttum. 98l,lines 28-33):
SI e.~ q?<» diwna testimonia non seeuntur, quia extra eedesiam sunt, pondus hununi testimonu perdiderunt aduersus eos qui in eedesia esse uidentur, nee aduersus eosdem eedesiastiee
a.uctoritatis pondus ~a~ere poterunt qui ab eius fide discessisse probati mnt atque ideo ab ecdeS1a sunt eondempnab.
16 Lenherr, Exlrommum'kaUonsgtwo:llt, 92.
70
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Searches among other canonical and theological works failed to t13rn up
a potential source of c. 38. As Lenherr noted, the Decretum contains
twelve other excerpts from Augustine's letter to Vincenti us, but only one
of them, C. 5, q. 5, c. 2 (a first recension text), calls him Rogatista. 77 I was
unable to identity the source of this canon as well, which implies that
Gratian may have taken both c. 38 and the canon in C. 5 from the same,
unidentified source.
D. p. c. 39 begins with a reference to what has gone before: "But that
statement by Augustine . . ."78 The singular reference puzzled Lenherr,7'
but it is explained when one observes that c. 39 (deriving from the Tripartita)
is missing from the first recension. Gratian is, thus, referring to c. 38.
In d. p. c. 39, Gratian appears to retract much of what he said in the
second half of d. p. c. 37. He first states that Augustine's words (in c. 38)
were written, not because the sentence of a heretic would be binding,
but because sins should be hated and punished equally in heretics and in
catholics. "For that statement of Augustine [i.e., 'Those who recede from
faith lose neither baptism nor the power to baptize'] may be understood
about the power to baptize [only], and not about the power to bind or
to loose or to administer the other sacraments."80 Gratian spells out a
difference between baptism and the other sacraments: baptism can be
validly administered by anyone, even a heretic or a layman, if only it is
received within the catholic faith, while the other sacraments have no
effect or even dangerous effect if administered by someone who is not a
catholic priest. In other words, the objection summarized from
Augustine in the beginning of d. p. c. 37 is not a valid objection, since it
concerns only baptism, not the power to bind and to loose.
The last three canons (40-42) of the questio serve to support the statement made at the end of d. p. c. 39: one may not receive communion
from a heretic. All three are found in the first recension, except for the
second half of c. 40.
The rubric of canon 40 states that a dying person may receive penance
from a heretic. This rubric is peculiar in two ways: fzrst, the rubric does not
adequately represent the canon, which states that a dying person may receive
baptism from a heretic. Second, the interpretation expressed in the rubric
Jbid. 91-9Z and 175.
Ibid. $3, line I (cf. Friedberg, ed., Dtrn/urn, 982. line I): "Set istud (variant reading: illud)
Augustini ... "
19 Lenherr, Exkommunikationsgtwo:llt, 177, note 275.
80 Jbid. 53, lines 3-5 (cf. Friedberg, ed., Dtettlum, 982,lines 4-6): "Potest tmlen illud Augustini de

77
78

potestate baptiundi intelligi, non ligandi aut soluendi uel cetera S2.cramenta ministrandi,"
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does not suit Gratian's argument in the immediately preceding d. p. c. 39.
Lenherr characterizes this rubric as an "oversight" by Gratian, who might
have composed it before he decided to place the canon in this context. 81
Canon 40 appears in different forms in the Po/yearpIIs, in the Tripartita,
and in the B and C recensions of Anselm's collection. 82 The text in the
Po/yearpIIS and Anselm's collection is shorter than in the Decretllm; it ends
at " ... ubi unitatem seruabat" (ed. Lenherr, line 9; ed. Friedberg, line
I I). Anselm's collection can be immediately excluded from consideration, since Gratian used recension A' of this work. 83 Oniy the Tripartita
contains the entire canon, and this collection would, thus, seem to be
Gratian's source. There are, however, several textual differences between
this collection and Gratian's work: 84
Z4·I.40
Z(3) pacem catholicam cu,todiens Lenh. Fr. Po/ye.P: pace catholica comtituta
(cu,todita Rom.) Rom. Trip.
9(II) credidit Lenh. Fr. Po/ye.P: om. Trip.
II(14) ipsa Lenh. Fr. Trip.R: ipsa catholica Rom. Tnp.CWBNTA
13(16) ecclesiam Lenh. Fr.: om. Trip.
13(16) cerIUS Lenh. Fr.CD: certum Fr.: quia certu, Trip.
15(18) perversus Lenh. Fr.: procul dubio perversus Trip.

Lenherr interpreted these findings as indications that Gratian may have
taken a part of the canon from the Po/yearpus and later added the rest of
the text from an unknown source (rather than from the Tripartita).8' He
found support for this view in Gratian's rubric, which wrongly indicates
that the canon concerns penance, not baptism. The first part of the
canon, i.e., the part found in the Po/yearpus, does not contain any references to baptism. Lenherr postulates that Gratian wrote the rubric before
he added the second part of the canon. 86
A problem with this reconstruction is, as Lenherr points out,87 that the
Po/yearpus lacks the phrase "catholica unitate percepturus, si statim etiam
de hac uita migrauerit, non eum nisi" (ed. Lenherr, lines 3-5; ed.
Friedberg, lines 4-6), which is found in Gratian and in the Tripartita.
Furthermore, the last word of the text in the Po/yearpIIs is servavit, while
Gratian and the Trlparlita have servabat. Lenherr suggests either that

Heresy and excommunication: C. 24
Gratian used a manuscript of the Po/yearpus without the variants here
indicated, or that he later changed the text in accordance with his source
for the second part of the canon.
The first-recension manuscript Fd throws light on these problems.
This manuscript originally contained only the first part of canon 40, as
it appears in the Po/yearpus, i.e., without the phrase eatlloliea ... nisi. This
phrase is added by a later hand in the left margin. The last letters of the
word servabat are written over an erasure, allowing the assumption that
the word originally was written servavit as in the Po/yearpus. The second
part of the canon is added in the right margin by the same hand that
added the missing phrase in the left margin. In addition to the instances
here mentioned, there are several other places in the fIrst part of c. 40
where the original text of Fd agrees with the Poly carpus when most
Decretum manuscripts agree with the Tripartita:
Z4·I.4°
Inscr. unico incl. Cg Gg Me Mk Mz Tx Vd Lenl!. Fr. Trip.: om. Aa Fd Po/yeo
1(1) et Aa Cg Me Mk Mz Tx Vd Fr.: om. Fd ROln. Po/ye.," Trip. Ans.
6(7) se Cg Me Mk MzP' Tx Vd Le"I,. Fr.: om. Aa Fd Po/ye.m Am.
6(8) etiam Cg Me Mk Tx Vd Lenh. Po/ye.In Trip. Am.: et Mz Fr.: om. Aa Fd

These findings support both Lenherr's suggestion, that C. 40 in the second
recension of the Decretum draws on two sources, and my thesis that Aa
and Fd contain a fIrst recension.
Canon 4' is found in the Po/yearpus, in 3L, and in Anselm's collection.
In different manuscripts of the Deeretun!, the text is ascribed to different
popes: Lucian,Julian, Lucius, orJulius, although almost the entire canonical tradition before Gratian identifies the pope as Eutychianus. None of
these attributions is correct, since the text is an excerpt from the Irish
penitential Exearpsus Clln!meani. 88 One of the two main branches of the
manuscript tradition of the Po/yearpus, however, gives the pope's name as
Lucian. 89 It appears, therefore, that Gratian's source for C. 4' was the
Po/yearpus. The confusion concerning the pope's name is understandable,
especially if one imagines that some manuscripts might have lacked initials and hence the first letter of the name.
Canon 42 appears in the Po/yearpus and in 3L. 90 In Lenherr's and
Friedberg's editions of the Decretum, the inscription correctly refers the

Lenherr, Bxkommutlika(iolUgewall, Ih.
Landau, "ReurWon C," 43. The canon appears as 9.53 in recension B and as 9.61 in recension
C.
&J Landau, "Erweiterte Fassungen," 32:8.
8. Lenherr's collations of the Tripilflila were checked against Martin Brett's coUations. The readings
of Polyc,Pmay be a.s.swned to be found also in Polyc.m, as implied by the silence ofLenherr's negative apparatus. Bold line numbers refer to lines in Lenherr's edition. Line numbers in Friedbergs
edition follow within brackets.
S~ Lenherr, Exkommunikat{otlSgewalt, 92.--93.
66 Ibid. 181-182..
81 Ibid. 92..

Identification according to Hartmut Hoffinann and Rudolf Pokorny, Das Dek,et des Bischojs
Bu«lIard VOtl m,ms: nxtstuJen - Fn'lht Vtrbnitung- Vorlagen, MGH Hilfsmittel 12 (Munich 1991),
237, at 19.105.
89 Lenherr. Exkommunikationsgewalt, 83, note 147.
90 A part of the text also appears in Alger of Liege's De misericordia et ;U$/itia 3.2.1 (Kretzschmar. A(gu
WII IiUtichs Trakw, 32.9), but the text there lacks the tint sentence and cannot have been Grabau's
source for c. 42.
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text to Pope Gregory I. As far as is known, this inscription is found
elsewhere only in manuscript C of the Po[ycarp"s, which led Lenherr to
c.onclude that this collection was Gratian's source. However, my collanons show that Gratian in the first recension (as seen in Fd) of the
Decretum ascribes the text to Augustine,.' as do the other manuscripts of
the Po[ycarpllS and the Vatican manuscript of 3L. It seems that Gratian first
took the text from a collection ascribing it to Augustine and that the
inscription was changed in the second recension. Lenherr's conclusion
must, therefore, be tested anew.
A control of textual variants in the Decretllm and in the two other collections shows, as Lenherr also points out, that Gratian's text is closer to
the Po[ycarpus than to 3L. While not decisive, the following instances
seem most significant:
24.1.4 2
5(7) festivitatis Lenh. Fr. Po/yc.P: festivitas 3LV
5(7) intempeste Lenh. Fr. Po/yc.P: intempesta 3LV
9(12) dignis Lenh. Fr. Po/yc.P: dignus 3LV

Hence, Gratian's source for c. 42 was probably the Po[ycarplIs.92 The
change in the inscription might have been prompted by a discovery that
c. 42 is partially the same text as C. I, q. I, C. 72, which is (correctly)'
ascribed to Gregory.93
EXCOMMUNICATING THE DEAD

As the initial dictllm of the causa indicated, the problem discussed in C.
24, q. 2, is whether a person can be excommunicated after his death.
Gratian treats this question relatively briefly; the first recension contains
five canons and two dicta. The second recension adds one canon and
makes another canon longer. Table 4 documents occurrences of the texts
of C. 24, q. 2 in the canonical collections which Gratian used when compiling the Decretum. I indicate by using bold face from which of the possible sources I think Gratian extracted each canon (for other conventions
used in the table, see p. 35).
While Gratian at the beginning of the causa asked whether a person
nun~scripts collated by me contain the ascription to Gregory (Aa Cg Gg Me Mz Tx
~d): neIther Fnedberg nor Lenherr indiC2tes that any of their manuscripts have a different inscripnon.
on But ~ot the branch represented by the manuscript C, hence preventing the apparent anomaly that
?rauan would have taken canons.p and 42 from different branches of the manuscript transmission of the Pol)'UIrpw. Cf. Lenherr, Exkommunikdfiomgewalt, 9).
93 ~he source of this canon, which already appears in the first recension, was probably Alger of
Liege. Dt misericordia et iustilia ).21 (Kretzschmar, A(ger von LiWlchs Traktat, 329).
91
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Table 4 Formal sources of C. 24, q.
Gratian
24.2.1
24·2.2

'4"·3
24"·4

Anselm Ivo, Decretum

Hmormia

Tripartita

Poly""pus

3 Books

S.I18
5. 11 9

1'46 ,2a

7.1.3 0

2.25.11

II.S

7.1.8

2,26.12

12,29

S·IZ3

14.60
14.61

14·68
S7.237 & S70240

24.2·5

'4.2.6

2

14,6·-63

S·I1S-I1?

can be excommunicated after death, in the initial dictum of q. 2 he adds
the question whether an excommunicated person can be absolved after
death. In response, the dictum adduces Christ's famous words to Peter:
"Whatever you bind' on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatever
you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven" (Matt 16: 19). Gratian points
out that Christ says "on earth" not "under earth" and draws the conclusion (which is restated in d. p. c. 5) that the priest's right to excommunicate and absolve concerns only living persons. Gratian took this line of
argument from canon 2. Canons I, 3, and 4 undergird the conclusion of
d. a. c. I, while c. 5 concerns a different problem, namely that a sentence
of excommunication cannot be relaxed if the culprit does not mend his
ways.
Canon 5 gives the impression of not belonging to the present context,
and it is not found in the first recension. Since it appears in no other relevant collection, this canon must have been extracted from the supplement of 3L.
Canom 1 and 3 clearly derive from the Panormia, which is the only relevant collection to contain their texts. As could be expected, they are
found in the first recension. Canon 4 is found in three collections, but the
Po[ycarpus can be excluded from consideration, since it contains a significant variant reading:
24·2·4
13 participare Aa Cg Fd Gg Tx Vd Fr. 3LV A'IS.G: participatione Po/yc.mP

I have found no variants revealing which of the two remaining collections was Gratian's source. The fact that c. 4 is found in the first recension indicates, however, that the source was Anselm of Lucca's collection
rather than 3L.
Canon 2 is a complicated case which illuminates the relationship between
the two recensions of the Decretutl!. The final text of the canon was based
on at least two sources. In the manuscripts of the first recension (Aa and
57
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Fd), the text begins with "Mortuos suscitasse" (line 13 in Friedberg's
edition) and continues to the end of the canon. Aa contains an inscription
different from that found in Friedberg: "Gregorius papa Fausto preposito
milicie." Very likely, Fd once contained this (or a similar) inscription, which
at some later point was changed into the usual one: "Gelasius papa Fausto
magistro fungenti legationis officio Constantinopolim." The words Gelasius
and fungenti are written by a later hand over erasures, and the three last
words are awkwardly added between the Iines. 9' The same hand has also
supplemented the beginning of the text in the margin, while another hand
added the Same passage in the supplement at the end of the manuscript. 9S
In Aa, the beginning of the canon is found only in the supplement, where
it is accompanied by the longer inscription"·
Interestingly, the state of affairs in the first recension is reflected in
several second-recension manuscripts. I have found that three such manuscripts divide c. 2 into two canons. Mz and Br let Mortuos begin with a
new initial, although there is no new inscription or rubric. In Cg, which
also divides the canon into two, its first half has the inscription found in
Friedberg, while the second half is inscribed G. Faustino magistro milieie.
G. should probably be expanded to Gregorius, since this name is so abbreviated in the inscription of C. 24, q. 1, c. 42 on the same page of the
manuscript. It is easy to see that manuscripts such as Cg and Mz reflect
first-recension manuscripts containing additions (such as Aa and Fd).
Indeed, a scribe copying Aa and who attempted to insert the additions
in the supplement in the correct places.could very easily end up with the
text ofCg.
It stands to reason that each of the two recensions would draw on a
different source. The text of the canon is found in five of Gratian's usual
sources, where its length varies greatly. The same excerpt as in the second
recension is found in the Polycarpus and in 3L, while the Triparlita contains a longer text. In the Panorlllia, the canon includes only the text from
Mortuos susdtasse (line 13) to the end of Gratian's excerpt, i.e. the text of
the first recension. Ansehn of Lucca's text begins with Gratian's indpit
Legatur ex quo and ends at line 7, errore duremus. Also the inscription varies
considerably in different collections. The Tripartita and one manuscript
of the Polycarpus has the same inscription as the second recension of the
DeeretulII, while the Panormia gives the inscription of the first recension: 97
94 The longer irucription is the correct One, see JK 622, ed. Eduard Schwartz. Publizis(iscHe
Samm(ungtn zum Acadanis.,hm Schumd, Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademie der

Wuscruchaiten, philosophisch-historuche Abteilung, Neue Folge 10 (Munich 1934), 16-19 (this
excerpt on p. 16 = erig.).
9~ Pd, fo. I$Ir. The inscription is here "Gregorius papa Fausto magistro milirie."
% Admont, Stiftsbibliothek 43. fo. 309[,
97 Cg' and
indicate the first and the second inscription, respectively, in the manuscript eg.

Cr
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24.2 •2

Inscr. Gelasius papa (om. Cg Mz) Fausto magistro fungenti (supra lin. add. Mz)
legationis offitio Constantinopolim Aa''' Cg' FdP' Gg Me Mk Mz Tx Vd Fr.:
Gregorius (G. Cg') papa Fausto (Faustino Pall.M) magistro (preposito Aa) milicie
(militum Pall.M) Aa Cg' Fd''' Pan.EFJIM: Gelasius Fausto magistro fungenti
legationis officio Constantinopolim Trip. Polye. C: Gelasius papa AIlS.: Gelasius

Polye.MPR 3LV: nulla illScriptio in Polye.K.
The Polyearplls is excluded on the basis of variant readings, so the Tripartita
is most likely the source utilized for the second recension. Both the
length of the text and the inscription indicate that Gratian used the
Panorlllia for the first recension. These findings gain support from a collation of the text:
24.2. 2

7 id quoque pariter Aa Cg Gg Mk Tx Vd Fr.: id quoque par esse Trip.CKNB: id
quoque par est Trip.Z2HQ: id quoque parum est Po/ye.C orig.: id quoque pars est
Trip.ZA: id quoque est Trip.GO: om. Polye.mP 3LV
IS tantum Aa Cg Gg Fd Mk Tx Vd Fr. POtun: tamen Pan.M: certam Pan.BFJL
Trip. Po/yt. mP 3LV: certe orig.
18 aIligatione Aa Cg Fd Mk Tx Fr.ABCD: a ligatione Gg: in Iigatione Vd: in
alligatione Pan.EFJIM: in hac ligatione Polye.mP Trip. 3LVorig.
19 esse absolvendum Aa Cg Gg Fd Mk Tx Vd Fr.ABC PatI.BFJIM: esse solvendum Fr.DBGH: absolvi Trip. Polyt.mP 3LV orig.
Canon 6 supports the statement in d. p. c. 5, that in fact there are some
sins, such as heresy, for which condenmation can be made also after
death. Gratian took this canon from the Panorlllia, which is the only relevant source to contain it. This collection is, in other words, the source
of both the texts without which the two dicta of this questio could not
have been written (second part of c. 2 and c. 6). Both of these texts are
present in the first recension, which, thus, contains a coherent treatment
of the question whether dead persons may be excommunicated.
EXCOMMUNICATING THE FAMILY

In his initial presentation of Causa 24, Gratian says that the third questio
will ask whether the sin of one person causes the excommunication of
his entire household"· This questio discusses, in fact, a whole range of
issues connected with excommunication, most of which have only a
superficial connection with the original problem. I discern six different
general thematic units within the questio.
98

Friedberg. ed., Dtcfttum. 965. supported by Aa Fd Vd: "Tertio, an pro peccato alicuius tota familia
sit excommunicandl."
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(i) May the entire household be excommunicated due to one person's
sins (d. a. c. I-d. p. c. I)?
(ii) Illicit excommunication damages only the one excommunicating; it
is a person's life rather than the formal sentence of a priest which
condemns or saves him (d. p. c. I-d. p. c. 9).
(iii) A distinction must be made between rightful excommunication,
which is made on account of love of justice, and unrightful communication, caused by lust for revenge (d. p. c. !)-C. 12).
(iv) Excommunication should be used by the Church (c. 13-<:. 18).
(v) Some categories of persons who should be excommunicated (c.
I!)-C.25).
(vi) Definitions of "heretic"; heretics should be avoided; excommunication is rightful; the different sects of heretics; why God allows
heretics (d. p. c. 25-<:. 40).
The exact problem formulated at the beginning of the questio is, in the
main, solved already in the first canon and in the dicta surrounding it. The
following section through c. 12 addresses some related problems concerning excommunication. The rest of the questio contains various texts about
heretics and excommunication.
The fll'St recension gives the same impression, although the contents
of the questio are here less disparate. The entire middle section, canons 13
to 25, is missing. These canons lack accompanying dicta and they are the
ones that stray the furthest from the theme of the questio and the CallSa.
As could be expected, most of them derive from the Tripartita or from
3L. The same is true for a few other canons which were also added in the
second recension. Table 5 registers in which of Gratian's usual sources
each canon appears. As always, I anticipate my conclusions by using bold
face for Gratian's source (for other conventions used in the table, see
p. 35).
MAY THE FAMILY OF A SINNER BE EXCOMMUNICATED?
The initial dictlltn in q. 3 discusses at some length, with arguments pro et
contra extracted from the Bible, the question, whether an entire household can be excommunicated for one person's sins. In this dictlltn,
Gratian touches on several issues which were much disputed among
theologians of his time, and he seems to have been aware of their discussions, at least as reflected by the Glossa ordinaria to the Bible, which
he apparently used.
Gratian begins by stating: "that the entire household should be excommunicated on account of one person's sin, is proven by the examples of
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many."99 He then goes on to give such examples. The children of the
Sodomites were killed by fire from heaven although t~ey were too ~oung
to know their parents' misdeeds. When the Amal~kite~ were pUIU~hed,
not only their children but also every one of ~eIT ~als was killed.
When Dathan and Abiron had provoked a schism agamst Moses and
Aaron they were devoured by hell together with all their property. And
in the New Testament, one can read that pestilence which was cause~ by
sins indiscriminately killed also those who did not commit ~ny Sins.
Gratian summarizes: "If children are found to have been pUlUshed so
severely for the sins of their parents, no one can doubt that they can be
struck by the sentence of excommunication as well for the sms of the
same" (i.e., their parents).'OO
At this point, Gratian introduces a distinction: "This is an~ered thus:
it is clear from the words of the Gospel that children are bodily scourged
for the sins of their parents ... But spiritually, children ~e not boun~ ~y
the sins of their parents from the moment they are purified from OrigInal sin through the sacrament of regeneration. "101 The Gospel,Passage to
which Gratian refers is John 9: 2, where the apostles ask ChrISt about a
blind man: "Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his parents, that he should
have been born blind?" Gratian's use of this passage is noteworthy, since
Christ's reply (not quoted by Gratian) s~tes that the man's blin~e~s was
not caused by anyone's sin.102 Also God swords t? Moses on Sm:", that
he visits "the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to th~ third a~d
fourth generation" (Exodus 20: 5), are int~rpreted as con~e:lUng bodily,
not spiritual punishment. To prove that children are not spiritually bou?d
by their parents' sins, Gratian quotes Ezechiel 18: 20: "The soul that sms
will die. The son will not bear the iniquity of the father, and the father
does not bear the iniquity of the son; the righteousness of the righteous
will be upon himself, and the wickedness of the wicked will be upon
himself."'O} Augustine quotes a similar passage from the same chapter of
on Friedberg, ed., Dtcrttum. 965-966. supported by Aa Tx: ''Quod autem pro peccato alicuius tota
familia excommunicanda sit multorum exempw probatur."
.
100 Friedberg, ed., Durttum, 988, supported by M Mk: "Si e~go tam sever~sime pro peccaus p~
entum inueniuntur paruuli puDiti, nulli dubium est, qum pro peccllus eorundem sentencla
excommunicationis pariter ferid ualeant."
.
101 Friedberg, ed., Decretum, 988, supported by AJt Mk: "His ita resp~ndetur: Pro pe~c~us ~arentum
paruulos corporaliter 6ageUari (flag. corp. Aa) ex uerbis euangelli apparet ... SpllItualiter (specialiter AJt) autem peccatis parentum paruuli (-is AJt) non tenentur, ex quo per sacramentum
regenerationis ab originali peccato fuerint emundati."
. .
102 Also the Glossa ordinaria to the Bible interprets this passage out of context: "Cecus Sl~cat
hununum genus in quo cecitas naturalis, quia peccante primo homine vidum propter naturam molevit unde secundum mentem omnis homo cecus rutus est" (Biblia Idlina cum Glom ordinarid, ad loc.).
10) Friedberg, ed., Duretum. 988, supported by AJt Mk: ~'~. que P.:c~u7~it •. ip~ morietur; fili~s
non portabit iniquitatem paub, et pater non portat uuqUitatem filii: 1usbba 1UStl super eum ent,
et inpietas inpii edt super eum."
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Table 5 Formal sources 'If C. 24, q. 3
Gratian
24·3·1
24·3·2
24·3·3
24·3·4
24·3·5
24·3·6
24·3·7
24·3·8
24·3·9

Panormia

Trip<lrlita

5·126

3-27·16

5.129

Polycarpus

3 Books

Anse1m

7·J.]2

2.26.13

B 12.68 & C 12.67

1.24·1

2.26.20

14·44
14·17

2.26·3
5.132
5.12 4

14.20

3·27·13

14.21

Gl. ord. ad Lev. 24: 10
3·3·17

5.89

14.49
2.25·16
2.25·17

5·82

14·4-5

1.54-26
1.2.24

5.2 39. 2 50

1·55·63
2.25·25
2.25·27
2.25·24
8.227
10.38, 158

1.62-41

2.28·36
2·35·5

24·3·20
24·3·21

7·155
S 7.252

24·3·22

13·65

24.3.23
24·3·24
24.3.2 5

24·3·26
24.3.27
24·3·28
24·3·29
24·3·30
24-3·31
24·3·32
24-3·33
24·3·34
24·3·35
24·3·36
24·3·37
24·3·38
24·3·39
24·3·40

Notes

2.26.2

24-3·10

24-3·II
24·3·12
24·3·13
24·3·14
24-3·15
24_3·16
24·3·17
24·3·18
24-3·19

lvo, Deaetum

Palea
LaL 1
Lat.l

S·Il4

7·5·5
7.5·6
7.5. 24
7·5·22

3·3·1

12.48

3.3.2
3.3. 15

12·49

7·5-23

2·34·7
3.3.14
2·9·33

3.3. 1 0

Alger 3.'za

12·52
12.61
12·50

2.34·18-20

6·339

1.43.2

2.18.69-71
I.Il.&-j)

12.67

2.26.24

2.26.27
"I3.ult,"

3·3·18
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Ezechiel in canon 1. That the two passages from Ezechiel seemingly
contradict that from Exodus caused interpretative difficulties for both
patristic and medieval theologians. Gratian's solution - the distinction
between corporeal and spiritual punishment - is inspired by Augustine's
words in canon I (lines 8-16).
Gratian adds the distinction that children are punished only for sins
which were committed before their birth by their parents. This is the
reason why the original sin of Adam, committed before he fathered children, affects everyone. The pedigree of this distinction is unclear. It
appears also in C. I, q. 4, c. 10 (a first-recension text), which according
to its inscription comes from Augustines letter to Bishop Auxilius, i.e.
the letter from which C. 24, q. 3, c. I was extracted. The text of the
former canon is not, however, found in this letter, and Augustine does
not there make any statement inIplying such a distinction. 104 The distinction appears also in a theological sentence collection from the circle of
Ansehn of Laon, which uses the word personaliter, as Gratian does, to
describe the manner in which a child is separated from its parents after
birth. lOS Again, this shows Gratian being familiar with contemporary
theological debates and terminology, although no direct influence can be
demonstrated.
The rest of the dictllm makes two related points, addressing the original question from a different perspective, namely by pointing out that a
person must have sinned, and have been duly judged, to be rightly
excommunicated. Neither of these requirements would apply to a family
member excommunicated because of the sin of another family member.
The first point, that God exanIines only the life of the accused, not the
sentence of a priest, is in all likelihood inspired by canons 4 and/or 7.
The second point is based on Paul's first letter to the Corinthians 5: II:
"If any brother is named a fornicator, or a miser or an idolater, you shall

Gratian had quoted Augustine's interpretation earlier (G 2, q. I, c. 18),
it seems likely that he used the Glossa here. 108 His reading of I
Corinthians 5: II should also be compared with canon 6, where it is
stated (lines 3-4) that "no priest shall excommunicate anyone, before his
case is proven."I09 At the end of the dictum, Gratian summarizes: "The
whole family is thus not to be excommunicated for the sin of one
person.""O D. p. C. I restates this conclusion.
To summarize, d. a. c. I clearly draws on c. I and probably on one or
both of canons 4 and 7. While c. 4 was added only in the second recension, canons I and 7 were present in the fltst recension (as was all of d.
a. c. I). Again, the first recension can be shown to be internally coherent.
Which was Gratian's source for c. I? It appears in four relevant collections: the Panormia, the Tripartita, the Polycarplls, and 3L. It also appears
in recensions Band C of Ansehn of Lucca's collection (as 12.68 and
12.67, respectively), but not in recension A', which Gratian used; this
eliminates Ansehn's collection as a possible source. 111 The three other
collections reproduce excerpts of different length. The text is longest in
the Polycarplls, where Augustine's letter is found in its entirety. In 3L, it
extends from the beginning of Augustine's letter to a point a few lines
before its end.tt 2 The excerpts in the other two collections begin at the
same point as Gratian's excerpt but are shorter than his text: in the
Tripartita, the canon ends with" ... grauissinIe commouerer" (Friedberg,
ed., Deerelllm, line 24), and in the Patlormia at " ... uniuersae fantillae"
(line 37). It would thus appear that Gratian's source was either the
Polycarpus or 3L, since these are the only collections where all of his te~t
is found. A collation of textual variants reveals, however, a more compli3
cated relationship. I have noted the following significaot variants:"

not eat with him."I06 Gratian interprets the expression "is named"

(llomillatur) to mean that a person has to be a sinner accused and convicted before a judge or a self-confessed sinner, before he can be excommunicated. His reading is no doubt based on Augustine's interpretation
of this passage, which is quoted in the Glossa ordillaria. 107 Although
Cf. the Corrtdores' note * to C, I q. 4 c. 10.
t05 ArNe Michael Landgraf, CJ<Jgmmgmhrc.htl dt( Frilhscho!aJtik (Regemburg 1952.-1956), IV: I, 167.

10-1

106

Friedberg, ed .• DUTtlJlm, 988, supported by Aa, Fd Mk: "Si quis &ater nonunatur fornicator aut
au:arus aut (inmundus aut add. Aa) idolis seroiens, cum eiusmodi (huiusmodi Aa) nee cibum
Sllmere debetis."

107

BibUa la/ina cum Glossa ordinaria, ad I Corinthians S:

I It

quoting Augustine's sermon

lSI,

n.

10

(PL 39.1547): "Nominatur. Aug. De penit. Earn nominationem voluit intelligi que in quem-

quam cum sententia et online iudiciario atque integriute profertur. Nam si quilibet nominatio
sufficit, multi damnandi sont innocentes, quia sepe falso in quoquam crimina nominantur."

Z4·3·1
Inscr. Unde Augustinus scribit ad Auxilium (vel Auxentium add. 'lip. litl. Mz)
episcopum Aa Cg Fd Me Mk Mz Tx Vd Fr.: Epistula (excepta Pan.M) Augustini
lOS C. 1, q. I, c. 18 is found already in the fmt recension. The same passage is cited by the author
of the second recension in C. II, q. 3, d. p. c. 21. Cf. (for C. 14, q. 3, d. a. c. I)]ohn E. Rybolt,

"The biblical hermeneutics of magister Gratian: an investigation of M:ripture and canon taw in
the twelfth century" (ph.D. dissertation, St. Louis University, 1978),295. who has not registered
that Gratian here used the Gfossil.
\0'1 Friedberg, ed., Dtcrttum, 990, supported by A;. Mk: lOut nemo presbiter excommunicet aliquem
ante, quam causa probetur."
110 Friedberg, ed., Dtcrtlum. 988, supported by A;. Mk: "Non ergo pro alicuius peccato tota familia
excommunicanda est."
til Landau. "Rezeruion C," 48 and 27. In Anselm's collection. the text is of the same length as in
the Polycarpus. cr. Landau. "Erweiterte Fassungen," 328.
112 The excerpt in JL ends at "... homines suruus" on line 14 in CSEL LVU 597·
113 Orig. = CSEL LVII 593-598.
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ad Auxilium episcopum Pall.EFL]M Trip.: Augustinus ad Auxilium episc. Pall.m:
Domino dilectissimo (om. 3LV) et venerabili fratri et sacerdoti (consacerdoti
Polye. CPR 3LV) Auxilio Augustinus in domino salutem Poly<. Pm 3LV
.2 post nos verblllll quoque add. Polye.tn
5 eo tempore Aa Cg Fd [II Me Mk Sa Vd Fr. Pall.EF]LMm Trip.: eodem tempore
Polye.Pm 3LV orig.
6 nec Cd Me Sa Vd Fr. Polye.Pm 3LV orig.: ne Aa Bi Cg Fd Hk Mk i j
Pall.EF]LMm Trip.
8 Hec enim (quippe Aa) fuit corporalis pena Aa Bi Cd Cg Fd [II Me Mk Sb Vd
Fr.: Hec erum corporalis est pena Pall.EF]LMIII: Hec enim corporalis pena Trip.:
Neque erum (bee add. Polye.CRP) corporalis est pena Polyc.Pm 3LVorig.
10 post pariter verbum non add. Polyc.ffI
12 etiam Aa Cg Fd Me Mk Vd Fr. Pall.EF]Mm Trip.: utique Rom. Polyc.Pm 3LV
orig.
13 super terram Aa Cg Fd Me Mk Vd Fr. Pall.EF]LMm Trip. Polyc.K: in terra
Rom. Polye.Pm 3LV orig.
16 audistis Aa [II i j Vd Fr. Pall.EF]LMm Trip. Polyc.C: audistis ex auditis corr. Mk:
auditis Bi Cg Fd Me: audisti Cd Rom. Polyc.Pm3LVorig.
18-1 9 Sed forte - rationem Om. Pall.EF]LM, Trip.: illcl. Aa Cg Fd Me Mk Vd Fr.
Pm•. 111 Polyc.Pm 3LV orig.
20 autem Aa Cg Fd Me Mk Vd Fr. Pall.EF]LMm Trip.: autem quoniam Rom.
Polyc.Pm 3LV orig.
20 quesierit Aa Cg Fd Cd Hk Me Mk i j Vd Fr. Pall.EF]LMm Trip.: querit
Polyc.Pm 3LV orig.: querat Rom.
22-24 de (om. Aa) quorumdam facinoribus unanimiter adversus ecclesiam perpetratis nisi gravissime comnoverer (-eret Pall.m) Aa Bi Cd Cg Fd [II Me Mk Sb
Vd Fr. Pdn.EFJLm Trip.: cum de quorundam facinoribus immaniter adversum
(adversus Polye.tn orig.: adversum Potye.CPR) ecclesiam perpetratis gravissime
commoverer Polyc.Pm 3LV orig.
24 post corunoverer explidt Trip.
24-28 sed - doceri) item Pall.EF]LMm.
28 possim Aa Bi Cg Fd Me Mk Sa Vd Fr. Polyc.Pm 3LV: possumus Rom.
Pall.EF]LMm orig.
30 ex Cg Me Mk Vd Fr. Polyc.P 3LV: sicut ex Rom. Pall.EF]LMm
31 spirituali Aa Cg Fd Me Mk Vd Fr. Polyc. P 3LV.· originale peccatum spirituali
Rom. Pall.EF]LMm orig.
32 patre Aa i j Fr. Pall.EF]LMm Polyc.m orig.: parte Cg Fd: parente Cd Hk [II Me
Mk Sa Sb Vd Fr.ABD: parente ex parte corr. Bi.
37 universe familie Aa Cg Fd Me Mk Vd Fr.: in universa familia Rom.
Polyc.PC(post corr.), orig.: in universali familia Pall.m: et universa familia Pall.F]M:
vel universa familia Pall.EJ": universa familia Pall.LE", Polyc.m 3LII; llic explicit
Pau.

The collation shows that Gratian sometimes follows one source, sometimes another. These observation may be systematized conveniently by
dividing the text into three sections to be considered separately:
66
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a. line

I

(si habes) -line 24 (conmollerer)

b. line 24 (sed si tib.) -line 37 (ullillersaefamiliae)
c. line 37 (IInde $I) -line 48 (uideretur)
Among the collections here under consideration, the text of section c
appears only in the Poiycarpus and in 3L, and there are no significant variations between them and the Decretllm. One of the two was, in alllikelihood, Gratian's source. Section b appears in the Poiycarplls, 3L and in the
Pallortllia. But since lines 24 to 28 are missing in the Pallonllia, and since
Gratian and the other two collections share significant variants on lines
28, 30, and 3 I (the Pallormia contains different readings), it is reasonable
to conclude that Gratian took section b also from either the Poiycarp"s or
3L. Again, the collation provides no grounds for preferring one to the
other.
The text of section a occurs in four collections. Here Gratian shares
significant variants with the Pallormia and the Tripartita, while the
Poiycarplls and3Lhave preserved the readings of Augustine's original text
(lines 5, 12,20 quesierit, and 22-24). It appears that Gratian found the text
of section a either in the Pallortllia or in the Tripartita. One might be
tempted to opt for the latter alternative, since the canon in the Tripartita
ends exactly where section a ends, but all six manuscripts of the Panormia
which I have checked have at this point Item (Pan.EF]LM1). This could
have been a sufficient reason for Gratian to end his excerpt here, especially since the layout of at least one Pallormia manuscript (Pall.L, fo. 139r)
is such that the following text appears to be a new canon. The collation
provides no basis for singling out either the Pallormia or the Tripartita as
Gratian's source. Since c. I appears close to canons deriving from the
Panormia (canons 2, 5, 6), while there are no canons deriving from the
Tripartita in the vicinity (the closest in this questio is c. 13), it is more likely
that Gratian took section a from the Pallor",ia.
The inscription in the DecretulIl differs from the inscriptions in the
other three collections, but it is significantly closer to those of the
Pallor",ia (and the Tripartita) than to that of the Poiycarpus. It would, therefore, appear that Gratian ftrst included section a, perhaps from the
Panormia, and tlrat sections band c were added later, when he found a
longer text in the Poiycarpll' (or in the 3L). This longer text was also used
to ftll out an omission in section a (lines 18-19). On line 6, the manuscripts of the Decretum are divided between the readings "" (which is the
reading of the Poiycarplls and the 3L) and ne (the reading of the Panormia
and the Tripartita). Gratian ftrst might have written lie and later changed
this to "", or he might have furnished his manuscript with a variant
reading. Otherwise, he does not appear to have "corrected" readings in
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this canon with the help of the longer text, but he seems to have made
some editorial changes:
24·3·r
r5 ut (ita Fr.ABD) anima patris, ita (am Fr.) et (am. Aa Fd Me Mk Pj) anima filii
mea est Aa Bi Cd Cg Fd Cd Hk III Me Mk ry So Sb Vd Fr. V,,(g.: anima patris
mea est et anima filii mea est Rom. PaIl.BlJIMm Trip. Po/ye.Pm 3LVorig.
20 a Aa Cg Fd Hk Me Mk Vd Fr.: ex Pall.BFJMm Trip. Po/ye.Pm 3LV orig.: hec
Pall.L
20 id am. Rom. Pan.BFJIM Trip Po/ye.Pm 3LV orig., add. sup. lin. Sb
24 id am. Rom. Po/ye.Pm 3LV orig.
34 post Aa Bi Cd Cg Fd Hk In Me Mk ry Vd Fr.: postea Rom. Polye.Pm 3LV
Pall.BFJIMm orig.
46 heel hoc Polye.m
48 videretur] videtur Polye.m
These readings either simplify the language or, on line 'S, make a scriptural quotation adhere more closely to the text of the Latin Bible such as
it circulated in the twelfth century.114 Rather than postulating that
Gratian used an unknown source, it is reasonable to assume that he made
these purely editorial changes.
WRONGFUL EXCOMMUNICATION

The dictum p. c. I proceeds to point out that illicit excommunication
damages only the one excommunicating. The series of canons which
follows (canons 2-9) is summarized in d. p. c. 9: "It is clear from the foregoing, that illicit excommunication does not harm him who is condemned but him who condemns." The connection with d. a. c. I is
apparent from what follows: "And because of this, those who are innocent cannot be condemned due to another's crime, as the households of
powerful men used to be condemned by imprudent men for the sins of
their masters."llS But only three of the preceding canons in fact relate
clearly to this exact issue. Canon 5 states that priests who judge incorrectly themselves commit sacrilege. Besides addressing several issues of
due process, the lengthy canon 6 determines that if a priest illicitly
As is often the case, Augustine's quotation of the Bible reflects a different translation than the
versions of the Vulgate which circulated during the mJddle ages, see Petrus Sabatier. Bibliomm
slfcrornm latintu vmirmts alltiquat Stu VttUJ /tallCd (paris 1743-1749), ad Ez, 18: 4. Gratim's venion
is identical to the one found in the modern edition of the Vulgate: Weber, ed., Bib/ia sacra, 1289.
For a convenient survey of the textual transmission of the different versions of the Latin Bible
see G. W. H. Lampe, ed., The Cambridge His/cry of/he Bible l[ (Cambridge 1969).
'
m Friedberg, ed., Decrtlum, 993, supported by A:A Mk: "lllidta ergo exconununieatio, ut ex premissis apparet, non lerut eum, qui notatur, sed a quo notatur, ac per hoc qui innocente5 $Ont ex
~terius .crimine condemnari non possunt, sicut ab imprudentibus familiae potentum pro peccatIS donunorum coruueuerunt notari."
IH
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excommunicates someone, he himself is to abstain from communion for
a period determined by his superior. Canon 2 is an excerpt from a letter
of Gregory I, where the pope tells the addressee that he can resume communion after having been excommunicated without cause by Laurentius,
"formerly our brother and fellow bishop." Gratian's interpretation of the
canon is clear from the rubric: "He who unlawfully excommunicates
someone condemns himself and not the other.""6 Gratian may have
taken Gregory's use of the word quondam ("formerly") to mean that the
pope had excommunicated Laurentius, and then assumed a causal connection between this excommunication and Laurentius' illicit action.
SignifIcantly, these three canons are all included in the first recension.
Their source was the Panormia. This is the only relevant collection in
which c. 5 appears. In the inscription of c. 2, Gratian and the Panormia
mistakenly give the addressee, Magnus, the title of bishop, while the
other two possible sources, the Polycarpus and 3L, correctly call him
priest. 1I7 Canon 6 appears in the Panormia and in the Yripartita. A collation of textual variants indicates that the former was Gratian's source:
24.3. 6
28 vocatus Cg Fd Mk Tx Vd Fr. Pall.BFJIM: advocatus Aa: evocatus Rom. Trip.
34-35 et Ephesina sinodus de eodem decernens (discernens Pall]: decemit Cg)
Aa Cg Fd Mk Tx Vd Fr. Pall.BFJIM: 0111. Trip.
36 scribens Aa Cg Fd Mk Tx Vd Fr. Pall.BFJIM: am. Trip.
AIso c. 7 is found in the first recension. The point which it makes is
related to the point Gratian makes in d. a. c. I, lines 3'-33: it is not the
sentence of excommunication that separates a sinner from the Church,
but the very actions that made him deserve excommunication in the fIrst
place. Therefore, if someone is excommunicated without cause, he is still
a part of the Church. The text of c. 7 is found in none of Gratian's usual
sources, but it is present in the Ordinary Gloss to the Bible {at Leviticus
24: ro),"8 which Gratian sometimes used as a source.
Remaining canons before d. a. c. 9 (canons 3, 4, 8, and 9) were added
only in the second recension. None of them contains anything which
was used in the composition of the surrounding dicta. Their sources are
easy to determine, since each of them appears only in one other collection. Canons 3, 4, and 8 are found only in the 3L"9 and c. 9 only in the
116

117
119

Friedberg, ed., Dtcte/um, 990, supported by Mk Tx: "Illicite aliquem excommunicans, semet
ipsum, condempnat non ilium." Aa Cg Fd, and the Roman edition contain a differently worded
rubric, which probably is the original: "Qui illicite ('lui fl· add supra lin. Fd) aliquem exommunieat semet ipsum non ilium condempnat (dampnllt Aa)." The meaning remains the same.
Cf. JE 1130.
118 Biblia Ill/ilia cum glcssa ofd{nan"a, ad Leviticus .24: 10.
Cf., for canons 3 and 4, Guiseppe Motta, "A proposito dei teni di Origene nel Dtatto di
Graziano," Revut binldidint 88 (1978), 318, nos. 9-10.
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Pat/ormia. Although they seem unnecessary for the dicta, the canons have
some general affinities with their context. There are thematical similarities between c. 7, on one hand, and canons 4 and 8, on the other.
Canon 3 states that "those who neglect to curtail the habit of a cursing
mouth, incur (according to the word of Isaiah) unclean lips and a foul
mouth, even though they do not curse in their heart."'20 The canon
does not specifically deal with excommunication, but it could easily
have been thought suitable in the context, since in 3L it is found in the
title De exeollllllunieantibus. The short text of c. 9, finally, is difficult to
interpret: "It is certain that he who is shown to be impious is entirely
separated from God, just as he who is anathematized is separated on the
ground of being impious, for anathema does not signifY anything except
separation from God. "121 In the context of Gratian's reading of I
Corinthians 5: II in d. a. c. I, lines 33-40, however, c. 9 can suitably
be read with emphasis placed on the word "shown" (demonstralUs). In
this reading, c. 9 emphasizes that due judicial process is necessary for
excommunicating someone; hence a member of an excommunicated
person's family cannot be considered automatically condemned. One
can also read the text in the light of canons 4, 7, and 8 as containing the
idea that "visible" sin is as good for separation from God as the formal
sanction of anathema.
The preceding analysis has shown that my hypothesis about a first
recension causes no inconsistencies when applied to the nine first
canons in C. 24, q. 3. In addition, this hypothesis explains a peculiarity
among these canons, namely the rubric of c. 5, De eodem. '22 This canon
states that when priests persecute sin (i.e., excommunicate) without discretion, they incur the crime of sacrilege and fall headlong themselves.
The immediately preceding canon 4 makes a rather different point,
namely that it is a person's way of life and not a formal sentence (of
excommunication) which binds or frees him. To make sense of the
rubric, one has to take it to refer to c. 2, the rubric of which could fit
c. 5 as well ("He who unlawfully excommunicates someone condemns
himself and not the other"). In the first recension, c. 2 indeed immediately precedes c. 5.

lUI

121

122

Friedberg, ed., Dtaetum. 990. supported by Aa.M Mk: "Qui negligunt oris rnaleructi coruuetudinem resecare, etianui non corde rnaledicant, tamen inmundiciam labiorum (secundum Ywae
ueroum) et inquinamenta oris incurrunt."
Friedberg, ed., Durttum. 993. supported by Id.&i Mk: "Certum est, quod qui inpius demorutratus est omnmo separatus est a Deo, sicut edam ille, qui anathematizatus est tamquam inpius separatus est. Nichil enim aliud significat anathellU, nisi a Deo separationem."
Friedberg, ed" Decretum, 990. supported by Aa Cg Fd Gg Me Mk Mz Tx Yd.
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TURNING THE OTHER CHEEK

The next portion of the questio deals with the further objection that not
even those who sin should be censured with the sentence of malediction,
since Christ said: "Pray for those who persecute you and those who abuse
you, do good to those who hate you"l23 (Matthew 5: 44). Gratian fIrSt
furnishes the reader with this and two other scriptural quotations (in
d. p. c. 9) and two patristic canons (canons la-I I). Subsequently (in d. p.
C. I I), he gives a number of examples to the contrary, all taken from the
Bible, pointing out, e.g., that God damned Adam, Eve, and Cain, that
Peter damned Simon Magus, that Paul, who had said "bless and do not
curse" (Romans 12: 14), also ordered that the fornicator in Corinth should
be excommunicated (as Gratian had mentioned in d. a. c. I). Gratian
solves the problem by distinguishing between malediction based on hate
or a wish for revenge and malediction based on love for justice. The
former is prohibited, while the latter is permitted. Gratian did not invent
this distinction; he took it from the passage in Gregory the Great's Moralia,
which is quoted as c. 12. This canon also contains three of the scriptural
references which Gratian used in the diet",n. Obviously, this canon is necessary for his argument, and it is indeed included in the first recension.
On the other hand, canons IO and I I do not seem to contribute greatly
to Gratian's discussion, which they rather seem to interrupt. It is particularly difficult to discern the purpose of c. I I with its distinction between
those who are driven to salvation by desire for benedictions and those
driven by fear of maledictions. This distinction does not play any role in
the dicta. Both canons are absent from the fIrst recension where d. p. C.
12 follows immediately upon d. p. c. 9, forming a tighter argument. Their
source seems to have been 3L, which is the only one of the usual sources
that contains either text. '2•
FURTHER ON EXCOMMUNICATION

Canons 13 to 18 are not accompanied by any dicta, and it is not entirely
clear what point the author is attempting to make by adducing these
rather disparate statements. Canon 13 states that the spirit both of those
who err and of those who teach others to err should be handed over to
123

124

Friedberg, ed .• Dtattum. 993. supported by M Mk: "Orate pro persequentibus et calumpniautibus uos, benefacite his, qui oderunt uos." Note that Gratiau reproduces these two enjoinders
in an order different from the normal. No such inversion is registered in the critical apparatus of
Iohannes Wordsworth, H. I. White, and H. F. D. Sparks, eds .• NOIJum testl2mtlltum Domini IIOJ/r"
lem Clnisti Il2fillt stomdum tdilio/ltm S. HitrOtlym; (Oxford 1889""1954),1 58.
For c. 1.1, d. Motta, "A proposito," 318, no. s.
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Heresy and excommunication: C. 24

Satan. Canon '4 emphasizes that both priests and laity should see to it
that those who are perishing either mend their ways or, if they are incorrigible, are separated from the Church. According to Gratian's rubric, he
read c. IS as stating that someone who had been admonished twice or
thrice (without result) should be excommunicated. Canon 16 underScores the importance of timely intervention against heresy by adducing
Arius as an example; if he had been excommunicated at once, his heresy
would not have spread all over the world. That different sins deserve
different punishment is stated in c. '7, and c. 18 points out that those who
do not wish to mend their ways should be cut away from the Church
with the sword of excommunication.
The most convenient explanation appears to be that these canons
underscore and exemplify the conclusion in d. p. c. I I, that excommunication indeed should be used by the Church. However, the canons are
not present in the first recension, which again shows itself more tightly
argued and succinct. It is easy to determine the sources of canons 13 to
18, since each of them appears in only one relevant collection: canons 13
to IS in the Tripartita l2S and canons 16 to 18 in 3L.

It is somewhat more complicated to determine the source for c. 21,
which appears both in the Tripartita and in Anselm of Lucca's collection. In choosing between these, it is crucial to note that the author of
the Decretum clearly knew that the canon derived from the First Council
of Toledo. 127 Anselm apparently did not know the number of the
council, while the chronological arrangement of the relevant section of
the Tripartita makes this clear. The conclusion, that Gratian took this
canon from the Tripartita, gains support from a collation of textual variants:

SOME SINS WORTHY OF EXCOMMUNICATION

Canons 19 to 25 specify some categories of sinners for whom excommunication is a suitable punishment: bigamists (c. 19), false witnesses and
homicides (c. 20), powerful men who despoil clerics, powerless men, or
monks and who refuse to come to the bishop for a trial (c. 21), those who
attack pilgrims and merchants (c. 23), those who injure churches and the
people who are in them (canons 24-25). (Canon 22 is a palea. IU) There
are no dicta which tie these canons to the rest of the questio, and one may
legitimately wonder why this incomplete listing of sins meriting excommunication is found exactly here. They are indeed missing from the first
recension. The author of the second recension extracted them from
various sources. Canons 19 and 20 appear to derive from the Triparlita,
since this is the only one of the usual sources to contain either text.
Canons 23 and 24 contain legislation from the First Lateran Council.
Among the usual sources of the Decretum, c. 25 is found only in the
Panormia, which apparently was the SOurce.
m For canon 14. cf. Fuhrmann. Einflufl und Vtrbltitung, 786-787.

126 ~his palta is miSSing in Cg Fd Me Mk Mz Tx Vd, in all eight of Friedberg's manuscripts, and in
rune Cambridge manuscripts examined in Ullmann, "Paleae in Cambridge," 1U. See also
Rambaud. "Le legs," 109 and 112, The source of this pafta may well have been the supplement
of JL, since it shares the false irucription Ex di(tis Gregorii PapfU with this collection, while
Burchard's and Ivo's Dmtta have another false inscription, Ex co/mlio TungrttUi (PL 140.853 and
161.81$).

24·3·21

Inser. Item ex con cillo Toletano I (I 0111. Cg) Aa Cg Fd Mk Tx Vd Fr.: Ex concillo Toletano cap. XI A,lS.
6 obediat Aa Cg Fd Mk Tx Vd Fr. Trip: audiatur Am. orig.
The reading which Gratian and the Tripartita share on line 6 is significant.
DEFINITIONS OF HERESY

The first words of d. p. c. 25 look backward: "Since we are talking about
heretics ... "128 This is a peculiar statement, since the questio so far has
exclusively dealt with excommunication; heretics or heresies are hardly
mentioned at all (with the exception of the reference to Arius in c. 16).
I interpret this dictum as referring to the larger context of the entire C.
24 and probably also C. 23. The fictitious "cases"set up in each of these
"causae" concern heretical bishops and the last part of C. 24, q. 3 (i.e., d.
p. c. 25-C. 40) could perhaps be seen as a kind of epilogue to this "heresysection" (the causae hereticonlln) of the Decretunl rather than as a continuation of the argument in the beginning of C. 24 q. 3.
In the rest of the dictunl, Gratian poses three questions: what is the
difference between schism and heresy? Who are heretics? How many
sects of heretics are there? These questions are answered by canons 26 and
27, 28 and 29, and 39, respectively. C. 26 gives Jerome's distinction
between perversion of dogma (heresy) and episcopal discord (schism),
and c. 27 develops this definition with another quotation from Jerome,
which gives the etymology of the word heresis. Preceded by a very short
dictUIII, c. 28 states that a heretic is someone who follows false and novel
opinions for the sake of worldly gain. But, c. 29 adds, he who is induced
to heresy by someone else and does not stubbornly hold to his heresy is
not a heretic. Causa 39, finally, reproduces Isidore of Seville's listing of
various heresies.
127
128
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Gonzalo Martinez Diez and Felix Rodriguez, LA w/uaon canonif4 Hispana, Monumenta
Hispaniae sacra, serie canonica (Madrid 1966-), IV 33"-333 (= Mg.).
Friedberg, cd.• Dtcrttum. 998, supported by M Mk: "Quia uero de hercticis sermo habetur ... "
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24·3·29

4 post qui verbum peccat add. 3LV: om. Aa Cg Fd Mz Fr. Poiyc.P A,IS.G
If Gratian extracted all four canons 26 to 29 from the same source, and
that is likely. given the fact that they appear in close sequence in the possible sources, then it is clear that this source must have been the Polyearpus.
The lengthy canon 39 should, according to the Correetores Romani and
Friedberg, be found as the last text in book 13 of Anselm of Lucca's collection. It is, however, missing from Edith Pasztor's edition of book 13,13'
and Peter Landau does not mention the text as one of the additions in
recension C of Anselm's collection l35 (the recension which the Correetores
and, indirectly, Friedberg normally used for book 13). Since this canon
would be the very last in Anselm's collection, it is reasonable to assume
that it, in fact, does not belong to the collection but was an addition at
the end of the manuscript that the Correctores happened to use. The text
appears to have circulated widely and Gratian could have found it in a
number of places, for example at the end of a canonical manuscript or in
some florilegium.
CONCLUSION

The preceding close reading of C. 24 has confirmed my thesis that the
manuscripts Aa and Fd contain a first recension of this causa, not an
abbreviation. The text in these manuscripts is more concise and contains
less canons of marginal relevancy than the usual text. There is also a clear
pattern in the utilization of sources. The first recension extracts its text
predominantly from the Panormia and the Polycarpus, but never from 3L.
The second recension drew on 3L and the Tripartita for most of the added
canons.
I:H

Pantor, "Lotta," 4201, and Cushing, Papacy twd Law ill the Gregoriall Revolution,

13$

Landau, "Rezeruion C," 27-28,49.
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Chapter 3

OBEDIENCE OR CONTEMPT: CAUSA
QUESTIO 3

II,

At the beginning of Causa II, Gratian depicts the "case" which generates the questions that he intends to treat. Two clerics are litigating about
estates (de pred;;s). The plaintiff wants to take the case to a civil court,
while the defendant wishes the case heard by an ecclesiastical judge. The
former manages to dispossess the latter and to take possession of the disputed property with the help of a civil judge:, !he bishop disco,:,ers this
and suspends him from office. When the clerIC m contempt continues to
administer his office, the bishop deposes him without hope of restitution.
Gratian now asks three questions: (I) Should a cleric be brought before
a civil judge? (2) If he should not, is the crime offorcing him to appear
before a civil judge punishable by suspension? (3) If it is not, should he
who held his bishop's sentence in contempt be deposed without hope of
restitution?
In this chapter, I shall examine the third question and how Gratian
answers it. In the second recension, the questio contains 108 canons (plus
two paleae), 56 of which are (wholly or, in three cases, in part) present
already in the first recension. Gratian's discussion appears confusing and
meandering in the second recension ofC. II, q. 3. He addresses the original question about the disobedient priest at the beg~g of the quest~o,
but then he discusses a different problem before returnmg to the mam
theme with c. 27 and d. p. c. 40. The rest of the questio is similarly organized. Most of the passages which break the continuity of Gratian's argument were added only in the second recension. The discussion is
considerably easier to follow in the first recension. This questio presents,
thus, a good illustration of how the character of the Decretum changed
when the second recension was created, especially since a few dicta (most
importantly d. p. C. 21 and d. p. c. 24) were added in this recension.
In regard to the use of sources in the two recensions, C. II, q. 3 pro.vides a less clear-cut case than does, e.g., C. 24. For several canons It
proved impossible to identify positively Gratian's source. If a majority of
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these canons derived from a single, as yet unidentified source, as is likely,
then Gratian may have extracted several other canons in this qlles/;o from
the same source. There are, in fact, several canons for which my tentative determination of their sources may be questioned. I address these
issues at the end of this chapter.
Table 6 documents oCCurrences of the texts of C. I I, q. 3 in the canonical collections which Gratian used when compiling the Deeretlltn. As
always, I account for my conclusions by bold-facing Gratian's source (for
other conventions, see p. 35).'
FEAR AND CONTEMPT

Gratian's line of argument in the rather complicated first part of the

qlles/io emerges more clearly if one first examines d. p. c. 40. Here,
Gratian summarizes some of the preceding canons and resolves the disagreements among them:
II.3.d·P.c. 40
To the preceding authorities, by which we are conunanded to obey an unjust

sentence until both sides have been examined, should be replied: Gregory does
not say that an unjustly imposed sentence should be upheld, but that it should
be feared. So also Urban. It should be held in fear, that is: it should not be held
in contempt out of pride. The other authorities talk about persons who have
been excommunicated, either since they were called to a synod and did not

deign to come, or since, unable to defend themselves against the cunning of their
enemies they received an unjust sentence from a judge, or since, in neglecting
their lives, they allowed an unfavorable opinion to emerge about them and

received a sentence. 2

Gratian discusses the apparent contradiction between, on the one hand,
Gregory (c. I) and Urban (c. 27), who say that an unjust sentence should
be feared, and on the other hand authorities, which state that one may
appeal a sentence. His solution has two components. First, he explores
the meaning of the term "to fear." To fear'a bishop's unjust sentence
I

2

Rambaud. Ute legs," 61, indicates. without discussing the evidence, the formal sources of most
canons in this 'lutstio. But her work pre-dates some of the most significant work that has been
done on Gratian's formal sources (particularly by Peter Landau and John H. Erickson), and her
results are therefore flawed. Below, I have not referred to her conclusions.
Friedberg, ed., Dt(rt/um, 65$, supported by Aa Bc Mz: "Premissis auctoritatibu$, quibus iniustae
sentenrlae usque ad examinationem utriusque parris parere iubemur, ita respondetur: Gregorius
non dicit sententiam iniuste latam esse seruandam, sed (esse add. Aa) timendam. Sic et Urbanus.
Timenda ergo est (est ergo Bc Mz), id est non ex superbia contempnenda. Reliquae uero auctoritates de exCommurucatis locuntur, qui uel uocari ad sinodum uenire contempserunt, uel calliditatibus aduenantium occurrere nesdentes iniustam sententiam a iudice repottauerunt, uel qui
(am. Mz), neglectu suae uitae siniStranl de se opinionem nasd permittentes, sententiam in se (in
se om. Aa) exceperunt." There follows a sentence which will be treated below.

Obediel1ce or contempt: C.

11,

q. 3

means not to hold it in contempt out of pride. Such a sentence may,
Gratian adds in d. p. c. 43, be ignored. He then points out that the cases
in which an excommunicated person must obey until examined are the
cases where he, to some degree, is to blame for the sentence, even if it is
wrong; he may have failed to show up at a synod to which he was summoned, or defended himself poorly, or allowed himself to earn a bad reputation.
Gratian states that "the other authorities" (that is, other than Urban
and Gregory) concern such cases. To which canons is he referring? It
should first be noted that canons 5 and 9 use the words SIIperbia ("pride")
and neglectll ("neglect"), respectively, in a sense similar to Gratian's use of
the words in d. p. c. 40. Both stipulate that excommunicated persons
should not communicate before their cases are heard. Similar themes are
found in canons 2 and 4, while canons 30, 34, 35, 36, and 37 state (or at
least imply) that excommunications considered unjust may be appealed
to a synod. What Gratian says about "the other authorities" clearly refers
to some or all of these canons. His argument in d. p. c. 40 is based on
these texts in addition to the fundamental canons I and 27, which he
explicitly cites.
Gratian's treatment of these issues is, however, not sustained throughout the sequence of canons I to 40. It is interrupted, most obviously, by
d. p. c. 20 and d. p. c. 26 with their accompanying canons, where a distinction is drawn between those excommunicated by a church authority
and those who deserve such punishment on account of a sin, although
they have not been formally sentenced. These texts are, not surprisingly,
missing from the first recension, as are canons 10 to 20. The latter are certainly not irrelevant to the subject of the qlles/io, but it is easy to see that
Gratian's argument works equally well, if not better, with these canons
removed. Some of them, such as canons 16, 18, and 19, are similar to,
among others, canons 4 and 5, in that they prohibit an excommunicated
person from communicating. In the latter canons, the prohibition is valid
until the case has been reexamined, which implies that the sentence may
be appealed. The former canons do not, however, mention anything
about a possible reexamination, which makes them seem rather foreign
to this qllestio, where Gratian discusses the possibility of appeal. Canons
16, 18, and 19 leave an impression of having been inserted here due to
their general similarities with, e.g., canons 4 to 6 (i.e., their prohibiting
excommunicants to communicate) and not because they would contribute directly to Gratian's argument. The same is true for canons 20 and
28, which also were added in the second recension. Again, the first recension reveals itself to be more succinctly argued.
A textual observation provides further evidence: canon 4 has the rubric
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11·3_102

(14.100)
3-69
3-67
).47

S·!.3!

o

II·3·8S
II·3·86
II-3-87
II_3_88

2-33-44
2·2.5.29

4· II 4

II·3·??
d_p_c_ 77
II-3-78
II-3-79
II·3·S0
II_3 SI
11.3·82
11.3_83

13·25

5_106
5_125

r.62·34
3·27·I5
1_58_2 &: 3.2.II

1-9-3
1-9-5+7
3_19-69

S ,.220

2.26.26

5·7
12·5

I4.I IO
I4.46
14-43
2·95
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"About the same thing."3 The rubric of the preceding c. 3, "He who
communicates with excommunicants deserves a sentence of excommunication,"4 contains a stipulation that cannot readily be found in c. 4. The
rubric of c. 2 ("A person who has been excommunicated by his bishop
is not to be received by another"') does not suit their content well: while
the rubric of c. I is more suitable ("The sentence of the pastor is to be
feared by the /lock"'). This state of affairs is explained by the first recension, where c. 4 in fact follows directly upon c. 1.
My thesis about the first recension is supported also by the source analysis. Canons 2 8 and 7 must come from the Tripartita, and c. 3 from Anselm
of Lucca's collection, since their texts are only found there among the usual
sources. All of canons I0-26 probably derive either from the Tripartita or
from3 L , as do canons 28,29,33,39, and the text found in d. p. c. 33. This
is easily determined for canons IO, I3, I4, 2I-26, 33, and 39, since each of
them appears in only one of the usual sources.' That c. I6 derives from the
3 L is clear from the fact that it is the only relevant collection to contain the
first sentence found in the Decretum. 10 To determine the sources of
canons rr-I2, I 5-20, 28-29, and the text quoted in d. p. c. 33 is more
complicated and each of them has to be treated separately.
Canon 11 is a short excerpt from a forged letter attributed to Pope
Clement I OK tI2). II The same excerpt is found in the 3L, which probably was the source. The Polycarpus contains this text twice, but with significant variants, indicating that this collection was not the source.
Call01l12 is a short excerpt from another forged letter ascribed to Pope
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l Friedberg, ed .• Dtcrtfum. 643 and 644. supported by Dc Fd Mz: Dt tcdtm.
4 Friedberg. ed., Dmdum. 642, supported by Cg Mk Mz: "Excommunicationis sententiam mcreNr
(mer. sent. Cg Mk Mz) qui excommunicatis communia.t."
5 Friedberg, ed.• Dtattum. 642, supported by Cg Mk Mz: "A suo cpiscopo (om. Mz) excommunicatus non est ab alia recipiendus."
(, Canon -4 prohibits, in its last sentence, communication with excommunicants, but it would be
odd to take that as the main concern of the cwon. Canon S does not conwn any such prohibition.
7 Friedberg, ed., Dtattum. 642, supported by Cg Mk Sa: "Gregi timenda est sententia pastoris (past .
sent. Sa)."
8 Canon 2 consists of c. 6 from the Council of Antioch of 330 or 341 in the translation of the
Colledit> Hispana. see Martinez Diez and Rodriguez. LA ~1t«i6n (dn6ni(d Hispana, III 141 and
Cuthbert Hamilton 'furner. Ealtsiat oaidtntalis monumtnta juris antiquissima: lanonum tt (ondliornm
Graecornm interprttationtJ LAtinat (Oxford 1899-1939), 112$2, col. 1II. Among relevant collections,
this translation of c. 6 appears only in the Trip4rtila. while the text in the Pallormia is the second
translation ofDionysius Exiguus, see Thrner, Ealtsiatocddtnfalis monumenta, Jl253, col. v. Gratian
must, consequendy, have taken his text from the Tn'partita.
9 For canons 21 to 2S, cr. Erickson, "Three Books," 74·
10 The inscription in )L is, furthermore. almost identical to that in the Demlum, while the other
possible sources have differendy formulated inscriptions: Item Fabianus episcopus Be Mz Tx Pr.:
Fabianus papa Ronunus ecclesie conuninistris Pan.EM: Fabianus episcopus omnibus christianis
PoI)'(.m: Fabianus episcopus)LV.
II Cf. Fuhrmann, Einjlufl und VtdmitulIg, 996-997. n. 439·
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Clement (JK tIO)Y Several collections may have been the source used
by the author of the second recension. A slightly longer excerpt from
Clement~ letter, including the text found in the Decretum, appears as the
first canon in the Tripartita (1. 1. I). A fragment of the same length as that
in the Decretum is found in a forged letter ascribed to Pope Alexander I
(JK t24).13 Excerpts from Alexander's letter including the Clementine
fragment appear in the Polycarpus, 3L, and in Anselm's collection. There
are no variant readings that could be of help. The fact that the text in 3L
immediately precedes the text of c. I I indicates that this collection is
most likely to have been the source.
For canon 15, the author of the second recension quotes only the itlcipit
of a canon, which was available in extenso at D. 93, c. I already in the first
recension: "and so on as above in the treatise on those who are to be
ordained, where the obedience of subordinates towards their superiors is
discussed."I. The reason for the duplication is probably that the author
of the second recension added this reference when he realized that the
text reproduced in D. 93 suited the context of C. I I, q. 3 as well.
The material source for both texts is a Pseudo-Isidorian decretal
ascribed to Pope Fabian (JK t92), which quotes another false decretal
ascribed to Pope Clement I (JK tIO). This text, in turn, claims to quote
Peter. That Gratian quotesJK t92 rather thanJK tIO is obvious from the
formulation of the inscription to D. 93, c. I, which is a verbatim quote from
JK t92: "Whence Blessed Peter, the prince of the apostles, when addressing the people at the ordination of Clement, said among other things.""
The inscription of C. II, q. 3, c. IS (identical to the one used for c. 12)
appears to be a condensed version of the same inscription: "Likewise, Peter
at the ordination of Clement."I. More significantly, Gratian's text (also at
D. 93, c. I) includes the name of Clement, as doesJK t92 but notJK tIO. 17
12 Ibid. 99z-993. n. 434.
Il Paul Hiruchiu5, ed., Decrt/tdes Pseudo-b{don',lnae et Capl/uta Angilranmi (Leipzig 1863), 97. Cf,
Fuhrmann, Binflufl "lid Verbrei(lmg. 838-839. n. ICY].
14 Friedberg. ed., Decretum, 647. supported by Be Mz Tx: "etc. ut supra in traCtatu ordinandorum.
ubi agitut de obedientia nllnorum erg.a nWores." Mimms and maiom may refer to minor and
major orders. Cf. Fuhrmann, El'nflufl "nd Vetbre(tullg. 784"""'785. n. I.
IS Friedberg, ed., Decretum, )20, supported by Aa Fd: "Uncle B. Petrus princeps apostoJorum in
ordinatione Clementis populum alloquens, inter cetera ait." Cf. Hinschius, ed., Dtmtalts Pseudolsidorillntle, 159, and Fuhrmann, Eitlflufl utld J1rbrdtutlg, 931>-931, no. 319. Segments of this text
appear also in forged letters ascribed to Pope Anacletus OK t4; Himchiw, ed., Dtcrelillts Pseudobidorillntle, 86) and to Pope Alennder OK t24; Hinschiw, ed., Dtcrelales Pseudo-Isidoriatlae, 97),
These segments are, however, shorter than D. 93, c. J, and are preceded by formulations different from the one inJK t91 and in the inscription to D. 93, c. I.
16 Friedberg, ed., Demtutll, 647, supported by Bc Mz Tx: "Item Petrus in ordinatione Clementis."
17 Ed. Friedberg, col. 647, supported by Dc Mz Tx: "Si inimicus est iste Clemens alicui,"So abo in
Hinschlw, ed., Decfttalts P;uedo-Isidorianae, I59 and in the Tr-ipllTtiia 1,18,1 OK t91), Cf.
Hinschiu$, ed., Dem/Illes Pseudo-lsidorilltlae. 36: "Si inicimw est alicui."and the Potycatpus 1.18.2
and Anselm's collection 1,6: "Si inimicus ipse est alicui,"
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Among the usual sources, the Polycarplls and Anselm's collection contain a
short excerpt fromJK tID, while the Tripartita contains the same excerpt
from JK t92 as D. 93, c. 1. It seems clear, therefore, that Gratian's source
for D. 93, c. I was the Tripartita.
The text of calion 17 appears in all five of the usual sources. 18 In the
Patlorlllia, at Polycarpus 7.1.1, in 3L, and at Anselm 12.13 are excerpts of
the same length as in the DecretulII. Other occurrences in the Polycarpus
and in Anselm's collection contain only a part of the last sentence and a
subsequent sentence, not found in the Decrellllll. These can be excluded
from consideration. The text in the Tripartita is much longer than in c. 17
and was probably not the source. The remaining four texts exhibit only
few variants:
II·3·X7
Inser. Item Calixtus papa Tx Fr.: Item Calixtus Bc''' Fd''' Mz Fr.ABC: Calixtus
episcopis Gallie Pan.BFJIM: Idem (seil. Calixtus) in secunda epistola. De conspiratione Trip.: Calixtus papa Polyc.IIIP Ans. G: Calixtus JLV
7 subiaceat Fr. Pan.BFJIM Trip. Polyc.P AilS. G:subiacebit Bc''' Fd''' Mz Tx ROlli.
JLV

The manuscript evidence indicates that the inscription in the Decretum
originally read [tetll Calix Ills, which together with the variant recorded
for line 7 points at 3L as the source.
Calloll 18 appears in four of the usual sources: the Tripartita, the
Polycarpus, 3L, and Anselm's collection. The text is of the same length as
in the Decretlll» in all collections (although it is divided into two canons
in the Tripartita). A collation of textual variants reveals that Gratian's
source probably was the 3L:
II.3·IS
1-2 nisi (ea add. Polyc.IIIP AilS. G) que ad eandem excommunicationem pertinent
Bc''' Fd''' Mk Mz Tx Fr. Polyc.P JLV Ans.G: om. Trip.
3 post uesci ve,bum cuique add. Trip.: am. Fd''' Mk Mz Tx Fr. Polyc.P 3LV Ans.G
3 enim cum eo Bc''' Fd''' Mk Mz Tx Fr. Polyc.P 3LV Ans.G: frater Tn'p.
4 post absconse verba cum excommunicato add. Trip.: 0111. Mk Mz Tx Fr. Polyc.P
3LV Ans.G
4 communem Cg Fd'u So Vd Fr. AilS. G: post eo locat Mk Mz Tx: communionem Bc"i14 3LV: aut iunctus communione Trip,: om. Polyc.mP

In all these cases, the Tripartita varies so greatly from the Decretum that it
cannot have been the source. The addition of ea on line I suggests that
neither the Polycarpus nor Anselm's collection was the source. In the case
of the former collection, this indication is undergirded by the omission
of COl>lllllmem on line 4. The 3L has COtlll>lUtliOllelll instead, which does not
18 Fuhrmann, Eilif/ufl utld J1wreitllllg, 841-843, n, 123.
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make much sense in the context, and it could be expected that the author
of the second recension would attempt to correct the text. The reading
commllnione/II in Bc,dd may be taken as evidence that the text in the
Decretum at first shared the reading of 3L. The fact that canons 2.25.1-2
and 2.25.5 in 3L were the sources for Gratian's canons 16-17 and 19,
respectively, strengthens the argument that his source for c. 18 was canon
2.25.3 of this work.
Before attempting to determine Gratian's source for calion 19, an error
in Friedberg's edition should be noted. In the Roman edition of the
Decretum, the text has the following illripit: Qui cOllllllunicaverit veloraverit
cum excolHlllunicato. Friedberg removed vel oraverit, claiming support from
all the manuscripts and editions which he had collated. lo These. words
are, however, present in the following manuscripts of the Decretlllll: Bc,dd
Fd,dd Mk Mz Sa Tx V d. Since they also appear in all five potential sources
as well as in the material source,20 it is clear that the text of the DecretulII
must have contained them:
II·3· 19
Qui communicaverit vel oraverit cum excommunicato, si laicus est, excommunicetur, si clericus, deponatur.

This text is found in all five of the usual sources. The Panorlllia and the
Tripartita can be excluded from consideration since their text contains significant variants:
Qui communicaverit vel oraverit cum excommunicato, sive c1ericus21 siue laicus
excommunicetur Pan.EIM Trip.

The Polycarpus contains the same text as the Decretlllll, except that the
word est is added after clericus. 3L and Anselm's collection, finally. have the
same text as the DecretulII. There is no textual basis for preferring one of
these to the other. The fact that c. 19 is surrounded by texts deriving from
title 2.25 in 3L (canons 16-18 and 20-25) indicates that this collection
was also the source for c. 19.
Canon 20 is found in four of Gratian's usual sources: the Tripartita, the
PolycarpUS,3L, and Anselm's collection. A collation of variants shows that
the Tripartita probably was his source:
II·3· 20
Inser. Item ex decreto Honorii Papae B(lJJ Fd"ilJ Mk Mz Tx Fr.: Ex decretis
Honorii pape, cpo xi Trip: Ex decretis Honorii pape Polyc.",: Honorius· papa,

The variants registered for lines 2 and 3 point most clearly at the Tripartita,
while the variant on line 6 tends to exclude Anselm and 3 L .
Catlotl 28 contains the same text, with some variant readings, as the
second half of c. 18. These variants are identical to those which in the
treatment of that canon allowed the conclusion that the Triparlita could
not be its source. It is, therefore, likely that the Tripartita was Gratian's
source for c. 28, which appears in three relevant collections. Additional
variants support this conclu·sion:
II.3. 28

1 frater Bt'" Mk Mz Tx Fr. Trip.: enim cum eo Polye.P 3LV A,IS. G
1-2 cum exconununicato Be''' Mk Mz Tx Fr. Trip.: 0111. Polyc.P 3LV AIlS. C
2. aut iunctus communione BtU Mk Mz Tx Fr. Trip.: communionem 3LV: om.

Polye.IIIP AilS. C
A possible objection to this conclusion is that the ?ecretunJ. mis~akenly
attributes the text to the Eighth Ecumenical Council. It derives, m fact,
from Smaragdus' commentary to the rule of St. Benedict. 22 The text is
not inscribed in the Tripartita, but follows a long series of excerpts from
Isidore of Seville's writings in the title called Sentelltia Greco",m doetonltll
(2.14).23 This title is, however, i~ the .Tripar~ita !,,=ediately. preceded by
the canons of the Eighth Council. An mvestigation of the thirteen canons
24
which in Gratian's Decretum are inscribed to the Eighth Council shows
25
that no less than ten are misattributed. All ten are found in title 2.14 of
the Tripartita. It seems safe to conclu~e that th~ author o.f .the second
recension had extracted all ten from this work Without noticmg that the
canons of title 2.14 do not belong to the legislation of the Eighth
Council, which is excerpted in title 2.13·
.
Canon 29 deriving from the Second Council of Carthage of 390,
appears in three of the usual sources, none of which has a text of the s~m~
length as the DecretunJ. The Pallormia lacks the last clause of Gratian s
canon and cannot, therefore, have been his source. Both the Tripartit.a .and
the Polycarpus have longer texts than Gratian, although their additions
22

:23

U

2()

Friedberg, ed., Decrtlllm, 648. note 203.
Charles Munier, ed., Omdlia Ajriult.J4S-$2S. Corpus Christianorum: Series latina 149 (Thrnhout
1974), lSO.
21 ]llll. E adds the words sit dqxmaturatter deriws.
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2 suis Fd''' Mk Tx Fr. Trip.: SIIpm lill. add. Mz: 0111. Polye.III 3LV Alls.C
3 eaque Fd''' Mk Tx Fr. Trip. A,IS.C: ea quo Mz: atque Polye.III: 01/1. 3LV
6 post causa verb"111 ab add. 3LV A,IS. C: 0111. Fd''' Mk Mz Fr. Trip.

kapitulo xi AilS. C: '1II1Ia imcriplio Polyc. C 3LV
19

11,

25

PL 102..85 2.
db th h d'
The canon is in the manuscripts of the "second version" of the Tripartita preced~ y e ea ~ng
de eodem. which probably refers back to the rubric de ex(ommunirutis of the preceding canon. which
is inscribed cujus Jupra (referring to Isidore).
. ..
t
Most easily retrieved with reference to Timothy Reuter and Gabnel Silagl. cds .. Ul)ltkonkordatlZ
zlIm "Decrelllm Gratjan(," MGH Hilfi:mittello (Munich 1990). 5039-"5041.
D. 54. C. 12; D. 81. c. 26; D. 90. c. 4; C. 5. q. 6. c. 7: C. II, q. 3. c. 28: C. II. q. 3. c. 77: C. 26.
q. 7. c. 7: C. 27. q. 2, C. 22; de pen. D. 1. C. I; de cons. D. 1, c. 25·
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consist only of formulas which often appear in the canons of, e.g., the
various councils of Carthage. These formulas, which name the bishop
who suggested a decision and note that the council approved the proposal, often disappeared during the canonical transmission of a canon. It
is certainly conceivable that the author of the second recension could
have deleted these sentences,'6 so their presence in the Triparlita and in
the Polycarplls does not preclude their being Gratian's source. A collation
of textual variants helps to determine the source:
II·3.29

qui merito verba Geneclius episcopus dixit, Ergo reete suggerunt fratres et
coepiscopi nostri ut add. Trip.; Augustinus episcopus legatus Numidie provintie
dixit: Hoc statuere dignemini, ut si add. Poiye.ttI
I atlle

qui merito Bt''' Cg FiP" Mk Mz Fr. Pall.E1M Trip.: qui forte merito Potye.1II
post ecclesia verblllll sua add. Pall. EM Polye.m: om. Bt''' Cg Fd'" Mk Mz Fr. Pall]
Trip.
2-3 vel (aut Cg) clerieo Bt''' Cg Fd'" Mk Mz Fr. Pall.E1M Trip.: om. Potye.m
3-4 ipse ... teneatur obnoxius Bt''' Cg Fd''' Mk Fr. Trip. Potye.P: ipsi ... teneantur obnoxii Mz Fr.A Pall.E1M
4-5 refugientes - iudicium om. Pall.E1M: illc/. Bt''' Cg Fd'" Mk Mz Fr. Trip.
Polye.lnP
4-5 refugientes Bc''' Cg Fd'" Mk Mz Fr. Trip.: refugientibus Potye.1n
5 post iudicium verba ab universis episcopis (om. Trip.) dictum est omnibus placet
add. Trip. Potye.1II
I
I

While both the Panormia and the Polycarplls differ several times from the
Decretum, the Tripartita generally agrees and seems to have been the
source.

In editions of Gratian's work, the text in d. p. e. 33 is printed as a diet 11m,
although it contains only a text quoted verbatim from an authority preceded by the inscription Item [eroninms. In most manuscripts that I have
examined the text follows directly upon the text of c. 33, i.e., without
either the initial which usually marks the beginning of a new canon or
the paragraph mark which introduces a dictum?' Only 3L contains an
excerpt ofthe same length as the Decretum, but the text is here (correctly)
attributed to Pope Eutyches rather than to Jerome.'8 Anselm of Lucca's
collection contains a slightly longer excerpt (inc/pit: QllibllS regllum Del),
which lacks inscription. There are no other significant variant readings
in any relevant collection. In 3L, the text immediately precedes the text
Although neither he nor Gratian did do so consistently; cr. Reuter and Silagi. cds.,
WorlkonkorJanz, 1662-1663.
21 The following manmeripts were examined: Be Cg Fd Mk Mz Tx. Cf. Friedberg's note 397.
28 JK tI46, Hiruehius, cd., DemMu Pseudo-Isido,;anae, 211. The attribution to Eutyehes is. of
course, only "correct" in the sense that the Pseudo-Isidorian forgers attributed the text to him.
26
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of c. 33. The source was, therefore, most likely the 3L, although it
remains unclear why the text is ascribed to Jerome.
To summarize: among the first forty canons of C. 1 I, q. 3, twenty-five
are missing from the four manuscripts Aa Bc Fd P, as are the dicta following after canons 20, 21, 24, 26, and 33. The analysis of the contents and
the sources of these canons failed to produce any evidence in~onsistent
with my thesis that these manuscripts contain a first recension of Gratian's
Deeretlllll. The great majority of them derive from either the Triparlila or
the 3L. Their contents are never necessary for the diela of the first recension and rarely contribute at all to the problems discussed by Gratian in
d. a. c. I and d. p. c. 40. The text of the fIrst recension presents, on the
other hand, a more stringent and concise argument.
It remains to determine Gratian's sources for the canons which were
included in the first recension. Almost all of these are texts that enjoyed
widespread canonical circulation, which in many cases makes it difficult
to determine which source Gratian might have used. A further complication is that I will argue below that Gratian used an as yet unidentified
source when composing C. II, q. 3. My conclusions below must, therefore, be considered provisional, since some or all of these canons may in
fact derive from the unidentified source.
Canon I, which Gratian attributes to Pope Gregory, cannot be found
in any of his usual sources. The text is only a summary of Gregory's
words, while d. p. c. 77 (where Gratian also refers back to c. I) reproduces the actual wording of the canon as found in the PotyearpIIs 7.1.35.
A text almost identical to that of c. I appears in some of the polemical
works of the investiture contest, namely in Pseudo-Ulric's Bpistola de (011tillentia clerieon/III and in Gerhoch ofReichersberg's Libelli de i,westigatiolle
Allticl"isli?" Neither of these works can have been Gratian's source.
Gerhoch's work is excluded by its late date; Pseudo-Ulric's by the lack of
attribution to Pope Gregory. They demonstrate, however, that Gratian
copied an existing text and did not himself paraphrase Gregory's words.
This excludes the possibility that his source for c. 1 was the PotyearpJ/s.
The identity of his source remains, thus, unknown.
Calion 4 appears in all five of Gratian's usual sources. It consists of
canon 17 of the Council ofSerdika,30 and was quoted as such by Gratian.
A part of this text was quoted in the Bpislllla ad BonifatiJ/III, sent to Pope
Boniface I by the council celebrated in 419 in Carthage." It appears
29

31

Ubelli de lite I'mpmlomm tt ponfifitllm sauuliJ Xl. tt XII. ronstrlpli, MGH (Munich 1891-1897). 1
255 and In 367. Pseudo-Ulric's work can be d1ted to the IO'JOS (see ibid. I 254) while Gerhoch's
work postdates Gratian's Dtcrtlum. see Peter Classen, Gtthcch 110/1 Rei,hmberg: Bine Bie>graphie
(Wiesbaden 1960), 421-.424.
30 Thrner. ed., Ealuiae oaidtnlaliJ n!o/lumenla, 1 522-524.
Munier, ed,. eolldlia Afiicat, 159.
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attributed to that council in the Poiyearpus and in 3L; and since the
African reincarnation is shorter than Gratian's text, neither of these can
have been his source. The Triparlila contains the complete text of the
canon, while both the Panormia and Anselm of Lucca's collection include
an excerpt of the same length as in the Deerellllll. Decisive for determining Gratian's source are the following variant readings:
11·3'4
Inser. Item ex concillo Sardicensi capitulo XVII Aa Be Fd Mz Tx Fr.: Ex concillo Sardicensi capitulwn XVII

AIlS.,'

Sardicense concilium cap. xvi

Pan.EFlMT: De cancilla Sardicense et infra cap. xvii Trip.: Ex cancilla Afrieano
VI Poly~mP: Ex cancilla Affricano 3LV
3 post diaconum verbum suum add. Trip. Polye.m Ans.: 0111. Aa Be Fd Mz Tx Fr.
Pan.EFJLMT
7 post tractetur verba quia non oportet ei negari auruentiam roganti add.

Pan.EFJlMT Trip. Polye.mP 3LV: alii. Aa Be Fd Mz T.~ Fr. Ans.
Izante cognitionem Aa Be Fd Mz Tx Fr. AIlS.: alii. Pan.EFJLMT Trip.
These soundings point clearly towards Anselm's collection as Gratian's
source. The variant recorded on line 3 could seem to contradict this conclusion, but it is possible that Gratian independently decided to remove
the sUl/m.
Canon 5 appears in different forms in four of Gratian's usual sources.
The text is an excerpt from c. 8 of the Second Council of Carthage, celebrated in 390. ~2 The canons from this council appear in the PseudoIsidorian Decretals in a slightly altered form. Gratian's text seems to be a
version of the unaltered text, while the Triparlita contains the PseudoIsidorian version. As indicated by the variants registered below, 3L contains a form of the unaltered text which is different from the one in the
Deeretum, The text of the Polyearpus lacks the last sentence found in the
Deeretum, so this collection could not have been Gratian's source, which
appears, hence, to have been Anselm of Lucca's collection.
11·3·5
Inscription: Item ex Concillo Cartaginensi Aa Be Fd Mz Tx Fr.: Ex concillo
Cartaginensi (cap. XI add. Polye.PR) Polye.IIIP AIlS. G: De cancilla Cartaginensi
secunda Trip.: Ex cancilla Aifricano 3LV
I episcopo suo Aa Be Fd Mz Tx Fr. Polye.P AIIS.G: a preposito suo excommunicatus vel Trip. 3LV
7 post ohtulerit verba loco amisso add. Trip. 3LV: 0111. Aa Be Mz Tx Fr. AIlS. G
7 et nichilo minus om. PO/Yl.P
7-8 nichilo minus (et add. AIIS.G) locum amittat at Aa Be Fd Mz Tx Fr A",.G:
Olll·3 L V

Obedience or contempt: C. 11, q. 3

8-9 At si - inquirendum est Aa Be Fd Mz Tx Fr. Ans.G: 0111. Polyc.IIIP
Also canon 6 (another canon from the Council of Antioch in 33l) or 341)
appears in four of Gratian's usual sources. The Tripartita can immediately
be excluded from consideration, since it contains the translation of the
Colleelio Rispana, while the Deeretum contains the second Dionysian
translation. 33 The Polyearpus, 3L, and Anselm's collection also contain this
version. A collation of textual variants yields two passages which help
determine which of the three works was Gratian's source:
11.3.6

fuerint Aa Be Cg Fd Mz Fr. 3LV AIIS.G: precedente consuetudine Polye.IIIP
5 liceat Aa Be Cg Fd Mz Fr. pQlye.P Ans. G: precipiat 3LV
Z

While the evidence is too scant to allow certainty, this collation points to
Anselm's collection as Gratian's probable source. Yet a few places where
the text of the Decretum differs from earlier tradition should also be noted.
These variants may reflect Gratian's changes of the text, but may also
indicate that his source was not Anselm's collection.
11.3.6

I dampnatur Aa Be Cg Fd Mz Fr.: dampnatus Polye.nlP 3LV Ans.G
7 oportet Aa Be Cg Fd Mz Fr.: om. Polye.IIIP 3LV AIlS. G
8 adversus Aa Be Cg Fd Mz Fr.: adversum Polye.m 3LV A'lS.G: in Polye.P

Cation 8 appears in three of Gratian's usual sources. The Panormia and the
3L cannot have been his source, since the canon there lacks the last clause:
lines 7-8, ne jorle ... preuenialltur. This clause is present in the Tripartita,
which also shares a couple of other variants with the Decretum:"
11.3.8
I moderatione postposita Aa Be Fd Mz Fr. Trip. 3LV orig.,· moderamine post-

posito Pan.EFJM: ratione postposita Tx
3 haptismi Aa BeN Mz Tx Fr. Trip. CRNDB: 0111. Pan.EFJLM 3LV Trip.zOGHA
orig.
Only some manuscripts of the Triparlila contain the word baplismi. These
are manuscripts of the second version, while the manuscripts of the first
version omit this word.~5 The second version of the Triparlila was probably Gratian's source.
The short tatlon 9 is found in four of Gratian's usual sources, in the
Triparlila, the Poiyearplls, 3L, and in Anselm's collection. A collation of
.n Thener, ed., Eulesiae ouiJmtalis mom/melita, n 246-249.
34

orig.

= Munier,

Ccndlia Galliae, 314-506, Corpus Christianorum: Series latina 148 (Thrnholt

1963). 193- 194.
35

31

Ibid.
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Communication by Martin Brett. For the two versions of the TripartUa, see Brett, "Urban and
Iva," 32.
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variant readings excludes the possibility that the first mentioned work was
the source:
II·3·9
fuerit Aa Be Cg Fd Mk Mz Fr. Polyc.P 3LV A,IS.G: fuit Trip.
3-4 corrununicare Aa Be Cg Fd Mk Fr. Polyc.P 3LV AIlS. G: communionem Trip.
1

Furthermore, the text lacks an inscription in the Vatican manuscript of

3L, which makes this work a less likely candidate. The only basis for
choosing between the two remaining collections is the fact that c. 9 in
Anselm immediately follows upon what probably was Gratian's source for
c. 6. It seems, therefore, most likely that Anselm's collection was the
source also. for c. 9.
Canoll 27 appears in different forms in four of Gratian's usual sources,
and in two of them it appears twice. 36 Only the Polycarplls (at 7.1.2), 3 L ,
and Anselm's collection (at 12.24) contain excerpts of the same length as
Gratian's work, and his source is probably one of them. (A longer excerpt
appears in the Po/ycarplls at 6.1.3 and in Anselm's work at 6.139. The text
in the Triparlila begins with the last sentence of c. 27, VtI/de lilllellda ... ,
and continues for several lines.) A collation produced no significant variants. The only remaining criterion is that the text in Anselm's collection
is found immediately before the texts of canons 6 and 9 (which in the
first recension immediately preceded c. 27), indicating that this was
Gratian's source.
Canon 30, which contains c. 66 of the Slallila ealesiae antiqlla (although
Gratian, as was usual during the middle ages, attributes it to a supposed
Fourth Council of Carthage), appears both in the Triparlila and in 3L. In
the latter, the canon is joined with another excerpt from the same work
(c. 29) into one canon. Since there are no other significant variant readings, the Triparlila probably was Gratian's source.
Canon 31 appears both in the Triparlila and in the Panorlllia. No variants help in determining which of these works was Gratian's source.
Decisive, therefore, is the fact that c. 31 in the Triparlila immediately precedes the text of canon 32, which is found in no other relevant collection.
Since Gratian in all likelihood took c. 32 from this work, it is likely that
he found also c. 31 there.
Canon 34 is found only in the Triparlila among Gratian's usual sources.
The text is one of the several duplicate canons in the Decrellllll: it appears
also as C. 2, q. 6, c. 35, which is a canon added only in the second recension. The duplication of c. 34 raises several questions which can be
addressed only in the context of an investigation of all the duplicate
36

Fuhr'mann. Einfluflllnd Vtrbreitllng, 940>-941, n. 343.
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canons in the Decrelllln." This book will attempt only to determine
Gratian's source for the two versions of this text. The textual differences
between the versions are small but potentially significant. Most important is the indpit itself. While the version in C. 2 begins Plawit, III presbileri, diaconi, the incipil in C. II is Presbileri, diaconi. In the Triparli/a, the
text begins: Ilelll plow ii, III presbiteri, diaconi. The words plawit III are often
found at the beginning of conciliar canons and it is not unusual that they
disappear during the canonical transmission of such texts.
Another difference is the location of the particle si in the first sentence:
2.6.35: c1erici in causis quas habuerint si de iudiciis
II.3.34: c1erici s1 in causis quas habuerint de iudiciis
Trip.: clerici in causas quas habuerint si de iudiciis

It is a priori likely that, when a text is duplicated in the Decrellllll and there
are textual differences between the two versions, they derive from different sources. 38 It is, therefore, tempting to suggest that the source for C.
2, q. 6, c. 35 was the Triparlila, while Gratian extracted C. II, q. 3 c. 34
from another source. This source would be the unidentified work which,
I will argue below, provided Gratian with many of the texts included in
the first recension of C. II, q. 3.
Canon 35 appears twice in the Triparlita. In the first part of this collection it is ascribed to Pope Felix I, while the second part attributes it to
the Fourth Council of Carthage. The text derives in fact from the Slalllla
ealesiae anliqllae,39 whose canons the Colleclio Rispana already attributed
to this fictitious African council. The Pseudo-Isidorian forgers used this
text when producing the false decretal of Felix which is quoted in the
Triparlita~ first part. 40 Since Gratian ascribes c. 35 to the Fourth Council
of Carthage, his source was probably the second part of the Triparli/a.
Also, that text is slightly longer than in the DecrelUlII.
Canon 36 is found in two of Gratian's usual sources: once in the Polycarplls
and in both the second and the third part of the Triparlita. It is already clear
from the inscription that Gratian's source was the Tripartita 2.19.12. While
the Triparlita and Gratian's Deeretlllll (correctly) attribute it to the Fifth
Council of Carthage of 401, the Triparlita 3.10.14 ascribes the canon to an
unspecified African council and the Polycarplls lacks inscription.
Jean Gaudemet, "Les Doublets dans Ie Diad de Gratien," in Atti dd II Congresso intt1tJaziollldt
dtlla SOOtta ita/iellla di Jtoria del diritto, Vtlltzia 1967 (Florence 1972), 269-290; reprinted in Jean
Gaudemet, LAjofmation dll droit (allolliqut mldilval, no, XI, and Weigand, "Versuch einer Liste der
Paleae,"
)8 Cf. Gaudemet. "Doublets," 281,
39 Munier. ed,. COlldfia Africat, 347,
40 JK t142, see Hinschiu5, cd,. DtmtaltJ Pseudo-bidoriatJat, 198, Cf. Fuhrmann, EilifllljJ lind
Hrbreillmg, 924-925, n, 304, Excerpts fromJK tI42 including the text of c, 3S are fonnd at C. 2,
q. I, C. S (the source of which apparently was Anselm's collection 3,65) and at C. 3. q, 6, c, I I
(which derives from the Triparlila 1.24.3).
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Friedberg's edition apparently contains a typographical error in the
text of c. 36:
4 insultationem Fr.: insolentem insultationem Aa Be Fd Mz Sa Tx Vd ROlli. Trip.23
Polyc.m: insolentiam Cg: insolentem exultationem Mk: exultationem Fr.CD

Call01l38 is a palea which provides the continuation of the text in c. 37.<1
All five of Gratian's usual sources contain the text of calloll 37. A collation of variant readings helps determine which of them would have been
his SOurce:
II·3·37
ciuiliter siue publice Be Cg Fd Mk Mz P Tx Fr. Pall.EJM Trip.: 0111. Polye.1II3LV
Am.G
3 uide.ntur Aa Be Cg Fd Mk Mz P Tx Fr. Pall.EJM Trip.: uidentur Polye.1II3LV
AtlS.G
7 nee Aa Be Cg Mk Mz P Tx Fr. Trip.: nee ex eis eorr. Fd: 0111. Pall.EJM Polye.1II
3LV AIIS.G
7 debemus Aa Be Cg Mk Mz P Tx Fr. Trip.: non deb emus Fd: non possumus
Pall.EJM Polye.1II 3LV Am. G

Obedience or contempt: C.

11,
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A CONFUSING INTRusION

In quoting d. p. c. 40 above, I left out the last sentence: "Only these may
be struck with the sentence of excommunication."" Subsequently, three
canons specifY the cases in which excommunication may be used. Then
follows d. p. c. 43:
The preceding authorities speak about these persons and persons of that kind,
not about persons unjustly suspended. But that an unjust sentence should not be
obeyed is proven by many authorities, the first of which is that of Jerome on
Matthew."

The two words eorrectum and correptulII are often confused in canonical
manuscripts,42 so that variant is without value for my purposes. Likewise,
the fact that the manuscript tradition of either recension of the Decretum
does not unanimously support either of the variants successori or SIICCesSOrem does not help. The following three canons (41 to 43) all derive from
title 7 in the supplement of 34 where also the text of c. 40 is found.
Canons 4'-43 were, however, added only in the second recension, so
their provenance cannot contribute to determining the source of c. 40.

It is hard to follow the argumentation here in the second recension.
D. p. c. 40 says that certain excommunicated persons (namely those who,
to some degree, are to blame for their excommunication, however incorreet) must strive for a new examination of their cases before they can be
re-admitted to communion. The last sentence of d. p. c. 40 ~ays something quite different, namely that the persons in question (I cannot see
that hos, in this context, could refer to any other persons) "may be struck
with the sentence of excommunication". The d. p. c. 43 then continues
to refer to "these persons" (his) about whom the "preceding authorities"
talk and not about "those unjustly suspended." Again, "these persons"
mu;t refer to the three categories of excommunicated persons specified
in d. p. c. 40, and the "preceding authorities" must refer to the canons
that allow excommunicated persons to appeal their cases (but not to communicate in the meantime). In effect, the last sentence of d. p. c. 40 (only
"these" may be excommunicated) contradicts the rest of d. p. c. 40 and
d. p. c. 43 ("these" may appeal their cases).
These perceived inconsistencies are to be explained with reference to
the first recension. Here, canons 41 to 43 are missing and so is the last
sentence of d. p. c. 40. Before this addition, the text flowed directly,
without contradictions, from the penultimate sentence of d. p. c. 40 to
the beginning of d. p. c. 43.
.
For the second recension, the three canons 4' to 43 were gIven a short
. introductory sentence: "Only these may be struck with the sentence of
excommunication." Considered only in the context of these three
canons, which contain rules about who may be excommunicated, this is
a suitable introduction. One may imagine that the author of the second

Canon 38 is missing from the original text of all of Friedberg's manuscripts (see his note 440 in
Dmtlum. 654), from nine Cambridge manuscripts examined in Ullmann, "Paleae in Cambridge,"
21 I, and from the original text of Be, eg, Pd, Mk. Mz. Tx (in some of them, a later hand has
added the palta).
.
Other enmples are C. II, q. 3. c, S. line I (cr. Friedberg, ed., 643, note 5S) and C. 14, q. ), c.
19, line 1 (where the following variants occur: correctionem FJ Mk 'J): VJ Fr. Polyc.P JLV: correptionem Aa Cg Fr. Cd Rom.}

o Friedberg, ed., Dmtlllm, 65$, supported by Bc Fd Mz: "Hos siquidem solos excotnmunicationis
sententia ferire licet."
~~ Friedberg, ed., De(ft(um, 656, supported by M Bc Mz Pfr: "De his: inquam, et hui~s.modi prertilisae auctoritates (auct. premo Pfr) locuntur. non de iniwte swpenSlS. Quod ~utem ~wtae 5:n~
tentiae parendum (om. Pfr) non sit, multis auctoritatibus probatur. Quarum pruna est ilIa Ieronlnll
super Matheum."

I

The variant registered for line I indicates that neither the Polycarpus, the
3L, nor Ansehn could have been Gratian's source, which must have been
the Pallormia or the Tripartita.
The short c. 40 is found in three of Gratian's usual sources: in Ivo's

Panormia, in the Tripartita, and in 3L. The two places where I have noted
textual variants are not helpful for determining Gratian's source:
II·3·40
correctum Aa Be Cg Fd Mk Tx Fr. Pall.M: correptum Mz Pall.EFJL Trip. 3LV
2 successori Be Cg Fd Mk Mz Fr. 3LV: successorem Aa Patt.EFJLM Trip.

2
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recensi~n jotted it down before inserting the canons into the Decre/lIl11.
It remainS, however, difficult to fathom why he inserted them in the
midst o~ a. dictllm where they, strictly, do not belong, thereby creating a
contradiction and the possibility of misunderstandings.
,!,he three canons derive from 3L, which I argue was one of the two
main sources used by the author of the second recension. For calloll 41 ,
whIch also appears m the Panorlllia, this is easily determined with the help
of a collation of variants:

II·3·41
nemo Ftf" Mk Mz Fr. 3LV: u.t nullus Pan.M: ut nemo Pall.Ej
4 post coeplScoporum verblllll eplScopuS add. Pall.EjM: 0111. Fd'" Mk Mz Fr. 3LV
4 presumat ponere Fd'" Mk Mz Fr. 3LV: ponat Pan.IijM
1

!he Deeretum ascribes calloll 42 to a council of Clermont,4S although it is
m fact c. 2 from the Fifth Council of Orleans of 549.'6 3L, which is the
only one of the usual sources containing this canon has the same misat'
tribution, and was probably the source.
Callan 43 appears in three of the usual sources. The Panormia contains
a l~nger excerpt adding a few lines before the beginning of the excerpt.
Thi,s and the variant readings registered below exclude the possibility that
Ivos work was the source. Both the Polycarpus and 3L coritain fragments
of the same.le~gth as th.e Deeretllm. A collation of variant readings yields
only o~e ~Ignificant difference, registered below for lines 4-5. This
vanant mdicates that the 3L was the source.
II·3·43
1 certum Ftf'" Mk Mz Fr. Polyc.1II 3LV: decretum Pan.EM
1-2 a1iquem excommunicari Ftf" Mk Mz Fr. Polyc.P 3LV:

fieri Pall.EM
Fd'" Mk Mz Fr.: iussus Pall.EM Polyc.fflP 3LV
3 SI Ftf: Mk Fr.: supra lin. add. Mz: 0111. Pan.EM Polyc.IIIP 3L V
4 si Ftf Mk Mz Fr.: 0111. Pall.EM Polyc.mP 3LV
4-5 finitam suae causae Fr.: finitam cause sue Ftf'" Mk Mz Pall.EM 3LV: finite
cause sue Polyt.mP
.
5 post sinodo verbulII profugus add. Pan.EM: 0111. Ftf" Mk Mz Fr. Po/yc.P 3 LV
2

~ocatus

The variants listed for lines 2, 3, and 4 give the impression that the author
of the second recension changed the text of his source.

.5

Priedberg. ed., DtcrtlunI, 6$5: "Item ex Cancillo Aruernerui." The reference is to a Merovingian
council (probabl~ the one celebrated in SH. although Friedberg, note 470, says hah. Cd, S50) rather
than to Urban lIs fa~ous c~uncil of 1095. The canons of Clermont S3S are printed in Carolus
de Clercq, ed., Ctma/fa GaIlIQt, 511--695. Corpus Christianorum: Series latina 148 A (Thrnhout
1963), 104-112.
46 Clercq, ed., ConciUa Galliae, 149 (= orig.).

Obedience or cOlltempt: C. 11, q. 3
UNJUST AND INIQUITOUS SENTENCES

In the continuation of d. p. c. 43, Gratian shifts his focus to those affected
by unjust sentences. He argues that such sentences should not be obeyed
and proves this by adducing a string of authorities. The argument is summarized in d. p. c. 64:
From these [authorities] one may understand that an unjust sentence does not
bind anyone before God, nor is anyone burdened by an iniquitous (iuiqua) sentence in his church, as is understood from the chapter of Gelasius. One should,
thus, not abstain from communion with him, nor is he to cede his office, who
is known to have been subje~t to an iniquitous sentence. 47

Again, an intervening diclIJlII with accompanying canons breaks the continuity between d. p. c. 43 and d. p. c. 64. Dic/lI111 p. c. 55 together with
canons 55 and 56 emphasizes that a good conscience should be enough
for each individual, regardless of what detractors may say. This point is
certainly relevant in the greater context of C. I', q. 3, but appears out of
place here. Canons 55 and 56 must both derive from 3L, which is the
only relevant collection to contain them.
At the beginning of d. p. c. 64, Gratian refers to "these authorities,"
which establish that an unjust sentence has no validity for God and his
Church. On which canons is he drawing? Similar statements are found
in canons 44, 46, 48,50,5',53, and 54. Atleastsome of these must have
been present when Gratian wrote the die/litH, which contains an explicit
reference to c. 46. These observations are consistent ,vith the contents
of the first recension, which contains canons 44, 46, 48, 50, and 51.
These texts provided Gratian with sufficient material to compose d. p.
c. 64. On the other hand, canons 55 and 56 and d. p. c. 55 are missing.
So are canons 52 to 54, which all derive from the Triparlita, and canons
58 and 59, wi)ich come from 3L. It is simple to determine their sources,
since none of these five canons appears in any other relevant collection.
Canon 45 is a palea."
., Friedberg, ed., DeCftfllffj, 661, supported by Bc Cg Fd Pfr: "Ex his datur intelligi, quod iniusta
sententia nullum alligat apud Deum, nee apud ecdesiam elUS aliquis grauatur iniqua sententia,
sicllt ex GeiasU capitulo habetur. Non ergo ab eiliS communione llbstinendum est, nee ei ab offitio
cessandum, in quem cognosdtur iniqua sententia prolata (prolata sententia Be Cg Fd PEr)."
4& Canon 45 is missing in all of Friedberg's manuscripts (except for F where it was added in the
margin), in nine of Walter Ullnunn's Canlbridge nunuscripts (Ullmann, "Paleae in Cambridge,"
210), and in Be. Cg, Pd, Mk, Mz. It is found in the thirteenth-century manuscript Cambridge,
Fitzwilliam Museum, no. 183 (Ullmann, "Paleae in Cambridge," 210). The text, which is attributed to Augustine, is a previously unidentified excerpt from a Latin translation ofOligen's commentary on Matthew, see Anders Winroth, "Uncovering Gratian's original Decrellllll with the help
of electronic resources," Coll/mbia IJbfdry CoIl/milS 46: 1 (1997), 29.
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It is, again, more complicated to identifY the sources of the canons that
were already included in the first recension, i.e. canons 44, 46 to 5 r, 57,
and 60 to 64. Judging from table 6 at the beginning of this chapter, their
source would appear to be the Triparlita, which contains most of them
(in addition to canons 40, 53, and 54) in close sequence within title 27
of the third part. Detailed comparisons between Gratian's text and that
found in the Tripartita reveal, however, several discrepancies. Since these
discrepancies are not of a kind likely to be the result of Gratian's editorial tampering, the possibility that he used another source must be kept
open. Further evidence for this possibility is that a few of the variants
found in the Deeretllm but not in the Tripartita appear in other eleventhand twelfth-century works (see canons 60, 6r, and 63). This strongly suggests that Gratian, in these cases, probaby did not take his text from the

Tripartita.
Canon 44 is a paraphrase of a passage in Jerome's commentary on the
Gospel of Matthew, as the COffee/ores duly noted in their note *. Jerome's
text in question is quoted by four of Gratian's usual sources: the Panormia,
the Tripartita, the Polycarplls, and Anselm of Lucca's collection. Supposing
that it was Gratian who did the paraphrasing, any of them could have
been his source. 49
Among Gratian's usual sources canon 46 is found only in the Triparlita,
which would, therefore, appear to have been his source. There are,
however, two problems with this conclusion. Gratian's inscription is
"Further, Pope Gelasius to the bishops of the east about the damnation
of Dioscorus"so while the Tripartita inscribes the text "Gelasius to the
bishops of the east about avoiding communion with Acacius. "51 The
latter inscription is correct insofar as the text (which, in fact, was written
by Gelasius' predecessor, Pope Felix III) concerns the Acacian schism and
not Dioscorus. It is hard to imagine why Gratian would have changed
the Tripartita's text, if this work indeed was his source. Furthermore, the
Deerelllm shares the reading illata at the beginning of the canon only with
the first version of the Tripartita, while the second version has illa.52
Elsewhere, Gratian seems to have used a manuscript of the second recension for his excerpts from this work (cf. above p. 93). These two anom49

jerome's text appears also in the Collutio BawtriniatlQ at 11.3. see Mario Porrwari. "Col1ectio
canonum Barberiniana," Apollinaris 36 (1963). 238-239. and in Deusdedit's collection at 4,80, see
Deusdedit, Die Kanonwamm/lltlg des J(arJinah DeusdtlU" ed. Victor Wolf von Glanvell (paderborn
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alies indicate that Gratian's source probably was a work other than the

Tripartita.
Among Gratian's usual sources, canon 47 is found only in the Tripartita,
which therefore appears to have been his source. A couple of variant
readings indicate, however, that this conclusion might be too rash:
II·3·47
~
post fidem verba sanamque doctrinam add. Rom. Trip.: om. Aa Be Cg Fd Mk Mz
PIfrTx VdFr.
3 potest Mk Mz Tx Vd Fr.: om. Aa Bt Cg Fd P Pfr ROlli. Trip.
3 iniuste Mk Mz Tx Vd Fr. Trip.: iniuste add. Bt: iniuste ex vi eorr. An: vi Fd Ifr:
cuiquam Cg: om. P
3 padtur ex impatitur corr. Be
I

It seems clear that the first recension of the Deeretllm lacked the word
potest on line 3, as does the Tripartita. The word was probably ~dded in
the second recension in order to clarify the sentence. The confllSlon concerning the word iniuste on the same line is remarkable. The word was
originally missing from Aa, Bc,53 Cg, Fd, P. and pfr. Since Aa, Fd, and
Pfr on the one hand, and Cg on the other, have different words in its
place, it is probable that P by simply omitting itljuste preserves the original appearance of the first recension. The addition of vi in the other firstrecension manuscripts appears to reflect a wish somehow to qualify the
somewhat peculiar, in the context, statement that no one is allowed to
be harmed. In the second recension, comparisons with the text in the
Tripartita clarified that the missing word was in!llSte. This opens t~e p~s
sibility that Gratian's source for the first recensIOn was not the Trlpartlta,
which is an attractive conclusion also in light of the variant recorded for
line 1. The text circulated widely, as is evidenced by its appearance in,
e.g., the Colleclio Brita/lIlica,54 the Uber callonllnJ cOlltra Heinri{t/IIJ qllartlllll,55
Wenric of Trier's letter,56 and Deusdedit's collection 4.76.:' None of
these works contains a text more similar to Gratian's than the Tripartita,
and since there is no evidence that Gratian otherwise used any of them,
there is no reason for suggesting that one of them was his source for c.
47·

Canon 48 is found in three of Gratian's usual sources. The text in 3 L
lacks the last sentence of Gratian's canon (qllem sollleris - ill ce/o) and
cannot have been his source. The Pallormia and the Triparlita contain this
sentence but adds another before it: "Cum autem correxeris et

I90S). 4)4.
50

SI
52

Friedberg, ed., Decretum, 656, supported by (with nUnar v.uiants) Aa Be Cg Fd Mk Mz Tx Vd:
1tem Gtfasius Papd Episcopis orittltalibJlS de ddmpnatio/lt DiOJ",ri.
According to Martin Brett's collations: Gttasius epiJ(opis oTittltaliblU dt commlltliotlt Achalii uilallda.
According to Martin Brett's collations. Por the two versions of the Trip12,lit12, see Brett, "Urban
and lvo," 32..

roo

I thank Robert Somerville for checking the reading of Be for me from autopsy.
Varia Ie 99. attributed to Isidore, cr. Ewald, "Papstbriefe," S8I.
n Ubtlli dt lilt. I 483. line 41.
56 Ubtlli dt filt. 1 292, line 17·
51 Dit Ktlm)/lmammtulIg dts Ka,diltals Dmsdtdil, 433-434·
5)
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concordaueris confratri tuo soluisti ilium in terra. "58 It could have been
Gratian who, using one of these collections (and probably the Triparlita),
omitted this sentence.
Cauoll 49 is found only in the Triparlila among Gratian's I)SUal sources.
It would, therefore, seem that this was his source. The text"appears also
in several other canonical works, e.g., in the Col/eelio Britanlliea,59 the Liber
callOIlUIII contra Heiuricum quartum,6/) Wenric of Trier's letter,61 the Col/ectio
Barberiniana 11.6,62 and Deusdedit's collection 4.80. 63 None of these is
likely to have been Gratian's source, but the wide circulation of the text
calls for caution, particularly in light of my conclusions concerning the
preceding canons.
Canon 50 is found in the Tripartita and in the Polycarpus. The text is
longer in these works than in the Decretum. The Tripartita reproduces the
preceding sentence, while the Po/ycarpus adds a sizeable block of text
(corresponding to eleven lines in the MGH type-written edition). There
are several interesting variant readings:
11.3·50
Inser. Idem (sal. Augustinus) ad Clerum Yponiensem Cg Mk Mz Tx Vd Fr.:

Idem (sc. Augustinus) ad clerum (Ypponiensium add. slipm /ill. Aa Fd) Aa Be Fd
P Pfr: Augustinus in epistola ad clerum Yponiensem Trip.: Idem ecclesie
Ipponiensi Polye.m: Idem (sc. Augustinus) ad clerum Iponensem A~.
1 posl tabula verbllm non add. Aa Be P Trip. Polye.m, expo Fd: spatillm erasllm Cg:
om. Mk Mz Pjr Tx Vd Fr. A~.
1-2 delere Bi Cd Do FdF' Me Mk Mz It' Pfr Pk Pq Tx Vd Fr.: rapere A~.: recitare Aa Be FdM P Trip.: recitari Polye.tII: spalillm eraslltll ct'
2 uiuentium Aa Be Cg Fd Mk Mz P Pjr Tx Vd Fr. Trip. A~.: vivorum Polye.tII
3 deleat Aa Be Cg Fd Mk Mz P Pjr Tx Vd Fr. Trip. Alg.: delet Polye.tII

The variants registered for lines 2 and 3 and the inscription exclude the
Po/ycarp'lS as a possible source. On lines I and 1-2, variant readings in Aa,
Be, Fd, and P show that the text in the first recension was the same as in
the Triparlita, which is a strong candidate for Gratian's source. The author
of the second recension seems to have changed the formulation from non
... recilare to de/ere. In the first recension, the inscription read Idem ad
c/erum, which (together with the different length of the excerpt) might
be taken as evidence, however weak, that Gratian's source was not the
sa Text according to Martin Brett's coUations of Tripaft{ta manuscripts. The PanoTmla manuscripts
have essentially the rune text with a few variants.
S9 Varia Ie 101, cf. Ewald, "Papstbriefe." S8t.
ro Libtl/i de life, t 484. line 4.
61 Ibid. I 191. line II.
62 Fornasari. "Collectio cmanum Barberiniana," 239.
61 Die KallonwammlulIg du Kard,'/lais Deusdedit, 434.
M The readings of Bi Da Cd Mc PC Pk Pq were kindly communicated to me by Profe»or Carlos
Larrainz.ar of the Universidad de la Laguna, TeneriCe.
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Triparlila. Among other collections in which this text is found are the
Collectio Brilallllica,65 and Wendc of Trier's letter. 66
Among Gratian's usual sources, canon 51 appears only in the Tripartila,
which would seem to have been his source. But it also appears, as is the
case with others in this questio, in several other canonical works, e.g., in
the Colleetio Britamlica,67 the Liber canonlllll cOlltra HeillriwlII qllarluIII,68 and
Wenric of Trier's letter. 69
Calloll 57 appears in both the Pallormia aud in the Triparlita. There are
no variant readings that allow us to determine which work was Gratian's
source.

Callons 60 1062 are three short short excerpts from Gregory the Great's
homily 26 on the Gospels. It is remarkable that C. II, q. 3, C. 88 (also
present in the first recension) contains a longer excerpt from the same
homily, including the passages in canons 60 to 62. Gratian reproduces,
however, only their illcipi(s before interrupting them with et cetera. The
text then continues after el infra. It seems unlikely that Gratian would
have taken both canons 60 to 62 and 88 from one source and parcelled
out the text in this manner. A more probable hypothesis is that he
extracted canons 60 to 62 from one source, and then noticed the duplication when transcribing C. 88 from another. None of Gratian's usual
sources contains exactly the excerpts found in canons 60 to 62 (except
for the Tripartita 1.55.2, which corresponds to C. 62). Several polemical
works from the time of the Investiture Contest, however, contain canons
60 and 61, alone orin combination (or C. 60 together with C. 63).70 None
of these works appears likely to have been Gratian's source (sinCe they are
not known to have been otherwise used by him), but the presence of the
texts there proves that they circulated before Gratian's time. It is particularly interesting that they appear in combination, making it likely that
Gratian's source was a collection containing all three fragments.
The very short calion 63 is inscribed Idem (sc. Gregorills) ill Regislro71 in
the Decretlllll but derives in fact from a decretal of Pope Simplicius OK
583). Gratian reproduces a longer excerpt from this letter, including the
text of C. 63, at D. 74, C. 7 (already present in the first recension), where
the attribution is correct. Among the instances of this text listed in table
6, three contain the same excerpt as C. 63 (the other collections have
longer texts), namely the Po/ycarplls 3.15.23, 3L 2.28.6, and Anselm's collection 4.3. In the latter, the text is uninscribed, and the preceding text
65
67
69

71

Varia Ie 103, cr. Ewald, "Papstbriefe," 581.
66 Ube/li de lilt, I 292, line 24·
Varia IC 104.
Ewald, "PapstbrieCe." .s81.
68 Ubtlli dt lite, I 484, line 6.
Ibid., I 292,linc 27.
70 CC. libdli de lite, I 483 553, II 37 47 192 395 463 407.
Friedberg, ed., Decretum, 660, supported by Bc Pfr.

cr.
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is attributed to Leo the Great. This might account for the inscription Leo
found in the Carpentras manuscript of the Po/ycarplis (according to the
draft edition of this collection); other Po/ycarplls manuscripts lack inscription. In that collection, the text follows upon some Roman law fragments. In the original text of the Vatican manuscript of JL, the text lacks
inscription; the correct attribution was added in the margin by a medieval hand which also added numerous glosses to this manuscript. The preceding Canon is inscribed Gregorills Maximiano Siramsano episcopo. None
of these works seems a likely candidate for Gratian's source.
Canon 63 also appears several times among the polemical works of the
Investiture Contest, but nowhere ascribed to Pope Gregory'?' I have
found only one pre-Gratian appearance of this text with such an attribution, in a letter ascribed to Fulbert of Chartres. The letter is probably
composed in the twelfth century.73 Here, a slightly different version of
the text, following a text inscribed BeatllS qllOql/e papa Gregorius dicit in
Dia/ogo, is u,troduced Et a/ibi. 74 Pseudo-Fulbert's letter proves that an
attribution to Gregory is found in the tradition, although it is not certain
that the letter pre-dates Gratian. Gratian's source remains unidentified,
but it is likely that it was the same as the source of canons 60 to 62.
Among Gratian's usual sources, canon 64 appears only in the JL, but he
seems otherwise in the first recension never to have used this work.
Perhaps his source was the same unidentified work as contributed canons
60 to 63. Canon 64 is found in the Liber callomllll {ontra Heimimlll
qllarllllll,75 although this is not a likely source.
TYPBS OF UNJUST SBNTBN CES

At the end of d. p. c. 64, Gratian points out that some texts appear to
contradict the conclusion arrived at in the first half of the dietlllll. Gelasius
states (c. 46) that an unjust and iniquitous sentence does not bind one
with God or the Church. Why then, Gratian asks, do the canons of the
councils of Carthage (probably referring to c. 5), "of Africa" (c. 9) and
other councils (perhaps canons 2 and/or 4) prohibit those unjustly
excommunicated from being received into communion before renewed
examination? One may observe that the sentences which, according to
Gelasius, can be ignored, are in the present dictulII termed "unjust"
(inillsta) and "iniquitous" (iniqlla) while the conciliar canons discuss
72 Ubltli de lift, I 362 $33 553. II 241 39S 407. m 61].
13 Frederick Behrends, "1\vo spurious letters in the Fulbert collection," RevIll blllUictitlt 80 (1970),

2S3~2.7.s,
75

and Frederick Behrends. The utftn and Poems of Fulbtrt oj Chat1rts, Oxford Medieval

Texts (Oxford 1976), ~-lxii.
libtlfi dt litt, I 501, line 32.

74 Behrends, "1\vo spurious letters," 269. lines 238-241.
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"unjust" sentences. Gratian does not discuss this terminological difference here, but he will pick up this thread in d. p. c. 90 and d. p. c. lOr.
Instead, he adds a conciliar canon, which stipulates that an unjustly
deposed cleric who subsequently is found innocent must receive the
insignia of his office from the hands of bishops in front of an altar. If not
even bishops, Gratian then asks in the subsequent dictlllll, can restore an
unjustly deposed cleric without going through this procedure, how can
anyone, on his own authority, communicate with an uqjustly excommunicated person, or, having been unjustly deposed, perform his duties
without seeking absolution, as Gelasius (c. 46) seems to believe? Both
dicta are present in the first recension and so are the canons to which they,
apparently, refer (except for c. 2, but c. 4 alone warrants Gratian's statements), including c. 65 which is so closely woven into the argument of
the dicta. The first recension proves, thus, to be internally coherent.
In d. p. c. 65, Gratian begins to reply to the question by distinguishing between different reasons for a sentence being unjust. It may be
unjust ex ordille (due to procedural error), unjust ex causa (when either no
sin has been committed or a sin other than that for which the sentence
is imposed), or unjust ex anilllo profirentis (when the judge makes his decision not from love of justice, but due to hatred, bribes, or partiality).
Gratian treats each case in order, beginning with sentences which are
unjust ex anilllo. Canons 66 to 72 contains prohibitions against judgements based on wrath and bribes. Among these canons, only canons 68,
72, and the second half of c. 66 are missing from the first recension,
which in no way impairs its coherence. After this series of authorities,
Gratian adds in d. p. c. 72:
The sentence. therefore. which is imposed on someone not out of love forjustice
but for some other reason, is humbly to be obeyed. 76

TIllS is not supported by any of the preceding canons and must be
Gratian's own opinion. He then turns his attention to procedural errors
(d. p. c. 73):
Likewise. a sentence is unjust ex ordine when someone is danmed for his sin
without judicial order."

Between these two dicta, a canon appears which does not address the
issues of either of them (c. 73). Its text stipulates that other bishops cannot
receive in communion a person excommunicated by his own bishop; this
Friedberg, ed., Durttum. 663, supported by Be Cg Fd: "Huic (hine Cg) itaque sententiae. que
non amore justitiae, sed ex alia qualibet causa fertur in quemquant. humiliter obediendum est."
n Friedberg, ed., Durttum. 663. supported by ru Cg Fd: "Item sententia est iniusta (ioiusu est Fd)
ex ordine. quando non seruato iudidali ordine quilibet pro culpa sua (sua culpa Fd) dampnatur."

76
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is a theme touched upon earlier in this questio, but it appears unsuitable
at this place. It is therefore not surprising to discover that c. 73 was added
only in the second recension.
The d. p. c. 73 is followed by three canons which specifY different ways
in which a sentence may be unjust ex ordille: a dubious case should not
be determined through a certain judgement (c. 74); what is not proven
by certain evidence should not be believed (c. 75); judgement may not
be passed before proper examination (c. 76). A fourth canon (c. 77),
which is missing from the first recension, seems less relevant in the
context. It states that not only he who gives false testimony about
another, but also anyone who believes him, are culprits.
These canons are followed by a substantial dietuttl (d. p. c. 77), in which
Gratian discusses what should be done with sentences that are unjust ex
ordine. Again, the discussion is not based on the preceding canons. He
states that a sentence which is unjust ex ordine should be observed, because
the sentenced person may already be excommunicated in God's eyes:
It happens sometimes that an adulterer receives a sentence for sacrilege, of which
he is not guilty.78

This sentence is unjust, Gratian says, since it has been meted out on
account of a sin of which the accused was not guilty, but he still received
the sentence justly, since he was already excommunicated in the eyes of
God on account of his adultery. This is, Gratian continues, how
Gregory's words in c.

I

are to be understood. As I mentioned above, c.

I

reproduces a paraphrasing summary of Gregory's words, while Gratia;'
now, in d. p. c. 77, quotes the pope's actual words. Here Gregory explains
his statement that a pastor's sentence should be feared whether it is just
or not: either the unjustly sentenced person deserved the sentence on
account of some other crime, or, if he protests, he deserves the sentence
even if he is not guilty of any crime, because, in protesting, he is now
guilty of the sin of pride. Gratian draws on the former alternative for the
beginning of d. p. c. 77. He draws on the latter in the end of the same
dietuttl and in d. p. c. 90, reaching the conclusion that an innocent person
should also obey an unjust sentence, lest he commit the sin of pride.
By the time Gratian reaches this conclusion, he has already strayed
from the categories which he outlined in d. p. c. 64. This first happens
in d. p. c. 77, when in the context of sentences which are unjust ex ordille
he discusses the adulterer sentenced for sacrilege. In d. p. c. 65, Gratian
seems to refer such cases to sentences which are unjust ex (ausa:
78

Friedberg, ed., Decrttum, 664. supported by Nt Be Mk: "Contingit aliquando. ut adulter sententiam pro s3cdlegio reportet, cuius rcatum in conscientia non habet."
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When it [the sentence] is unjust ex CaJlSa, sometimes there is no crime that is
worthy of damnation in him [the sentenced person] at all; sometimes the crime,
about which the sentence is passed is not in him, but he should be arraigned for

another. 79

Towards the end of d. p. c. 77, Gratian, apparently still discussing sentences that are unjust ex ordille, mentions the reasons why a sentence may
be passed when there is no crime:
Sometimes there is no crime, and still he receives a sentence of damnation against

himself, either due to the hatred of the judge, or due to the plotting of enemies.'"
This, again, is all but identical with Gratian's definition in d. p. c. 65 of
sentences which are unjust ex anittlo projerelllis, namely judgements based
on "the malice of hatred ... or favor towards adversaries. "81 A modern
reader may think that this section of the Decretuttl (also in the first recension) is poorly organized and that Gratian's definitions are not consistently applied, but it should be remembered that his was a pioneering
effort. The distinction between the three possible reasons for an unjust
sentence, for example, do not appear in earlier literature and seem to have
been of Gratian's own invention. That he had not been able to polish
some rough edges should not be surprising.
The source analysis for canons 66 to 77 gives a result similar to the analysis of canons 44 to 64: the texts added in the second recension derive
from either the 3L or from the Tripartita, while it proved difficult to identifY the sources of the first-recension canons. This result further undergirds my hypothesis that Gratian's main source for C. I I, q. 3 has not yet
been found.
To begin with the second-recension canons, it is easy to find the
sources of canons 72 and 77. The former must come from the 3L, which
is the only relevant collection to contain ihe text. Canon 77 is an excerpt
from Isidore of Seville's Liber setltentianllll but is in the Decretum misattributed to the Eighth Council. As I clarified above in the examination
of c. 28, this mistake indicates that Gratian's source was the Tripartita,
where the text of c. 77 appears in the title immediately following upon
the title devoted to the Eighth Council.
79 Friedberg, ed .• DttfttunJ. 661, supported by Dc Cg Fd Pfr: "Cum autem ex C1Usa iniusta futch,
;iliquando nullum in eo (in eo nullum Pd) omnino (omnino in to Bc Cg Pfr) delictum (debitum
Cg) est, quod sit d1Illpnatione dignum: aliquando non est in eo illud, super (supra Pfr) quod (quod
super Pd) fectut sententia (om. Bc Fd Pfr). sed ex alio nominandus est."
eo Friedberg, ed .• Decrttmn, 66S, supported by Bc Fd Mz: "Aliquando nullum subest crimen (subest
crimen nullum Mz). et tamen uel odio iudicis, uci faetione inimicorum obposit.ml sibi sententiolm dampnationis in se excipit."
81 Friedberg. ed., DtCrtlum. 661 supported by Be Fd Mz: "... lillore odio ... aut fauore aduersariorum."
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I have not found the text of c. 68 in any canonical collection prior to
the Decretum, so its source remains unidentified. Among relevant collections, c. 66 is found only in the 3L, where the text is of the same length
as in the second recension of the Decretum. The first recension includes
only the text on the first three lines in Friedberg's edition. It seems highly
unlikely that the 3L is the source also of this shorter version. I have found
no other relevant collection that could have been Gratian's source for the
first recension.
Canon 73 is found in three of Gratian's usual sources. Among them, the
Tripartita can be immediately excluded from consideration, since its text
often differs from that in the Decretum:
II·3·73
3 ne Fd'dJ Mk Mz Fr. Polye.P 3LV: si Trip.
3 quis Fd''' Mk Mz Fr. Polye.P 3LV: 0111. Trip.
4 anirni Fd''' Mk Mz Fr. Polye.P 3LV: 0111. Trip.
4 tali Fd''' Mk Mz Fr. Polye.P 3LV: om Trip.

S stomachi episcopi sui abstenti (obstenti Polye.IIIP 3LV) Fd"4 Mk Mz Fr.
Polye.tnP 3LV: episcopi sui excommunicati Trip.
S post sint verba tnulta add. Trip.: 0111. Fd''' Mk Mz Fr. Polye.IIIP 3LV
6 hi Fd''' Mk Mz Fr. Polye.P 3LV: 0111. Trip.
9 post sentenriam verba lIIulta add. Trip.: 0111. Fd'" Mk Mz Fr. Polye.IIIP 3LV
The texts in the Polymrpus and in the 3L are almost identical and it is hard
to judge which one was Gratian's source. I have found but one variant of
interest:
II·3·73
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the paraphrase of Be de at the end of d. p. c. 6682 and c. 71, the texts do
not appear at all in the canonical tradition pre-dating Gratian. Canon 69
is found only in Deusdedit's collection at 4.276,83 but there is no evidence
that Gratian used this collection otherwise, so its source remains unidentified.
Canom 72 to 74 are all found in close proximity to each other in Anselm
of Lucca's collection. Canons 74 and 7684 also appear in the Po/yearpus
and c. 75 is present in the Patlormia. It is not likely, although it cannot be
excluded, that anyone of these collections was Gratian's source, since the
excerpts there are much longer than in the Decretlllll. No variant readings
provide any clues.
Among Gratian's usual sources, eatlon 67 is found only in the'Tripartita,
where the text, however, is longer than in the Decretum. There are also
two significant textual differences:
11.3.67

Inser. Idem (sdlicet Gregorius: item Be) Mauricio inperatori Aa Be Cg Fd Mk
Mz Pfr Sa Fr.: Ex registro beati Gregorii pape ad Mauricium augustum cpo ccxiii
Trip.
S omne Aa Be Cg Mk 1'fr Sa Fr.: supra Iill. add. Fd Mz: ira Trip.
The substance of Gratian's inscription could certainly be extracted from
the inscription in the Tripartita, but Gratian seems usually to have followed the inscription of his source closely. The Tripartita may have been
the source, but it is probable that it remains to be identified.
CORRUPTION OP JUDGEMENTS

9 circa Cg Fd'" Mk Mz Fr. Trip. 3LV: contra Polye.IIIP
This variant indicates that 3L was Gratian's source.
The source could be identified for only three of the texts found in the
first recension. The quotation from Gregory I in d. p. c. 77 must come
from the Polymrpus, which is the only relevant collection which contains
it. Canon 65 is found in four of the usual sources, but only the Triparlita
<at 3.10.16) shares Gratian's false attribution to a council ofMainz. Canon
70 appears in both the 3L and in Anselm's collection. A collation shows
that the latter was Gratian's source:
II.3·7°
1-2 ecdesiae Be Fd Mz Sa Vd Fr. Am. G: eedesiarum 3LV

S pleniter ad notitiam uenerit diuina tunc (tunc diuin. Be Fd Mz Sa Vd AilS. Gp)
Be Fd Mz Sa Vd Fr. Am. Gp: 0111. 3LV

Gratian's statement towards the end of d. p. c. 77, that a person may
receive an unjust sentence because of the judge's hatred or the plotting
of his enemies, is further elaborated in the following canons. Canon 78
specifies four ways in which judgement may be corrupted: through fear,
avarice, hatred, and love. Four canons then follow which emphasize how
serious it is to corrupt one's judgement or testimony. They are followed
by a short dietum, which points out that to give false testimony for money
amounts to denying or betraying God. This is also the substanc,,"of c. 83.
Canon 84 states that we deny God every time we are defeated by vices
and sins, while c. 85 declares that anyone who says that he is not a
Christian denies Christ. Again the discussion has strayed from the main
concerns of Gratian's argumentation. Canons 78 to 82 are immediately

For most of the canons found already in the first recension, no source
could, however, be convincingly identified. In a couple of cases, namely

82 The text is a paraphrue of a passage in Dede's commentary on the letter of James (PL 93.16D17A).
8J Die }(JjtJDmSSdmmfllllg dts Kdrdinals Deludedit, 547.
8t Fuhrmann, Elnflllft ulld VerbUitllllg, 946--947, n. 353.
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relevant, and d. p. c. 82 and c. 83 introduce a new perspective. Canons
84 to 86 contain similar language ("denying God" or "betraying truth"),
but their concerns are different from what preceded, and it is hard to see
that they contribute to the discussion of how judgement may be corrupted. Are they found here only because of the similarities in language?
The first recension brings greater clarity. Here, canons 82 to 86 are
missing. Their sources are easy to determine, since they each appear in
only one of the usual sources: c. 83 in the Tripartita, the others in the 3L.
In d. p. c. 86, Gratian introduces the idea that an unjust sentence only
harms the judge and not the judged. It is remarkable that he already in
canons 56 to 64 reproduced texts making similar points. The statement
of the present dictum is in its entirety supported by canons 87 and 88,
while c. 89 concentrates on the subject of unjust judgements, and c. 90
refers to a just recipient of an unjust sentence. Such judgements have no
validity, states c. 89, while c. 90 promises a reward for just persons who
are unjustly condemned. The subject of d. p. c. 86-c. 90 (which is completely present in the first recension, except for § I of c. 89) is closely
related to that of d. p. c. 78-c. 82, where Gratian emphasizes the gravity
of corrupt judgement and testimony. Again, the addition of the intervening canons (particularly canons 84 and 85) in the second recension
disturbs the course of Gratian's original discussion.
As earlier in this questio, the sources for many of the canons in the first
recension are difficult to pinpoint. Each of them needs to be discussed in
some detail. In several cases, I reach negative results, which indicate that
Gratian's source may have been an as yet unidentified collection.
Callan 78 is found in 3L. but a collation of variants suggests that this
collection was not Gratian's source:
II.3·78
post peruertitur verba timore cupielitate oelio .more add. 3LV: alii. Be Cg Fd Mz
Fr.
3 .nimum Be Cg(supra rasuralll?) Fd Mz Fr.: muneris 3LV
4-5 post molimur verba cuius hodio corrumpimur add. 3LV: alii. Be Cg Fd Mz Fr.
I

Callan 79 appears only in the 3L among Gratian's usual sources. In the
Deeretum, the text, which is an excerpt from Jerome's commentary on
the Book of Amos, is misattributed to Augustine. The text lacks inscription in 3L, where it follows directly upon a canon ascribed to Augustine.
It is, thus, tempting to see here the explanation of Gratian's mistake, but
there are significant variant readings which seem to exclude 3L as his
source:

11.3·79
1 post vel verba contcario vel add. 3LV: alii. Be Cg Fd Mz Fr.
IIO
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pervertit Be Cg Fd Mz Fr.: pervertunt 3LV

Callolls 80 alld 81 consist of four textual fragments which all appear in a
single canon in the Tripartita. There are no significant variant readings, so
it is plausible to assume that the Tripartita was Gratian's source. Since the
sources of so many of the canons in the first recension of C. 1 I, q. 3
remain enigmatic, it is worth pointing out that the first fragment in c. 8 I
circulated quite widely; it appears, e.g., in Deusdedit's collection 4.61,85
in his Libellus cOlltra illv.sores et symolliacos,86 in Placidus of Nonantola's
Liberde IIollore ecclesiae, c. 125 to 126 (both fragments included in c. 81),87
Ansehn of Lucca's Liber contra Wibertum,88 and Wido of Ferrara's De schismate Hi/debralldi.89
The text of canon 87 is an interesting cento of three different texts. The
first few lines (mud plalle - 11011 agit perperam) derives from Augustine's
letter to Classicianus. What then follows (Pax ecclesiae - columba dimWit)
is extracted from Augustine's de baptismo. The canon ends with a fragment which Gratian ascribes to Solomon and which resembles Proverbs
26: 2. The first two texts appear often in the canonical transmission before
Gratian. Four of Gratian's usual sources contain parts of the first fragment, although none of them contains it fully. The excerpts in the
Polyearpus, 3L, and Ansehn of Lucca's collections end with penalll on lin:
5, while Alger's excerpt ends withfodt on line 3. The second fragment IS
not to my knowledge found in any of Gratian's usual sources, but often
elsewhere, e.g., in the Collectio Britanlliea, Varia IC roo,90 in Deusdedit's
collection at 4.77,9' and in Wenric of Trier's letter."
I have found the three fragments in c. 87 together only once, namely
in the so-called Collectio canonulII Barberillialla 11.4-'7. This collection is
preserved in a single manuscript in the Vatican. library and was compiled
at some point between 1071 and 1120.93 In this wor~, t~e first fragmen.t
of c. 87 is followed by a short excerpt from Augustme s de natura bOlli,
which is identical to the first sentence ofC. II, q. 3, c. 47. Then comes
the second fragment of c. 87, followed by an excerpt from Augustine's de
serlllOlle DOlllilli in lIIonte, which appears in the DeeretuIII as C. I I, q. 3, c.
49. Last appears the fmal fragment of c. 87, inscribed in SalottJon~, perhaps
indicating that the text is from a commentary on P~ov~rbs, ,,:,hich could
explain why it departs from that of the Vulgate. Grattan s text IS, however,
not identical to that of the Barberillialla: Gratian's incer/IIII! is replaced by
cOlltrarilllll. The Barberilli.na could have been Gratian's source for c. 87 (as
8$ Die Kalf(mmammll11lg du Karditlals Dellsdedit. 428.
86 l.Jbtlli de lite, D 335. line 35.
.
81 Busch, LJbtr de hOllO" ,«'e.siat, 1M, log, and 228, where further occurrences of the two texts m
e. 80 are listed.
as l1btlfi de litt, t S27,line 7.
89 Ibid. I S4S, line 8.
90 Ewald, "Papstbriefe," 581.
91 Die KAtlotltsStlmml111lg du JGj,djtl~~ Del~~dtd{t, 434.
on Ubdli de litt, I 292.
91 Fornasad. "Colleetio eanonum Barbenruana.
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well as canons 47 and 49), but its limited circulation makes this unlikely.
The presence of the text of c. 87 therein proves that tlus cento circulated
before Gratian and was not composed by him. His source remains
urudentified.
Among Gratian's usual sources, canoll 88 is found in its entirety only in
the Pallormia. Since a collation reveals no significant variant readings, this
collection was probably his source.
In the first recension, callOIl 89 consisted only of the prilldpillm (to acta
non lIaleal on line 3 of Friedberg's edition). Paragraphs I and 2 were added
in the second recension. It is clear that the source used by the author of
the second recension was the Triparlita, which is the only one of the usual
sources to contain a text of the same length as the second recension. The
texts found in the 3Land in Ansehn of Lucca's collection are of the same
length as the text in the first recension. Neither of them is, however,
likely to have been Gratian's source, since their inscriptions diJfer from
that of the Decreillm:
Inscr. Item Calixtus Papa Aa & Cg Fd Mz Fr.: Calixtus Trip.: lillI/a inscriptio 3LV:
Calixtus papa Benedicto episcopo Ans.
While the absence of an inscription in 3LV rules out tlus collection (provided that tllls is not an idiosyncratic feature of the Vatican manuscript),
the inscription in Ansehn's collection contains all the information found
in the Decretum. It would, however, be atypical of Gratian not to reproduce the information about the letter's addressee, had Anselm been his
source. Again, one is tempted to suggest that an unknown source provided Gratian with the text of the first part of c. 89.
Among Gratian's usual sources, {anOIl 90 appears only in the Tripartita,
which probably was his source.
SBNTBN CBS FORCING TO EVIL

In the latter half of d. p. c. 90 (§ I), Gratian raises the issue of sentences
which are contrary to equity. Such sentences attempt to force subjects to
do evil. This dietllm is followed by a sequence of canons discussing such
cases (canons 91""'95 and 101) before Gratian summarizes in d. p. c. IOI:
Thus, when subjects arc excommunicated because they cannot be forced to do
evil, the sentence is not to be obeyed, since in accordance with Gelasius' statement, "an iniquitous sentence does not burden a person, neither before God,
nor in his Church. 1194
94 Friedberg, ed .• Dectetum. 672, supported by fu Cg Fd: "Cum ergo subditi excommunicantur,
quia ad malum cogi non poulint. tunc sententiae non est obediendum, quia iuxta ilIud Gelasii.
'Nee apud Deum. nee apud ecclesiam eius, quemquam grauat iniqua sententia.'''
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The text quoted from Pope Gelasius is extracted from c. 46, and Gratian
explicitly refers to it also in d. p. c. 64. In that context, however, he does
not make any explicit distinction between "unjust" and "iniquitous" sen-

tences. He makes such a distinction ouly in d. p. c. 101, where Gratian
answers the question posed in d. p. c. 64, as to why Gelasius appears to
contradict certain conciliar canons. The solution entails a verbal distinction typical of Gratian: while all the variants of unjust sentences which
he has discussed in this questio should be obeyed, if only to avoid the sin
of pride, an iruquitous sentence should be ignored. He thus succeeds in
drawing a relatively clear line (at least in theory) between condenmations
which can be ignored and those which cannot, although the canons on
which Gratian based his treatment make no such distinction.
While canons 91 to 95 and 101 directly support the main direction in
which Gratian takes his discussion between d. p. c. 90 and d. p. c. 101,
the intervening canons 96 to 100 address different issues. Canons 96 and
100 condenm those who consent to another's sin; in canons 97 and 98,
Augustine, using hierarchical imagery, emphasizes that God is to be
obeyed if his precepts conflict with those of secular rulers; and c. 99 states
that obedience may sometimes interrupt something good but never
induces evil. Canons 96 to 99, which undoubtedly break the train of
thought sustained between d. p. c. 90 and d. p. c. 101, are missing from
the first recension.
As is the case elsewhere in this qllestio, it is easy to find the sources used
for the second recension, while the provenance of the canons in the first
recension proved difficult to determine. In the second recension, canons
96 and 99 clearly derive from the Triparlita and the 3L, respectively, since
their text is found in no other relevant collection.
Call OilS 97 and 98 consist of three Augustinian fragments, which appear
in two of Gratian's usual sources, the Poly{arpus and the 3L. 95 In the
former, all three fragments continue beyond the point where Gratian's
excerpt ends. This is the case also for c. 97 in 3L, although the additional
passage is shorter than in the Polyearpus (as indicated below). These findings indicate that JL was Gratiants source) a conclusion which is £luther
supported by the variant readings registered below for c. 97, line 3, and
for c. 98, lines 24-25.
11.3·97
3 post potestatem verba timenclo potestatem add. Po/ye.lII:
MzFr.3 LV
95

0111.

Be''' Cg FeI''' Mk

The three fragments appear in close sequence in both collections: PolYCtllplIS 1.29.3. S. and 7; 3L
1.9.3. S, 7. The intermediate canons are the same in both collections: c. 4 = C. 23. q. S, c. 4 and
c. 6 ::: C. 23. q. 3. c. 2.
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14 post extinguere verba sed insidiatur contra te potens et molitur contra te potens

add. Polye.m: verba sed insidi.tur contra te potens add. 3LV: 0111. Btu Cg Fd''' Mk
MzFr.
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I have not found the text of cauou 94 anywhere in Gratian's usual
sources, or in any of the works where canons 91 to 95 appear.

II·3·98

diceb.t producite aciem Bt''' Cg Fd'u Mk Mz Fr. 3LV: producere aciem
iubebat dicendo (dicente Polye.M) Polye.1II

Jl,

GRATIAN'S AFTERTHOUGHTS

24-25

Among the ftrst-recension texts (91--95 and 100-101) the least (apparent)
problems are posed by canons 95, 100, and 101, which all seem to derive
from the Tripartita. Canons 95 and 101 are found only there among the
usual sources (although the former circulated widely96). Canon 100
appears in three relevant collections, but only the Tripartita has an excerpt
of the same length and with the same misattribution to Isidore of Seville
as the Decretutll.
It is more complicated to ftnd the source for the remaining canons.
Canon 91 appears in the midst of much longer excerpts both in the
Polyca/pus and in Anselm of Lucca's collection. An excerpt of the same
length as in the Decretum circulated, however, and may be found in the
Collectio Britannica97 and in Manegold's Liber ad Gebehardul1l. 98 Gratian is
not known to have used any of these works as a source otherwise, but the
prior circulation of the shorter text makes it very unlikely that Gratian
would happen to extract exactly the same fragment from the Po/ycarplls
or from Anselm's collection.
Gratian ascribes canon 92 to Augustine. As the Correctores noted, the ftrst
line is a quotation from Ambrose's De paradiso while the rest does not
reproduce any known source. Alger of Liege has the same ftrst line as
Gratian, but the rest of his canon corresponds to Ambrose's words, to
whom he also attributes the text. Alger's work could, therefore, not have
been Gratian's source, which remains unidentifted.
In the ftrst recension, canon 93 ends already with obedire on line 7 of
Friedberg's edition. Among the usual sources, only Anselm of Lucca's
collection contains an excerpt of exactly this length, and this work was
probably Gratian's source. Excerpts including the end of the text in the
second recension (but beginning only with si bOlUm. est on line 7) are
found in the Po/ycarplls and in the 3L. The latter work was often used as
a source in the second recension and was probably the source used also
here.

The rest of C. I I, q. 3 forms, as it were, three afterthoughts to the themes
of the qllestio. In the second part (§ I) of d. p. c. 101, Gratian points out
that when he stated "above" ("sllpra") that those who communicate with
excommunicated persons should be expelled from the Church, he does
not include every kind of communication. The reference is most likely
to c. 6, whose language is echoed in the present dictllm:
c. 6: communicantes ei (eis Fd) omnes abici de ecclesia oportet ... 99
d. p. c. 101: Quod autem supra (om. Cg) communicantes excommunicatis de
ecclesia abici iubentur ... 100

The following canons,

102

to

105,

serve to spell out the point that com-

municating with an excommunicated person of necessity or in ignorance

is not sinful.
The very short d. p. c. 105 introduces three canons containing regulations for how an excommunication and a reconciliation should be carried
out, including (in c. 107) a standard form for excommunication. €anons
109 and 110, ftnally, stipulate punishments for clerics who touch the sacraments while they are excommunicated and for those who communicate
with excommunicated persons. Canon

110

allows for moderation in cases

where ignorance, fear, or necessity playa role. This canon would thus ftt
the context of canons 102 to 105 excellently; it is oddly placed here.
Canons 102 to IIO are afterthoughts, loosely related to the general
themes of the questio. It is therefore difficult to guess on the basis of their
contents which canons belonged to the ftrst recension and which were
added later. The ftrst recension included canons 102 to 105, while canons
106 to IIO were added in the second recension. It is easy to determine
the sources for canons 106 to 110, since each of them appears only in one
of the usual sources: 106 to 108 in the 3L, and 109 to IIO in the Panorl1lia.
It is slightly more complicated to determine the source for the remaining texts. Canons 103 to 104 are found in both the Panormia and the
Triparlita. Canon 103 also appears in the 3L, although a collation shows
that this collection cannot have been the source:
II·3·I03

96

98

Canon 95 is found. c.g., in Deusderut's collection, 4.64 (Die KalJollwammlulIg du K4,Jinafs
Deusdtdit. 429). three times among the libelli de lUe, I 527 S4S. If 627. and in the Col/u/io

&rbtriniatut 2.6 (Fornasari. "Collectio cmonum Barberiniaru.'). See further Busch. Ubtr de hOIll"t
ealtJ;ae, 228.
91 Varia Ie 56, cf. Ewald, "Papstbricfe," 579 (no. 57).
Ube1ll de lift, I 4l8,line s.

1

anle quom.m verbulIl et add. 3LVorig.: Olll. Be Fd Mz Fr. Pan.EJMT Trip.
!l9

100

Friedberg, ed., De<relUm, 644, supported by Be Cg Fd Mz.
Ibid, 672. supported by Be Cg Fd Mz.
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3 partim nimia Be Fd Mz Fr. Pan.BlMT Trip.: parrim eriam nimia 3LV orig.
5 posl possumus verbulII oportune add. 3LV orig.: 0111. & Fd Mz Fr. Pml.BlMT Trip.
7 filios & Fd Mz Fr.: liberos filios Pan.BlMT Trip.: liberos 3LVorig.
A single variant suggests that the Pal/orlllia rather than the Triparlila was
Gratian's source:
13 orator & Fd Mz Fr. Pan.BFl 3LV orig.: arator Pml.LMT Trip.
In collating many Triparlita manuscripts, Martin Brett has not found any
text containing the word oralor. As long as no manuscript of this collection can be shown to transmit this word, it remains more likely that the
Panormia was Gratian's source for c. 103, and consequently also for c. 102.
Canons lOS to I06 are found only in the Triparlita, and they each
appear twice in this collection. It is a reasonable assumption that these
canons derived from this collection, except that there are textual differences:

101

II·3·I04
4 astrinxit Aa Cg Mz Sa Fr.: astrinxi & Fd: constrinxit Trip"3

II.3. 105
4 et Be Cg Fd Mz Sa Fr.:

01/1. Aa Trip"3
5 illam uoluit Aa Bc Cg Fd Mz Sa Fr.: uoluit Trip.3CRWNB: 0111. Trip.,
Trip·3 Zl T QA
9 posl pseudopresbiteros verba ue! quocumque add. Trip.,: ue! quosque Trip.3: 0111.
Aa &CgFd Mz Sa Fr.

Again, these variants call into question whether Gratian's source for
canons 104 and lOS might not have been another, unknown work.
GRATIAN'S UNKNOWN SOURCE

For several canons in C. II, q. 3, I could not identity convincingly a
source. In the treatment of specific canons, I have often suggested in
passing that a source which has not yet been identified might have provided the author with the text. In the following, I shall evaluate the
arguments that may be made for suggesting the existence of such a
source.

That a source other than the usual sources, i.e., those listed by Peter
Landau,loz was used in compiling the Decreilim is clear from the fact that
several canons in C. I I, q. 3 are not found in any of the latter: canons I,
68,69,7 1,87,92,94, and the text quoted from Bede in d. p. c. 6S. I was
101

101

In the following callatiom Trip.J signifies the text in the tint part of the Ttiparlita. and Tn'P.3 the
text in the third part. Tn'p.lJ indicates that both texts have the same reading.
See above, ch. I.
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unable to find five of these at all in any work pre-dating Gratian. The
remaining three appear in different places. Canon I is found in the
polemical pamphlet Bpislola de continenlia clericomm, c. 69 in Deusdedit's
canonical collection, and c. 87 in the Col/eclio Barberiniana.103
There are at least twenty Canons which can be found in the usual
sources, although in a form so different that it is unlikely that any of these
was Gratian's source: canons 34, 44, 46, 47, 48, So, S2, 60, 61, 63, 67, 74,
7S, 76, 78, 79, 89, 91, I04, and IOS. I have found only four of them in
other pre-Gratian works in a form corresponding to that of the Decretum,
namely canons 60, 61, 63, and 91. Interestingly, most of the canons for
which the sources remain elusive belong to the first recension. A closer
study of some of them serves to confirm that Gratian could not have
found them in his usual sources, and to provide further insight into the
nature of the source he used.
I have chosen canons 44 to S1 as a case study, since these texts yield
the most interesting and least ambiguous results. When discussing them,
I leave out c. 4S, which is a palea. The separate examination above of each
of these texts indicates that the most likely source for all of them (except
for c. 44) is the Triparlila, which contains them in close sequence in title
27 of part 3. This conclusion is, however, marred by variations between
the Triparlita's version and that of the Decreilim for several canons.
Significantly different readings were registered for canons 44, 46, 47, 48,
and So (see above, pp. 100-102). The text of the Decretum differs in most
cases also from that of the material source. The theoretical possibilities
that these differences are due to idiosyncrasies in the Triparlila manuscript
used by Gratian or that they are the result of his editing, may be ruled
out. The manuscript transmission of the Trlparlila is comparatively well
known, thanks to Martin Brett's substantial collations. Several of the
textual variants are such that it is not likely that they are the result of
Gratian's editing. The most reasonable explanation for the discrepancies
is that he used another source. If that is true for these canons, it is also
likely that canons 49 and S1, where the Triparlita's text does not differ significantly from Gratian's, derive from this source.
Table 7 indicates some works from the late eleventh and early twelfth
century which contain the texts under discussion.
It is notable that only three known collections contain all of the texts
reproduced by Gratian in C. II, q. 3, cc. 44-S1, namely the Triparlita, Iva
of Chartres' Decreillm, and the Arsenal Col/eclion. The texts appear in the
latter collection in the same order as in the two former. As is well known,
the third part of the Triparlita is almost entirely based on Iva's Decrellllll,I04
II»

For references, see the treatment of each canon above.
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which draws on the Collectio Britallllica, usually through the intermediary
of the Arsellal Collectioll.tOS
There is one particularly noteworthy text among the others in the
table, namely the text of Gratian's c. 50 in Wenric of Trier's letter. In all
examined works except this one, the text of this canon is longer than in
the DeereWIII. Wendc's text is, however, the same length as Gratian's
version, and it is attractive to assume that both authors, directly or indirectly, extracted the text from the same source; Ivo's Deeretlllll, the
Tripartita, or the Arsellal Collectioll could not, for chronological reasons,
have been Wende's source.
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Another similar example is canons 60 to 62, all of which ar", excerpts
from the same text. A longer fragment, which includes the texts of
canons 60 to 62, is found in Iva's Panormia and Decretum as well as in the
Arsellal Collectioll. (Gratian included this excerpt, probably extracting it
from the Pallorlllia, as c. 88.) The text of c. 62 is found in the Tripartita,
while canons 60 and 61 are missing there but appear in several polemical
works connected with the conflict between the papacy and the German
emperor, e.g., in Bernard of Constance's Liber callOllllln. It is reasonable
to assume that Bernard and Gratian 1, directly or indirectly, drew on the
same source, which would have extracted these fragments from the
longer text.
It is attractive to suggest that canons 50, 60, and 61 all derive from one
and the same source, which was used by Wenric, Bernard. and Gratian

I I

"<t ..... 1'0

11,
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Such a source must pre-date Wenrie's and Bernard's works, compiled

in the first half of the 1080s. It is likely that Gratian also extracted canons
44,46.47.48. and 50 from this source. since variant readings indicate that
he did not take them from the Tripartita. The source probably contained
these canons (and. one may reasonably assume. canons 49 and 51) in the
same or similar order as the Tripartita.
I suggest that most of the 24 canons in C. 11. q. 3 for which I could
not identity a source derive from the source used by Gratian. Wenric. and
Bernard. In studying the transmission of those texts. I have found no evidence against this hypothesis. A few further characteristics of this
unknown source may tentatively be determined. Among the tw~nty-four
texts. eighteen occupy six lines or less in Friedberg's edition. Also. several
do not reproduce their material sources verbatim; at least canons 1. 44.
71, 92, 94. and the text in d. p. c. 65 contain paraphrases. while c. 87 is a
cento of three different texts. Some of the canons are misinscribed, e.g.,
canons 63, 78. 91, and 92. Several are also found in the polemical literature of the eleventh century.

~c?~0000

.....................
.....................
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Martin Brett, "Sources and influence."
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Canon 92 suggests that Gratian's source also conmlented upon its texts:
It is not always bad not to obey a conunand; for when a lord commands what is
contrary to God, then he is not to be obeyed,l06

Only the first sentence (lion . .. precepto; "It is ... cOnmland") derives
from the material source, Ambrose, while the rest of the text is neither a
quotation nor a paraphrase of what follows there. It looks like a canonistic compiler's added explanation, of the kind one sometimes finds in
Gratian's dicta. If this sentence were Gratian's addition, one would expect
that at least some manuscripts would contain the sign that usually introduces his dicta. A possible explanation is that this is a i/iellml of the compiler of the unknown source, which Gratian unwittingly took as part of
the canon. This might be a parallel case to the several instances in C. I,
q. I, where Gratian extracted not only most of his canons from his main
source, Alger of Liege's De misericordia et il/stitia, but also several dicla. In
doing so, he sometimes seems to have understood a dielflm as part of a
preceding canon. to7
Judging from these indications taken together, we are dealing with a
canonical collection containing short excerpts which sometimes have
been tampered with, and which are accompanied by interpolations or
even by diela. As far as I know, there are no traces of substantial use of this
collection elsewhere in the Deeretllnt. It seems, hence, to have been a
monographical treatment of the validity of clerical sentences in general
and sentences of exconununication in particular. This description brings
to mind works such as Alger of Liege's De misericordia et il/stitia, Placidus
of Nonantola's De !tonore ecclesiae, and Bernard of Constance's Liber
canon 11m contra HeillriCfltn qllartfltn. The subject matter would undoubtedly
have been relevant and even controversial during the late eleventh and
early twelfth century.
The parallels with C. I, q. I may be even more far-reaching. It seems
clear that the unknown source contributed many of the canons that are
central to the concerns of C. I I, q. 3, as did Alger's work for C. I, q. I.
It is plausible that canons beyond the twenty-four with which this investigation began derive from the unknown source. Mter all, many of the
canons which are central to Gratian's argument in C. I I, q. 3 share some
of the characteristics of canons deriving from the unknown source.
106
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Gratian might even have extracted some of his dicta from the unknown
source. Until this source has been identified, my determination of sources
for any number of the canons in C. 1 I, q. 3 must be considered provisional.!OS
108

My attempts to identify the unknown source have been in vain, I have tested many of the canons
deriving from it in the Patrologia Llfilla Full1tXl Database, in Fowler-Mager!, KallolltJ, and in the
CtttJoc database a.s weU as in, e,g,. the indices of the Ubdli Jt lift. in Fornasari, Illilia (allOIIllIll,
and in Theiner. Disquisl'fioms mt{(at,

Friedberg, ed., Dtmflllll, 669. supported by Dc Cg Mz: "Non semper malum est non oberure
prtcepto; cum enim Dominus iubet ea (om. Dc Cg Mz), que Deo sunt centraria (contraria sunt
Be Mz). tunc ei obediendum non (om. Bc) est." The word dom;/IJIS should be written with a
lower-case d, since it clearly refers to an earthly lord. not to God,
Kretzschmar. A{gtr 11011 l..JltIi(hJ Traktat. 144-146,
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Chapter 4

THE TWO RECENSIONS OF THE DECRETUM

Many scholars have pointed out that it is not likely that Gratian wrote the
Deeretum in one giant sweep.' In this chapter, I want to demonstrate that
the work was produced in two steps. A first effort produced a shorter text
which I call the first recension. This text was later expanded to form the
text that is generally known (from most medieval manuscripts and all
modern editions), which I call the second recension. These terms are,
admittedly, not always practical to use, particularly not when referring to
the author of either recension. In the interests of simplicity and clarity, I
have therefore chosen to call the author of the first recension Gratian I
and the author of the second recension Gratian 2. These labels are not
intended to suggest that Gratian I and Gratian 2 could not have been the
same person.

The first recension is preserved in the original text of the three manuscripts Bc Fd P and in the fragment Pfr. Aa contains the same text with
interpolations from the second recension in the main section of its two
volumes. The second recension is known (in slightly varying forms) from
some six hundred other manuscripts and in numerous modern editions}
The second recension contains 3,945 canons (including the paleae) in the
editions. The first recension contains ouly 1,860 canons (47 percent).
The manuscripts containing the first recension have been known for
some time, but scholars, not recognizing their significance, have generally thought that these manuscripts contain abbreviations of the DeerettlHl.
Gratian's work is bulky and hence expensive, so many different abridgements of it were composed, particularly during the twelfth century.' It
I

2

Kuttner, "Research on Gratian," x.
My listing of more than 600 manuscripts containing the Deere/litH will appear in Kenneth
Pennington and Wilfried Hartmann. eds .• History oj Mtdimd Canoll LAw, 11.

) Kuttner,

RtptrtOrilll1l,

lS']-27I. Three abbreviations are edited and analyzed in Alfred Beyer,

Lokale Abbrtviatiolltn des "DtlTtlllm Gratiallj": Analyse IItld Verg/deh du Dekrelabbreviaticmw "Omlles
legtS /11/1 divitle" (&mbug), "Humanum genus dl/obus ugill/r" (Pommerijeldm) lind "De his '11/1' jll/rtl
dallStra mOllas/mY (omlsllltJt" (l.J'chttnthal, Badetl·Badetl). Bamberger theologische Studien 6
(Fnnkfurt am Main 1998).
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is, however. possible to prove that the five manuscripts in question
contain an earlier version of the Deeretlllll and not a later abbreviation. I
shall here provide such proof along three different lines. First, I shall give
a few examples (among many possible) of passages where the text of the
first-recension manuscripts is closer to the text.of the source that Gratian
used than is the text of the second recension. I shall then demonstrate
that the two recensions draw on different sets of sources. This proof is
based on Lenherr's finding that the author of the Deeretlllll worked with
different sets of sources in succession, not concurrently. Third, I shall
show that the layout of the argument is more coherent in the first recension than in the second, where the additional material serves to break up
and confuse the original discussion. This is a further indication that the
second recension is derivative from the first (and not vice versa). Mter
having thus established that the shorter version of the Deeretlllll really is a
first recension, I shall attempt to sketch an outline of how the two recensions were created. The chapter will conclude with a consideration of the
place and the date of their composition.
TEXTUAL VARIANTS IN THE FIRST RECENSION

While attempting to determine Gratian's source for each of the canons
in the sections of the Decretlllll I investigated in chapters 2 and 3, I
remarked several times that Aa Bc Fd and!or P contain readings that are
older than those in the usual text. This is the case for C. II, q. 3. c. 47,
c. 50, and c. 89; C. 24, q. I, C. 4, c. 23, c. 26, c. 40, and c. 42; and C. 24,
q. 2, c. 2. In earlier chapters, however, I omitted discussion of many
further instances which do not contribute to identifying Grati,m's
sources. For example, the text of C. 24, q. 3, c. 6 provides several examples, where Aa and Fd appear to contain early readings (neither Bc, P nor
Pfr contain C. 24):
24.3.6

37 demonstrans Mk Tx Vd Fr.: demonstrat Aa Cg Fd Mz Fr. C: monstrat
Pan.BFJIM Trip.
39 iam Aa Mk Mz Tx Vd Fr.: add. slIpra lin. post protinus Fd: 0111. Cg PatJ.BFJL
Trip.
49 predict. Cg Mk Tx Vd Fr.: dicta Fd Pan.BFJIM Trip.: dicta in predicta (orr.
Aa
Gratian's source for this canon was the Pallorlllia. In all three examples, the
second recension contains a reading other than the source, while the first
recension contains the reading of the source or a reading close to it. This
is most clearly discernible for line 49, where the first recension retains the
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dicta of the Panormia, while the word has been changed into predicta in the
second recension. On line 37, the text was changed in two steps, first from
the Panormia's monstrat to demonstrat in the first recension and then to the
participle demons trans in the second recension. It is difficult to imagine
how these fmdings could be explained if the text of the first-recension
manuscripts in fact were a derivative abbreviation of the longer version.
On line 37, not only Aa and Fd preserve the earlier form, but also the
second-recension manuscripts Cg, Mz, and Friedberg's manuscript C. Cg
distinguishes itself also on line 39, where Cg and the original text of Fd
are the only ones to omit the word iam, obviously added by Gratian 2.
These apparent deviations from my thesis are easily explained. Aa is
clearly a copy of an earlier manuscript where corrections and additions
had already been made in order to bring the text up to date with the
second recension (as will be discussed below). In tllis case, it seems clear
that the word iam was added interlinearly in Aa's exemplar (as, incidentally, it is in Fd) and the scribe of Aa chose to include the word in his text.
That Cg (alongside Mz and Friedberg's C on line 37) contains first-recension readings is a testimony that such readings survived in some secondrecension manuscripts. I shall treat this phenomenon more fully below.
The most interesting examples discussed in the previous chapters are
those in which two sources have been used for one canon, namely C. 24,
q. I, c. 23, c. 26, and c. 40; and C. 24, q. 2, C. 2. (C. II, q. 3, c. 89 is a
further but less certain example). In each of these cases, Gratian I first
excerpted a text from either the Panormia or the Polycarplls. This is almost
exactly the text found in Aa and Fd, as I have explained in chapters 2 and
3. When preparing the second recension, Gratian 2 discovered the same
text in another source, either in Anselm of Lucca's collection or in the
Tripartita. 4 This source provided either a longer text or a few variants, and
Gratian 2 decided to change the text accordingly. The result can be seen
in the second-recension manuscripts. In these cases, it is clear that the
first-recension manuscripts contain the text in the shape it had when only
one of the sources had been used. Again, it is very difficult to imagine
that this would be the result of an abbreviator's efforts.
This discussion could be expanded at much greater length beyond the
few examples deriving exclusively from C. 24. Indeed, other scholars,
and particularly Rudolf Weigand, have directed attention to similar
examples in other parts of the Deeretum. s However, since I hope that my

point has been made clear and further examples may become tedious, I
have chosen to continue with the evidence that can be gleaned from what
we know of the formal sources of the Deeretllm.

4
S

For C. 24. q. I, c. 26 this other source may have been another occurrence of the same text in the
PcfyC4'1'US.
Rudolf Weigmd, "Chancen und Probleme einer baldigen kritischen Edition der ersten
Redaktion des Dtlmts Gratians," BMCL 12 (1998), Sl-'7S.
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My analysis of Causa 24 showed that it grew around a kernel of canons
excerpted from the Panormia. To this kernel was first added a number of
texts extracted from the Polycarpus, and then texts deriving from the
Collectio Tripartita and the Collection in TIJree Books (;L). The results concerning C. I I, q. 3 were less clear because of the existence of an unidentified source, but showed at least that the texts deriving from 3L were
among the last canons to be added to the text. Comparing these findings
with the contents of the first-recension manuscripts, a remarkable state
of affairs emerges. These manuscripts consistently omit the canons added
last, i.e., those deriving from the Tripartita (in C. 24) and 3L.
The situation is most clearly discernible for Callsa 24, which contains
eighty-eight canons. One of them (q. 3, c. 22) is a palea and will not be
considered. Of the others, four (q. I, canons 26 and 40; q. 2, C. 2; and q.
3, c. I) are composites; for each of them, Gratianjoined two texts from
different formal sources. There are, therefore, 91 (87+4) textual fragments in C. 24. Among these 91 fragments, 16 derive from the Tripartita
and 29 from 3L. None of these fragments appears in the original text of
Fd (nor in the main body of Aa). They can all be found among the added
texts in the margins and in the supplements. Of the 14 fragments which
derive from the Panormia, 12 were originally present in Fd (the interpolated manuscript Aa contains yet another of these canons). Twenty-three
fragments come from the Polycarpus; twenty-two among them were originally present in Aa and Fd. Anselm of Lucca is represented in C. 24 by
a sole fragment, which was not present in the original text of Fd. For the
sake of completeness, I should mention that the single fragment deriving
from the Glossa ordinaria to the Bible (C. 24, q. 3, c. 7) is present in the
first recension, while the two canons from the First Lateran Council (c.
24, q. 3, canons 23 and 24) were absent (but were interpolated into Aa).
I was not able to identifY the source of the remaining five fragments (all
of which are present in the first recension).
The remarkable correlation between source and presence/absence in
the first recension can hardly be a coincidence. It is most unlikely that
someone who already possessed the Tripartita and Collection in T1Jree Books
would make a copy of the Decretum and systematically exclude the canons
present in these collections. Such a procedure is not only inherently
implausible, but even if it did occur it would not produce the t<;,xt of Aa
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Bc Fd P Pfr, since these manuscripts contain many canons appearing in
one or both of those collections although Gratian had found them elsewhere. The findings related here can be explained in one way only: the
text of the first recension is an earlier version of Gratian's Deeretflm not
an abbreviation. I believe that examinations of other parts of the Dec:etllm
will lead to similar results; in each question or distinction, Gratian I and
Gratian 'J, used different sets of sources. However, one must not generalize the specifics of the results. I have demonstrated above that the
Panormi. provided the core texts of C. 24 but did not play that central
role in C. II, q. 3. Likewise, it seems clear that, while Gratian 1 did not
use the Tripartita in compiling the first recension of C. 24, he used it elsewhere in the Decretum, e.g., in D. 63 6 and possibly even in C. II, q. 3.

recension is the largest intrusion into the argument of the qllestiO, namely
d. p. c. 20 - d. p. c. 26. As Elisabeth Vodola has pointed out, d. p. c. 24 is
the place where "Gratian used 'anathema' to designate the full social and
religious exclusion traditionally associated with' excommunication, and
'excommunication' to mean mere exclusion from the Eucharist and the
other sacraments. "10 Gratian I did not employ this historically important
distinction in the first recension of the Decretum. Without doubt, his treatment of excommunication in C. I I and elsewhere would have looked very
different if he had used it. It is clear that the distinction was introduced
only in the second recension, which explains the inconsistency which'
readers may find between C. II, q. 3, d. p. c. 24 and other sections of the
text.
Another feature of the text of C. II, q. 3, which is explained as a result
of the additions in the second recension, are the rubrics de eadem of canons
4 and 5. These canons deal with a subject different from the one treated in
c. 3, despite the rubrics suggesting that they all treat the same subject. In
the first recension, these two canons follow directly upon c. I. When they
are read as referring to c. I instead of c. 3, the rubrics make sense, since the
content of c. I is similar to that of canons 4 and 5. The same is true for the
identical rubric accompanying C. 24, q. 3, c. 5. Only by a substantial stretch
of the imagination can c. 5 be taken to treat the same issue as c. 4. Canons
3 and 4 are absent in the first recension, so the rubric there refers to c. 2,
which is more suitable. There are numerous similar examples elsewhere in
the Deeretum; the rubric de eadem appears 398 times in Friedberg's edition. 11

GRATIAN'S ARGUMENTS IN THB FIRST RECENSION

The discussion so far has concerned formal text-critical criteria. A scrutiny of the material contents reveals that the first recension is better orga"
nized, less contradictory, and more tightly argued than the usual text. It
has often been noticed that the previously known text of the Decretllm
(i.e. the second recension) exhibits "deficient organization,"? which
makes "the meaning and thrust of the arguments ... seem difficult to
follow the first time through. "8 Stephan Kuttner has .perceptively commented about the Decretum that "in the course of its composition the
material outgrew the original plan so that many untidy seams of the
texture remain visible. "9 The discovery of the first recension allows us to
study this Original plan and the process through which the untidy seams
came into being. Every section of the Deeretllm could be (and deserves to
be) studied from this perspective, but I will here highlight, by way of
example, only a couple of passages.
In my reading of C. I I, q. 3 in chapter 3, I attempted to follow Gratian's
argument. I found that the main argument of the questio, which is defined
in the beginning of the callsa and developed throughout the qllestio, is interrupted several times - sometimes at rather inopportune moments - by subsidiary arguments. In the first recension, these disturbing elements are
absent, making the main argument considerably easier to follow. Missing
are, e.g., the last sentence of d. p. c. 40 and canons 41 to 43 (which contradict d. p. c. 43; see chapter 3), d. p. c. 55 and canons 55 to 56 (which appear
out of place at tltis point in the questio), as well as c. 73 (see the discussion
above in chapter 3). Most important among the omissions in the first

THE FIRST RECENSION

There is only one possible explanation for the findings outlined in the
previous sections: the text defined as the first recension is truly an earlier
version of the Deeretllm, earlier than the text that has been known previously. The examples that have been given in this chapter could easily be
multiplied. I have resisted doing this, particularly since other scholars
have found confirmation for my results in independent studies which
they have undertaken since I presented an outline of my results at the
Tenth International Congress of Medieval Canon Law in Syracuse, New
York, in August I996. 12

: Weigand, "Kirchliche Wahlrecht," 1333-1344.
7 Kuttner, "Research on Gratian," s.
James Brundage, MtJimll Cdl10/1 Lnv (London and New York 1995), 47.
9 Kuttner, "Research on Gratian," 13.

10 Elisabeth Vodola, ExromnlllniUl(ioll in the Middle Ages (Berkeley 1986), 29.
11 Winroth, "Uncovering Gratian's Original DtcteWm," 28.
_
n Anders Winroth, "The two recensions of Gratian's Dmdum," ZRG KA 8) (1997), 22-)1,
Weigand, "Zur kUnftigen Edition des Dekrd Gratians," Weigand, "Das kitchliche Wahlrecht,"
Weigand, "Chancen und Probleme," J. M. Viejo-Ximenes, "La redaccion original de C. 29 del
Decrtto de Graciano," Ius taltSiat 10 (J998). 149-18$, Carlos Larmnur, "EI Dtcttto de Graciano
del Codice Fd,"Jean Werckmeister, "Les etudes sur Ie Diad de Grarien: wai de bilan et perspective," RDe 48: :I (1998).
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The manuscripts of the first recension allow solutions to some longstanding discussions concerning the genesis of the Decrettlm. MO particularly controversial issues are the status of the traclaltls de peni/enlia (C. 33,
q. 3) and the Iraclaltls de consecratione (see above, chapter I). The latter treatise is missing from the original text of Fd. It was later added after the
supplement containing second-recension texts by the scribe who wrote
this supplement." In Aa, the treatise does not follow directly upon C. 36,
which ends in Admont 43 on fo. I98r. Instead it follows (fos. I98r--236v)
the collection known as the Colleclio Admonlensis, before the de consecraIione appears on fos. 237r--279V. Then comes (fos. 280r--340v) the supplement containing second-recension texts. The evidence of Fd alone
allows the conclusion that the de consecralione was not included in the first
recension, and the situation in Aa certainly points in the same direction.
The de penitenlia, on the other hand, is present in both Aa and Fd. The
text is shorter than the text in Friedberg's edition, but all seven distinctions are represented.

to 29 and 10 to 26 are missing in the first recension, where c. 9 is followed by c. 27, which immediately precedes c. 30. If a scribe incorporating canons 28 and 29 into the text placed them one canon too early,
the resulting text would be that of Mz and Br. To place them one canon
too late would result in the text of Mk. The scribe of Pf became sufficiently confused to transcribe c. 30 both after c. 27 (as in the ftrst recension) and after c. 29 (as in the second recension).
A similar example is found in C. I, q. 5, which in the second recension contains only three canons. The queslio discusses whether a person
who was simoniacally ordained may remain in sacred orders. Already the
text of Friedberg's edition presents a peculiarity. The d. p. c. 2 pegins by
drawing the conclusion "from this authority, "16 that ignorance of the fact
may acquit a person for whom relatives simoniacally acquired an ecclesiastical office. The reference is in the singular and concerns clearly c. I,
which makes the distinction between those who do not know that they
are guilty of simony and those who are not. 17 These circumstances by
themselves make it tempting to suggest that c. 2 was added after the composition of d. p. C. 2. Further suspicion is aroused by Jacqueline
Rambaud's report that c. 2 is placed before c. I in Paris, Bibliotheque
Nationale, lat. 3888 (pa).ls The manuscripts of the first recension confirm
that c. 2 was added only in the second recension.
The examples mentioned so far concern cases in which additions of

SURVIVALS OF THE FIRST RECENSION IN SECOND-RECENSION
MANUSCRIPTS

Since five manuscripts of the first recension are known to have survived,
at least as fragments, it is clear that this text circulated but that the circulation remained limited. It is likely that it was relatively quickly supplanted by the second recension, which is found in hundreds of
manuscripts. Some of these manuscripts contain, however, oddities
which can be explained as survivals of the first recension. In the close
reading in chapters 2 and 3, I pointed out such features in connection
with determining the sources ofC. 24, q. I, c. 23 (for BrJe Mz), C. 24,
q. I, c. 26 (for In Me Sa Vd), C. 24, q. 2, c. 2 (for Br Cg Mz). MO further
examples illustrate the point.
In at least seven second-recension manuscripts, canons 28 and 29 in C.
II, q. 3 are misplaced. In Mk and three other manuscripts, they follow
after c. 30,14 while in the original text of Mz and Br they are placed
between c. 9 and c. ro.15 In Pf, c. 30 appears twice, after c. 27 and after
c. 29. The confusion is easy to understand when one considers the relation between the first and the second recension at this point. Canons 28
13 Pd, Cos. 168r-I7Sv.
Jacqueline Rambaud noted in her card file at the Bibliotheque Nationale de France that the
canons appear in this order aho in Evreux, Bibliotheque municipale 106, Paris, BN, lat. 3897 and
Prague, Nirodnt knihovna Ceske Republiky (formerly Univel'$itnf knihovna), L. I.
IS Dr is a copy of Mz, see Gero Dolezalek and Rudolf Weigand, "Oas Geheimnis der roten
Zeichen," ZRG KA 69 (1983), 181-186, Weigand, Cfosstll ZUni "Dekret," 832, and Gujer,
"Concordia," 302.
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entire canons or parts of canons are reflected in second-recension man-

uscripts because they have been misplaced. There are also many instances
in which a few such manuscripts share a reading with the first-recension
manuscripts and the formal source against the rest of the tradition. Several
examples of this kind were mentioned earlier in this chapter.
In other instances, Gratian 2 cancelled a canon or a passage which
appeared in the ftrst recension, usually to avoid having the same text
appear more than once. 19 Many second-recension manuscripts contain
such canons. C. 2, q. 3 provides an example!O Canons I to 4 appear in
both recensions but are in the first recension followed by a canon (I call
it c. 4a) that was removed from the second recension. The reason for the
removal was clearly that the canon contains the same text as c: 3. The
in~criptions are, however, different: c. 3 is attributed to Pope Adrian I and
16 Friedberg, cd., Deattllm. 424: ','Ex hac itaque auctoritate colligitur .. ,"
~he ,~. p. C. 1 also echoes. on line 4. a phrase from c, I, line 3: "postquam cas omnino dimise-

17

lint.

19

Jacqueline Rambaud-Buhot, "Plan et methode de travail pour Ja redaction d'un catalogue des
manuscrits du Diad de Gratien," Revue d'histojrt tulbiaslique 48 (1953),220.
Several such places are mentioned by Rudolf Weigand. "Chancen und Probleme," 56-58.
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About the contents of this 'lJltStiO, see chapter j.
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c. 4a to Pope Fabian I. The true source for both was the Lex ROlllana
VisigothoYlllII, but the text in question was reproduced twice in the
Pseudo-Isidorian forgeries and came to be attributed to Adrian and
Fabian, respectively.
In preparing the second recension, Gratian 2 realized that it was not
necessary to include this text twice, even if ascribed to different popes,
so he cancelled one OCCUrrence. Both texts can, however, be found in
several second-recension manuscripts. I have found c. 4a in Gg Pa Pf Pk
PI. Friedberg found it in his manuscripts ADEGH. In her card fIle (at the
Bibliotheque Nationale de France), Jacqueline Rambaud lists twelve
further manuscripts containing c. 4a.
These survivals from the first recension suggest some important conclusions about the circulation of the texts of the two recensions of
Gratian's Deeretlllll, and about the creation of the second recension.

one takes into consideration that the rubrics are written by a scribe other
than the one who wrote the text,>' it becomes clear what the mistake of
the latter was. When he had finished the inscription of c. IOS, he left
space for the rubric and continued with the canon itself. His exemplar
would naturally have contained the rubrics, so when he looked for the
text continuing after the rubric his eye skipped from the end o~ the rubric
of c. IOS (... aliquid exigi non debet) to the end of the rubric of c. I06

THE MAKING OF GRATIAN'S DECRETUM

The first recension of the Deeretlllll was not a living text. It was a finished
product which its author considered ready to be circulated. This is
evident from its text, which is as much a finished and polished product
as could be expected of any twelfth-century text. Further, it is also
evident from the fact that the first recension survives in one version only;
what differences there are among the manuscripts are all minor (the
apparent exception of Aa will be discussed below). They are differences
one would expect to find in any manuscript tradition, arising from scribal
mistake or ingenuity. In other words, the manuscripts do not represent
different stages in the development of the text, in the manner of" classically" living texts, such as the SOllg <if Roland, where each different manuscript version has an equally valid claim to authenticity.
Four of the five manuscripts contain basically identical texts (except
for the fact that none of these manuscripts preserves the complete text).
The largest discrepancy between these four manuscripts that I have found
concerns C. I, q. I, c. 105. The text of this canon and its rubric are
missing in P while present in Aa Bc Fd. Its inscription (Ex eoncilio
Tibllricensi P) is, however, present there, while instead the inscription of
c. 106 is missing. If c. lOS in its entirety, including inscription, were
missing, one might be inclined to suspect that P reflects an earlier stage
in the composition of the first recension than do Bc and Fd (which both
contain c. 105). However, the inscription is there, and the fact that the
inscription of the following canon is missing suggests that the eye of the
scribe had skipped. It is at first not obvious exactly how this happened
(although eyeskips can happen for reasons that are far from obvious). If
130

(... aliquid exigi debet).
The Admont manuscript (Aa) may seem to contradict this, since its
main text contains more canons than Bc Fd P Pfr. It could be argued that
Aa represents the content the Deerellllll had in its author's workshop a~ a
time somewhat later than that at which the text of Bc Fd P pfr was cIrculated. However, such an argument would not take the unusual characteristics of Aa into account. The manuscript includes, in addition to
several other legal texts, both a (longer than usual) text of the first recension and a supplement, containing the remaining canons and dicta which
were added in the second recension. All these texts were written by the
same hand (or at least by very similar hands using the characteristic
writing of the Admont scriptorium) and clearly in one continuous effort.
In Bc and Fd, the second-recension additions are written by hands different from the one that wrote the first recension (P and Pfr do not contain
second-recension additions). This strongly suggests that what the original scribes had in front of them when copying out Bc and Fd was a manuscript of the first recension in which there were no additions (marll.inal
or otherwise) of texts that are uniquely found in the second recension.
The task of distinguishing between flrst- and second-recension readings
in these manuscripts becomes, thus, a comparatively simple matter of distinguishing between different scribal hands. In the case of Aa, it is clear
that the manuscript used by the original scribe already contaiped added
second-recension texts. Hence, there is no paleographical basis for distinguishing texts belonging to different recensions in Aa. The only basis
for such a distinction is the location of the text within the manuscript. It
stands to reason that the texts found in the supplement belong only to
the second recension, but it cannot be assumed that all texts in the main
section of the manuscript belong to the first recension. Supposing that
the exemplar of Aa, like Fd, contained second-recension texts in marginal additions as well as in the supplement, those additions would almost
21

The hand writing the text is very similar to the one writing the rubrics (in red), ~o it is, pouible
that they are in fact identical, which. however, does not affect the argument. It 15 obYloUS that

text and rubrics were not written continuously, since the rubricator has often had to squeeze the
rubric into the insufficient space left by the text-hand. The rubric of C.
example of this.
13 1

I,

q.

I,

c. 106 is an
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certainly, with what is known about the habits of medieval scribes, have
been inserted into the text by a scribe transcribing the manuscript. It is
likely that this explains why the first-recension text in Aa is longer than
in the other manuscripts; Aa reflects a manuscript of the first recension
which had been "updated" with additions in the margin and in a supplement to include all second-recension texts.
Another possible explanation is that the marginal additions in Aa's
exemplar may reflect the first additions that Gratian made after having his
text circulated in the form known from Be Fd P Pfr. The text in the main
section of Aa would then represent a recension that is intermediate
between the first and the second recensions. A similar argument could be
made about the marginal additions in Fd," but not about both Aa and
Fd, since the texts added in the margins of Fd are not the same as those
added in the margins of Aa's exemplar. The hypothesis that the marginal
additions in Aa's exemplar or in Fd reflect a distinct stage in the composition of the Decretum could only be true for one of those manuscripts,
proving that the marginal additions in the other manuscript have nothing
to do with the progress of the author's work. In this manuscript, the additions must simply bear witness to the needs of a user or owner of the
manuscript. It is, in fact, not difficult to imagine why a user of a firstrecension manuscript might have had some texts added in the margins
and some in the supplement. If he, for example, was a student who
arrived in Bologna with a copy of the first-recension Decretum owned by
his home church?' he would quickly discover that his book contained a
text that was incomplete in comparison with the second-recension text
that his professor was lecturing from. To acquire a new and up-to-date
copy of the Decretum would have been expensive, as would also the extra
quires required to transcribe a supplement of the type found in Aa and
Fd. It could make sense to add (or have a scribe add) the missing texts in
the margin, as did an owner of Be (occasionally supplying an extra leaf
when the margins were not capacious enough). It could also make sense
to transcribe provisionally in the margins a few texts in which the owner
for some reason was particularly interested while waiting for the funds or
time necessary to obtain a supplement containing all missing texts. It is
also conceivable that the missing texts were added in the margins of the
original manuscript after the inclusion of a deficient supplement. In
other words, there are many possible reasons why a manuscript may have
some additional texts in the margins and some in a supplement, even if

TIle two recensions of the "DecretulIl"
we cannot expect to uncover the actual reason in most cases. We know
with certainty that the additions in one of the two manuscripts Aa and
Fd have nothing to do with the author's progress in his work, and we
must query whether there is any reason to propose that the marginal additions in one of them in fact bear witness to a distinct stage in the composition of the DecretJJm. I have found no reason for such a proposition.
I know of no manuscript (beyond Aa) which contains a version of the
Decretum that is longer than the first recension but shorter than the second
and that could be an intermediate stage in the composition of the
Decretum. There is, hence, no reason to imagine that the second recension came about in a piecemeal fashion. All second-recension manu-

scripts contain in general the same text, even though they can vary greatly
and significantly in regard to textual details, as I have described above.
These variations mainly concern dislocations of canons and additions of
"extra" canons (and, later, the addition of paleae, but that topic is outside
the scope of the present study). A closer study reveals that the variations
are due to different interpretations of how the first recension should be
expanded into the second recension. When extra canons (i.e. canons
missing from Friedberg's edition) appear, those are canons which were
present in the first recension but were cancelled in at least some secondrecension manuscripts. These variations do not, therefore, testifY to a
living textual tradition in which new snippets of texts are gradually
added; they are the result of different scribes and scholars making different choices when expanding first-recension texts into second-recension

texts. In making those choices, however, they had a common pool of
texts from which to choose. The subject is complicated and deserves to
be treated in greater depth than I am able to do here, but the relationship
between the manuscripts Aa and Me demonstrates my reasoning.
Aa and Me share many peculiarities, e.g. the introduction to the
Decretulll with the illdpit "Hoc opus illScribitur," which is found nowhere
else, and a rare treatise on sacrilege.24 A further peculiarity linking the
two manuscripts together is the note written by the original scribe of Aa
after C. 24, q. 3, c. 39: "Capitula que sic incipiunt, 'Firmissime tene,'
require post primam causam et huic vicesime quarte cause in fine
adiunge." This note instructs the scribe to move some chapters with the
indpit Firmissillle telle from their present place at the end of C. I to the
end of C. 24. In Aa, C. I ends with a series of such chapters, so the scribe
of Aa has not followed the instructions which he appears simply to have
copied from his exemplar. In Me, on the other hand, C. 24 ends with

ncr. Larrairu.ar, "El deereto de Graciano del c6dice Pd,"
About the wanderings of medieva11aw manuscripts, see Gero Doleza1ek, ReptTtorilUtf manumiplamm vet~mm Cod~~'s J~lSlitlialli, Ius commune, Sonderhefte: Texte und Monographien 2):
Repertonen zur Fruhzelt der gelehrten Rechte (Frankfurt am Main 1985), 59.

24 'Veigand, Glomll Zllm "Dekut," 849. where further similarities are indicated, also in respect of
the glos.ses found in the both manuscripts.
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these chapters. which are not included in the normal text of the Deeretlllll
in either recension (nor. as far as I know. in any other manuscript of the
DecretulII). They are inscribed Allgustinlls de }ide ad Petmlll. and derive
from a work by Fulgentius of Ruspe. which often was ascribed to
Augustine. 25
~udolf Weigand rightly concluded that Aa and Me are probably
copies of the same exemplar. 26 Aa was written in the II60s or the II70S
in the monastery of Admont in Austrian Styria and in the diocese of
Salzburg. while Me was produced in or close to Salzburg at approximately the same time. The scribe who copied out Aa followed the exemplar page by page. reproducing the arrangement with a main text and a
supplement. and including the marginal instructions for how these texts
should be joined together. The scribe of Me. on the other hand. followed
these instructions and produced a second-recension text. although he was
occasionally confused by his exemplar. as when. for instance. he divided
. C. 24. q. I. c. 26 into two canons. 27 The evidence of Aa and Me clearly
shows that a second-recension text was created in the diocese of Salzburg
in the third quarter of the twelfth century by the scribe of Me copying
out the original text and the additions of his exemplar as one continuous
text. Similarly. the two different dislocations of C. I I. q. 3. canons 28 and
29 in Mz and in Mk. and the duplication of c. 30 in Pf strongly suggest
that these three manuscripts testify to three independent occasions on
which a continuous second-recension text was cobbled together on the
basis of first-recension manuscripts with additions. Textual variants in

other second-recension manuscripts (such as the dislocation of C. I. q.
S. c. 2 in Pal may attest to further separate occasions.
These observations allow a tentative understanding of the early history
of the text of Gratian's Decretlllll. A number of first-recension manuscripts were in circulation when the second recension began to circulate.
Owners of manuscripts containing the first recension encountering manuscripts of the second recension - or. perhaps. collections of only the additional material in this recension (the supplements in Aa and Fd might
reflect such collections) - took care to incorporate the additional texts in
their manuscripts. Be and Fd represent two examples of how this may
have been accomplished (by marginal additions and additional leaves).
When copies were made of such manuscripts. the copyist was likely to
insert the additions at what he thought was the appropriate place. thereby
producing a continuous text of the second recension. It is only to be
2S

U

(Fulgentius of RwpeJ. Sa,ltti Fulgtllfij epiuopi Rmpmsis opera, ed. J. Fraipont and C. Lambot.
Corpus Christianorum: Series latina 9IA (Thrnhout 19(8), 744--?6o. These chapten are found,
attributed to Augustine, in, e.g., Ivo's Duretum 1.4-44.
Weigand, GIClssen zum UDtkrel," 849.
27 See above, chapter 2.
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expected that different copyists would interpret their exemplars differently. creating the kind of variants that were described above. When these
different versions of the second recension were copied. several different
traditions of the text of the Deeretlllll came into being. but these traditions soon intermingled. when manuscripts from one tradition were used
to correct manuscripts from another. This explains why also the oldest
textual tradition of the second recension is so confusingly rich in variants. a richness that for more than a century has haunted every attempt
to improve on Emil Friedberg's edition of the Deereltllll.
This confusion does not, however, mean that there never was a single

original of the second recension. The understanding of the complicated
textual transmission that I outlined above sufficiently explains the variations among early second-recension manuscripts. which might otherwise
be taken to suggest a tradition descending from multiple originals or a
living text. It will be the unenviable and. I believe. frequently impossible
task of the future editor of the second recension to reconstruct this original. The example of C. II. q. 3. canons 28 and 29 illustrates the difficulty of this task. I pointed out above that these canons appear in different
places in some twelfth-century manuscripts of the Deeretlllll. Which place
is the original one? These two canons state that anyone who communicates with an excommunicant is excommunicated. The same is stated in
canons 3. 7. 10. 16. 17. 18. and 19 of C. II. q. 3. While the context
around canons 27 and 30 is far from inappropriate for canons 28 and 29.
one could make a case that they would be as well if not better placed
between canons 9 and 10. as they are in Mz and Br. The rationality of
the arrangement of Mz and Br has to be weighed against the fact that
most manuscripts contain the canons in their traditional order.

Manuscripts are. however. to be weighed and not counted when judging
the value of their texts. The number of manuscripts using the traditional
order may simply reflect that this order by some accident of fate became
the one used in the influential law schools of the twelfth century. On the
other hand. it might be too much to ask of a medieval author to expect
him to agree with the rationality that a modern scholar thinks he sees in
a particular arrangement of the chapters.
The best approach for the future editor of the second recension might
be to use manuscripts which were written in Bologna to reconstruct the
earliest graspable Bolognese version of the text of Gratian 2. Supposing
that Gratian 2 was actually active in Bologna. this text might be as close
to his original text as it is possible to get. It was at any rate the textual tradition that came to dominate later in the middle ages and in modern editions. so this tradition is the historically most important one. I suspect
that a future editor will find that the Bolognese text cancels m.,?st of the
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duplicate canons that appear in other manuscripts, and this seems a reasonably good indication that it descends directly from the original used
by Gratian 2.28
DATE AND PLACE

The fmdings of this study re-open the debate about the date and place
of the composition of the Decretlllll, which is currently believed to have
been completed area 1140 in Bologna. Below, I shall briefly outline the
reasons why scholarship has arrived at this conclusion, before considering it anew in the context of the two recensions. 29 The earliest possible
date of the text (as previously known) is 1139, since it contains legislation from the Second Lateran Council, which was celebrated in that year.
The question of how long after 1139 Gratian completed his work was
(temporarily) settled in 1956, when Gerard Fransen pointed out that the
peculiar and sometimes awkward position in the Decretllm of this legislation indicates that it was added at the last minute. 30 He took this to indicate that the work was finished shortly after 1139. Apart from these
observations there is, as John Noonan has pointed out, no good evidence
that it was finished before the early II 50S. 31 Further, in attempting to
reconstruct the original form of the Decretum, Adam Vetulani argued a
much earlier date for this version, which he thought was begun by 1105
(the year of the form letter in C. 2, q. 6, d. p. c. 3 I) and finished before
the Concordat of Worms (1122}.32
Scholars have seldom found reason to question the conventional
wisdom that Gratian worked in Bologna, since the dominance of this city
in the medieval teaching of law seems to exclude the possibility that he
worked anywhere else." The question will here be considered without
prejudice, since arguments based on later developments easily mislead.
Considering, for example, the dominance of Paris in the medieval teaching of theology, who would have guessed that essential groundwork was
performed in Laon in the early twelfth century?"
My results come very close to confirming Vetulani's hypothesis about
the date of the original form of the Decretum, since the first recension
contains no text which may be confidently dated after I II9. In one of

TIle two recensions of tlte "Deerettllll"
his dicta in the first recension (D. 63, d. p. c. 34), Gratian I refers, however,
to a decision of the Second Lateran Council. This passage comes at the
end of the discussion of episcopal elections by Gratian I. He has established that the laity has no role in the elections and is in the process of
investigating whether clerics other than the canons of the cathedral may
participate. Mter citing two ancient conciliar canons prohibiting this, he
continues:
Nunc autem sicut electio summi pontificis non a cardinalibus tantum immo
etiam ab aliis religiosis c1ericis auctoritate Nicholai pape est facienda, ita et episcoporum electio non a canonicis tantum set etia~ ab alli~ religiosis c1ericis. sicut
in generali sinodo Innocentii, pape Rome hablta constltutwn est. Nunc ergo
queritur, . ,35

[And now, just as the election of the su~r~me pon~ is not to be pe:£ormed by
the cardinals alone but also by other religiOUS ciencs, by the authonty of Pope
Nicholas, so is the election of bishops not to be performed only by the canons,

but also by religious cierics, as was determined in the general synod of Pope
Innocent held in Rome.)
There can be no doubt that Gratian I'S reference concerns canon 28 of
the council celebrated in 1139.36 In the second recension, the legislative
text in question was inserted after cOlIStittltll1ll est.
No other canon from this council has left any discernible impact on
the first recension,37 and it is not cerraln that any of the important canons
from the First Lateran Council of II23 did so either. 38 Two texts deriving from decretals by Innocent II are likewise ~b~ent fro.m the first recension: C. 2 q. 5 c. 17 and C. 35 q. 6 c. 8. This IS odd if we assume th.at
Gratian worked after II39. Some of the canons from these councils
would have substantially changed the direction of some of Gratian's arguments had he taken them into account. 39 The possibility that the reference i~ D. 63, d. p. c. 34 was a later addition not found in his original
work must, therefore, be tested,
It is, in fact, possible to argue, on the basis of interior criteria, that the

passage was interpolated at some later point. The syntax would not suffer
3S

Edited on the basis of Aa Be Fd P, and Friedberg's edition, following the spelling of Fd.

M C OD203.

.

The following canons containing legislation from the Second Lateran Council are absent from
the first recension: D. 28 c. 2; D. 60 c. 3; D. 63 c 3S; D. 90 c. II: C. I q. 3 c. IS: C. 8 q. 1 c. 7: C.
17 q. 4 c. 29; C. 18 q 2 C 2S: C. 21 q. 2 c. 5: C. 21 q. 4 c. 5: C. 2) q. 8 c. 32: C. 272' 1 c. 40; de
pen. D. 5 c. 8.
. .
fro
38 The following canons containing legislation from the Fust Lateran Council are absent
m the
frnt recension: D. 62, C. ): C. 1 q. I C. 10; C. 10 q. I c. 14: C. 12 q. 2 C. 4: C. 12 q. 2 C. 37: C. 16
q. 1 c. 10; C. 16 q. 7 c. II; C. 16 q. 7~. 2-5: C. 1.8 q. 2 c. 31:~. 24 q.. 3 c. 23: c. 24 q. 3 c. 24.
About the remaining three canons asCribed by Friedberg to this council, see below.
3\1 See Noonan, "Gratian slept here," 160, for an example.
31

Differently Weigand, "Versuch einer Liste der Paleae,"
The seminal study on the date of the DtcrtWm was Paul Fournier, "Deux controvenes sur les origines du Dlcrttde Gnrien," RtvUe d'hjs(oirt tt de Ualra/ure rtligltuses 3 (1898),97-116 and 253-280,
reprinted in Paul Fournier. Mllangtl dt droit C4Hom'qlle, ed. Theo Kalzer (AaJen 1983) 1751-']97.
30 Fransen, "La date du Diad de Gmticn," 529.
31 Noonan, "Gratian slept here," 159.
32 Vetulani. "Nouvelles vues," 100.
33 Noonan. "Gratian slept here," 161-162.
34 SOllthern, Schqfas/ic HIIIIIQllism, 199-200, discllsses the reasons for Laon's decline and for the ascendancy of Paris.
28
29
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if the phrase sieut ... est were absent, nor would the sense of the passage.
Read without this phrase, the dietllllJ establishes that the refigiosi derid
should participate in an episcopal election in analogy with Nicholas II's
statement about their role in a papal election. 4o The presence of the problematic passage in all four manuscripts of the first recension containing
D. 63 is, however,. strong evidence that the passage is authentic (although
it remains possible that their archetype was interpolated).
In discussing the possibility that the reference to the Second Lateran
Council is an interpolation, the exact meaning of such a statement should
be considered. It is clear that the text of the first recension as it survives
in the manuscripts cannot have been written before II39. It is certainly
possible to discern likely or at least possible stages in the composition of
the text. Titus Lenherr has already pointed out that the composition of
C. 24, q. 1 began with the canons extracted from the PalJormia and then
continued with those extracted from the Pofyearptls. I have found no
reason to contradict these conclusions, which I have shown are valid for
the whole of C. 24. Likewise, few scholars are likely to dispute that the
reference to the Second Lateran Council in D. 63, d. p. c. 34, has the
appearance of being something that was included into the text at a late
stage. The question whether or not it is interpolated hinges on whether
the reference was added by Gratian 1 at a late stage of his work, or at a
stage when the text had been completed, i.e., when it had begun to circulate. In the former case, the insertion would have been made by
Gratian 1 himself; in the latter it might have been another person's gloss
that has intruded into the text. The evidence about the circulation of a
medieval text is to be found in the manuscripts, and in this case the manuscripts are unanimous: the reference is found in every manuscript that I
have examined. In addition to four first-recension manuscripts, I have
examined a large number of second-recension manuscripts, since it is
possible that some of them may have left the reference out if it was not
an original part of the text; as I have shown above, several second-recension manuscripts preserve details of the first recension. In other words,
the evidence indicates that the reference to the Second Lateran Council
was present in Gratian 1 's completed text when it began to circulate.
It is certainly possible to argue that a hypothetical earlier version of the
first recension excluded the reference to the Second Lateran Council.
Such a version could have been composed as early as the I120S. However,
we can know very little about exactly what such a hypothetical version

would have contained, since any number of other passages could also have
been later additions or interpolations. Hence, to say that an earlier version
of the first recension was composed in the 1120S becomes pointless. The
only text we know of the first recension is the one found in the manuscripts, and that text could not have been completed before II39. The
manuscript tradition strongly suggests that this was the first version to circulate. It is, therefore, likely that one and the same author (Gratian I) was
responsible for its text in its entirety, including all ofD. 63, d. p. c. 34.
It remains to explain why Gratian 1 did not cite any other canon from
the Second Lateran Council nor, indeed, any other text that can ,be safely
dated after II 19." The formulation of this problem re/lects an approach
which is common among historians of canon law, who tend to assume
that a medieval canonist would, in general, be as interested in recent legislation as a modern lawyer is. Even without citing Fritz Kern's familiar
dictllm that "old la\v" was "good law" in the middle ages, there is much
to contradict this assumption. The canonical collection known as the
Pofycarpus provides a relevant example. It was compiled at some point
after II II by Gregory of St. Grisogono, who had been made cardinal by
Pope Paschal II. Yet the Pofyearptls includes only one letter issued by this
pope, and one issued by his immediate predecessor Urban 11.42 The omission of most recent legislation by Gratian 1 is clearly not unprecedented
and cannot be used as an argument against dating the first recension after
1 139. It is, therefore, reasonable to conclude that he finished the work in
II39 or slightly later, possibly after having composed most of the text
before becoming aware of the decisions of 1139.
The second most recent component in the first recension may seem
to be three canons from the First Lateran Council of II23 (0. 27, c. 8,
D. 60, c. 2, and C. 16, q. 4, c. I), but closer scrutiny reveals that none of
them derives necessarily from the legislation' of that council. Gratian 1
inscribed D. 27, c. 8 Item Calix/us Papa. A differently formulated canon
with the same substance constitutes c. 7 of the First Lateran Council,
which is identical to a canon found, as Friedberg notes, among the texts
of the council celebrated by Calixtus II at Reims in October LI 19." It
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Weigand, "Das kirchliche Wah1recht," 1343. Gratian's citation of Pope Nicholas does not refer to
the famous papal election decree in D. 23. C. I (as Friedberg indicates in note 377), which does
not mention the role of religious clerics, but to D. 79. c, I.
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~I cr. Werckmeister, "Les etudes sur Ie Dlnet de Gratien."
42 Horst. PolY(QtpJlJ, 222- and 226. J. T. Gilchrist pointed out that JL 6607 is not a letter of Pasdul's,
see J. T. Gilchrist, "Die Epilto/d Wido/lis oder Pseudo-Paschalls: Der erweiterte Text," Dwtsches
Arch{v flIr BifolSthmlg des Mjtteldlters 37 (1981), 581, note 17. Brett, "Urban and Ivo," 19""31,
pursued a similar argument in discu»ing the date of the collections of Iva of Chartres.
43 COD 191. For the council of Rheinu, see Robert Somerville, "The councils of Pope Calixtus
II: Reims I 1I9," in Promdjllgs of the Fifih /Ilfertlational OmgrtJJ of Meditrul CallOli Lzw, MIC Subs.
6 (Vatican City 1980), 35-50, repro in Robert Somerville, A1p4Cy, Colllldis, alld Canon Lzw In the
"t/rut" Celltllritl. CS ]12 (AJdershot 1990). no. XII, and Marui, AmpUssjma {ollect;o, XXI 2-35. Cf.
JL. p. 787. It was common that subsequent councils issued identical canons.
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is tempting to identifY Gratian's text with this canon, despite the lack of

included therein. Louis VII (king from II37 to IISO) is said to have

correspondence in expression. The text ofD. 27, c. 8 cannot, in any case,

reigned for seven years. However, the same information is given in two

be securely dated later than 1119. Gratian 1 inscribed also D. 60, c. 2 Itelll
Calixtus Papa44 and Friedberg identifies it with canon 6 from the First
Lateran Council of II23. An identical canon survives also from the
council of Toulouse celebrated by Calixtus in July of 1 II9.45 The text
cannot, hence, be securely dated later than II 19.
The third text which Friedberg attributes to the First Lateran Council
is e. 16, q. 4, c. 1. Gratian, however, inscribes the canon Quod Urbmllls
II. prohibuit, diems. 46 The text corresponds to the second sentence of c.
19 in the standard edition of the legislation of the First Lateran Council. 47
It is absent, however, from many manuscripts of this council's canons.
The same is true for some other canons traditionally attributed to this
council but ascribed to Urban II by Gratian. These canons may very well
be Urban's and not Calixtus'.'B In any case, the confusion surrounding
these canons prevents us from unequivocally dating C. 16, q. 4, c. 1 to
II23. Thus D. 27, c. Sand D. 60, c. 2 remain the most recent datable texts
in the first recension. The other canons which Friedberg attributed to
the First Lateran Council are missing in the first recension.
The earliest possible date for the completion of the first recension is,
hence, 1139. Which is its latest possible date? There are no datable early
references to the first recension, so we can only say that it pre-dated the
second recension. When was the second recension compiled? It is no
longer possible to argue that it must have been completed shortly after
1139. That argument was based on the fact that the legislation of 1139 is
not intellectually absorbed into the arguments, but I have shown that this
is the case for almost all the additions of the second recension. Instead,
we must look for the earliest datable quotation of the Deeretum.
Stephan Kuttner gave II44 as the date before which the Deerettlm (i.e,
the second recension) must have been completed. 49 This date is based on
a manuscript of the Colleetio Caesaratlgustana, which under the heading
Excepdo ex deeretis Gradani contains the text ofe. 16, q. I, d. p. c. 41 § 1
- d. p. c. 45, written by the original scribe of the manuscript. This passage
is already found in the first recension, so its appearance in this work cannot
be used to date the second recension. More importantly, the dating of the
manuscript to II44 is questionable. It derives from a list of French kings

other manuscripts of the Caesaraugtlstalla. It is, as Linda Fowler-Magerl has
pointed out, unlikely that all three manuscripts were transcribed in the
same year. 50 They probably descend from a common archetype transcribed in 1144 but seem themselves to have been written afier II4S, since
at least the Paris and Vatican manuscripts contain the canons of the
Council of Rheims, which was celebrated in this year. 51 The appearance
of the excerpt from the DecretulII is, hence, of no use for dating purposes.
The works of the early decretists may provide a date before which the
second recension must have. been completed. Unfortunately, they are
difficult to date. They were long dated too early, due to the mistaken
identification of the canonist Roland with another Roland, who in 1159
became Pope Alexander Ill. 52 Since the works of many decretists can
ouly be relatively dated in comparison with other ~ecretists' works, ~his
mistake caused entire chains of authors to be nusdated. The earliest
SUlllma is that written by Paucapalea, which contains references to texts
added to the Deerettlm only in the second recensionP Paucapalea's work
must have been written after 1146 and before the composition of
Roland's Stroma, which in turn was composed before the Summa of
54
Rufinus. For the latter work, there is a relatively safe date: 1164. How
much earlier Paucapalea's Summa was written is open for discussion.
Rudolf Weigand suggested that Paucapalea probably worked at some
point between II46 and the early II 50S. 55 This is a reasonable assump.
tion, but it remains possible that the date should be later.
The earliest abbreviation of the Deeretum is probably the work With the
illcipit Quollialll egestas.56 Rudolf Weigand suggested that this work, which

~~

Friedberg, ed.,

DtCTe(Um.

,1;26, supported by Pd.

H COD 190. For the council at Toulouse, see Marui, Amplissfma {OIlUllo, XXI 226. Cf. JL, pp.
47
48

78]-']84.
~ Friedberg, ed., DUTtlUm, 796, supported by Aa (om. diems) Pd Mz.
COD 194.
Cf. Gossman, Pope Urballll.md Ctmon Law, and Martin Brett. "The canons of the Fint Lateran
Council in English manuscripts," Pr(J(udings of the Sixth Imtlllarional Congress if Medttval 01110/1
lAw (MIC Subs. 7: Vatican City 1985), 20-21.
~9 Kuttner, "Research on Gratian," 19.
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so Linda Fowler-Magerl, "Vier franzosische und sparusche vorgratianllche Kanonessammlungen."
in Ajpekte eUfopaiuher Ruhtsgeschichte: FtJtgabefilr Helmut Coing 2um 70. Qburtstag (Frankfurt am
Main 1982.), 145-146.
."
.
SI Martin Brett "Sources and influence." Cf. Robert Somerville. BaluZlana, Antlllanliffl HlStonat
COllciU,mlm ; (1973), 428, repro in Somerville, Rtpacy. Councils, and Canon lAw in tile 11th-12th
CtIIlurltJ, no. XIX (for the Paris manuscript).
S2 The miltake was discovered by John T. Noonan, "Who was Rolandus?," in lA~ Church. and
Society: EJJays in Honor of Sttphan KUlmer, cd. Kenneth Pennington and Robert Somervill~
(philadelphia 1977), :u-48. Cf. RudolfWeig.md. "Magister Rolandus und Papst Alexander III.
AKKR 149 (1980), 3-44·
$) Paucapalea discusses, e.g., the following second-recension texts: C. 2, q. 6, C. )1; C. 24. q. I,
canolU 10 and 21; C. 24. q. ). c. 10. C. 2.9, q. 2, C. 2. See Paucapalea. Summa aba dIU ':Durtlllm
Cratiatll." A new edition ofPaucapalea's conunentary on C. 24. q. I, based on two Muruch manuscripts, is provided by Lenherr, Exkolllmu/!ikatiomgewait. 264-266.
54 Weigand. "Prohe Kanonisten," and Weigand, "Magister Rolandus," to-II and 20.
55 Weigand, "Prohe Kanonisten," 1)6.
.
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~ Rudolf Weigand. "Die Dekretabbreviatio 'Quoruam egestas und we Glossen, m FIdes tl ms.
Fes(sch,iftfi1f Georg May Zllffl 6,$. Gebllftstag (Regensburg 1991), 256 .
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draws on the second recension, was composed in I I 50, since this date
appears in the model letter in C. 2, q. 6, d. p. c. 3I. However, there is no
reason to presume that the unknown abbreviator would necessarily have
written the year in which he was working (cf. below), so the date must
be considered uncertain.
The earliest unassailable date before which the second recension must
have been completed is when the Parisian theologian Peter Lombard
quoted the second recension of the Decretum in his Sentences. This work
can be securely dated to the period between !ISS and !ISS. The latest
editors thought that the Lombard compiled the work while lecturing on
it during two academic years lISS to !IS7, completing one of the four
books during each of the four semestersY Since quotations from the
Decretum only appear at the end of the third book and in the fourth book,
this would mean that the second recension was known in Paris by the
autumn of !IS6. It was at any rate known there by !ISS, which is the
earliest absolutely certain date before which the second recension of
Gratian's Decretum must have been completed.
In the context of dating the Decretum, several scholars have discussed
C. 2, q. 6, d. p. c. 31, which contains standard forms for judicial appeals.
It should be noted that the dietllm is shorter in the first recension, where
the first form letter is absent (Forma apost%nll!I - apostolis dimitto).
Interestingly, the missing letter is the only one in this dietllm which is
attributed to the bishop of Bologna. Its presence in the Deeretll'" is the
only really good piece of internal evidence that points to Bologna as the
place of composition. 58 Only one of the forms is dated: "pridie Kal. Magi
A. incarnationis Domini MCV; feria quarta"S9 ("Wednesday, April 30,
I lOS"). Vetulani seized upon this date and explained that this was when
Gratian began his work. 60 But Gratian could hardly be referring to an
actual date, since April 30 in lIOS was not a Wednesday.·! Moreover,

there is no particular reason to assume that he would choose the day (or
the year) on which he was composing this form letter. Could Gratian I
not have taken these standard forms, including the dates, from a collection of such texts? Mter all, Bologna was in the twelfth century the
leading center for the teaching of the ars dietaminis.
In fact, the forms in C. 2, q. 6, d. p. c. 34 have interesting affinities with
one product of the rhetorical school of Bologna. In the Decretllm,
AdeImus, bishop of Reggio Emilia, appeals against the sentence of
Archbishop Walter of Ravenna. In a collection of model letters, apparently coming from Bologna, there is a letter from "A.," bishop of Reggio
Emilia to Cardinal John of St. Grisogono, in which the bishop complains
about the (unnamed) archbishop of Ravenna, who has imposed a sentence of excommunication on him.·2 The collection also contains the
cardinal's reply. It is reasonable to assume that Gratian's standard forms
and these two model letters refer to the same controversy. The collection
of model letters is preserved in a thirteenth-century manuscript, but
many of the letters contain names of persons active in the early twelfth
century (including, e.g., the papal chancellor, Cardinal Haimeric), which
suggests that the collection was composed at this time. Cardinal John
signed papal documents from IIIS to January II34'" which leads one to
conclude that "A." really refers to AdeImus, who was bishop of Reggio
Emilia at least between 1123 and 1150.64 In the Italia ponti/ida, Paul Kehr
furnishes the letter of Cardinal John (but not the appeal form of the
Deeretllm) with a enlX, indicating that it is fictitious.· s He supports this by
saying that the letters in this collection were composed for the use of students. However, collections of form letters usually contained actual
letters, which have been more Or less gntted of specifics such as dates and
names,66 so Kehr's verdict is not unassailable.
It seems clear that the school of ars dietalllinis in Bologna used AdeImus'
appeal to the pope against his metropolitan's sentence of excommunication as an example in the teaching of letter writing, whether or not this
appeal was a historical fact. It does not seem to be a coincidence that
Gratian used the same example. This may, on balance, be the best

[peter Lombard), Swlm/iae, Tom. I, Pars I, 122*-129* and Tom. II 18*-19*.
Bologna is perhaps referred to later in C. 2, q, 6, d, p. c. j I, where two persons are said to be .talloni(onlm S. B, E. (so also in the first receruion as evidenced by Dc, Pd, and Pl. The acronym is
usually interpreted salletat BotlOfliemis t«lesiae. but. this is not necessarily the correct expansion.
The only other mention of Bologna is in C. 16, q. I, C. 9 (cf, Reuter and Silagi, Wortkcmkorda/lz,
442), which reproduces a decretal sent by Pope Paschal II to the bishop of Bologna, but this canon
is also absent from the flfst recension.
59 This is dearly the original reading, since it is found in all four manuscripts of the first recensions
(Aa Bc Fd P) as well as in most manuscripts of the second recension. Friedberg prints this date
(col. 478), while the Roman edition gave the year as "MCU". Among some I So early manuscripts
Rudolf Weigand found only eight with a different date, see his review of SlIr Gratim et les diaitaltS, by Adam Vetulani.
ro Vetulani. "Nouvelles vues," 9S. and Adam Vetulani, file Diml de Gratien et les premier
decretistes a la lumiere d'une source nouvelle," Stlldia Gra/hwa 8 (Bologna 19S9), 332-333;
reprinted in Vetulani, Sur Gratitll et Its Jiaetdfes. no. vrn.
61 Fournier, "Deux controverses," 783.
51
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62 Wilhelm Wattenbach, "Iter Austriacum 18S3," Archil' jIlr KUlldt os(mti(hisdm Geuhichts-Qlltllttl
14 (I8SS), 81-82.
63 Rudolf Hi.iIs, Kardilliift, Kltnu IItld Kirchen Roms J049-uJo, Bibliothek des Deutschen
Historischen Instituts in Rom 48 (Tiibingen 1977), 176-178, andJL 7643 = Paul Kehr, Italia pOllt(/ida, VI 305. Cf. Gerhard Schwartz, Dit Btst(ZlI/lg der BistUlller Rti(hs/(alittlS 1I/1(er dt/l sJc/u{u/ltn
ulld salisdlt/l Kaiserll mit dtll Usttll dtr BischOft 95J-1I22 (Leipzig and Berlin I913), 199·
M Noonan, "Gratian slept here," 161, Ughelli, Itdlia sarra, n 288-191.
65 Kehr, ItaUa pOII((/ida, v 367.
66

Olivier Guyotieannin, Jacques Pycke, and Benoit-Michel Tack, Dip/cmMiqllt mldilrnfe, L'atelier
du medieviste 2 (Thrnhout 1993), 230.
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evidence for placing the composition of the first recension of the
Deeretllm in Bologna. The composition of the second recension also took
place, most probably, in Bologna. Already the added model letter in C.
2, q. 6, d. p. C. 31, issued by Henry, who was bishop of Bologna from
II30 to the II40S,67 suggests this location. The inclusion of a large
number of extracts from the sources of Roman law also points to
Bologna with its Roman law school.
The preceding paragraphs have strongly suggested that both recensions
of the Deeretllm were completed in Bologna within the comparatively
short timespan between 1139 and, at the very latest, 1158. These findings
illuminate in interesting ways the beginnings of Bolognese teaching of
. canon law. Systematic teaching of canon law is barely imaginable before
the composition of (the first recension of) the Deeretllm. No previous
collection was particularly suitable for teaching canonistic doctrine, and
there is no other evidence for any earlier teaching even approaching the
level of sophistication reached by Gratian. This is dissimilar to the gradual
growth of other scholastic disciplines in the twelfth century. In theology,
for example, the Sentences of Gratian's younger contemporary Peter
Lombard played a role similar to that of the Deeretllm in canon law. Unlike
Gratian, the Lombard succeeded a long line of masters who had prepared
the way for his synthesis. This is not to say that Gratian had no predecessors in reforming the hermeneutics of canon law. The names of Ivo of
Chartres and Alger of Liege are often mentioned in this context, and
righdy so, for their work clearly contributed to Gratian's methods. Iva's

contribution was, however, purely theoretical, and Alger's concerned a
limited problem, so neither of them conld serve as a model for creating
a synthesis such as the Deeretllm. There is no evidence, and it is unlikely,
that either of them was engaged in teaching canon law. It was Gratian
who, by composing the Deeretlllll, created the systematic study of canon
law.
The first recension shows how he conceived of his subject. This original version is much more clearly a teaching text than the second recension. The ratio of commentary (dicta) to law text (canons) is substantially
greater than in the second recension, demonstrating the didactic purpose
of the work. There are also differences between the two recensions concerning the understanding of what constitutes the subject matter of
canon law. In the first recension, Gratian did without the sacramental law
later found in the de eomecratione. Roman law had only a marginal place
and some of the passages in which Gratian used romanistic concepts are
67

Kehr, [la1ia potltifida, v 2$0, Noonan, "Gratian slept here," 161, and Ughelli. 1taUa sacra,
Ughelli indicates that Henry died in 1145.
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so amateurishly conceived that it was considered necessary to emend
them for the second recension, which also bolstered or adjusted some of
his arguments with the help of almost 200 extracts from Roman law. That
this happened such a short time after the completion of Gratian's original work shows how fast the understanding of Roman law developed in
the Bolognese canon law school of the middle of the twelfth century.
The teaching of purely canonistic subjects also soon found the range of
law texts provided by Gratian too small and many hundreds of new canonistic texts were added. A ten- or fifteen-year-old text book was already
deemed so insufficient that the radical step was taken of doubling its size.
Everything points to a diScipline in quick, almost revolutionary expansion, which in less than ten years outgrew the work that had formed it .
Gratian's Deeretlllll and the canon law schools obviously filled a deeply felt
need for legal structure in a rapidly evolving society of increasing complexity. The continued growth during the second half of the twelfth
century was no less impressive, but the scholars and teachers of canon law
then found ways of incorporating new interpretative or legislative developments other than adding new texts to an existing text b,~ok. The
margins of legal manuscripts became occupied with ever growing and
ever more sophisticated commentaries, which absorbed the tenets of
Roman law not by reproducing its texts but by constantly and specifically
referring to its law books. Papal government became, particularl~ ~om
the pontificate of Alexander III (II59-II81), more complex, ambltlous,
and bureaucratic, creating a new case law through the increasing number
of legal cases decided in the pope's court. Canon law scholars collected
this case law in so-called decretal collections forming, as it were, supplements to the Deeretllm of growing importance. These processes cnlminated in the defrnitive commentary on the DeeretuIII, the Glossa ordinaria
completed around 1215 by the Bolognese canonist Johannes Teutonicus,
and in the definitive (for the time being) decretal collection promnlgated
by Pope Gregory IX in 1234, the so-called Liber e:o:tra. Within ~ ~en~ry
of its creation, the discipline of canon law had achieved a sophistlcatl?n,
a complexity and a level of technicality which wonld have seemed foreign
to Gratian.
The'first step in this fundamental transformation of canon law was the
second recension of the DeereWIII. Was it Gratian himself who took this
step or was it taken by others after the work had left hls hands? In the following chapters, I shall argue that the second recension represents an
attempt by Gratian's successors to bring their basic teaching text up to
date with the developments in their discipline.

II 18.
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Chapter 5
GRATIAN AND ROMAN LAW

Gratian's use of Roman law has been much discussed in modern scholarship. The debate began in 1947 when Adam Vetulani argued that most
texts in the Deeretum deriving from justinianic Roman law had been
added after the completion of Gratian's work.' Only those romanistic
texts that were available in earlier canonical collections would have been
included in Gratian's original work. These conclusions were quickly
accepted. In 1953, Stephan Kuttner retraced and expanded Vetulani's
arguments and identified forty-six passages in the Deeretlllll as late additions to the text. 2 His list was, with one or two exceptions, identical to
Vetulani's.
This book confirms the general thrust of their work. All but three of
the forty-six passages are absent from the first recension. One of the three
exceptions is C. 2, q. 6, c. 28, which is the only Novel that the Deeretum
quotes directly from the Authenticum, rather than from the authentieae of
justinian's Code. 3 Vetulani suggested that this text was taken from some
hypothetical intermediate collection, implying that it was part of
Gratian's original composition. 4 Kuttner was not convinced by this reasoning; he included the text in his list of additions to the Deeretum. s The
presence of this text in the first recension indicates that Vetulani was
right. The other two exceptions are C. IS, q. 3, canons I to 3 and canon
Vetulani, "Gratien et Ie droit romain," A summary of the present chapter appears in Anders
Winroth, "Les deux Gratieru et Ie droit romain," RDC 48: 2 (1998),
2 Kuttner. "New studies on the Roman law."
3 The Allfhtnl;OIffl was a collection ofutin texts of imperial laws (llovelfae) coUected after the publication of Justinian's Code. In the early twelfth century summaries of some of these laws were
entered in the margins of manuscripts of the Code. These summaries are called alilhentluu.
~ Adam Vetulani. "Une suite d'etudes pour servir a l'histone du Diaet de Gratien, n. us NOllvtllts
de Justinien dans Ie Dimt de Graden," Rwut historiqllt dt droit ftll/lfais elltrangtf 4: 16 (1937),
476-478, reprinted in Vetulani, SII' Gratien tilts dleretarts, no. II. Cf. Vetulani, "Gratien et Ie droit
Romain," 19 and 42.
S Kuttner, "New studies on the Roman law," 33.
I

4, containing several fragments of Roman law, which appear to have been
drawn directly from justinian's eorp11s. I will analyze this questio in detail
below.
While most scholars agree with Vetulani's ftndings as described above,
there is no consensus about how to interpret them. Vetulani himself suggested that Gratian's motives for excluding Roman law from his original
composition were ideological and political. 6 In his view, someone other
than Gratian was responsible for eventually adding the romanistic
materiaU Most other scholars, however, remain unconvinced, although
usually without offering an alternative interpretation. s
The discovery of the first recension provides an opportunity to reexamine this problem, particularly since it is now possible to study in
detail the use of Roman law by Gratian I in the original Deeret11m. Such
a study shows that he can by no means be said to have avoided this law,
but that his grasp of its principles and technicalities was poor, at least as
compared to the standards of the later twelfth century. Gratian 2 saw it
necessary to reformulate a couple of the dicta of Gratian I which had
romanistic content.

In order to explain why Gratian I had a poor grasp of Roman law and
why he did not use Roman law wherever it would have been useful, I
pose the question: how well versed in Roman law could a canonist in the
time of Gratian I be expected to be? Vetulani and other scholars who
have discussed this problem implicitly assume that the science of Roman
law by Gratian's time was so advanced that the lack of such law in the
original version of the Deeret11'" must depend on a conscious choice on
the part of its author. Such explanations fail, as Stephan Kuttner among
others has pointed out, to account for the fact that the original composition contained numerous fragments of Roman law deriving from
canonical collections. 9 I shall suggest that Gratian I used just as much
Roman law in the first recension as he was capable of. His inexpert efforts
when he employed romanistic doctrines and texts indicate that he simply
was not familiar with tills legal system. How is this possible if the study
and teaching of Roman law flourished in Bologna when he wrote the
Deeretu",? A scrutiny of the relevant historiography shows that the view
that Roman law teaching flourished in Bologna in the first decades of the
twelfth century is not supported by the sources. I argue that t~s teaching developed more slowly than was previously thought and that Gratian
6 Vetulani, "Le Dlcrel de Grarien," 33?-339.
7 Stanley Chodorow suggested a variant of this interpretation: see Christ{all Pofit(cal TIttOI}' and
Ch,lrth Politics j" "'t Mid· Twelfth Cell/III}'. Publications of the Center for Medieval and Renaissance
8 See, e.g., Kuttner, "Research on Gratian," 20-21.
Studies, UCLA 5 (Berkeley 1972), 60-64.
9

Ibid.,
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1 's ignorance of Roman law is in fact to be expected. It should not be
seen as an anomaly in need of explanation, but rather as evidence for the
current state oflega} teaching in Bologna, although the canonist Gratian
1 should, naturally, not be expected to be as well acquainted \vith Roman
law as his colleagues who specialized in that law.

restitutus corporalem recipit possessionem. Queriturt ergo qucfharumf concedatur expoliatis. an ilia tantum, que fit per sententiaml iudicis, an ilia etiam que
fit per executorem" sententie, qua expoliatis presentialiter onmia recidunturi.

Hec ultima expollatis prestanda est.

a presentiam Aa Be Fd P b qua Be P: quam Aa: quia Fd c restitutione Be P:
restitutionem Aa: restitutione ex restitutionis corr. Fd (ut vid.)

ROMAN LAW IN THE FIRST RECENSION

Fd: quare P g sententiam Aa Be Fd: presentiam P It executorem Aa Be P: j"
executionem corr. Fd j reciduntur Aa Be P: reconduntur ex reddi (ex recidi eorr.)
precipiuntur corr. Fd

I have chosen to study the use of Roman law in three passages in the
DecretuIn. In two of them, the author of the second recension changed
the wording of dicta in which Gratian 1 had used romanistic concepts. In
the third example, Gratian 1 did not employ any Justinianic texts or concepts in the first recension, while Gratian 2 introduced much material of
this type, changing the force of the ql/eStio substantially.

(But it should be noted that restitution of one kind is achieved through the presence of a judge, as when he says: til decree that you are to be restored to your
prior condition." By this restitution, possession is received solely animo but not

corpore. Another kind of restitution is through the executor of the judge, when
the restored person receives corporal (corporalem) possession. It is thus inquired
which of these is conceded to a despoiled person, if it is only that which is done
through the sentence of the judge, or if it is also that which is done through the
executor of the sentence, by which [procedure] everything is handed over preselltialiter to the despoiled person.]

Restitlltion to prior conditioll
In C. 3, q. " Gratian 1 discussed the case of a bishop who had been forced
to leave his see, and he asked whether the bishop should be restored to
the see before he could be tried for a crillIe. He answered the question
affirmatively, supporting his case \vith Pseudo-Isidorian texts. The right
of clerics to be reinstated in their prior condition before being subject to
a trial (the so-called exceptio spolil) was one of the main points oflaw that
the Pseudo-Isidorian forgers wanted to establish. lo Their inspiration
came from the restitutio in illlegn/In of Roman law, which provided that a
judge could order that a thing which a person had lost in an inequitable
way should be restored to him.
Since in the first recension Gratian 1 treated this issue on the basis of
Pseudo-Isidorian texts which depended on vulgar and pre-Justinianic
Roman law, it is to be expected that a later generation, schooled in the
doctrines of the Justinianic corpus, would find wanting the arguments
put forward by Gratian 1. Already Gratian 2 seems to have done so, since
he replaced two dicta of Gratian 1, in whole or in part, \vith new dicta. I
shall here concentrate on the first of these, d. p. c. 2, which in the first
recension reads as follows: 11

In the second recension this text was changed into:
But it should be noted that the sentence of restitution in itself does not suffice,

unless everything is restored presentialiterthrough the office of the judge, in order
that the ejected or despoiled person may receive also the actual (lIatllralem) possession, either animo SIlO and (orpore alieno, for instance through a procurator, or
auimo et corpore SilO. And everything, which had been taken away from him on
any conditions, is to be returned to the place, from which it had been snatched
away.12

Why was the dietlllll changed in the second recension? In relation to the
question under consideration, both versions say essentially the same
thing: the sentence that everything should be restored is not enough by
itself; it has to be executed and the lost property (the episcopal sse) actually restored before the beginning of the trial. The main difference
between the versions is how this requirement is formulated, and this
explains, I belleve, why Gratian's original dictulII was changed.
The terms animo, corpore, naturalis used in relation to possession are
technical terms in Roman law, which is the reason they have been left

Sed notandum est quod restitutio alia fit per presentiam4 iudicis. ve1uti cum
rucitur a iudice: "Censeo te in integrum restituendumll , qua" restitutione' animo

tantum, non corpore possessio recipitur. Alia fit perl executoremtl iudicis quando
10

II

Fuhrmann, Einflufl lind Verbttilung, 42-44.
For the changes in d. p. c. 6, which do not involve Roman law, see chapter 6.

d per executorem

Aa Be P: executione Fd e queritur Aa Be: quare P: qr Fd f que 'harum Aa Be

12

.

Friedberg, ed., DICTtrum. jOj, supported by Me Mz Vd: "Sed notmdum est, quod restitutionis
sententia sola non sufficit, nisi presentialiter omnia judicis offitio restituantur, ut eieeros uel expoIiams eriant naturalem possessionem recipiat, due animo suo et corpore alieno, ueluti per procuratorem, siue animo ct corpore mo. Cuncta quoque, que sibi ablata fuerant quacumque
conditione, in eodem loco, uncle surrepta fuerant, sunt reuocanda."
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untranslated above.13 The exact meaning of terms describing ownership
and possession developed significantly during antiquity. In the period of
c1assicalla\y, there was a strict distinction between ownership (dominium)
and the mere factual possession (possessio) of a thing. An owner would
not necessarily also have possession of the thing that belonged to him,
and a possessor would not necessarily also be the owner. Possession was
acquired corpore el animo by obtaining factual power over a thing while
having the intention of possessing it. If the possessor lost his possession
involuntarily (e.g., through theft), it was lost only corpore, while ifhe voluntarily abandoned it, the thing was lost corpore et anilllo.
The distinction between ownership and possession broke down during
the so-called vulgar period of Roman law and the relevant terminology
became vague. Justinian restored most of the classical doctrines concerning ownership and possession, but his great legislative work had very little
immediate success in Western Europe. Instead, the laws of the vulgar
period lived on in the various legal compilations employed in the "barbarian" successor states, the most influential of which was the Lex
Romana Visigothor/lm. It was only with the rise of the law school of
Bologna in the twelfth century that the fullJustinianic corpus was received
in Western European legal science.
I believe that the original diclum of Gratian I was replaced in the second
recension because its formulations reflect those of the vulgar period, wIllie
the new diclum employs Justinianic terminology. The idea that a person
could acquire possession animo through a judicial sentence that is not executed just does not make sense in the context ofJustinianic law. 14 Further,
Gratian I says that the restored person who actually reacquires the lost
property receives corpore possession. In Justinianic law, someone who in
fact holds the property of which he believes himself to be the owner (and
this description fits the present case) would be described as a possessor
with animus domini. It is only if the actual holder of the thing does not
believe that he is its owner that he is said to.hold corporalis possessio." It is
Il
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thus not surprising that Gratian 2, supposing that he was schooled in
Justinianic law, was so disturbed by this dictllln that he saw fit to reformulate it. The fact that he bothers to explain how the terms allilllO and corpore
should be used "correctly" (even though it entailed discussing the role of
procurators, which has very little relevance for the case at hand) supports
this interpretation.
The terminology of the original diclul1l is comprehensible if one considers some of the relevant vulgar Roman law texts. The illterpretatio of
an excerpt from the Palili Selltentiae found in the Lex ROlllalla Visigothonllll
could easily have been seen to justify Gratian's original words:
There are some things which we possess animo et corpore, some solely animo. We
possess animo et corpore those things which we seem to hold and use at present.
We possess atlimo those things which are situated far away and to which we have
right, and which we are able to vindicate as our property.16

Against this background, it is easy to understand why Gratian I insisted
that the lost property should be restored "also corpore" {elimn corpore).!?
This is, of course, not to say that Gratian I must have read this specific
passage in the Lex ROlllana VisigotllOnun, although that could be the case.
There are several other places where he could have acquired this terminology, but it seems clear that its intellectual pedigree is to be found in
West Roman vulgar law.

When call Ulomen accuse?
The most substantial use of Roman law sources in the first recension is
found in C. IS, q. 3, which discusses whether a woman is allowed to
accuse a priest. In answering this question, Gratian I quoted three passages from Justinian's Code and four passages from the Digest, in addition
to a Pseudo-Isidorian decretal. Of the Roman law quotations, only one
appears (as far as is known) in earlier canonical collections.!S It seems very
likely that Gratian in this qllestio used the Justinianic corplls at first hand.!9

For the following, sec Max Kaser. Vas Romische P,jlJ>ltrtcht, Handbuch dec Altertumswis.semchaft,

Romisclus PriVdffecht: Srui/ietlbuch, Kuttlehrbilcher fUr da.s juristische Studium, 16th cdn. (Munich
199 2). §§ 19-22 , Ernst Levy, lli'st Roman HI{gtlf LAw: The uw oj Proptfty, Memoin of the
American Philosophical Society 29 (philadelphia 1951). and AdolfDerger. Encyct"pe4ie Dicticmary
ofRoman Law, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society. n. s., 43: 2- (philadelphia 1953),
s. vv. dominium, poSstssio, possessio l1afufalll.
It Cf. Dig. 41.2.3.3, see Theodor Monuruen and Paul KrUger, eds., "Digesta," Corpus juris dvilis I,
17th edn. (Berlin 1963),698: "solo animo non po"e nos adquirere possessionem, si non antecedat
naturalis possessio" and Dig. 41.2.3.6 (Momnuen and Kruger, eds., "Digesta," 698): "amitti et
animo solo potest, quamvis adquiri non paten."
15 Kaser, Riimische Privalruht, n 181-182, Kaser, Riimiu/w Privafmhl: Stlldimbllt1l, § 19 VI, and
Berger, EItC)'dopedit Diat'onary. s. v. possessio.

16 Gustav Haenel, ed., Ux Romana VisigPlhomm (Leipzig 1848), 414, interpretatio ad Pauli Sententias
S.2.1: "Aliqua sunt. quae animo et corpore possidemus: aliqua. quae tantum animo. Animo et
corpore ea pouidemus, quae in praesenti tenere videmur vel utimur: animo vero ea po»idemus,
quae in longinquo posita soot et in nostro iUre coruistunt et ea proprietati nostrae possumus Yin",
dieare." Cf. Ernst Levy. Wtst Romatl M/{gar LAw, 31.
17 In the context, tdam rorpofe must be understood as corport tt atlimo.
18 See Friedberg's note IS.
19 The possibility that he reproduced some text written by a contemporary romanist cannot,
however, be excluded. The subject was touched upon by Bulgarus in the work he sent to
Chancellor Haimeric (see below) and also by a roughly contemporary treatise found in a Frankfurt
nunuscript, see Ludwig Wahrmund, QIltl1m ZUf Qschithlt dN romiuh·katlotliuhm PrOCtsW jill
Mil/tlaltu IV: I (Innsbruck 1925), 1)-14.
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How well did Gratian I use Roman law in this questio? The fact that
he quotes no less than seven romanistic texts found in varions places in
two works indicates some proficiency in Roman law, although he could
easily have been referred to the other six by a gloss on one of them. In
his article about Roman law in the DeeretulII, Stephan Kuttner analyzes
this questio and criticizes it for weakness of logic. 2o He singles out two
passages for criticism. The first is in d. a. c. I, where Gratian I uses a technical term incorrectly: he employs the verb illtereedere where illtewenire
would have been appropriate.
The other passage which Kuttner criticized is in the beginning of d.
p. c. 4. It turns out, however, that the offensive passage was added in the
second recension, replacing a different (and inoffensive) formulation. In
the first recension, the beginning of d. p. c. 4 reads as follows:

As the Correctores had already pointed out, this perceived discrepancy

When the sacred canons dispense entirely with those [types of] accusations,
which secular laws do not approve, then, on the contrary, it seems that those

[accusations] which are not prohibited by secular laws are to be admitted [in
canon law]. But this does not follow. **For all persons who arc prohibited by

human laws to marry are also prohibited by divine. The sacred canons do not
permit the joining of everyone whose marriage is allowed by the laws of the
emperors. ** Even though the sacred canons remove those accusations, which

secular laws do not approve, it does not therefore follow that whatever [accusa-

tions] the laws of princes admit are received [in canon law]."

between the laws and the canons is not accurate. Acolytes did not exist
as an order in the East, so it should not surprise us that Justinian's laws
and, specifically, the novel which the Correetores identified as the probable
(and misunderstood) source for this passage, do not mention them?)
Such criticism of the passage does not, however, take into account that
most twelfth-century canonists probably would have rather vague ideas
about whether acolytes existed in the Eastern Church. The passage probably made good sense to them. 24
But why replace the original reading of the passage, if its content is
correct? It is certainly true· that Roman law permits certain marriages
which are prohibited in canon law, e.g. between persons related in the fifth
to seventh (canonical) degree of consanguinity (as Gratian was well aware;
cf. C. 35, q. S, c. 2). Perhaps it was simply the vagueness of the original
passage (which in any case is not easy to understand) that caused it to be
exchanged for a more specific text, which happened to be inaccurate.
The first recension ofC. IS, q. 3 reveals an author with good knowledge of a specific detail of Roman legal doctrine. Since this is the ouly
such passage in the first recension of the DeeretulII, one should be careful
not to base far-reaching conclusions on it. The fact remains that the first
recension, with this single exception, contains no passages where. Gratian
I made substantial use ofJustinian's Corpus iuTis dvilis.
.

In the second recension, the passage between the asterisks was replaced
by a different text:
For every cleric is prohibited by the sacred canons and by the emperors' laws
from contracting marriage. But the laws do not, consequently, permit this bond
to all, whose union the sacred canons do not prohibit; for, according to the laws,
only cantors and lectors are able to take a wife. but according to the canons also

acolytes are able. 22
Kuttner, "New studies on the Roman law," -1-5-47.
The original reading of the passage between the asterisks" is preserved only in N, where the text
of the second recension is followed by AIi(u and the first-recension text: "Quecumque enim
persone hummis legibus copulari prohibentur et divinis. Non onutium copula a sacris canonibus
admittitur, quorum conventio legibus imperatorum indulgetur." In Pd, the text has been erased
and replaced with the second-recension text. For the text of the rest of the pauage, see the following note.
n Friedberg, ed., DUf(tum. 752, supported by Iu Fd Jdd Me Mz Vd: "Cum autem sacri! canonibus
a:cusationes onuUno (omnimodo Pd) submoueantur, quas leges seculi non aJeiseunt, e diueeso
U1dentur admittendae que legibus secull. non prohibentur. Verum hoc non infertur.
~Quicumque enim clericorum nuptias saeris canonibus contr.'lhere prohibentur, et legibus
Imperato rum. Non autem coruequenter omnium copulam leges admittunt, quorum coruunctionem \Coniunctiones Aa) sacri canones non prohibent; legibus enim soli cantores et lectores,
canombus autem etiam acoliti uxores ducere possunt.** Quamuis igitur sanis canonibus suhmoueantur accusationes, quas leges secull non asciseunt. non ideo consequenter recipiuntur quascumque leges principum admittunt."
20

21
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False aeellsers and infalllY
In addition to those places where Gratian I used Roman law in the fIrst
recension, there are numerous places where he would have reached significantly different conclusions had he used Roman law. In the second
recension, relevant romarustic material was often added at such points.
C. 2, q. 3 is one of many possible examples. In this qllestio, Gratian I discusses what the proper punishment is for an accuser who fails to prove
his charges. 25 In the first recension, Gratian I apparently distinguished
between three groups of failed accusers. 2• First, those who are not able
2J

24

25
26

The Comdow' note *. Kuttner, "New studies on the Roman law," 46.
Kuttner refers to two decrcwts' criticism of this passage ("New studies on the Roman law," 46).
It is, however, uncertain exactly what Stephen of Tournai criticized in treating C. 15. q. 3. for
the comment quoted by Kuttner ("unde Gratianum hie aut crrare puto aut vagari") does not refer
to a specific lemma. I cannot see that the Summa ParisitmiJ contains any criticism of Gratian at
the point indicated by Kuttner. In other words, there seems to be no evidence that the decretists
were disturbed by the discussion of acolytes.
For the content$ of the fint recension ofC. 2. q. 3. see the Appendix.
Gratian's distinction is not entirely clear. Perhaps one should add a fourth group. namely those who
realize that they have accused falsely and are forgiven by the accused (cf. d. p. c. 7. § 2 and c. 8).
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to prove the crime of which they accuse someone are themselves to suffer
the punishment prescribed for that crime, in addition to being declared
infamous. Second, those who withdraw their accusation, because they
have been deceived by some promise, are to be forgiven. Third, those
who are bribed to abstain from completing their accusation are to be
punished (although Gratian 1 did not specify what the punishment
should be).
In making this threefold distinction, Gratian 1 proves himself unaware
of the sophisticated legal doctrines available in Justinianic Roman law.
The entire qllestio was, in fact, largely and ultimately based on preJustinianic Roman law. Gratian's treatment of his first group is based on
five canons (canons 1-4b), four of which derive from Roman vulgar law
as codified in the Lex Romana Visigothomm and transmitted (attributed to
various popes) through the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals. Canon 8, which
provided the justification for the third group, derives from the same
source although it was transmitted to Gratian 1 in another way, causing
him to believe that the text came from a Carolingian capitulary.
His second group, those who withdraw an accllsation because of a
promise, is based on two excerpts from a letter of Gregory I (canons 6-7).
This group caused commentators problems, because the difference
between being "deceived by a promise" and being bribed is not selfevident. The Glossa ordinaria emphasizes that the promise could not
concern money, while the SlImma Parisiensis disagrees with Gratian's conclusion in pointing out that Pope Gregory said only that he forgave
the culprit in question, not that he removed any infamy that had
been incurred?' The problems experienced by commentators can be
explained in part by their schooling in Roman law, which did not know
of any special treatment for accusers who were deceived by a promise.
This is explicit in d. p. c. 7, which was added only in the second recension. The dictum discusses the problems raised by c. 6 and its interpretation by Gratian 1. There is a small, but .significant shift in emphasis
between the recensions: Gratian 1 distinguished (in d. p. c. 5) between
those who simply cannot prove their accusations (and therefore incur
infamy) and those who "being deceived by a promise" withdraw their
accusation. He states that the latter are forgiven. In d. p. c. 7, Gratian 2
takes Gregory's text to mean that the infamy of clerics can be abolished
by the pope. The non-technical approach ("forgiveness") of Gratian 1 is
meaningless to him. Unlike Gratian 1, Gratian 2 thinks it self-evident that

Paulus - the deacon whose case is discussed by Gregory in c. 6 - incurred
infamy when he withdrew his accusation without first going through the
proper formalities, namely those prescribed by the SenaltlsconSflltllln
Toirpilialllllll. Gratian 2 concludes that Gregory abolished Paulus' infamy,
but this conclusion clashes, he points out, with a statement by Pope
Gelasius that popes cannot abolish infamy. Gratian 2 suggests the solution
that not everyone who is declared infamous in secular law is also infamous according to canon law.
It is, in general, remarkable how the use of the concept of infamy
develops between the two recensions.'8 In the first recension, Gratian 1
employed the concept (which canon law originally imported from
Roman law) in the somewhat vague form that had been passed down
through the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals and other collections influenced
by Roman law. It was not yet so technical a term that Gratian 1 could
not replace it with the synonym dispendillln existilllationis, even when
summarizing a canon using the term i'ifamia (C. 2, q. 3, d. a~ c. I). In
sharp contrast, Gratian 2 concerns himself with the technical, rornanistic meaning of the term. He had already begun the process which by the
early thirteenth century would transform the canonistic doctrine ?f
infamy into a sophisticated system more complex than the one found In
the Justinianic corpus.'·
Also d. p. c. 8 (added ouly in the second recension31lJ can be considered an attempt to deal with the problems raised by c. 6. The second half
of the dictum treats withdrawn accusations and the formalities that must
be observed in such cases: the accuser must formally request dismissal
(abolitio) from the presiding judge before he withdraws his accusations.
This stands in stark contrast to the non-technical approach used by
Gratian 1 in the first recension (d. p. c. 7, § 2), which allowed an accuser
to withdraw his accusation if the accused forgives him. Othenvise, d. p.
c. 8 introduces a new, threefold division of culpable accusers extracted
from the Digest (48.16.1). There is no attempt to reconcile this division
of infamy. see Georg May, "Die Infamie im Demtum Grt1f{tllli," AKKR 129
(19 60). 389'""408, Georg May, "Die Anflinge dec Infamie im kanonischen Recht," ZRG KA 47

23 For the canonical use

(19 61 ),77-94. Peter undau, Die EntstdJlmg du kamm;uhm Itifamitbtgriffi von Gratiall bis ZIIf Glom~

.
29

~7 The Gloul1 orditwia was studied in the manuscript Cg and in Dart/urn Graliani ... IIl1a Olltl glossiJ
Gregori; XIllpgnt. max. iUlSU ,ditl/In (Venice 1600), I 595. McLaughlin. ed., Slimma Parisieluis. 104.
cr. the (Arrtdorts' note to c.

**

s.
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ordimuia, Ponchungen zur kirchlichen Rechtsgeschichte und zum Kirchenrecht 5 (Cologne
1966), E. Peters, "Wounded names: the medieval doctrine of infamy," in LAw in Mtdiaeval Uft alld
11lought. ed. Edward B. King and Susan}. rudyard. Sev:anee ~ediaeval Stu~es ~ (Se~ne~, 19~O).,.
Francesco Migliorino, Fama e il!iamia: probltmi della Joaela mtdlevale ntl ptNJltfO gwrld/Co tltl Juoll XII
t xiii (Catania 1985).
.
.
~
..
The observations here outlined are based on a survey of the words mjalH/a and "ifamlS m the
Durtlilm which was performed with the help of Reuter and Silagi, iMlTlkollkordallz.2263-2266.
Note Friedberg's note 87, which mentions that d. p. c. 8 is missing in its entirety from his manuscript R
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with the one made in the first recension. The three new categories are
those who accuse when there has been no crime (calumniatores), those
who fail to accuse when there has been a crime (prevaricatores), and those
who withdraw their accusation (tergiversatores).
This brief consideration of C. 2, q. 3 permits a few reflections. The
first recension of this questio could only have been written by a man who
knew nothing of the Roman law doctri.nes adduced by the author of the
second recension. If he knew them, and wanted to construct a system of
canon law that could provide a viable alternative (as Vetulani and others
argued), then he succeeded very poorly. Even if he did not wish to adopt
outright the system offered by Roman law, a conscious effort to create a
(polemical) alternative would, one expects, have produced a more coherent and better-organized system.

Instead, Gratian's insecurity in the technicalities of Roman law, his
reliance on pre-Justinianic law, and his apparent ignorance of romanistic concepts which would have helped in his formulation of problems
and solutions (even if he did not want to adopt wholesale the solutions
offered by Roman law) indicate that he simply did not know very much
about Roman law. If he had more than a passing acquaintance with the
Justinianic law taught by Irnerius, Bulgarus, and others, it would be very
difficult to explain how he could produce what appears in the first recension of the Deeretutn. But this conclusion raises an even more difficult
problem: how is it possible that Gratian knew so little about Roman law?
THE TEACHING OF ROMAN LAW IN GRATIAN'S TIME

That Gratian used Roman law sparingly, and not altogether competently,
ROMAN LAW IN THE ORIGIN AL DECRETUM

This analysis of the role of Roman law in selected passages in the first
recension of Gratian's DecretunJ suggests certain conclusions. First, it is
clear that Gratian I by no means strove to avoid either secular law in
general, or the Corpus iuris dvilis in particular. C. IS, q. 3 shows that he
had detailed knowledge of the treatment of a specific issue in Justinianic
Roman law, and this was not an issue for which canon law lacked regulations. In fact, a large part of the questio is devoted to a discussion of the
discrepancies between the two laws. Elsewhere, too, Gratian I introduced
romanistic texts and doctrines into his Deeretum. Some of these derived
from the Justinianic corpus through the mediation of earlier canonical collections; some came from pre-Justinianic law. Although in numerous
cases the provenance of such texts was hidden from Gratian through
incorrect inscriptions, there are many cases in which he was aware of

their imperial and secular pedigree. It is, therefore, all but impossible to
argue on this basis that he represented an anti-imperial faction of the
Church, and wanted to construct a purely canonical legal system in conscious opposition to a greatly successful system of imperial Roman law.
It would also be difficult to maintain that in excluding Roman law
Gratian I was following the prohibitions issued by Pope Innocent II at
various councils between II30 and II39 against monks learning secular
law. 31 The first recension of Gratian's DeeretuIII simply contains so much
secular Jaw that such suggestions remain highly improbable. 32
31

32

Robert Somerville, "Pope Innocent II and the Study of Roman Law," Revue tlu Etutlu iJfamlqutJ
44 (1976), IOS-I 14. repro in Somerville, Papacy, Councils and Can01lLAw In the HIlt-uth CtII(uriu.
Step~ Kuttner argued similarly, without knowing about the first recension, in "Research on

Grat:i.an," 10.
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in the first recension, can seem surprising, considering that he was, for

all we know, active in Bologna, where the study of Roman law supposedly flourished ,during his lifetime. This is at least current scholarly
opinion; but there might be reasons for submitting this view to
closer scrutiny. The teaching of Roman law during the first half of
the twelfth century is not an easily approached subject, since a fresh
consideration of the topic on the basis of medieval sources is lacking in
recent scholarship. The best available survey is still Friedrich Karl von
Savigny's monumental Geschichte des romischen Rechts im Mittelalter (6
volumes; 2nd edition 1834-1851), particularly its fourth volume (1850).
This work must be supplemented with later scholarship. Especially
important are Hermann Kantorowicz's groundbreaking Studies in the
Glossators 'If Roman lAw,3> the Handbuch der Quellen und Literat." der
neHeren Europaischen Privatrechtsgeschichte,34 and the recent survey in
Hermann Lange's Romisches Recht im Mitte/alter."
The lack of modern treatments is further aggravated by the scarcity of
reliable and easily accessible editions of the romanistic writings of the
early twelfth century.
The main points of the currently accepted account for the resurgence
of Roman law in the early twelfth century are as follows. 36 The study of
33

34

3S
36

Hermann Kantorowicz with W. W. Buckland, Stud;" in the G1cmatoN of Roman LAw: Ntwly
DjJ(f)vmd Writings of the 7lvtljih Ctntury (Cambridge 1938); reprinted with "Addenda et corrigenda" by Peter Weimar (Aa1en 1969).
Helmuth Coing, ed., Handbu(h dtr QutltttJ ulld Uttratul dn' ntUtfttJ EIIft1pais(htll
P,;lIdfmhtsgmlli(htt, I (Munich 1973).
Hermann Lange, Romjuhu Runt jm Mittelaltn', I, Dit GfO$$att1ftll (Munich 1997).
Similar accounts can be found in any number of places. See, e.g.• Giorgio Cencetti, "Studium
fuit Bononie: Note sullo storia dell'Univeniti di Bologna nel primo mezzo seeo10 della sua esistenza," Stlldl meditvalf, ser. 3, vol. 7, fase. 2. (Spoleto 1966). 781-833. Charles Donahue. "Law.
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law in Bologna was founded by Pepo (active in the last quarter of the
eleventh cenrury) and Imerius (mentioned in documents from II 12 to
1125). Not much is known about the former, but Imerius is credited with
having lecrured on all (or almost all) parts of the Corplls illris dvilis. He
was the teacher of the so-called Four Doctors (Qllattllor doctores):
Bulgarus (d. I I66?), Martinus Gosia (d. c. II60), Ugo of Porta Ravennate
(d. c. rr66/II71), and Jacobus de Porta Ravennate (d. II78). The oldest
of the Four Doctors was Bulgarus, and Kantorowicz assumes that his
teaching had begun by II 15.'7
The starting point for Savigny, Kantorowicz, and others who
attempted to describe the beginnings of Roman law teaching in Bologna
was the lecrures of the law professor Odofredus (d. 1265).38 He had a
vivid interest in the history of his discipline and his university, and he
enlivened his lectures with anecdotes about his predecessors. It is through
these we learn, e.g., that Imerius was called the "lamp of the law" (llicerna
illris) due to his great knowledge. Odofredus also told his srudents that
Bulgarus grew so old that he became senile, and played with children in
the sand. Kantorowicz uses this statement as the foundation for his guess
that Bulgarus must have begun to teach by 1 II 5.
Details in Odofredus' account have been questioned,39 but his main
outline of the early history of Bologna University has been allowed to
inform recent treatments of the subject, even though he lived more than

38

19

a century after the events he describes. Odofredus may have drawn on
tradition, but we do not have any guarantees about the quality of this tradition. An example of how quickly tradition could become corrupted is
the Anglo-Norman canonist Honorius, who already in the II 80S or
II90S reported that he had heard that the canonist Rolandus and Pope
Alexander III (died II8I) were the same person; they were. not.'· It
seems, however, methodologically sounder to leave Odofredus' late testimony aside and explore this history with the help of contemporary documents and the writings of the early law teachers themselves. By the same
token, the testimony of medieval chroniclers will be omitted. They begin
to have interesting information about the beginning of the Bolognese law
school only during the second half of the twelfth century.
A study of the contemporary source material shows that the reputation of the early Bolognese teaching of Roman law is exaggerated. The
familiarity with romanistic texts and doctrines exhibited by Gratian in
the first recension of the DeeretlitH is on a level that could be expected
from a canonist (being an interested outsider) working in the II30s. Here
I shall concentrate on Imerius and Bulgarus, the two oldest Bolognese
civilians from whom writings survive. I shall examine how far their
knowledge of Roman law had advanced and how their methods and
approach compare to Gratian's.

BII(ganis

footnote 36 (ront,)

37
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civil," in Joseph Strayer, ed.• Didionary c/ the Middle Agu (New York 1982.-1989). Peter Weimar,
"Irneriw," Ltxikotl dts Mftttlaltm (Munich, 1977-), Bellomo, The CommDn ugal PaJt of EIIfOpt,
60-63. Ennio Cortesc, nalrillt) tltlld storia met/fernIe, vol. D, n basso meaio,", (Rome 1995). $-102,
Ennio Cortese, n n'nasrlmtnto giurldlro mea/mdt, 2nd ('dn. (Rome 1996), Lange, Rom/sthu Rubt
im Milttlalttr. I 154-162.
lUntorowia, Studits in tht Gl~maton of RomatlLAw. 69. Martinus wrote a gloss on the computation of degrees of consanguinity. 11tU gloss appean to draw on pre-Gratian coUectioru, but this
does not prove that it w.u written before the Durtlum. Sec Kantorowicz, Studlu in the GtossatoTJ,
91-94 and Stephan Kuttner, "Zur neuesten Glossatorenforschung," Studia tI dtXUmtnfa hisforiae tl
furis 6 (1940), 289-294, reprinted with additioru in Kuttner, Siudits flllhe History ofMidiernt C~/fO/J
LAw, no. t.
His most interesting comments are found in Odofredus Bononieruis, Lutura SIIptr Dtgesto IItleri
(Lyon ISSO): reprinted as Opera iuridica miora 2: 1 (Bologna 1967-1968). He treated the beginning of the Bolognese law school in commenting upon Digest 1.1.6, and Hermann Kantorowicz
has edited his comments in Hermann Kantorowicz and Beryl Smalley, "An English theologian'S
view of Ronun law: Pepo, Irnedus, Ralph Niger," Mediaeval alld Rtnalss~/1U Siudiu I
(1941-1943), 238; reprinted in Hermann Kantorowicz, Rtthl$/Jistorische &hrifttll, ed. Helmut
Coing and Gerhard Immel, Freiburger Rechts- und Staatswissenschaftliche Abhand1ungen 30
(IUrlsrube 1970). English translations are available in Donahue, "Law, civil," and in Charles M.
R.adding, The OrigitlS ofMedirndjurisprndulU: Rlvia and Botogna 8S(}-IJjO (New Haven 1988), 159.
See, e.g., Fried, Elfwthung des juriJtenstalfdu, 104: "Nichts - nichts Konkretes wullte der
glanzende Rhetoriker Odotred" about the beginning of legal teaching in Bologna. Charles M.
R.adding, "Vatican Latin 1406, Mommsen's Ms. S, and the Reception of the DtgtSt in the Middle
Ages," ZRG KA 110 (1993), 534, expressed reservations similar to mine.
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Bulgarus' teaching is relatively well known through several works that can
be safely identified as his through attributions in the manuscripts. They
demonstrate a relatively high proficiency in Roman law, and his interpretative methods appear advanced in comparison with Gratian's. It is
particularly fruitful to compare the qllestiones in the second part of the
Deeretllm with the so-called Stelllllla BII(gariCIIIII, a series of qllestiones
which are reports of disputations among his students. Bulgarus' qllestiones
are in the form of fictitious lawsuits in which different srudents argued
the cases of the litigant and the defendant. The professor would in the
end act the role of the judge and decide the case." These qllestiones clearly
testify to a specific teaching siruation, while it remains less clear exactly
what teaching function Gratian's qllestiones fulfilled. Bulgarus thus was
active in a setting where the forms of teaching had reached greater stability and maturity than they had in Gratian's school. If the Stemllla subs~n;
tially pre-dated the Deeretlllll, one would have to conclude that Gratlan s
40 Weigand, "Magister Rolandus," 24. Cf. Weigand, "Friihe Kanonisten," 147·
~I For editions, see Lange, Romisthes Riehl {m Milltla't«, I 168.
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teaching methods were substantially more conservative than Bulgarus'. It
seems more reasonable to suggest that the Stemma was written later than
the Decretum.
The question of chronology is, therefore, of the utmost importance.
When did Bulgarus teach and write his works? For Kantorowicz, it was
self-evident that Gratian was Bulgarus' junior, since the Decretum (in C.
I, q. 4, d. p. C. 12) quotes a treatise written by Bulgarus, the Summula de
ill';s et facti ignorantia, which Kantorowicz discovered in a London manuscript.42 However, the quotation is found only in the second recension
of the Decretum, so it only proves that the S,mllllllia must have been
written before lIS8 (the terminus ante quem for the second recension), if
Kantorowicz was correct in concluding that the Decretum borrowed from
Bulgarus. 43 This conclusion is not, however, unassailable. Antonio Rota
has argued that Bulgarus depended on Gratian, since he considered it
more likely that a canonist rather than a civilist would say that ignorance
of natural law is more serious than ignorance of civil law. An early romanistic gloss with the siglum "y" (and therefore ascribed to Irnerius) does in
fact state that ignorance of natural law and ignorance of civil law are
equally serious. 44 The statement that ignorance of natural law is the more
serious offence already appears in the first recension of the Decretum, so
perhaps this influenced Bulgarus' S,ml/nula, which in turn was copied in
the second recension.
Furthermore, a gloss with Bulgarus' siglulII "b." quotes three texts from
Gratian's DecretulII, one of which was added only in the second recension. 45 This gloss must have been written after the completion of the
second recension of the DecretulII.
Bulgarus appears in dated documents between lISI and lIS9. 46 The
earliest datable testimony for his activities is his letter to the papal chancellor, Haimeric. 47 The chancellor died in 1141, so Bulgarus' treatise must

have been finished by that year.' s The work is "an elementary jntroduction ... into the secrets of procedure and legal principles according to
Roman law... 49 It presupposes that the study of Roman law had reached
a certain maturity, since the Justinianic law books contain no special sections devoted to procedural law. 50 Such law is scattered almost everywhere in the Corpus illris dvilis, so it must have cost the medieval
g1ossators much effort to produce a systematic account of procedure. It
is, therefore, not surprising that Bulgarus' treatment is short (ten pages in
print) and that it does not go into great detail. In the first recension of
C. IS, q. 3, Gratian I (see above) discusses whether women can accuse
in court in much greater detail than Bulgarus, who simply states that

H Kantorowicz, Studies in the GIOSSlltOfJ, 79-80. ::44-246.
H Ibid,. 80, prints the relevant passages in both works in p.naUeI columns. The first four lines (to alUs
flail) in the text extracted from the DtcrttflNJ belong to the first recension, but there are no important similarities between the two texts here.
H Antonio Rota, "II Tractalus de (qui/Ille come pan tertia delle Quaestiones de iuris JIIblifitaliblis e il
suo v.Uore storieo e politico," Archil'io giuridiw 146 (1954). 92--96.
45 The glou was printed in Friedrich Karl von Savigny, Gmhichte du romiuhm Red,ts 1m Mi({elattu
(Heidelberg 1834-1851), IV 475-476 on the basis of Paris, Biblioth~que Nationale, lat. 4523,
which according to Dolezalek, Rtptrforium, 480, is a manuscript from the middle of the twelfth
century. It cites C. II, q. 3, canons 14 and 35 in addition to d. p. c. 47. Canon 14 was added only
in the second recension. That Bulgarus read these texts in the Decretum is evident since he refers
to the relevant (4II11J and quest{o.
(6 Kantorowicz, Studiu ill tile Glossatols, 68, Lange, Romistlles Recht 1m Mitte/alter I 164-165.
47 Edited in Wahrmund, QJUlfm ZIII Gmhi,hte des lomisdl.katlOtlischm Promm, rv: I 1-17, on the
basis of two manuscripts and an early modern edition. Kantorowicz discovered a third manuscript
(British Library, Royal II. B. XIV), which confirms that the addressee of the treatise is Haimeric:
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Scholars have argued that a papal bull from lI2S shows that Haimeric
had already learnt enough Roman law to judge an intricate legal case and
that Bulgarus' treatise must, therefore, have been written earlier.52 The
bull does not, however, prove this. Haimeric, being the pope's chancellor, wrote the bull, but the decision was left to the pope's judges.

I
,,

"1t1trodlltliolles BIll. ad aimeticum tancella,;um rome Imipiunt," see Kantorowicz, Stlldies III the
GloJJatotS, 71. The other manuscripts conWn only his initial A. For further manuscripts and
details, see Linda Fowler-Magerl, 0100 Illdfdornm Pilordo iudiciarillJ: Btgriffu"o literaturgat/ung, Ius
commune, Sonderhetle, Texte und Monographien 19 (Frankfurt am Main 1984), 35-40. A
Parisian manuscript unknown to Fowler-Magerl was treated in Gunnar Teske, "Ein neuer Text
des Bulgan-Briefes an den rom..ischen lUnz1er Haimerich," ViIItU/IIIH societatis: Joachim mUM';'
zum 6fJ. Geburtstag (Sigma.ringendorf 1991), 302-313. See also Teske, Die Brieftammumgtn oes 12.
jahrhlmouts ill Sf. Vikfor / Paris: Elltsfehung, Ulmliejtnmg ulld Btdtulllllgfilr oie Geschichte du Ablei,
Studien und Dokumente zue Gallia Pontifida / Etudes et docwnents pour servll aune Gallia
Pontifida 2 (Bonn 1993). IO'}-IOS.
(! Johannes Matthias Brixius, Die Mitglitdu des Kardillalkollegjums von UJo-U81 (Berlin I9J2.), 32,
and Rudolf HUls, K4rdl'tlale, Kltnu IIIId Kifthen RomaJ, 236 and 27I.
~9 Kantorowicz, Studies III the GlossMors, 71.
so See, e.g., Kaser, RomlJ(hes Pdvalruht: StlldienbJlth, § 80 I I, and Kantorowicz, Studies ill the
Glossa/ors, 72.
51 Wahrmund, QuelleH %llr Gesfflithte des Romiu/J·kallollisfflw Pto(tJw im Mittelalttt, IV: I, p. 4:
"Accusare omnibus perm..issum est, his exceptis. Propter sexum prohibetur mulier." Cf. Gratian
in C. IS, q. 3, d. a. c. 1 (Friedberg, ed., Decrtlum, 751, supported by Aa Fd Me Mz Vd): "~u~
quam passim et indifferenter ad accusationem mulier non admittatur, sunt tamen quedam crmuna,
quontm accusationem mulier subire non prohibetur."
52 Kantorowicz StJ/dies in the Glossators, 7I,Joharmes Fried, "Die romische Kurie und die Anfioge
der Prozemit~ratur," ZRG KA 59 (1973), 169, and Teske, "Ein neuer Text des Bulgars-Briefes,"
301. The bull isJL72IO = Kehr,ltaUa POlltifidam 154, no. 40, and cites several laws fromJustinian's
Code and Digest. Unsatisfactory editions without identifications of the romanistic passages are
available in Julius von Pflugk-Harttung, ed., Acta pontifUcmm Romallomm ineoita (Tiibingen
IS80-1886), II 252-255, and in Ubaldo Pasqui, Documwti per la Sioda della cit/a di Arezzo nel mellro
tw, I (Florence and Arezzo IS99), vol. II, Dotumtllti di storia ita/ialfa, 438-442. In the supplement
to Savigny, Geschichte, VII 6~9, Johannes Merkel discussed a document which appears to be a
legal memorial from the side of the bishop of Arezzo. The document quotes several Roman I.aws
not mentioned in the bull. Savigny described this document in his Gmhic!Jte, II 226-227, believing it to have been written in 752.
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Moreover, it was the parties in the case who cited Roman law, not the
curia, and the passages quoted were not any of those which appear in
Bulgarus' work. The bull testifies to the greater currency of Roman law
in Italy at this time, but it does not tell us anything about the Bolognese
law school or about Haimeric's or Bulgarus' knowledge of Roman law
in II2S.
To summarize, there is no seCure evidence that places any substantial
part of Bulgarus' teaching before 1140. The dates at which his existence
is ascertained (II4I-IIS9) tally well with the impression that his methods
were more advanced than Gratian's. These findings indicate that Bulgarus
was a younger contemporary of Gratian.
Under such circumstances, chronological considerations make it very
unlikely that he had studied with Imerius, who appears in documents
from II12 to 1125.53 It is, in fact, strange that so many modem scholars
maintain that the Four Doctors were Imerius' students, considering that
Savigny thought this "not impossible, but unlikely. "5, Gustav Pescatore
argued from analogy in the most detailed criticism of Savigny's position
that I have been able to find. He pointed out that, in 1888 (when he was
writing), there were still persons alive who had studied under Savigny,
whose first printed work was published in 1803. 55 Pescatore's argument
misses the point that there is a gap of some fifteen years between the last
mention of Imerius (1125) and the first testimony of Bulgarus' activity
(before 1141). Surely many ofSavigny's students had already made a name
for themselves by the time the master finished his GesclJiclJte in 1851. His
perhaps most famous student, Karl Marx, published, for example, the
Communist Manifesto in 1848.

Imerius
There is no doubt that Imerius was active before Gratian. He appears in
documents from I II2 to II2S, at first as a collsidiCl/s and later as a iudex.
In the subscriptions, he writes his name "Wernerius" while the notaries
Enrico Spagnesi, mmtn'us &nom"tmu (udtx: LA jigma ston'ca d'[lIIeno. Actdemica Toscana di
sdcnzc e lettere "La Columbaria," Stow 16. Florence 1969.
5. Savigny, Qschkhtt IV 73: "Nach den siehertn und bekmnten chronologischen Thatuchen ht
53

jenes VerlWtnill dec vier Dottoren zu Irneriw, ZWU' nicht unmoglich, doth unwahrscheinlich."
That the Four Docton were Imeriw' students is frnt stated among the additions to the chronicle
of Otto Morena, see Das Gmh/chtswuk Ju 0110 MOUNd und stiner Fortulztr aber dlt TaUn Friedrichs
I. in dn: Lombarde;. ed. Ferdinand Giiterbock, MGH Scriptores rerum Gernunicarum, Nova series
7 (Berlin (930). 59. The editor believed these additions to have been nude at the beginning of
the 1220$ in Milan, see Ferdinand Giiterbock, "Zur Edition des Geschichtswerks Otto Morenas
und seiner Fortsetzer." NelltJ A«hiv der Gtsellschaft flit Jltm delltsche Gts,h;,htsJumde 48 (193 0),
116- 1 47.
S5 Gustav Pescatore, Die Glosstn da lmtriw (GreiiSwaJd 1888). 33-34.
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wrltmg the documents spelled it in several different ways, e.g.
uGuarnerius." He is never called ulrnerius" in any contemporary docu-

ment. 56
In historical literature from the days of Odofredus to the present,
Imerius enjoys a reputation of being a profound and leamed legal
thinker. As a result, many anonymous legal works were attributed to him
by scholars of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth. These attributions were refuted by, among others, Hermann
Kantorowicz, who considered authentic only two introductions to
Justinian's Code and Instillltes in addition to "his numerous and multiform
glosses."57 The two introductions were discovered and edited by
Kantorowicz. The short introduction to the Instillltes, which discusses
definitions of justice and law, appears without attribution in the only
manuscript that preserves it. Kantorowicz considered this introduction to
be of a high intellectual level, and ascribed it, therefore, to Imerius. The
work uses Aristotelian terminology (gemls, spedes), in which Kantorowicz
recognized a former teacher of the liberal arts. The problem is that we
have only Odofredus' word for Imerius' having been a magister arli••",.
Similarly, Imerius'reputation for intellectual excellence is based on what
Odofredus told his students mOre than a century later. The infioduction
edited by Kantorowicz is, in my view, not so remarkable that it could not
have been written by anyone moderately well versed in Roman law.
Suspicion can, thus, be raised about Kantorowicz's attribution of the
anonymous [ntroductio Iustitllti01JII11J to Irnerius. It is, therefore, advisable

to approach Imerius through writings attributed to him by the medieval
manuscripts, which should give a better basis for evaluating his qualities
than Odofredus' anecdotes. The Materia Codids seamd"", Irneri",n is
attributed to "Guamerius" in the manuscript. Kantorowicz judged this
text harshly:
The first impression is very disappointing, and makes one doubt whether the

rubric is to be relied on ... Instead of the perfect consistency which we found
in the work of the pupil [the Materia Codids ofBulgarus] and which we are entitled to expect in an even higher degree in the work of his master, the "lucerna
iuris,"we are faced with a quite disorderly set of eight observations. 58

His reference to Imerius being the Illcerna illris shows clearly how influenced Kantorowicz was by Odofredus' high opinion of the scholar he
believed founded the law school of Bologna. Kantorowicz goes on to
rearrange the eight observations according to the order of the corresponding sections in Bulgarus' Materia. He finds justification for doing so
S4
51

Spagnesi, l#rtltriw Botloniemu iudex, 109. note
Kantorowicz, Stlldia in the Gl0SSlltOTS. 36-37.

I.

58 Ibid.• 46.....
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in the hypothesis that the components of the Materia originally were
glosses, which a scribe copied in the wrong order when turning them
into a small piece of continuous writing. It is easy to agree with the first
part of this hypothesis, that the text is compiled from glosses. It remains
uncertain, however, whether Irnerius ever envisaged any "correct" order
in which the glosses were to be combined, if it occurred to him at all that
they could be combined into a small treatise. It is at any rate inadmissible
to read the arrangement of Bulgarus' Materia back into Irnerius' work to
make it worthy of the lucerna iuris. Kantorowicz does something similar
in editing the text: he "corrects" less suitable (but syntactically acceptable) readings of the manuscript with the help of works by later
Bolognese masters. At one point he also posits a lacuna in the manuscript
(and suggests a formulation of the missing passage), since its text does not
treat the utilitas propria and the pars plli/osopJriae of the Code. Kantorowicz
could not imagine that the great Irnerius would fail to treat these
aspects. S9 It seems safer to read the Materia as it appears in the manuscript
(and as it can be reconstructed through Kantorowicz' critical apparatus).
Naturally, the text of the manuscript gives a less positive impression than
the text retouched by Kantorowicz. At any rate, Gratian's Decretulll does
not appear methodologically inferior to Irnerius' Materia. As to its contents, the Materia does not presuppose any particularly advanced understanding of the details of Roman law.
There remain the numerous glosses attributed to Irnerius. 60 Also here,
there are problems concerning the attribution. Many (but not all) of the
glosses found in the margins of manuscripts of the different parts of the
Corpus iuris dvilis are signed with sigla. Yet it is sometimes difficult to
determine which teacher used which siglulII. Earlier scholars believed
wrongly that the sigla "Yr." and ':J." referred to Irnerius, while it is now
recognized that they refer to Henricus de Bayli061 and Jacobus de Porta
Ravennate, respectively.62 Irnerius' siglulII is now recognized to be "y."

Until quite recently, scholarship assumed that a gloss signed with a
certain Sig/IIIII was written by the law teacher, whose siglulII it was. When
the same gloss was found in other manuscripts accompanied by different
sigla, it was usually explained as a scribal error or as plagiarism. In 19 85,
Gero Dolezalek published a systematic investigation of the glosses to two
titles in the Code. The examination of a large number of manuscripts
revealed that identical glosses are signed with different sig/a so often that
it cannot be the result of mere scribal errors. 63 Dolezalek developed a
very attractive hypothesis, according to which the siglum indicated only
that a specific gloss appeared in the copy of the relevant law book owned
by the corresponding teacher (the liberlllagistTl). The siglulII does not indicate the author of the gloss, but a teacher who included the gloss in his
copy of a law book, and thus, presumably, agreed with it. The glosses

The fact that I fed obliged to criticize a few details in ~torowicz's work does not detract from
my admiration for his outstanding and groundbrealcing achievements in clarifying the history of
Roman law.
60 Collections of glosses ascribed to Irnerius have been published in the following places: Pescatore,
Glossttl du [merius (Glosses on the Cede), Enrico Besta. Voptra d'Irlluio n (1\.uin 1896) (Glosses
on the DlgtJlum IltIUS), Pietro Torelli, "Glo5se preaccuniane alIt Istituzioni: Nota prima: Glosse
d'irnerio," Studi di sloria t diritfo in O/iOft dl Enri(o Buta (Milan 1939), 22!)-2.77, reprinted in Pietro
Torelli, &n'ui di storia del diritfo italiano (Milan 1959), 43-94. For further editions, see Lange,
Romisdus RuM im Mil/dafter, I 159.
61 Henricus was a student ofMartinus Gosia and appears in documents from 116!)-1170, seeSavigny,
Gachithtt,lV 286-2.88, lange, Romisdles Ruht im Mitltfaffer, I 2.14-2.15. Savigny 6rst showed that
"Yr." was not Irnerius' sigfum, see Gtuhi(htt, IV 34-35.
62 One of those who mistook "J." for Irnerius' sig/lml was Gustav Pescatore, whose G/OSStli des
[merius, therefore, contains many glosses that were in fact written by Jacobus. Pescatore realized
his mistake in 1896, see Kantorowicz, Studits ill the GfossatoTs, 32.

signed "y" might, therefore, not have been written by Irnerius. One may

object that we know of no other teacher of Roman law contemporary
with or earlier than Irnerius, so if a gloss was found in his book, he must
have been the author. The objection presupposes, however, that
Odofredus was right in singling out Irnerius as the only early teacher of
any importance. When we find Wernerius in the contemporary charters,
he is usually accompanied by other iudices and callSidid, and several legis
doctores appear in other charters of the time. 64 Could they have read and
interpreted the sources of Roman law? One of them, Theuzo of Verona
appears together with (and takes precedence over) Irnerius in three cha~
ters, and a treatise from the middle of the twelfth century preserves his
interpretation of a legal issue. 6s It is entirely possible that he (and his colleagues) wrote other glosses which Irnerius inserted in his books and
which therefore survive \vith Irnerius' Sig/UIII. 66 In fact, many of the
r
"
h ers. 67
glosses signed liy'"
contain
relerences to th
e opnuons
0 fot
Doubts can, furthermore, be thrown on the long-standing belief that
the sigilltl! "y" refers to Irnerius. It is remarkable that this siglulII is usually
found at the beginning of glosses, while other sig/a regularly appear at the

S9

63
M

65

M

Dolezalek, Rtptttorium, 49.
Fried, Die Entstehung desjuriJttllStatldts, 14. One should not from the title doctor conclude th.at the
so-labelled person in fact was a teacher. The title indicates simply that he was well versed In the
law (see above, chapter I, and Fried, 18). See also Radding. Origim vI Mtd{tva~jllrisp""d~na.,
186-244 for a listing of "jlldices" of Pavia from the ninth to the eleventh centunes. Raddings
claims for the sophistication of the legal science pursued by these judges ~ exaggernted, but their
existence suggests some level of legal culture.
...
Gero Dolezalek. "Tractatus de diligentia et dolo et culpa et fortUito casu: Eine Abhandlung iibe,~
die Haftung filr Beschlidigung oder den Untergang von Sachen aus dem zwolfien Jahrhundert,
in A1ptkte Ellropiiischtr RtthtsgtstM(hte: Ftstgabefilr Htimld Ccingzum 70. Gtbllrtstag, Ius commune,
Sonderhefte: Texte und Monographien 17 (Frankfurt am Main 1982), 93-94 and 113·
Dolezalek , Rtpertorillm. 472, lists a few other sigfa found in manuscripts from the early twelfth
century.
61 Pesc2tore, G/OSSUI des Imtrius. 24-30.
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end of glosses. 68 This formal difference warns against simply assuming
that a sigluIII found at the beginning of a gloss filled the same function as
those later appearing at the end of glosses. 69 Another detail points in the
same ~rection: many glosses which in the oldest manuscripts lack sigl.
appear ill later manuscripts with the siglulIl "y."'o
Scholars ever since Savigny's day have tried to explain why a man who
signed hi~elf as "Wernerius" would chose the siglll'lI "y." A related
problem IS the transformation of his name to Irnerius. In the twelfth
century he was always referred to by a variant of "Wernerius" (e.g.
ilGuarnerius," "Garnerius") and some la\v teachers used this form as late
as the early thirteenth century.7I
Dolezalek has suggested, elaborating an idea proposed by Gustav
Pescatore, that Irnerius put a paragraph mark in front of his glosses to distinguish them from marginal additions to the text. 72 A paragraph mark
could look similar to a capital Y, and it is possible that later scribes misi~terpreted the symbol as this letter. The sig/llm then influenced the way
hIS name was written ("Yrnerius/lrnerius"). A Stuttgart manuscript of
Justinian's Code from the middle of the twelfth century may bear witness
to this development, since its glosses as a rule are preceded by either a "y"
or a paragraph sign, although a few examples of the combinations "y §"
and "§ y" appear as well. 73
Dolezalek's explanation has much to recommend it. If it seems farfetched, one need only consider the peculiar evolution that the abbreviation of the Digest underwent in the twelfth century, from a
struck-through u.s" to "ff".74 If the Hy," however, is a paragraph mark,
there is no reason to attribute these glosses to Irnerius. Anyone could put
a paragraph mark in front of his glosses, as is evident from the example
of Gratian, who put such a symbol in front of his dicta (i.e., his commenDol.e~ek, Reptrtcm'um. 46S-466. Glosses containing allegations always had the siglum at the
begmrung, probably because there otherwise was a risk $at the siglll'" could be understood as
part of the heavily abbreviated reference.
69 Do.lez.a1ek, Rel?trto~llm, 472-473. discusses the developments in the use of sigla. Formal manuscrtpt convenbons m general became stable in Bologna only after the middle of the twelfth
century. This is exemplified by the red signs (Rote Ztiehtn) which around the midd1e of the
century were used for references before verbal references were used. See Dolezalek and Weigand
70 "Roten Zeichen,"and Dolezalek, Rtptrlon'um. 476-480.
.
Dolezalek, Reptrtorium. 474.
71 Ibid. 465, note II.
n Gem Dolezalek. review ofSpagnesi. Htmtrim BonoJlitnsis judex, in ZRG RA 88 (1971). 497. Cf.
Gustav Pescatore. "Verzeichnis legistUchen Distinktionen mit Angabe des Vertwers," ZRG RA
71 J3 (19 12),495. note I and Cortese,
dirllfo mlfa storia meditrufe II 76. note 39.
Dolezalek. Rtptrton'um. 472. note 24.
14 Dolezalek. Reputorium. 483, dates this change to the middle of the twelfth century. cr. Pielle
L~gendre, :'Chronique de droit mmain medieval (C). I: Sur l'origine du sigle FF," RtvUe d'his.
tOlfe dll drO/l4: 43 (1965), 309-310; reprinted in Pierre Legendre, EcritSjlln'diqlUJ dll Moyen Age
otddwtl2', Collected Studies CS 280 (London 1988). no. Vc.
68
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taries on the texts of canon law), clearly with the purpose of distinguishing them from the texts which he quoted. In this interpretation, the "y"
preceding some glosses simply bears witness to the formal conventions of
early twelfth-century legal manuscripts, and has nothing in common
with the later convention of signing glosses with sig/. indicating a teacher
who agreed with the content. There are glosses signed "y" which refer
to the opinions of gllar. or gar. (Guarnerius/lrnerius).'5 In such cases it
can only with difficulty be maintained that the Sigllllll meant that Irnerius
was the author of the gloss.
Taking this view, the glosses in Roman law books were initi'llly anonymous. There is nothing remarkable about such an assertion, since glosses
were usually anonymous in non-legal disciplines.'6 I suggest that Roman
law teachers began to attach sigla to glosses at some point in the middle
of the twelfth century. Further research is needed to determine exactly
when the conventions in this respect. changed. There are glosses beginning with "yl! and ending with "b" or "m" (for Bulgarus and Martinus,
respectively)," which suggests that the paragraph mark later interpreted
as a "y" was still used when the Four Doctors had begun to teach. Since
this indicates that their generation also prefaced their glosses with a paragraph mark, some y-glosses without another Sig/1I111 at the end may also
have been written by them. One cannot, therefore, be certain that a gloss
signed with "y" necessarily pre-dated Gratian's Deeretlllll.
Mter some time, one may surmise, the teachers and students of
Roman law came to expect sig/a to accompany most glosses, and they
began to read the paragraph marks preceding glosses in old manuscripts
as a Sig/1I11l "y." The y-glosses outnumbered the glosses signed with any
other sig/IIIII," which provided a fertile ground for the myths about
Irnerius. It remains uncertain exactly what reason twelfth-century law
teachers had initially for associating the y-glosses with Wernerius. One
may guess that he already had a reputation for being a skilled interpreter
of the law.
To summarize, it remains uncertain whether Irnerius really wrote all
or any of the glosses that are attributed to him. Some or even all of them
may have been written by other legal thinkers active in his time or later.
There is even less reason to attribute the old glosses found without sigl.
in early manuscripts to him, as is often done.'9 There are reasons to think
1S Pescatore, Gtomn des Imtrius, 31 and 40-44, Besta, L'opera d'Imtrlo, 180, note I and II vi-vii.
16 Beryl Smalley, 'I1te Study of/ht Bible in tht Middle Agts, 2nd edn. (Oxford 1952), 62.
T7 Dolezalek, Rtpertorium. 484.
18 Pescatore, Gfomn dts Irntrius, 41, estimated that the manuscript Munich. Bayerische
Staaubibliothek elm 22 contained more than a thousand glosses signed "y. II
79 Dolezalek, Rtptrtorium, 274. Lange, R6misehts Recllt im Mil/daUer, I 160.
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that several jurists were active before the Four Doctors, and that Irnerius
simply was the most famous of them, which in itself could be sufficient
to make his posthumous fame grow even larger and overshadow that of
every other jurist.
For the purposes of this book, it does not really matter whether the
glosses in question were written by Irnerius or by one of his contemporaries, as long as they were written before the completion of Gratian's
Deeretum. I hope I have shown that the fact that a gloss is signed "y" on
its own does not necessarily mean that the gloss pre-dates the Deeretllm.
I have dwelled on the issue ofIrnerius' contribution, since I believe that
the standard literature on the medieval study of Roman law, taking its
cue from Odofredus, tends to exaggerate his importance. This exaggeration is one of the reasons why scholars have believed that Gratian's
sparing use of Roman law in the original version of the Deeretllnl is an
anomaly that needs to be explained. The more sophisticated among the
"Irnerian" glosses may in fact have been written after the publication of
the Deeretum. A scholar interested in the state of the teaching of Roman
law during the period when Gratian was working on his Deeret'"11 must,
therefore, leave the y-glosses aside and instead examine those glosses
which, on paleographical grounds, can be dated to the early twelfth
century.

Roman latv in the early Itve!flh cenlury
Dolezalek's thorough examination of glosses on two titles in Justinian's
Code forms a firm basis on which a judgement can be formed. He clarifies that glosses of three typesso survive from the early twelfth century.
NOlabilia direct the reader's attention to some particularly useful passage
in the text. At first, such places were marked with ornate symbols in the
margins, but the glossators soon began to repeat the interesting words in
the margin. Allegaliolts draw attention to parallel or contrary passages elsewhere in the Corplls iuris dvilis. In the early twelfth century, these crossreferences had not yet found the standard form which would be used for
the rest of the middle ages and beyond. Most important for a scholar
interested in the intellectual content of the early teaching of Roman law
are the explicatory glosses. Dolezalek has characterized such glosses
written in the first half of the twelfth century:
Anyone who hopes to read long, doctrinal expositions in the early glosses, will
80

To these three types should be added the Quthtnlicat. which were summaries of some novel/at,
which the glossators added to the margins of the relevant places of the Cede, see Dolezalek.
Rtputorium, 469-470.
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be disappointed. In fact, one finds there a few distinctions and many summarizing transitions from one title to the next. But most explicatory glosses by far are
only from one to four words long. Measured according to the number of leges

that are accompanied by glosses of this type, the explicatory glosses stand far
behind the allegations, the notabilia, and the signs.St

Dolezalek's conclusions are borne out by even a brief survey of the glosses
which he edited. I concentrate on the explicatory glosses, which produce
the clearest picture of the abilities of the men who wrote them. Typical
for the explicatory glosses of the early twelfth century are those explaining a word (Irallsactu",: id esl paClutllS2 ) or explaining a phrase that is not
immediately intelligible (tlit.iljraudis ei sil in Cod. 5-I.2 is glossed VI uef
accusellir uef arras reddat"). There are also a few glosses which summarize
the content of a passage, such as the one found at the beginning of Cod.
5.1.5.5: "Penam que olim lege constituta erat, pacto nunc constitui permissum est"S4 ("The punishment [for breaking an engagement] was
earlier determined through law, now it is permitted to determine it
through contract").
The character of the glosses which are found in early twelfthcentury romanistic manuscripts suggests some conclusions about their
authors. Explicatory glosses facilitate reading the text, greatly so when
the text is full of technical terms, as Roman law texts often are. The
summarizing transitions standing at the beginning of titles are suitable
for a reader who is working his way through the text from beginning
to end, or who wants to be able to find any specific topic quickly. The
order of the text is, however not yet abandoned in favor of a more
systematic treatment in, e.g., quesliolles. All this would be us~ful for a
student studying at a law school, but also for a lawyer or a Judge. In
other words, the formulation of the glosses from the early twelfth
81 Dolezalek. Rtputorium. 471: "Wee ho{ft, in den frUhen .Gl~s.s~erunge? lan~e. do.gmatische
AusfUhnmgen zu lesen, wird enttauscht. Zwar findet nun dum euuge weruge DutinktlOnen und
uhlreiche summierende Oberleitungen von -einem Titel:zurn nachsten. Abel' weitaus die meisten
slnnerklarenden Glosseo sind nul' ein bis vier Worle bng, und gemessen an dec Z2h1 dec Leges,
bei denen Glosseo dieses 1YPs erscheinen, stehen die sinnerkliirenden Glosseo weit hinter den
Allegationen, Notabilien und Zeichen 2mUck."
$2 Doleulek, Rept1torium, 7.23. note 192. This gloss appears with the sig/um "y" in three early manuscripts.
'.
S3 Ibid, 710, n. lOS. The law text says that a betrothed woman under certain circumstances can break
her engagement without this being a "&aud" in the technical,legal sense (nihilftlluJjs ti sit). The
gloss explains that this rnealU she cannot be accused of such a crime and she does not need to
give back the gift the prospective groom had given her (am3). Cf. Kaser, Romischu Prirulrtcht:
Studittlbuch. § 36rv I and § S8 III 3. and Berger. Etuydoptdic Dictiotlary. S.V. sponsaUa. The gloss is
found in many manuscripts; one of them gives the siglum "y," three the siglum "m. II (for Martinus
Gosia).
Sf Dolezalek. Rtptrtorllim. 7S8, n. 394. The gloss appears in many manuscripts, in five of which it
has the slg/Ilm "y." One manuscript gives the sig/um "yr."
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century does not prove that they originated in the course of regular,
academic teaching of the subject. Unlike Bulgarus' moot court exercises (in the Stemma Bulgaricum), which are so clearly desigued for students, these glosses could have been written by a lawyer in the solitude
of his study.
In other words, the glosses from the early twelfth century do not
prove that Irnerius or any of his contemporaries were teachers of
Roman law. R. W. Southern has recently argued similarly on the basis
of contemporary documents which show Irnerius in the role of a practicing lawyer and a politician working on behalf of Emperor Henry v. 8S
Southern did not study his glosses (assuming that at least some of the
glosses surviving from this period are his), but as I have just pointed out,
they do not prove that their author was engaged in regular teaching of
law. This does not mean, as Southern also states, that he could not have
been accompanied by young men who learnt the craft of a lawyer from
him, while he was practicing his profession. However, Southern is
clearly correct in emphasizing that there is no good evidence for
Irnerius being involved in systematic and academic teaching of Roman
law, nor for the existence of a Bolognese law school at this time. Both
phenomena are clearly attested only in the time of the Four Doctors.
The foundation of their work was laid in the preceding period by
persons like Irnerius, but there is no reason to assume that he did it
alone.
When thirteenth-century chroniclers and law teachers with an inter-

est in history (such as Odofredus) searched for the origins of medieval
Roman law studies, Irnerius' political activities and his career in the
courts were forgotten, but a large number of glosses signed "y" survived.
Since they were accustomed to seeing glosses signed with the siglum of
their author (or at least the siglum of a law teacher who agreed with their.
content), they assumed that an early and prolific legal thinker used the
siglum "y." Somehow the name ofWernerius. became associated with this
man, which caused the name to be changed into Yrnerius/Irnerius. To
these thirteenth-century scholars, glosses represented the teaching
method par excellence,8o and it was natural that they would jump to the
conclusion that Irnerius was an academic teacher and the founder of the
Bolognese law school.
SS
U

Southern. Scholastic HllItfanism, 174-281.
For the teaching methods of the glomton. see Peter Weimar, "Die Legistische Literatur uod die
Methode des Rechtsunterrichts der Glossatorenzeit," Ius commulle 2. (1969). 43-83. and Gem R.
Dolezalek, "ies gloses des manuscrits de droit: reBet des methodes d'enseignement," in Mdtmel,
programmu de (OUTS tI tedlni'l.utJ d'etueigntmmt Jails Its Imiversith mMilrulu (Louvain-Ja-Neuve
1994), 1]S-2Sj.

Gratian and Roman law
Medieval jurisprudence atld Gratiatl
The observations here outlined suggest a new understanding of the intellectual and jurisprudential climate in which Gratian compiled the
Decretutn. The medieval rebirth of jurisprudence appears to have happened later and more slowly than is usually assumed.
During the eleventh and early twelfth centuries, the legal profession in
Northern Italy became slowly but steadily more sophisticated, as one can
see in, e.g., the re-arrangement of the sources of Lombard law into the
Uber legis Langobardomtn,87 the increasing use oflaw and legal arguments
in the papal curia, and the fact that some lawyers began to quote
Justinian's Digest. One should, however, be careful not to exaggerate the
extent and sophistication of these activities, particularly with reference to
Roman law. They do not necessarily prove the existence of a law school
in Bologna or anywhere else. The jurists of this time worked closely with
Roman law texts, laboriously striving to understand them word by word;
but they did not build systems. Their purpose was practical rather than
academic; their work served the needs of the courts, not the lecture
rooms. This can be clearly seen in the juridical documents of the time,
which generally quote terse rules, when they quote Roman law at all. 88
The first sizeable collection of excerpts from the Digest, in the Collectio
BritalllJica, contains terse rules of exactly this kind. 89 The contemporary
glosses are such that they would help the lawyer to find and understand
such rules.
In such a slow continuous growth oflegal culture it is difficult to identify any particular point in time as the point when medieval jurisprudence
began. Traditionally, Irnerius has been identified as its originator, but
there are also voices supporting his supposed teacher, the shadowy figure
ofPepo.90 In a controversial book, Charles M. Radding argued that medievaljurisprudence originated even earlier, in the first half of the eleventh
century among the Lombard illdices of Pavia and that Pepo and Irnerius
came out of this tradition. 91 His conclusions are flawed, since they are
81 Radding, O,igillJ of Mtditrul}urisprndtnu. 78-84.
See. e.g., the often cited judgement of Marturi from 1076 in Cesare Manaresi, ed., I pladti tid
"RtgmlnJ [t/lUrU," Ponti per la staria d'Jtalia 97 (Rome 1960), 333-335. and the papal judgement
of IUS OL 7210; see above. note 52).
89 See the edition in Carlo Guido Mor. "11 Diguto neU'ctl preirneri:m:a. e la fonnazione della
'vulg.l:ta,·" in Carlo Guido Mor, Scn'tti tli storia giuridietJ iJftomedievalt (pm 1'977) •.1I 5-2]2.
90 Carlo Doldni, "Vtlut aurora lutgen/tIl: Pepo, it vuro"",Pietroel'origjllede/fosludilim Bolognese, Isctuto
storieo Italiano per il media evo: Studi storid 180 (Rome 1987) and Cortese, ndiriUo "efta sloria
medievalt, IT lJ-SS.
91 Radding, Origi"s cifMtditva1}urispmdtnct. Radding expanded on some ofhU arguments in "Legal
science 1000-1200: the invention of a discipline," Rlvilta Jj storia Jj Jirifto itflficmo 63 (1990),
409-432, and in "Vatican Latin 1406."
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based on evidence which has been wrongly dated.92 Some of his arguments and his questions are, however, noteworthy, particularly his insis-

tence that the traditional view that Irnerius singlehandedly revived
Roman law and brought its study to a high level of sophistication cannot
be correct. Radding's conclusion was that Irnerius must have had predecessors, and he argued that the jurists of Pavia had prepared the way for
his achievements. In my view, Irnerius' achievements have been exaggerated; he did not singlehandedly create the medieval study of Roman law,
so there is no necessity to posit a previous period of preparation. His and
his contemporaries' efforts provide, instead, the background of the breakthrough in medieval jurisprudence achieved by the generation of the
Fonr Doctors, who brought the study of Roman law to the high level
formerly ascribed to Irnerius.
The reasons for the confusion in regard to the beginning of jurisprudence are not all related to problematic evidence. A large part of the
problem is that it has seldom been made really clear what is meant by
"jurisprudence." Is it evidence for jurisprudence that a lawyer is able to
quote the Digest in court proceedings (as was done in Marturi in 1076)?
Or does it require regular, academic teaching in a law school? Perhaps the
best approach is to avoid the abstract term jurisprudence and instead be
specific. In the present study, the pertinent question is whether the
science of Roman law in the time of Gratian 1 was so advanced that his
near-avoidance (in the first recension) of Justinianic texts and concepts
requires explanation. One would, ideally, like to compare the treatment
by Gratian 1 of specific legal issues with contemporary romanistic treatments of the sarne issues. I was able to do this above in connection with
women's right to accuse, since this issue is also treated in Bulgarus'
roughly contemporary letter to Chancellor Haimeric. Beyond that work,
there is very little with which to compare the efforts of Gratian 1. There
are no systematic romanistic treatises that can be confidently dated to his
time or earlier. The glosses printed as Irnerius' have been so identified
solely on the basis of sigla, which do not, I hope to have shown, form a
reliable basis for attributing or dating glosses. Comparative material
would, thus, have to be culled from manuscripts with glosses which can,
on paleographical grounds, be dated to the early twelfth century.
Without investigating specific issues, a survey of glosses from this period
suggests, as pointed out above, that legal science had not then advanced
91

Bruce C. Brasington, review of Origim oj MtJierui jurlsprndt/!u, by Charles M. Radding, in
Ccmitatus: AJoumaf ofMtditrui and RttUlissanlt SfuditJ 20 (1989), 97-loo,JamesBrundage, review

of Origins QjMtditI-UljuliJprndtnct, by Charles M. Radding, inJoumaleJlht HiJtoryojtht &ltavioral
Sdtnas 26 (1990), 400-402, and Stanley Chodorow, review of Origjm oJMtditvalJurl1prndtllu, by
Charles M. Radding,.in Sptcutum 65 (I990). 743--'745.
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as far as is generally thought. Towards the middle of the twelfth century
this changes. Systematic treatises become increasingly common and the
glosses more sophisticated.
The manuscripts of law books from around the middle of the twelfth
century begin to show signs of a technical security and professionalism
not found in earlier manuscripts, which is exactly what could be expected
from manuscripts produced in an academic setting. Mter experimentation with various reference systems, including the peculiar "red signs, "93
the forms of reference to passages in Roman and canon law were standardized in the middle of the century, and so were the formulations of
glosses of several kinds (allegations, lIotabilia, etc.). I have argued that the
custom of signing glosses with sigla also began at this time. The stylistic
and formal differences between the two recensions of Gratian's Decretum
show that legal culture changed considerably in the direction of professionalism between the end of the 1130S and the beginning of the 11 50S.
A comparison between the content of the glosses of Irnerius' time with
the Stemma BulgariCllm or any other works written by the Four Doctors
reveals a similar development.
These changes and their causes are interesting in themselves. What
brought about these changes? I suggest that the law school of Bologna
originated in the 1130S and that this caused the developments outlined
above. There is no doubt that the school existed by the middle of the
twelfth century, but evidence is lacking for its existence before Gratian 1
and Bulgarus, i.e. before the late 1130S. It is to be expected that the introduction of academic teaching in a subject would have this effect on the
subject.
Earlier scholarship has discussed much source material (such as glosses,
chronicles, charters, papal judgements, etc.) which illuminates the legal
culture of the period before the 1130s. The standard account of the
beginnings oflegal teaching has, however, been allowed to prejudice the
interpretation of this material, so that it has been taken to demonstrate
or illustrate the activities of the early Bolognese law school. Read
,vithout this prejudice, the sources demonstrate an increasing interest in
law. To take this as an indication that there was a law school is to put the
cart before the horse. Interest in law is a necessary precondition for the
creation of a law school.
Against this background, the relationship of Gratian 1 to Roman law
appears less problematic than was earlier thought. When he worked on
the Decretum in the 1130s, the Roman law school in Bologna was still in
its infancy. The lack of systematic works meant that as important a subject
93

Dolezalek and Weigand, "Roten 'Zeichen."
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as proceduraIlaw was extremely difficult to approach, since no one place
in Justinian's legislation treats it. It is, therefore, not surprising that
Gratian I'S grasp of Roman proceduraIlaw was shaky, and that most of
the Roman texts added by the author of the second recension concern
procedure. Gratian I did not choose to exclude Roman law from the
DeerelJlm; it was simply not possible for him to do much more than he
did without devoting his time to specialized study in a subject other than
his own.

Chapler6

THE MEN BEHIND THE DECRETUM

This book has endeavored to answer Stephan Kuttner's question: "Was it
[the Deerelllm] drafted and completed in one grandiose thrust, Qr did the
original version go through successive redactions?" I hope to have proved
that the latter is true. Kuttner followed his question up with another:
"And if the latter, was it Gratian himself, or Gratian with his disciples, or
an early generation of canonists after him, who completed the fmal
recension which from the mid-twelfth century on was used in the schools
and in adjudging cases?'"
Kuttner's second question has become even more pertinent with the
discovery that two distinct recensions of Gratian's DeerelJlm are preserved.
Did the two versions have the same author? There is no external evidence
to throw light on the issue; in fact, nothing at all is known with certainty
about Gratian, except that he wrote at least one recension of the
Deerelllm. 2 Under these circUlnstances, almost the only available evidence
is the style and content of the texts themselves. Internal evidence of this
kind is, however, seldom conclusive; many long-standing debates about
the authorship of texts have arisen when the evidence is of this kind, as
with fragments of the ancient poet Gallus, the Pauline epistles, the Rule
of St. Benedict, and several Shakespearean plays. It may ultimately turn
out to be impossible to determine with certainty whether or not the same
man wrote the two recensions of the DeerelJltl!.
THE EVlDEN CB OF THE MANUSCRIPTS

In the first place, what the oldest manuscripts of each recension have to
say about the authorship of the Deerelllm must be examined. The manuscripts of the first recension are remarkably uninformative about their
author. He is not identified in any text written by the original scribe in
I
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any of the uninterpolated first-recension manuscripts. The Paris manuscript, which is defective at the end, does not even have a rubric at the
beginning, while the Florence manuscript, defective at the beginning,
lacks a colophon at the end. The Barcelona manuscript (defective at the
end) does not name the author, but at least contains a rubric immediately
before distinction 1:
Concordia discordantium canenum ac primum de iure nature et constitutionis.
Be
[The concord of discordant canons, and first about the law of nature and of ordinance·1

The Admont manuscript is a more problematic witness, since the text
written by the original scribe is interpolated with second-recension readings. This manuscript does in fact identifY the author as Gratian, but this
identification was probably not found in the original (uninterpolated)
text of its exemplar. Gratian is named as the author at the end of the firstrecension text in the first of the two volumes making up this manuscript:

sion thus do not contain any reliable information about the name of its
author.
Remarkably, the same holds true for the oldest second-recension manuscripts (and, in fact, also for many more recent manuscripts), some of
which contain a rubric identical or similar to the one in Be:
(Titulus decretorum add. Vd: Incipit add. Av:' Concordia add. Pf Pk)
Discordantium canonum (0111. Vii) concordia (0111. Pf Pk) ac primum de iure
nature et constitutionis (const. et nat. PfTx Vd: constitutionum et nat. Gg) (R.

add Tx). Av' Cg Gg Pa Pf Pk Tx Vd P,iedb.AE
[The concord of discordant canons, and first about the law of nature and of ordinance.}

It is likely that one variant of this rubric is the original one and that it
already prefaced the first recension. 4 Its second half is echoed in the crossreference found in the first recension of C. I I, q. I, d. p. c. 26 (see below,
p. 179). It is also likely that neither recension originally contained any
indication of who the author was.

Explicit prima pars Graciani de concordia discordantium canonum. Admollt 231

fo. '99v.

INTRODUCTIONS TO THB DECRETUM

[The end of Gratian's first part about the concord of discordant canons.]

The text is prefaced by a brief rubric similar to the second half of the
rubric in Be:
Primum capitulum de iure nature et constitutionis. Admotlt 23, /0. 9r.

[The first chapter about the law of nature and of ordinance.]
The second volume, Admont 43, does not contain any notes of this kind.
(Gratian is named elsewhere in the volumes, but that is in connection
with prefaces and other material which are extraneous to the first recension, e.g. on fo. Ir of Admont 43.) To assess the explicit on fo. I99V of
Admont 23, it is significant to point out that Gratian is here identified
only at the end of the text in the first volume. The de luxe Admont manuscript distributes the text of the Decretum over two volumes, something
which is very unusual among Gratian manuscripts. Paris, BN lat. 3884
(PI) is the only other example known to me. Aa's exemplar was most
likely a first-recension manuscript with some additions in the margins
and a supplement added on new quires. Even a luxury copy of the first
recension would probably not have been long enough to require two
volumes. It is, therefore, very likely that the explicit after C. 14 in
Admont 23 was composed by the scribe of that manuscript and not
present in his exemplar. Only the rubric before D. I can be supposed to
have been present in the original hand in the exemplar, and this rubric
does not mention the author's name. The manuscripts of the first recen176

Gratian's Decretum does not contain a preface or a prologue of some kind
which might have clarified some of the issues discussed here, although
several early commentators provided such introductory comments in
their own prefaces. s The most Common in the earliest manuscripts is the
lengthy III prima parte agitllr, which in detail describes the contents of the
first part and the callsae. In many manuscripts, this introdu~tion fails. to
mention the de consecratione,· sO it is safe to assume that the mtroductJon
was written before the completion of the second recension. It does not
identifY the author of the Decretllm.
The introduction Hoc OpliS illScribitur appears, as far as is known, only
in two manuscripts, one of which is the first-recension manuscript Aa.'
Both ~anuscripts were written in the diocese of Salzburg, sO it is possible that the introduction was also written there. This introduc.tion also
appears to have been written for the first recension, since it does not
mention the de comecratione. The author is named in the first sentence:
The readings frOm Av are reported by Jacqueline Rambaud in her cardflle at' the Bibliotheque
Nationale de France, Paris.
4 Cf. Heyer, "DerTitei der Kanonessanunlung Gratians,"who concentrates (arbi~rily) ~n t~e !lfSt
three words of the rubric. Mz Me PI lack rubric, while the first page of the text In Mk IS nussmg.
Sa has a longer rubric which does not name the author.
S Robert Somerville and Bruce C. Brasington, Prtjaas to CdtlCm Luv Boob ill LAti" Christiallity:
Selected TranslatiollJ, 5°1>-1245 (New Haven 1998), 172.
6 Rambaud, ULe legs," 93.
7 Weigand. GlomI! zum "Dekrtt, /J 663.
3
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Hoc opus inscribitur de concordia discordantium canonum. Quod a ql10dam
Gratiano compositum (et add. Aa) in libros xxxvii est distinctum. Aa Me

INTERN AL EVIDEN CB

[This work is entitled the concord of discordant canons. which was composed .

by a certain Gratian and divided into thirty-seven books. J
Perhaps the quodalll indicates that the author of this preface did not
know any more about Gratian than his name. In any case, the author of
the first recension is here identified, as Gratian.
This identification appears also in a short introductory gloss to the
Decretum which in its orginal form (preserved in PI) begins:
Concordia discordantium canonum iuxta determinationem Gratiani episcopi
que in duas partes principaliter est diuisa.8
[The concord of discordant canons according to the determination of Bishop

Gratian, which is principally divided into two parts.J
Since this gloss mentions only rwo parts of the Decretum, it clearly refers
to the first recension, whose author again is identified as Gratian. Rudolf
Weigand considered it likely that the gloss was composed in France, so
the identification of Gratian as the author of the first recension appears
in the early tradition in both France and Austria.
The oldest Italian witness allows the author of the Decretum to remain
nameless. In the first summa, Paucapalea refers, not to Gratian, but to
magistri hoc opus condentis ("the master who produced this work") when
he is commenting on the text of the second reeension. 9 The vague formulation may indicate that Paueapalea did not know the name of the
author of the Decretum, or that he did not think the name was important. It would be difficult to argue that Gratian's name was so well
known that it was unnecessary to include it, when so many Decretum
manuscripts from this time lack the name. Later decretists, such as
Rolandus, Rufmus, and Stephen of Tournai, give the author's name as
Gratian. 10
In conclusion, the evidence of the early commentators suggests that
the author of the first recension was called Gratian. When witnesses, e.g.
the author of the Summa Par;s;etlS;s, referring in general terms to the
second recension of the Decretum, name Gratian as its author, this does
not prove that Gratian was also responsible for the additions in this recension. More specific statements are required for such an assertion, particularly as the earliest commentators show themselves to be so poorly
informed about the author of the Decretum.

S
9

Text in Weigand, "Friihe Kanonisten," IS].
Paucapalea; Summa abtr dIU "D((utum Crathln/," 3; transl. in Somerville and Brasington, Prtfam
to Canon LAw Books, 184.
10 Schulte, GtuiJr'chte, I 47, note I.

Since the external evidence has proved so scanty, I shall here investigate
some internal evidence that may help in answering the question whether
one author was responsible for both recensions of Gratian's Decretum. The
purpose is to find out how great the differences are berween the rwo
recensions.
INTERN AL REFER EN CBS

There are rwenty-nine internal references in the fmal version of Gratian's
Decretllltl." Thirteen of them were present already in the first recension,
while sixteen were added in the second.
The following edition of the internal references in the first recension
was made on the basis of Aa Bc Fd P and with reference to Friedberg's
edition. I have added, within square brackets, modern references to the
passages intended. 12
C. I. q. I, d. p. c. 96
Unde etiam ab ecelesia Romana repudiatur, et a Deo fillsse (OtH. An) percussus
legitur in gestis Romanorum Pontificum hoc modo: "Anastasius secundus
natione Romanus, etc," [D. 19, c 9] Require retro in tractatu decretalium epistolarum. Aa Be Fd P
C. I. q. 7. d. p. c. 6
Item: "Priscis igitur (om,. Aa), etc." Require supra in tractatu ordinandorum. [D.
55, c. IJ An Be Fd P
C. 6. q. I, d. p. c. 19
Hereticos namque accusare infamibus non prohibetur, ut supra patuit in ea causa,
ubi (ex ut corr. Fd) de accusatione minorum adversus maiores disputatulll est. [C.
2, q. 7J Aa Be Fd P
C. II. q. I, d. p. c. 26
Unde Augustinus ait super Iohannem: "Quo iure villas defendis? divino, an
humano, etc.?" [D. 8, c. IJ Require in principio, ubi (OtH. Be) differentia designatur (assignatur Aa) inter ius nature et ius constitutionis. Aa Be Fd P
C. 13. q. 2, d. p. c. 1
Quomodo autem (om. Friedb.) distinguende sint he auctoritates, in causa
monachorum invenietur. [c. 16, q. 4J Aa Fd
C. 14, q. I, d. p. c. 1

Unde Prosper in lib. de vita contemplativa (cont. vita Aa): "Sacerdos, cui dispensationis cura conmissa est, etc." Require in causa eius, a quo pro ingressu
monasterii pecunia exigebatur. [C. 2, q. 2, c. 9J Aa Fd
11 Ibid" I 49-"50, note 9.
Any translation of these references would prejudge the question of how they are to be understood, as I argue below. They have therefore been left in Latin.
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C. IS, q. I, d. p. c. 13

Sicut de (quodam add. Friedb.) episcopo Gregorius scribit in registro ad
Eleuteriwn Episcopum: "Quamvis triste sit nobis, etc.," ut supra: IILonga inva-

letudine gravatus episcopus." [C. 7, q. I, c. 14] Aa Fd
C. IS, q. 3, d. p. c. 4
Sed sicut circa huius operis initium [D. 10] premissum est, taciens legibus inperatorwn in ecclesiasticis negociis' utendwn est, quociens sacris canonibus obviare
non inveniuntur. Aa Fd
C. 16, q. I, d. p. c. 16
Ubicumque facultas rerum et oportunitas temporum suppetit. etc" sicut in
eodem capitulo (Aa Fd Friedb. CEGH; capite Friedb.) supra legitur in causa
eorum, qui de diocesi ad diocesim transierunt. [C. 13, q. 2, c. 6] Aa Fd
C. 16, q. I, d. p. C. 20
Gelasius tamen, sicut in tractatu de promotionibus clericorum invenitur, in capitulo ilia: "Monachus novicius, etc.," permittit illas ex dispensatione defensores
fieri. [D. 77. c. 9] Aa Fd
C. 25, q. 2, d. p. c .25
Hostiliatis quoque vel paupertatis necessitate episcopales sedes vel mutantur, vel
due in unwn rediguntur, sicut supra in titulo de mutationibus episcoporum B.

Gregorius fecisse legitur. [probably C. 7, q. 1, c. 42; cf. c. 44 and C. 16, q. I, c.

48] Aa Fd

C. 25, q. 2, d. p. c. 25
Sed obicitur illud Simaci Pape: uPossessiones, quas unusquisque ecclesie suo
reliquit arbitrio, etc.," que supra in titulo de alienatione rerum ecclesiasticarum
leguntur asscripta. [C. 16, q. I, C. 61] Aa Fd
C. 27, q. I, d. p. c. 43
Quod autem voventes premissis auctoritatibus iubentur ab invicem discedere,
quorum vero coniugia auctoritate Augustini [D. 27, c. 2] et Theodori [D. 27, c.
3] solvenda non sunt, in capitulo de ordinatione clericorum evidenter ostenditur. Aa Fd

Mter the later twelfth century, canonical references became heavily
abbreviated and formalized. A canonist who wanted to refer to a particular canon did not have much, if any, choice 3$ to how to cite it." Against
this background, it is striking that the references in the first recension are
not formulaic at all. In fact, one gets the impression that each reference
could have been formulated in several different, equally acceptable ways.
This impression is borne out by a detailed examination of the formulations. In the ftrst recension, Gratian uses various terms which seem to
refer to subdivisions of his work: tractatlls, prindpillnt, initillnt, capitllllllll,
callsa, and titllills. These terms may easily be taken to refer to divisions
that were intended or planned by Gratian. However, the fact that he used
IJ

The system is explained in Hermann Kantorowicz. "Die Allegationen im spateren Mittelalter,"
Archil'fiJr U,kundenjorschung 13 (1935), 15-29.
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six different labels suggests that, beyond causa, they are non-technical,
i.e., Gratian thus referred not to a formal division of his work but simply
to the place or a text where a certain subject was discussed. Each of the
terms he used is capable of non-technical meaning as well as of being a
reference to a formal section of a book: "Tractatus de promotionibus
c1ericorum" could, e.g., be translated technically, as "the treatise on the
promotion of the clergy" as well as, non-technically, "the treatment of
the promotion of the clergy." This interpretation is further supported by
the informal way in which Gratian specifies which "section" he refers
to: "in the callsa [or 'case'?], in which there is a discussion about accusations of subordinates against their superiors" (c. 5, q. I, d. p. c. 19), "in
the beginning, where the difference between the law of nature and the
law of ordinance is deftned" (c. I I, q. I, d. p. c. 26), "in the case of him,
from whom money was demanded for entry into a monastery" (c. 14,
q. I, d. p. C. I), "in the treatment of papal decretals" (C. I, q. I, d. p. c.
96).
In the second recension, the procedure for referring to texts elsewhere
in the Decretllnt is more formalized:'·
D. 32, d. p. c. 6, princ.
Verum principia harum auctoritatum contraire uidentur Ieronimo, Augustino et
ceteris, qui Christi sacramenta neque in bono, neque in malo horoine fugienda
demonstrant, sicut subsequens causa simoniacorum plenius ostendit. [C. I]

_

C.3,~I,d.~~6

Unde supra in tractatu ordinandorum: uSi quis pecunia uel gratia humana, seu

populari uel militare tumultu, etc." [D. 79, c. 9]
C.~~I,d.~~_

"..

.

Hinc etiam Augustinus: uTu bonus toUera malum etc. mfr. de toUerandis malis,
in prima causa hereticorum. [C. 23. q. 4, c. 2]
C. II. q. 3, d. p. c. 21
Hinc etiam Urbanus Vilimundo episcopo: lISane quod super Richardo" et
cetera. Require infra causam: uQuidam episcopus in heresim lapsus." [C. 24, q.
2, c. 3]
C. II, q. 3, d. p. c. 24
Item illud Prosperi: "Facilius sibi Deum placabunt etc.," require infra causa
"Maleficiis inpeditus," quest. I de penitentia.) [de pen. D. I, C. J2]
C. II, q. 3, d. p. c. 24
de qua supra: "Cum excommunicato nolite communicare." [1]

C. II, q. 3, d. p. c. 24

. .

Hanc distinctionem cuique Hcet aduertere ex auctontate Iohanrus Papae:
HEngiitrudam uxorem Bosonis etc." Require supra in causa: uQuidam episcopus a propria sede deiectus." [c. 3, q. 4, C. 12]
14

Texts according to Friedberg, ed., Decrttum.
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C. II. q. 3. d. p. c. 24
Item ex auctoritate eiusdem: uSi quis domum Dei uiolauerit etc." Require infra
causa "Quidam presbiter infirmitate grauatus." [C. 17. q. 4, C. 21]
C. II. q. 3. d. p. c. 24
Item ex auctorltate Siluestri Papae: uPresenti decreto cememus etc." Require
supra in causa: "In infamia cuiusclam episcopi," [C. 5, q. 2, C, 2]
C. II. q. 3. d. p. c. 24
Iuxta hane ergo distinctionem intelligenda est ilia auctoritas Innocentii: "Si quis
suadente diabolo, etc." ut infra causa: uQuidam presbiter." [C. 17, q. 4. c. 29]
C. II. q. 3. d. p. c. 24
Illud autcm Petri de Clemente: "Si inimicus est iste Clemens etc." [D. 93, c. I
q. 3, c. IS] de sententia notatis intelligendum est, sicut et illud Urbani:

= C. II,

"Quibus episcopi non communicant etc." ut infra in eadem causa. [C.
~~

II,

q. 3,

.

C. II. q. 3. d. p. c. 24
Ceterum falsum esset illud Varensis concilii II.: uSi tantum episcopus alieni sceleds se conscium nouit." [C. 6, q. 2, C. 2] Item et illud: uPlacuit, ut si quando
episcopus etc." require supra in causa: "Duo fornicatores et infamia notati." [C.
6, q. 2, c. 31
C. II. q. 3. d. p. c. 26
Unde infra Urbanus: "Sane quod super Richardo etc." Causa: "Quidam episcopus in heresim lapsus." [C. 24. q. 2. c. 31
C. II. q. 3. d. p. c. 26
Item Nicolaus Papa "Excellentissimus rex Karolus" infra circa finem huius
causae. [C. II, q. 3, C. 102]
de cons. D. I, d. p. c. SO

Unde Leo episcopus: "Quod a patribus nostris." [D. 75. c. 41 Item Pelagius:
"Dilectionis tuae rescripta." [0.76,

de cons. D. 4. d. p. c.

C. 12]

Require in tractatu ordinandorum.

20

Unde Urbanus II.: "Super quibus consuluit etc.," ut supra in tractatu coniugii,
ubi de conpatribus agitur. [C. 30. q. 3. c. 41

Most references follow a set format. referring to callsae by indicating their
illdpits: "[Require] supra/infra [in] causa ·indpit...• Only one reference in
the first recension gives the indpit of the relevant callsa (C. IS. q. I. d. p.
c. 13). and in that case. the word callsa is not included.
The formulation of internal references. thus. developed interestingly
between the two recensions. From having been expressed in fairly ordinary language. the references became more standardized and technical.
albeit not yet as standardized as in most early glosses.ts The standardization of the formulations suggests a setting where cross-referencing
between different canons had become common. and it is reasonable to
assume that this was in connection \vith teaching of canon law on the
IS

See many early glmses edited in Weigand. Glossell ZIIItI "Dekrtt. I'
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basis of the first recension of the Deeretlllll. In other words. the compiler
of the second recension was someone who had taught canon law on the
basis of the first recension.
GLOSSES

This conclusion wins further support from an investigation of the glosses
to the first recension. The writing of glosses implies that the text was
subject to teaching and there is no doubt that already the first recension
waS glossed. for three first-recension manuscripts carry glosses (Aa Be
Fd). Rudolf Weigand has shown that the glosses in these three manuscripts are related to each other (and to glosses in a number of secondrecension manuscripts).!· Weigand has identified in these manuscripts the
first apparatus of glosses to Gratian's Deeretlllll. He points out that an early
variant of this apparatus was written before the first part of the Deerell/III
waS divided into distinctions. since some manuscripts - including Aa Bc
Fd - preserve references to the first part. which do not mention the
number of the relevant distinction.17
The fact that three first-recension manuscripts contain an early apparatus of glosses does not. of course. mean that these glosses were written
before the composition of the second recension. In Be and Fd. the glosses
are written by a hand later than the main hand of each manuscript and
they could have been added on the basis of the glosses in a second-recension manuscript. Aa is interpolated with second-recension readings, so

the testimony of its glosses is useless in this context. It is. however. important to determine if these glosses antedate the second recension. and on
this issue the following can be said.
First. two glosses (appearing as such in Aa Fd Gg) are interpolated into
the text of C. 2. q. 6. c. 28 in the first-recension manuscript P (and also
in the second-recension manuscript PI). This strongly suggests that P's
exemplar was glossed. even though P itself lacks glosses. Since P shows
no influence from the second recension. the glosses of its exemplar could
also have been written without such influence.
Second. there is at least one gloss which concerns only the text of the
first recension and which seems to have influenced the text of the second
recension. The gloss in question comments on the first recension of C.
3. q. I. d. p. c. 6. The text of this dictlllll changed between the two recensions. In the first it says the following:
C. 3. q. I. d. p. c. 6
It is. thus. plain that those previously despoiled are to be restored presently before
16

Ibid., 751.

17

Ibid. 42.pnd 75 I.
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they are called to Court. But it is objected that where there is no legitimate instalJarion, there cannot be any restitution. For he is not proven destituted, who was
not previously installed, and for this reason he cannot demand restitution. Those,

The changes made in the second recension of this dietulII are a further
example of the author's proficiency in Roman law. The new text contains several romanistic technical terms20 and it shows greater awareness
than in the first recension of the function of the Roman law institute of
restitutio ill illtegmlll. The text of the first recension is vague about when
restitution should be applied and indicates several cases when it is not
necessary, These exceptions would in practice, it is easy to imagine, be
possible to adduce in almost any imaginable case, so they in effect invalidate the basic rule.
The author of the second recension allows only one exception to the
rule: an invader of the papacy does not have the right to restitution if he
is dethroned. 21 The jurisprudential reason for this is that the pope cannot
be judged by anyone; since no trial could take place, the restitution (the
purpose of which was to restore the original conditions before a'defmite
judgement was made) was meaningless. The second recension thus explicated a canon from Nicholas II's Roman council of 1059, which is cited
and which was present in the first recension, but quoted in extellso in
another context (D. 79, c. 9). This canon is not influenced at all by any
romanistic doctrines about restoration, but it becomes relevant for the
discussion in C. 3, q. I, d. p. c. 6, since it discusses the removal of a pope
who has invaded his see in an unlawful way.
The canon, in fact, if generalized to speak of any bishop (the pope is
by definition a bishop), supports the dietulII in its first-recension form,
although there is no particular reason to assume that Gratian I had it in
mind here. The thematical similarities were, however, quickly noticed,
and soon noted in a gloss that appears in two first-recension manuscripts
and in at least two second-recension manuscripts.

whose elections are faulty, who either are not elected by the clergy or desired by
the people, or who have invaded through simony, are not to be included among
the bishops, and therefore if they are expelled from the sees which they appear
to be occupying, they cannot request restitution before they are called to
court.** To this it is replied: if the error in the election is known to the church
and they therefore have been reproved and if they have invaded their sees with
violence, having been ejected they cannot request restitution. But if the church
wishes to tolerate them patiendy and to concede the rank of office to them, even
if their election was faulty, they are nevertheless to be restored after having been
ejected, before they are called to a synod in a regular manner,I8

In the second recension, the beginning of the text was left unchanged,
while the response to the objection (from /tis ita responditur ["to this it is
replied"], marked with
above) was replaced with new text:

**

C. 3, q. I, d. p. c. 6
Hence above in the treatise about those to be ordained: "Si quis pecunia uel
gratia humana, seu populari uel militari tumultu, etc." But this is to be understood only in the case when the apostolic see is occupied through violence, in

which case no judge can be found, through whose office that apostate can be
excluded. For in other cases this text does not apply, since a violently acquired
possession cannot be taken away from the violent occupier, except through the
sentence of ajudge. [f the true owner ejects him with violence from the possession, through renewed, not through continuous war, he shall restore the posses-

sion to the robber through the authority of the judge. Ifbishops, thus, are ejected
from sees which they in some way appear to hold, violently and not through a
judge, they are to be restored after the ejection and before being called to a synod
in a regular manner. 19
18

19

"Patet ergo quod exspoliati prius presentialiter restituendi, ante quam ad causam sint vacandi. Sed
obicitur ubi non fuit legitima irutitutio, ibi nee potest esse restitutio. Non enim probatur destitutus qui prius non fuerit irutitutus, Ole per hoc nee restaucationem postulate potest. Illi ergo quorum
e1ectio viciosa est, vel qui a clero non sunt electi vel a populo expetiti vel qui per symoniam irrepserunt, non sunt habendi inter episcopos et ideo si a sedibus quas tenere videbantur expuM
fuerint non po,SSunt restitutionem petere ante quam vocentur ad causam. ** His ita respondetur.
Si vicium electionis ecclesie notum fuerit et ideo reprobati fuerint ct si aIiqua violentia in sedibus
illis irrepserint eiecti restitutionem postula.re non possunt. Si autem ecdelia eos per pacientiam
toler.u:e voluerit et cis gradum honoris concesserit et si viciosa fuerit eorum electio, tamen post
ciectionem restituendi sunt, ante reguJarem ad synodi vocationem." Aa Dc Fd R
Friedberg, ed., Dtcrtlum, 507: "Unde supra in tractatu ordinandorum: 'Si quis pecunia uel gratia
humana, seu populari uel militari tumultu. etc.' Sed hoc in eo tantum c:uu intelligitur, quo apostolica sedes per uiolentiam occupatur, quo casu iudex non inuenitur, cuius offitio ille apostaticus
possit exdudi. In allis autem locum non habet, cum uiolenta possessio, nisi per iudicis sententiam,
uiolento detentori detrahi non possit. Si autem uerus dominus, bello non continuato, sed
[enouato, ui illum eiecerit de possessione, iudicis auctoritate predoni possessionem restituet. Si
ergo episcopi a sedibus, qu:u quoquomodo tenere uidebantur, non per iudicem. sed uiolenter
eiecd fuerint, post eiectionem restituendi sunt ante regularem ad sil10dum uocationem."

Glossa ad C. 3, q. I, d. p. c. 6
S. (p. i add. An) d. lxxvilii (!xxiv Pal, Si quis pecunia (pe. etc. Pal An Be Gg Pn
This gloss was probably present in the specific first-recension manuscript
used by Gratian 2, since he incorporates the reference into the text of the
dietlllll. This strongly suggests that the glossing of, and hence teaching on
the basis of, the Deeretlllll had begun before the second recension was finished. Three steps can be outlined in the process that led to the final
version of this dietulll: the writing of the original dietlllll by Gratian I, the
glossing by a glossa tor, and the writing of the final version of die dietlllll
by Gratian 2. The usual problem of whether Gratian I and Gratian 2 are
identical persons is even more acute here. If they are identical, then it
20

Cf., e.g., Emil Seckel, HtumalUu H(lIIdfexikotJ %U dtJI QJltlltn dtJ rOnJSchtlJ Ruh/s, 9th edn. Gena
1914), S.Y\'. domilU/S,posstJsio, praedo, vi.
21 Cf. Chodorow, Chris/iall Po/i/itaI11uory. :u8.
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would be difficult (although not impossible) to imagine that the glossator
could be someone else. Gratian 1 and the glossator seem to understand
the legal problem in the same way, while Gratian 2'S solution is different
and more inspired by romanistic thinking. If all three were identical, one
would have to accept that Gratian fIrst changed style (commentaries and
parallels in glosses instead of in dicta) and then opinion and legal orientation. It seems more likely that at least two different persons were involved.
There are also a few glosses which refer to Roman law-texts that were
incorporated into the Deerelllm only in the second recension. These
glosses would appear to have been written before these texts were added,
i.e., commenting on the first recension, since it would not be necessary
to refer the reader to Roman law-books when the relevant texts were
found in the Deeretum.
Glossa ad C. 3, q. II
C. qui acu, non pos. Si quis. Gg
C.libro villi. T. 1. Si quis enim Fd [= Cod. 9.1.20 = C. 3, q. II, d. p. c. 4, § 3]
Glossa ad C. 3, q. II, d. p. c. 4
C. qui acu. non pos.1. ult. [= Cod. 9.1.21 = C. 3, q. II, d. p. c. 4, § 4] Gg
Glossa ad C. 5, q. 6, c. 4
C. de episcopis et dericis. Presbiteri citra in. [= Cod. 1.3.8 = C. S, q. 6, c. 3, §
I] Fd

These glosses refer to three laws in Justinian's Code, all of which were
incorporated into the second recension. It is particularly remarkable that
the glosses in the margins of the second-recension manuscript Gg refer
to texts which in fact are to be found in the adjacent text column. This
suggests that these glosses had been written before the second recension
was compiled.
At the present stage of research, it is difficult to isolate a specifIc set
of glosses which with certainty pre-dates the second recension. The "fIrst
apparatus" which Rudolf Weigand identifIed comments also on
canons found only in the second recension?' To characterize the glosses
on the fIrst recension one may, however, study the glosses of the fIrst
apparatus, since the differences are not likely to be large?3 The fIrst apparatus .consists preponderantly of notabilia-glosses, i.e. glosses that direct
the reader's attention to some particularly useful passage in the text. An
example is the gloss to D. 4, c. 6: "The practice of fasting should be
undertaken by clerics from Quinquagesima. "24 This kind of gloss is often,
22 E.g. Weigand. Glossen zum "D~kret," 4I8-.P9. nos. 54 and 57.
:u

2.

Many glosses from the fint apparatus are edited in Weigand, Cfossm ZllffI "Dekr(l, J> 403-.423 :md
749-751 (glosses in Fd); see also the glosses enumerated on p. 402.
"A quinquagesima propositum ieiunandi derids c$.Se sumendum", ed. in Weigand, Glosull %11111
"Dtkrtl, II 406. on the basis of 46 manuscripts.
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as Rudolf Weigand has noted, very similar to the rubric of the relevant
canon(s).25 The rubric ofD. 4, c. 6 is, e.g., "Those whom the dignity of
church office honors should undertake the practice of fasting from
Quinquagesima. "'6
In addition to the large number of /lotabilia, the first apparatus also
contains many allegations (references), but only a few explicatory glosses.
The allegations, as preserved in the manuscripts, use more modern
methods of reference than either of the two recensions, e.g.: infra xii. q.
iii. Quiculllque (referring to C. 12, q. 3, c. 2 "below")?? Not .l'ven the
second recension refers to causae by number, but uses instead the inripit.
THE DICTA IN THE TWO RECENSIONS

The dicta in Gratian's Deeretum bring the reader closer to its author than
any other part of the text. They contain his comments on the law texts
which he quoted and his attempts to iron out the contradictions between
them. This section analyzes the differences between the dicta of the two
recensions.
The passages added in the second recension contain comparatively fewer
dicta than the fIrst recension. This is because the author of the second
recension usually did not attempt to recast the arguments of the fIrst recension in light of the newly added canons. Often, he simply added some
canons without discussing them in dicta at all (e.g. C. 24, q. 3, cc. 13-25).
In other cases, where additional canons are accompanied by dicta, they are
not well integrated into the argument of the fIrst recension. In fact, the
addition often gives the impression of being a parenthetical aside that does
not address the main argument but introduces some subsidiary issue.
C. 10,

q.

I, d.

p. c

10

If a bishop is prevented by sickness and cannot himself visit his parishes, he may
entrust the duty of visitation to others. 28 [In the context DCa bishop's rights over
his diocese.]
C. II, q. 3, d. p. c 105
~

The form and manner of excommunication and reconciliation is thiS. 29 [In the
context of a discussion of the rightful use of excommunication.]

Weigand, C/O$UH zlIm "Dtkrtt," 4~3.
Friedberg, ed., Demtum, 6: (fA quinquagesima ieiunandi propositurn sumant, quos ecdesiasticos
gradu! digniw exornat." cr. the trarulation in Gratian, The Treatise 011 UIVS, 14·
21 Weigand, crossen zlim "Dtkrtl," 408, n. [9.423 n. 71.. Weigand has not edited those glosses that
contain only an allegation. Many more examples may be found in the numlScripts.
U Friedberg, ed .• Dtmtum, 615: "Si autem epueopus inualitudine inpeditw dioceses suas per se~
metipsum uisitare non poterit, uisitationis offitium allis corunittat."
19 Friedberg, ed., Dtcrttum. 674: "Excommunicationis autem fornu et modus, atque reconciliationis
hie est."
2S
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C. 35, q. 6, d. p. c 9
No one is allowed to divorce his wife under the pretext of consanguinity and

The similarities between tllis gloss and the sllIIlmulae in the text of the
Deeretum may appear slight, but the point is that there is a unity of method
between the earliest glosses and the second recension of Gratian's
Deeretllm, and this unity is not shared by the first recension. The picta that
can be called slIlIIlIIlliae (romanistic as well as canonical) are typical of the
second recension and do not appear in the first recension. The short dicta
that merely summarize the contents of neighboring canons are not
entirely absent from the first recension. They can be found particularly
in the first part (the distinctions), which should perhaps not be surprising, since the character of this part is less dialectical and more expository
than the second part. Such dicta are less common in the second part of
the first recension, where the second recension added numerous canons
accompanied by dicta of this sort.
The additional dicta in the second recension usually appear poorly integrated into the argument of the first recension. A particularly clear
example of this is found in C. 9, q. I, where an addition in effect presents a new answer to the question posed and answered by Gratian I
without giving any indication of how the two answers should be reconciled. The question posed is whether an ordination made by an excommunicated bishop is valid. This question was of great importance in a
time when the Church was repeatedly divided by schism. In the first
recension, Gratian first refers to texts by Popes Gregory I and Damasus I
(cc. 1-3) which state that excommunicated persons cannot ordain (CC'.2
and 3 are labelled paleae in Friedberg's edition, but they were present m
the first recension). He contrasts these texts with an excerpt from a
famous decretal by Urban II (c. 4), where the pope determines that an
excommunicated person can perform ordinations unless his excommunication came about through his own ordination. 3' Urban talks specifically about the taint of simony. but Gratian I gives the decretal general
validi~
.
In the second recension, two canons are added, each accomparued by
a dictlllll. The first (d. p. c. 4 and c. 5) states that those who have been
excommunicated by name (nolllinatim) and those who have invaded
another's see, cannot ordain. This provides a solution different from the
one proclaimed in d. p. c. 3 and c. 4 without the author giving any indication about how the contradiction should be resolved. (Canon 6, also
.added in the second recension, does not even concern ordination; it states
that only catholics can participate in an election.) The contradiction was,
of course, noticed by the decretists. The author of the Summa ParisiellSis,
e.g., comments about the first solution (d. p. c. 3) that "here Gratian

then marry another, unless the case is tried first. 3O [In the context of a discussion

of how consanguinity should be proven.]
The point is not that the subjects of these dicta (with their accompanying canons) would be irrelevant to the context; they are not. But it is
striking that the dicta simply state matter-of-factly the contents of the following canon(s) without indicating why or how this is important for the
argument that Gratian had outlined in the first recension. They are in
many cases very similar to the rubric of a neighboring canon:
C. lOt q. I. C II

A bishop who is oppressed by sickness may entrust the duty of visitation to
others." [Cf. C. ro, q. r, d. p. c. ro above.]

As pointed out above, many glosses that summarize the content of one
or several canons also resemble rubrics. The similarity between these
glosses and the dicta here discussed are such that one may suspect that they
were written in the same intellectual environment. This impression is
strengthened if one also compares a less common type of second-recension dictlltll with another kind of gloss. Occasionally, the second recension contains a dictllm discussing several texts which it either quotes or
refers to. Many of these dicta concern Roman law; Stephan Kuttner called
them slItntlllliae when discussing the Roman law in Gratian's Deeretllm."
There are, however, also similar texts using canonical material. One of
the longest is C. II, q. 3, d. p. c. 24, which quotes or refers to more than
a dozen texts and discusses their agreements and disagreements. Other
similar dicta are C. 5, q. 4, d. p. C. 2; C. 7, q. r, d. p. c. 48; C. II, q. 3,
d. p. c. 21 and d. p. c. 26. It is easy to imagine that these dicta were elaborations of a series of allegations pro et contra contained in a gloss, just as
C. 3, q. I, d. p. c. 6 in the second recension probably is, partially, an elaboration of the gloss that was found at that place in the first recension. In
fact, glosses containing allegations pro et contra. sometimes also contain
some indication of how to resolve disagreements:

ti,.

Glossa ad D. 5, c. 4 (in
first apparatus)
Contrarily below [causa] 22, q. 2, Cllm III/militati, [c. 9]. Solution: This is said of
those things that we do not know that we have committed, about which we
ought to grieve ... 33
Friedberg, ed., DurtfIllH, 1280: "Occasione uero coruanguinitatis uxorem suamdimittere. et :Warn
ducere non licet alicu.i, nisi causa primum fUerit probata."
)1 Friedberg, ed., Dtcrtlum, 615: "Inualitudine grauatus ephcopus uisitationis offitium allis conmittat,"
32 Kuttner, "New studies on the Roman law," 19.
.
3) Ed. Weigand, GrOSstll zum "Dtkret, II 408. n. 19: "Infra xxii. Q. u. contra Cum humilitatis. Solutio.
Hie dicit(ur) de illis que ignoramus nos conunisisse, de quibus dolere debemus ... "
l(l
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For Urban's decretal OL 5393), see Somerville, U,batJ II, 134- 1 5I.
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resolves first and less competently. He will resolve it better later." When
he comes to the second solution he exclaims: "See, here is another solution. "35 The additions made to C. 9, q. I in the second recension are
simply not integrated well into the argument. Several similar examples
could be given, e.g. C. II, q. 3, d. p. c. 20-<1. p. c. 26, which was discussed above in chapter 3.
How is this kind of addition to be understood? Are they clumsy or
hurried or even mechanical attempts to add more material to the
Deeretllt»? Who added them? A Gratian who no longer had the power or
the time to equal his earlier efforts, or an epigone without the master's
genius? I believe that these questions are wrongly framed. It seems strange
that the second recension should be less "scholastic" (meaning "presenting a systematic discussion of arguments pro et contra") than the first recension, when the middle years of the twelfth century were a time when
scholastic method rapidly won ground. From this perspective, the second
recension seems to be a backward step, towards the methodology of
Burchard of Worms and Ivo of Chartres' collections (as distinct from Ivo's
Prologlle). However, this line of reasoning overlooks the fact that Gratian's
Deeretllt» is (almost) unique among canonical collections in incorporating a running commentary. Collections of canon law produced after the
Decrelllt», i.e., the various decretal collections culminating in Gregory
IX's Liber extra, include no commentary. This does not mean, however,
that their authors failed to comment upon their texts, indicating, among
other things, how contradictions could be resolved. A good example is
the work of Bernard of Pavia, who taught in Bologna in the II70s,
became provost of Pavia in II87 and bishop of Faenza in II9r.36 Around
II90, he compiled a large collection of papal decretals that were not
included in Gratian's Deeretut». This Breviarilml extravagantiut» was much
used in teaching canon law and is known as the first of the Quinqlle cot»pilationes antiquae. The Breviarium contained solely law texts without any
commentary, but Bernard also composed glosses, and eventually a 5ut»ma
interpreting the BreviaTiut». The Breviariut» was the text that he had compiled in order to lecture on it, while the glosses and the JIIt»ma reflect his
lectures. Gratian I also compiled his own text on which to'lecture (the
law texts in the DeeretulII), but his lectures are reflected in the dicta. There
is no difference in principle between the efforts of Gratian I and of
Bernard; what is different is essentially the formal layout of the
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}S Mcuughlin. ed .• Summa Parisitlllis. 141: "Sed excQrnmuoicati. Hoc modo primo determinat
Gratimus minus competenter. postea meliw determinaturus. - s.cl...illi!d. Ecce alia determinatio."
U About Berrurd. see Kuttner, Repertorium, 321-32). and Somerville and Brasington, Prifaus to
Calion L:!w &Iu, 218-220,

manuscript page: Bernard's comments are placed in the margins, while
Gratian I's comments are included in the main text. In this respect, the
work effort of Gratian 2 resembles that of Bernard more than that of
Gratian I. In cases such as C. 9, q. I, we can expect that whoever added
d. p. c. 4 would in his lectures have resolved the contradiction between
this dictunl and d. p. c. 3, as indeed the author of the Summa Parisiemis
later did.
This analysis has revealed yet another significant difference in methodology between the two recensions of the Decretlllll, showing again a
development towards greater professionalism and standardization. In the
first recension, Gratian I both collected authoritative texts and commented upon them, as did Peter Lombard in his roughly contemporary
Sentellces. Both texts were written to meet the need for a basic text-book
in the teaching of their respective disciplines. Other fields, such as
Roman law, medicine, and biblical studies, already possessed authoritative texts which could serve as the basis for the teacher's commentary and
interpretation. Gratian I and the Lombard were in effect forced to create
their own authoritative texts (their authority deriving from the fact that
they consisted mainly of quotations) to be able effectively to teach their
subjects. When they did this, they had no reason to separate text from
commentary. They could not have suspected that their texts would
become standard school-texts, nor did they know that it later would
become common to keep text and commentary separate. Could they
ever have guessed how great the growth of their subjects would be after
their deaths? In their works, we can observe teachers creating tools for
their own teaching when there were as yet no standard forms for academic texts in their subjects. The development of glosses, slInllllae, questiones, distinctiones, etc., came later, as did the awareness of teachers like
Bernard of Pavia that their compilations might become standard schooltexts (and, hence, that comments were best relegated to the margins).
These developments had begun when the second recension was created.
There is one way, finally, which may lead to more certain conclusions
concerning the authorship of the two recensions. If Gratian was responsible for both recensions, it would be expected that the text which is
common to both versions would be identical in both recensions. If
instead the first-recension core of the second recension turns out to
contain a text which has been corrupted through copying errors, this
would be a strong argument against common authorship. Why would the
author of the original text use an inferior copy of his own text when
revising it? One such corruption, minor but revealing, is found in the
inscription of C. 24, q. I, c. 4. Every second-recension manuscript
studied by me or Titus Lenherr contains the corruption martiTi, while
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only the first recension preserves the correct reading marchiolli. If such
corruptions are common, my inference that the Decrelllm had at least two
authors would gain greater strength. An investigation of such matters
must, however, await the appearance of critical editions of both recensions.

COllcillsion

MEDIEVAL LAW AND THE DECRETUM

Gratian's Decrellllll is not one book, but two. The Decrellllll that has been
known until now was preceded by another, much shorter book, which
was almost entirely subsumed into the later version. This explains many
of the mysteries that have surrounded the Decrellllll and that have hampered study of this pivotal text. It also raises new questions, about the
authorship. of the Decrellllll, about the environment in which its author
or authors worked, and about the development oflegal science and scholasticism in the twelfth century. This book could only begin to address
those questions.
Gratian's DecretlitH is often quoted, cited, and discussed in the scholarly
literature treating various aspects of the middle ages. Authors of such
studies are now invited to introduce another level of complexity into
their work. The discovery of the first recension will, in the first place,
facilitate study of the Decretllttl for those scholars who simply want to
explore Gratian's standpoint on some specific issue. The Decrellllll, as
known from Friedberg's edition, is not an easy book to approach or to
understand. The second recension introduced much new material which
was not synthesized into a coherent whole, although the additions, had
their implications been worked out, would frequently invalidate or
modify the synthesis achieved in the first recension. The result is that the
more carefully a modern scholar reads the DecreluIII, the more confused
and confusing it appears. With the help of the Appendix which follows
and which contains a detailed listing of the contents of the first recension, readers will now be able to study Gratian's arguments in their original, undisturbed form. They may, if they so wish, continue to examine
the additions of the second recension as evidence for the concerns of a
slightly later period. Approaching the text in two steps, as it was composed, will make its interpretation considerably easier. In any ~ase, the
Decretlllll can no longer be read as a homogeneous product of one person,
one time, and one place.
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The discovery of the first recension creates a new area for research:
omparing the two recensions of the Deeretlllll. I have made a beginning
, chapters 5 and 6 above, but much remains to be done. To mention but
ne example: all the statements in the Deeretlllll about as central a doc'ine in medieval canon law as the pope'sjudicial immunity, i.e., that the
ope cannot be judged by anyone, belong to the additions made for the
:cond recension.' The first recension does not mention whether or not
,e pope could be judged. This lacuna is interesting, as is the fact that
;ratian 2 thought it necessary to insert repeated statements to the effect
,at the pope could not be judged. One should probably not draw the
onclusion that Gratian I thought that the pope could be judged (this
!Quid not be consistent with his statements about who could judge
,hom in, e.g., D. 22), but rather that Gratian I did not find the issue as
rgent as did Gratian 2.
The period between the two recensions of Gratian's Deereltilll was a
me of activ'ity and development within legal science. I have shown that
losses were composed during this time, which strongly suggests that
anon law was taught on the basis of the first recension. This teaching
,as also left traces in the second recension, which in some respects is
imilar to glosses and which occasionally even seems to draw directly on
Josses. Also the first recension reflects a teacher's efforts, but chapters 5
nd 6 have shown that the teaching habits of Gratian I were different
com those of the teacher behind the second recension. Considering that
he first may be a record of the first "university course" in canon law ever
!Ught, it is perhaps not surprising that its author was still struggling with
3rm: the strange organization of the work, the non-technical language,
he mixture of text and commentary. In this he reveals that he was a
. ,ioneer also in using scholastic methods. Mter all, the first recension of
;ratian's Deeretlllll is the first fully elaborated scholastic SlItIItII" of an entire
liscipline. The author of the second recension is certainly far from repesenting scholastic canon law fully developed, but he has taken several
.
teps in that direction.
The question remains: could one person have undergone the intellecual development that is reflected in the differences between the two
ecensions? That person would also have studied the Roman law of
ustinian and acquired a technical grasp of that law in the interval
letween the two recensions. It is impossible to draw any certain concluions, but the ev'idence presented in the two last chapters supports the
I D. 17. d. p. c. 6: D. 40, c. 6; C. 3. q. I, d. p. c, 6; C. 9. q. 3. d, p. c. 9: C. 17. q. 4. c. 30. About

this doctrine. see Brian Tierney, Folltl/lations if Conciliar 71uory: The Conlr{blltiotl of tht MeJitrul
Callollists}om Gratian to tilt Greal Schism (Cambridge 1955), esp. p. 57. and Chodorow, Chris/iall
Politictll17Jt<lIY, 178-186.
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view that the two recensions had different authors. It is difficult to
imagine that one man's attitudes, orientation, and style would change so
much.
What scanty ev'idence there is from the earliest introductions to the
Deeretlltll suggests that it was the author of the first recension who was
called Gratian. I have no name, other than Gratian 2, for his successor.
We cannot even be certain that more than one law teacher did not contribute to the work on the second recension. But we can infer something
about his (or their) background: before teaching canon law in Bologna,
he had studied the subject with Gratian, and also studied Roman law
with a contemporary, e.g., Bulgarus or Martinus.
In chapters 5 and 6, I mapped the development of legal thinking and
teaching in the middle of the twelfth century. These developments are
interesting in themselves, whether one imagines that they illustrate the
differences between two generations (Gratian and his students), or
between the young and the mature Gratian. They raise further complex
questions about the legal and scholastic developments of the twelfth
century. To work out fully the meaning of the changes imposed by the
author of the second recension will take much time and research, but the
effort is worthwhile, since it promises to yield important insights. It is
already clear that Gratian I and his successor lived in different worlds. The
author of the second recension was a professional jurist with a lawyer's
appreciation for precise definitions, technicalities, and correct procedure,
a man who was always ready to cite parallel and contrary passages from
canon as well as Roman law. Gratian I worked with cruder tools, drew
on another and partially different set of sources, and had barely begun to
explore the Corpus iuris dvilis. That he possessed a legal mind is clear from
the way in which he always extracted the legally relevant aspects of the
problems at issue. His discussion of these problems was, however, sometimes strikingly non-technical and imprecise, simply because he was not
operating within an established and well-defined system. He was, as it
were, making the system up as he wrote. In doing so, Gratian I created
the necessary conditions for the emergence of canon law as an academic
discipline and for the appearance of men such as the one responsible for
the second recension.
I suggest that at about the same time, in and around the I 130S; other
Bolognese teachers similarly created the academic discipline devoted to
Roman law. My interpretation differs from the prev'iously accepted view
that Irnerius founded this discipline and the law school of Bologna
already around lIOO. I have tried to show that this view reflects a foundation myth which developed from the late twelfth century among
Bolognese law professors. The myth was cherished by medieval law
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professors, such as Odofredus, who strove to make their lectures on the
Justinianic C01PIIS more entertaining. Modern historians who are frustrated by the scanty contelllpOrary sources illustrating the teaching of
Roman law in the early twelfth century also have recourse to this myth.
But it is the contenlporary sources, not later myths, that contain accurate
information.
In the early years of the Bologna law school, its professors began to
compare the two legal systelns which were taught there, canon law and
Roman law. They found that their rules sometillleS conflicted and sonletimes agreed, but most often they found that the rules of one legal system
could be used to illuminate, quality, or refine the rules of the other
systenl. They wrote down these observations in the 111argins of their law
books. Later on, they began to write longer, continuous works of COlUmentary or smnmary, drawing on both Roman law and canon law.
Eventually, the two systems would become inextricably entangled with
each other, in effect forming a new legal systenl. This is the illS COfl111l1me,
the European Common Law, which dorninated European law for the rest
of the middle ages and beyond. Such a system could only come about in
an academic institution, where the theoretical problems created by the
confrontation between the two laws could be addressed. Naturally, it had
to be an institution where both Roman and canon law were studied.
Therefore, the illS (olIIlIlIlIIe could not have developed before the 1130S,
when law began to be taught in earnest in Bologna. Its development had
begun when Gratian 2 struggled to incorporate Roman law into the
Decretllm. It had not yet begun when Gratian I wrote his text without
using Justinianic law. On balance, the most significant result of the discovery of the first version of the Decretum might be that it allows the historian to study the very moment when the illS C011llmllle was born.

AppClldix

THE CONTENTS OF THE FIRST RECENSION
OF GRATIAN'S DECRETUM

This is a list of the contents of the first recension of Gratian's Deae/lm!. I have used
the divisions and numbering of Friedberg's edition. When the entire canon or
dictuIIJ is included in the fltSt recension, it is simply listed below. When only a part
of the text appears there, its illdpit and t'xplidt are given with the line .numbers of
Friedberg's edition in bold type. The first recension sometimes con tams ,a te~t very
different from Friedberg's text. In those cases, the text of the first recens~on IS
reproduced. Additional phrases within canons or dicta which are otl~erw~se ,the
same as in Friedberg's edition are given within angle brackets <>, 1 he lIst IS based
on a collation of illcipits and explidts of every canon and dictum in the first rece~l
sian. Differences within the texts may very well have been overlooked, and nUller
differences have not normally been registered.
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d. p. c. 34:

II

111115 polerit

+

Postremo preselltibus lega/is
- 22 ecc/esiae Dei c(l/iferClltes,
c. 29

c.1O

I

lIIillisrerio deidalllr i"(1I5te.
C 3
c·4
d. p. e. 6
e.7
c.8
d. p. c. 8
e.9

c. 2

lIil/CII/O jtmodarefllr.

13
c. 16: I Obitlll/l Victoris
12

e.

d. p. c. 28: I l/en/III quia
illperatares - 8 IIIltllllelllrltis

C.

C. 12

d. a. c.

c.28

C. 12

I I

D.68

C2 5

d. p. c. 27

ill-

premium debetur.
d. p. c 8
d. p. c.

dotiblls ac milJistris sol,1S
hOllOW" dare potest.

C.27

N(m ncgallllls

5 prestare qlta1ll SIlI1Jcre.
c. 5: 28 Patmlll bearorH'"
Iletlembiles - 36 loci

d. p. c.

3

d. p. C
c. 13
d.p. c

I

c. 2: 1-2 Episcopus sacer-

c. 26

C. I I

C. I

C·4

c.

3:

d. a. c. 1
c. 2: 6 Sicut iustllm est - 8

I

23

cl·P·

1

C. I
C.

d. a. c.

e. I

C.22

D. 61

11

C. 12

C.

I

D. 80

D. 74

D. 67

c. 15
Co 16
c. 18
c. 19
c. 20

C.2

C.7

c.

C.14

D. 60

C 3
d. p. C
C4
c6
d. p. c. 6

of the.first recc/lsioll

20 3

C. I

The col/tmts of the first rccmsiol/

Appe/ldix
d. p. c. 3
C.4
d. p. c. 8

D. 86
d. a. c.

I

c. I
C.2
d.p.c. 4
c. 5
d. p. c. 5

D. 96
d. a. c.
c. I

c·9

d. a. c.

d. a. c.

I

d. p. c.

D. 98

c.6

d. a.

C.7
C. I I

D. 88

d. p. C. 12
c. 13: I Diacollos propriam
(OflSti(uj'llltS - 9 faure plemmqllc (ol/ceditll"
e. 14: 7 III SUII dia({l/Ij IS mjlJisterio cessare
debebil.

C. I
C.2
e.8

C.9
c. 14

C. IS
c. 17
c. 18
c, 19: I DiacoIHIS sedeat

I

C. I

iI/bel/if - 3 presbiteromm

C.2
c. 5: 8 {(IIIClldHm cst

1/ -

I/lIJl1Iillistrell( qllam 11((1/Sfllt.

14

ex seelere. +
21 Nimis ergo deciillmll/um
- 23 symol1iacae hercscos
perpetrare.
c. 28: 21 ViIl,Jerato lIamqlle
pastore - 28 placare deblJer~
allt.
d. p. c. 28
10 {~ffenmtllr

D. 99

d. a.

C. I

C. I

D. 100
d. a.
C.

C. I

C. 29

I

d. p. c. 29
c·30
C. 3 I
c·32
c. 3J
c·34

d. p.

C. I

25

C.

D. 90
D. 94
cl.p.C.2
C.

C.

3

d. a. c,
C. I

D. 9 1
I

C. 2

d. a.
C. I

3

D. 92
d.p.C.2
C. 3

1

d. init.

I

c. I
C.2

C.

C. I
C.2
C. 3

D. 101

d·P·C.
c. 26

d. a. c.

c. 24
d. p. c. 24
c. 25
c.26
c. 27: I NOli est plIlmHla-

C. I

c.23

d·P·C. 2 3
c. 24

c. 3
C.4

C, I

c.6

C. 5
c.6
c. 7

C·7
c. 8
c. I I
C. 12
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22

C,23

illterrogaltlS loquatllr.

C.4

d. a. c.

C.20

c·5

c. 26

d. p. c. 96
C. 97: 1 Quod 111;lIa/ll
liinmt - 56 11011 posse iudie-

c. 19

d. p. c. 4

d. p. c. 25

c. 96

operiblls morllw est.
d. p. c. 47

d. p. c. 18

C.2

C. 3

c.23
c. 24

I

C. I

C. I

d.p.c. 22

c. 47: I Si(llt urger; lIideor
- 12

c. IS
c. 16: I Cito tllrpCI1l seqllitIIy - 5 (Musil in posteros.
d. p. c. 16
c. 17

D. 97

D·93

c.6

d. a. c.

I

c. 13

C.14

1

I,

q.

I

c·4 8
c·49

afHr.

C. 50
C.

51: Hi; qlli ab I,erelicis

baptisl1JuIII accepenmt
jormam tllllllml baptism;
siue (sil'e Aa P) s(//Ictifica~
tjonis (sille add. Aa) virfllfe
S/ltJlPsell/lIt Aa Bc Fd P
d. p. C. 5 I: I Sed lIotalldlllll est - 6 11011 Sa/lilt baptist1I11S pedldorum, etc.

d. p. c. 97
d. p. c. 98
C·99
C. 100
C.

101

c.

102

C. 103
c. 104
c. 105
c. I06

d. p. c. 106

d.p.C.S3
c. 54
d. p. c. 54
C. 55
C·57
d.p. c. 57
c·5 8
d. p. c. 58
c. 59

C. 107

d. p. C. 107
c. 108
c. 109
d. p. c. 110
c. I I I

d. p.

d. p. c. 60

d. p.

c.61

C.

c. 35
c·36

d.p. c. 39

C·75

c·4 0

d. p. c. 75

d.p. c. 40

C·76

C. 41
d.p.c.4 I
c·4 2
d. p. C. 42
c. 43
d. p. c. 43
C. 44
d.p. c. 44
c·45
d.p. c. 45
c. 46

d. p. c. 76

C. I12

113: Ortijl/ationcs, que

illterl'wiCllte pretio I'el predbllS, I,d obsequio IIli(llj
personlle ea itllelltiolle
illpemo (impeme Aa) fileril
([Herillt Aa) jil/sas esse (Iii,,d;mllllls. Aa Bc Fd P
d. p. c. 113

C. 62

c.63
c.68
c. 70
c·71
c·7 2
c·73
d. p. c. 74

C. I I I

C. 112

c. 114
c. Il6
d. p. c.

123: I Qllofibet
ergo I1II111ere - 2jlllSll dUudjc(l/ur ordj/l(ltio.

C·77
c. 79

C.

d. p. c. 79

d. a. c.

c. 80
C.

81

C.

82

I

C. I
C.2

c.83
d. p. c. 89
c. 90

c·4
d. p. c. 4
c. S

d.p. c. 95

c.6
205

I,

q.

2

'Dle CO/ltel/ts of the first rece/lsioH

Appe/ldix
C.

C.7

.d.p.e.7
e.8
d.p.c.8

d. a. c.
e. I

I,

q. 6

1

c.

C.9

C. I, q. 7

IO

d. a. c.
C.

d. a. c.
e. I
e.2

I,

q. 3

e.7
e.8
e.9
d.p.C.11
C. 12

c. 6

II

I,

q. 4

bllprizatis - 21 itlpediat
flomen erroris.
10

10

d. p.
C. 13

d. a. c.

d. p. c. 16
C. 17

c. 18
d. p. C. 22
c.23
d.p.e.2)
c. 24
d·P·e. 27

C.

d. a. c.

De eodem. Qui 11011 proba·
perit qllod obiecerit pC//a/1J
qlla1ll illwledt ipse pa';awr.

2

d. init.
C.

d. a. c.

2,

q.

I

I

C. I

C.

C. )

C. I

C. 2

I,

q. S

J

C.2
C. )
e.4
c. 4a: Item FabialHlS vava.

C.

d. p. e. I)

q. 3

I I

C.2
cl.p.e.2
c. )
C.4
C·5
cl. p. c. 5
c. 7: 43 <Qllod qllidalll
206

AaBcFclP
cl. p. c. S
c. 6: I Hm/J/1/I itaqlfc

diacomllll - 4 ei (ltlpam
igllosci11lllS.

c.24
c.25
c.26
c. 27
d. p. c. 27
c. 28
cl. p. C. 31: 5 Forma lIero
appellatiollis - 18 in scriptis

d. a. c. I
e. I
d. p. C. I
C.2
d.p. C. 3

fieri debC//1.
d. p. c. 32
c. 33
d. p. c. 3J
c. J4
d. p. c. 36
c·37
d.p.C.37
c. 38
d.p.c.3 8
c. 39
d. p. c. 39:

C. 2, q.

d. a. c.

I

C.

2,

q. 6

I

IO

Deaetl) 110slro
Itestram mga/ltcs karitatelll
lIIatldlllllllS, I I Ilt lIichi!
prills de eo - 2I aliis jliferre
preSHl1latlt.
C. 12: 5 OllJllilml appellal1
tilllll apostoliwm - 7 rese-

C.

s

H

d. a. c.

d. p. C. 22
C. 23
d. p. c. 25
d. p. c. 26
c. 27
d. p. e. 27
c. 28
c. 29
c·3 0
cl.p.C.)1
c. 32
cl.p.C.3 2
C. 33
cl.p.C.3)
c·34
cl.p.C.37
C. 38
d.p.C.39
c. 40
d. p. c. 40: I Cum elgo
Pc/ms - 3 SHscipere Teprc·
/tCtls/ollcm sllbditofl//II.

Cum

II

aI/rem ill - 13 SIW'" agere
oportet.
c·4 0

C. I I: I

e.7
cl. p. e. 7. § 2
C. 8

C.22

qllitlqHe diebl/s + I I
spatiulII diertlm quo iter agi
possi! nltlputelllY.

C. 13
c. r6
d.p.C.17
c. 18
d. p. c. 18
c. 19
d. p. c. 26

d. a. c.
e. I
c. 3
C.4
c. 5
c.6
C·7
c.8
c·9
d. p. c.

c. 13
d.p.c.13
c. 14
C. ZI
cl.p.C.ZI

J5

cl.p.C.2I
c. 22: I Propter SHpeljllWt1l
appellatofltlll - 9 Ids

C. I

C.IT

12: 1 Igllorabat
IIIltem Petms - 22 perlllittj.
tllr igtwrare, aliis 11011.

2,

C. 12

p. c. 14

C. 21

C. 2, q. 4

d. p. c. 17

C. I I

13

d·P·e. 19
c. 20

10

C. )

c. 5
e.6

C.1O

17
d.p.C.17

C.2

C.14

d.p.C.II

c. 12
d. p. c.

I

C. I

C. 12

d.
c.
d.
c.
c.

C. 12

10

C. 12

mala esse liquet .
p. C. I2

C. I

C.2
e. 3
C.4
d. p. c. 4
e. 5
c.6
e.7
e.8
C.9
c.
c.

C. 2, q. 2

d.p.c.

d. a. c.
e. I
e.2
e. )
e.4
d. p. c. 9: 14 CUIII ergo de

d. p. c.

c. 16
d. p. e. 16
cl·P·C. 17
c. 18
c. 19
d.p.e. 19
c. 20
d.p. c. 20

e. 4
c. S

c.

d. p. c. 14
c. IS

C. I I

d. p. c. IS
C.

I

C. I

e.2
e.4
d. p.
d. p.
c.6
d. p.
C.7
d. p.

I

C. 3

d. 3.
e. I
d. p.

II

C. 12

d. p. c.

c.

.trater> de fidsis se capiflllis
- 60 modis omllibHs rel/oce·
rHr.

2,

q. 7

I

C. I

C.2
c·3
c·5
d. p. e. 9
20 7

d.p.C.4 1
c. 42
d. p. e. 42
C. 43
c·44
d. p. C. 44
C. 45
c. 46
cl. p. c. 46
c. 47
c·4 8
e. 49
c, So
c. 5I
cl. p. C. 52
C. 53
d.p.C.S3

The COlltfllts of thefil'st I'ecfllsioll

Appelldix
c. 54

d. p. e. 54
e. 55
c. 56
c. 57

e. 58
d. p. e. 60
C. 2. q. 8

d. a. c.

I

C. I

e. J
0.4

e. 5
d. p. c. 5: I Sed Calix/lIS
Papa - 4 per epistolalll
tlCCHStlre aucieat.
C. 3

d. init.
C. 3. q.

d.

:l.

ql/a expolialis preselltialiler
recidl/llfllf (raidi pft'cipilllltllf Fd~(). Hec Ii/filllil
expoliatis presfallda ('sl. Aa
Bc Fd P
c. J
e.4
d. p. c. 6: I Palet ergo
quod - 10 qllalll !'owllllr
ad ((111511/11. <His ita
respofldefllr. Sf vicill11l electiollis ea/esje 1l0/11II1 Illerit ct
ideo repwbllti filerillt et sf
aliquil I';o/elllill ill setlibus
i/lis irrepseril ejecti restitH·
Ihlllem postll/are 'lOll
POSSUII/. Sf mlfem ecclesia
cos per pacit'tltilllll to/emre
lIo1uerit ct eis grad/III,
hOlloris cOllcesserit et si
I'iciosafilcril cOfllm eleclio,
tamcil post ciectiollcm restifuendi sImi, allte regu/rlfCIIJ
ad sY1lod; !JOCrllltmcm. > Aa
Bc Fd P
01llllill

1

c. 4:

C·7

c.8
C. I I

d. p.

C. I I

C. 12

d. p. c. 12

d. a. c.
c.

C. 2

3: I Qui s;lIe PCCCl1tO - 2

ilia fapidelll lIIittllt. + I4
PritlS ips; j>lIrgalldi - 16
uicia corrigerc jestitlmJt?
c. 4: I illtliccl iIle de afterillS - 5 IlIIlIa fellilate
dllCl1tllr.

C. 3. q.

C.2

C. 3. q. 5

d. a. c.
C.2
C.

4: I SlIspeclos mil illjll/i·

cos flllt _facile /itigalltes + 4
flCCllsfitores esse et - 6 telllpoliillls filfllrjs cXc!lIeiilll/lS.
d.p.e. 14
c. 15: IS Afhfll/rlsillS fl
patrfrlrcllll suo - 18 suac
t'Cc/esjflc reeidi precjpitllr.
C. 3. q. 6

e. I

c. I
c. 2

e. J
d. p. c. J
C·4

e. 5
d. a. c. I
c. I
e.2
C.

c.

C.7

d. p. C.

10

C.1I

d. p. e.

II

c. 12
c. 14

J
3. q. 4

d. a. c.
e. I

c. 16

SIISpect; SIIIII.
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e. I
e.2
C. 5. q.

0. J
1

d. p. c. 4

I

e. I

1

e. I
e.2

C. 5. q. 3

d. a. c.

C. 3. q. 9

d. a. c.

C·4.q·2&3

d. a. c.

I

C. I

d. p. c. 3 [i.e. Sed obicitllr
illwl- /1II/1JfIIWe actiollis
tmhC/lda, col. 541).

e.4
c·5

e.6
e.8
e.9

c.

I: I

lIestmlll debere - 7 oc(asitme
11011 Iltitllr.
c. I I
c. 14
c. 15
c. 18
c. 19

d. a. c.

C. 5. q, 4

d. a. c.
I

Nul/liS Ulllql/lI/1/
presul1lat - 4 idoneos ac(//satores, difetlsores <atqlle
testes>.
c.

I: I

C.2

d. a. c.
c.

I

C. 3. q. 10

d. a. c.
C. I

d.p. e.
e.2

e. I
e.2
C. 5. q. 5
d. a. e. I
c. I

C. 4. q. 5

C. 21

I

Si egrotfllis fileri! -

7 prollt (all511 dictf1l1erit.
d. p, C. I: 5 Ecce episcoplts
- 10 se agae licet.
e.2
e. J

C. 4. q. 4

c. 10: I DecreHilllfH

J

C.4

d. a. c.

e.2

2

e. I
e.2

C·4

C. 4, q.

I

d. p. e. 14
c. 15
e. 17
e. 18

c. 3: I Si rJllis Fert) - 4 fide

e. J
d. p. c. 3: I Hoc tllltem
illfel/({!ellt/1I111 - 5 al/e/ori·
taliblls 11011 prollfbelllr.

d. a. c.
c.

C. 5. q. I

d. a. c.

I

C. 3. q. 8

d. a. e. I

C. 3. q. 3

c.

d. init.

I

d. a. e. I

e.6
e.7
e. 8

d. a. c.

d. a. c.

e. I

2

c·5

d. init.

C.3.q·II

d. p. c. 7

c. 3

e. I

C·5

I

d. p.
C.

e. J
d. p. c. J

c. 5

C.

d. p. c. 2: Sed lIotalldum
cst quod restitlltio alia .fit
per preselltialll iudicis, I,e/llli
(/{/1J dicitllr II judice:
"Censeo Ie itl jllfe<-~m1ll restitllendll1J1", qlla (qllam Aa
Bc, ut vid.; qllill Fd) ft'stiilltiolle (-iollellJ Aa) animo
itllItlll1l, 1l0l1 corpore possessio recipitllr. Alia .fit per
exewloret/l (per ex. Aa Bc
P: cxcwtiofle Fd) illdicis
qlllllldo reslilllfllS mrporalem
recipi! posSCSSiOIlCIll.
Qllailllr (quare P) ergo qlle
harulll cOIlcedll/llr expolia(is,
lUI ilia tmlflllll, qllefit per
sententiam (presentialll P)
illdicis, lUI ;1111 e(jllm qlleJ1t
per exewtorelll sentelllie,

C. 3. q. 7

I COl/Sall<~l/illeOrlllll

collillllCliolles - 9 OIlI/leS eis
COIIs(,lltieli/es.
e. 5
c. 6

e.2
d. p. 0. J
e.4
e. 5
d. p. c. 5

C. 4. q. 6

I

C. 5. q. 6

d. a. c.

e. I

d. a. c.

C.2

20 9

Appelldix
e. 1

C. 6, q. 4

C.2

3:

I

cas ~

I

C.

Q/lia il/xta C/lllo/lj~
I Jamae plCllitlldillC

carllisse.

C.2

e. 5
d, p. e. 5
c.6
c. 7: I Osills epiS(JpHS
dixit - I I SillOdll5 respoll~
dit: Placet.

C. 6

d. init.
C. 6, q.

I

C. 6, q. 5

C. I

e.1

d. a. c.
e. 1
e.2

C.4

d. p. c. 6
e.7
d. p. c.

I

d, p. c. 4

e.4

J. a.

d. a. c.
e. 1

d.

p.

C. 8, q. 3

d. a. c. I
c. I: IS Oml hie filius 31 promer!'d 11011 poterit.
d. p. c. I
e.2

C. 42

c·43
d. p. e. 43
c. 44-

d. p. C. 44
e. 45
d. p. c, 49
C. 7. q. 2

d. a. c.
e. 1

d. a. c.
e. I

J

ad OWISciliollCIII -

C. 2J

d. p. c. 2 I: I Vert/III hoc
A,lgustilli - 6 tl((J/Sclfhme
ipse rcpelli/.

C. 7. q.

d. a. c. I
e. 1
c. 4: I POIJtijiccs qlli Illiqllil
- 9 prcslHllptiollis plllllliet
lll11bicio.
c. 5
e.6
C. I I

C. 6, q.

d. a. c.
e. 1
d. p. C.
e.2
e. J

2

I

I

d. p.

C. II

C. 12

d. p. C. 12
C. 13
c. 14
d. p, c. 16

d. a. c.
e. I

I

C. 9. q.

I

d. a. c.
e. I

12

d. a. c. 1
c. I
c. 3: I NI/IIIIS primas
IIHIlIiS metropolitmlHs - 10
rerllm dispositio prohibetllr.
d. p. c. 9
C.1O

c, 19

C. 8, q.
d. a, e. I
c. 1

c. 35
C·39
210

10, q. I

c. 5:

C.

c.
c.
c.
c.

C. 9, q. 3

2

d. a. c.

I

e. I
d. p. e. J
e.4
c. 5

C. TO

C. I I

15
16
17
18

26

C.27
c.28
c. 29: 5 iVeqlle ellim
10,

q. 2

I

C.

illdicem - I I sallis IWlllillibus daillr.
d, p. c. 30
c. 3 I

e.7
d. p. e. 7
c.8

d. p. e. .11
c. 32
c. 33 - d. p. c. 34: NlIlllIs
10, q.

I

C, I
C.4

c. 5

d. p. c. 5
e.6
e.7
e.9
c.

lege sal/d-

COIIIl/llllle (11111

d,p.e.26

C. 1

d. a. c.

5

C. I2

d·P·e. I 5

d. a. c.

I COtltillllll

C. I I

d. p.

C. 9. q. 2

d, p. c. 24-

C.34

C.

C.

e. .1
d, p. e. 3
c. 4

e.6
d. p. c. 7
e. 8
e.9

C. 22

d,p.C.3J

c. 3

e.4

c. 9
c. 10

I

C.2

I

leg;blls.
e.S

C. 10

c. 8
c. 13
c. J 5

d. init.

2

C. 21

c. 30
c. 3 I

d. a. c.
e. I

I/IIIS -

d. a. c.
e. I
e.2
e. 3
e.7

I

I

c. 16
c. 20

d. p. c. 18

d.p.C.2I

C. 8, q. 5

c. 5

c.

1

d. p.

e. 1.1
c. 14
e. IS

c. 17

C, 6, q. 3

I

Ctmqllesflls est
apostolatrli - IS prillilegia
sementllr aclesiis.
e.9
c. 8:

I

C. 8, q. 1

d. a. c.
C. 1
d. p. C.
C. J
c·4

C.II,q.1

e.7

d. init.

d, iniL

d. init.

c.6

C. 8, q. 4

C. 9

c. 20

C.2

42

C·7

25 illslc rccipi 1'05511111.
d. p. c. 19

C. 1

C.

fI

d. p. c. 16
c. 17: I ftifalllt's esse ctlS ~
21 gmdus debelll pnlHcfli +

d. a. c.

d, p, c.•11

C. 8

C. 12

24 IICC

17,e colltef/ts of the fifst fecellsioll

10

C. I I

d. init.
2II

3

clerims 1'e1 (liaw//lls I'd
pres biter propter Ijllamliber
camam (illtret ill mriam
add, Aa) [d. p. e. 34:) §
//0/1 ait propler crim;lIa!e1ll
talltlllll sed gmeraliter
propter quamfibet tam
dl/ilem qlllllll cr;m;lIl1lem
ifltelligem, {c. 33, finis:]
inlret ill cmimll IICC aWe
cil'i1el1l iudicem causam
dicere SHam premmat. Aa
Bc Fd P
c. 35
c. 36: I Ol1l11eS itaqllc
CllJlSae - 4 episcopOflll1l Se1/-

The COlltCllts of the Jirst recCllsioll

Appelldix
tClltia deliderit.
e. 38; I De pwolla presbiteri ~ 14 exemtiolli peifecle
wiliradi.

e. 39
e. 4 I: I 51lccrdotibus autem
11011 ~ 21 1105 illdiCCIJIIIS

Dws.
e. 42
e. 43
c. 45:

I

5i quis

CUl/l ~

13

litis Wlltcstatiolle lIumeralldum. + 17 NOll al/tem
aliter ~ 22 Iwillslllodi ca/lSis
habemilms. [i.e. the entire
canon is present in the
first recension, except for
what is marked as palea
in Friedberg's edition.]
c. 46
e. 47
d·p·C.47
c. 48
e. 49
C.II,q.Z

d. init.
C.

d. a. c.
c. I

I

C,4
c. 5
c. 6
c.S
c. 9
e. 27
e. 30
c. 31
e.p

c·34
c. 35
c. 36
c. 37

d. p. c. 39
c. 40

I I,

q. 3

d. p. c. 40: I Premissis

IlHctotilatibllS qllibllS ill se excepCl1l11t.
d. p. c. 43
c. 44

10

7 quam JWllliHibus obedire.
c. 94
c. 95

c.

100

C. 101

d. p.

c·46
C·47
c. 48
c. 49
c. 50
c. 51
c. 57

C. 101

C. I02

c. 103

c.

104

c. 105
C.

c. 60
e. 61
e. 62
e. 63
c. 64
d. p. c. 64
c.65
d. p. c. 65
c. 66: I ql/i recte il/dim( ~
3 r1cceptiolle l'cClllliae
lIe/ldit.
c. 67
c.69
c. 70
e. 7 I
d·p·C.7 2
d. p. c. 73
c. 74
c. 75
c. 76
d. p. c. 77
c. 78
d. p. c. 78
C·79
c. 80
C. 81
d. p. c. 86
c.87
c.88
c. 89: I fllil/stl/tII iudiciutll
et - 3 acta 11011 ualeat.
c. 90
d. p. c. 90
C. 91
C. 92
c. 93: 1 5i liomillJlS illbet ~
212

12

d. iniL
C.I2,q.1

d. a. c.

I

e. I: 1 Olllllis etas tlb ~ 7

testcl/I lIittie J/abeallf.
c. 5
c. 8
c. 9: I ScilllllS IItl5 1l0tJ ~ 7
ilUs omnia w1JIIIIIIIlia
c. 10: I Nolo lit aliqllis 28 qldSqllis CUI/I YPoCfisi +
30 jilcitlt testamentlllJl - 33
possit jelicitfltis hemlitil/elll.
C.f4

d. p. c. 17
c. 18

d. p. c. 18
c. 19
e. 20
c. 2 I
C. 22

e. 23
c. 24

d. p. c. 24
c.25
d.p.C. 2 5
c. 26
d. p. c. 27
e. 28
d.p.C.28

C.
d. a. c.

12,

q.

2

I

c. 1
c.6
c. 12
C. 13
c. 18
c. 19
c. 20
c. 21: 1 flldigllc lid altare 22 subs/fill/jalll pallperl/III
derelicta + 23 I/ispergit.
c.23
c. 25
c. 27
c. 32
c. 33
c. J4
c. 35
c·3 6
c. 38
c. 39
c. 40
c. 41
C. 42
C·43
d. p. c. 49
c. 50
c. 52
d.p.C.S2
c. 53
d.p.C.55
c. 56
d. p. c. S6
c. 57
d.p.C.57
c. 58
d. p. c. 60
C. 61
d.p.C. 63
c.64
d.p.c.6S
c.66
d. p. c. 68
c. 69
d. p. c. 69
c. 70

C.

III1/em ~ 18 I]Ili

71

+ 33 (§

d. p. C. 7 1
C. 72
d. p. c. 75
C.

d. a. e.

144 lid diocesimllllll
jerre.

12,

d. a. c.

I

c.

C.

~

C. 2

3: I Hmtijices qllibus ill
9 quod relillquitllr SIlCC/'-

dMi.
C·4
C.12,q.4

51lcerdotes

I: I

lIel qllili-

~ 2 mm

COlllllissa est
<si> + 7 SHllrlllll rerlllil
lIosmlllllr- 13 jllre (OllqUIsitio perri/lellit.
d. p. c. 2
C. 3
bel

C.12,q.S

d. a. c.

I

d. p. C. I
c. 2: I Elmm dicilllf csse 8 ill 11110 st'pulclno.
d. p. c. 3: I Item losepll
moriem - 23 to scplllws
est. + 24 Ewmplo (~itllr
iStOflllll - 33 lIolIlII/lItl-'
tllmufalllii cOl/sjstit.
C.4
c. 5

d. p. c. 5
c.6
d. p. c. 6
C.7

d. p. c. 7
c. 8
d. p. c. 8: I Hac l/imit'II'"
(lIIctofillltc ~ 3 1]1111111 pro-

"ibeill/, trllllSSCt'llricre.
d. p. c. J I
C. 12

C.I
C.

I

1

d. p. c. 4

d.a.e.l

c.

~

tlilllS-

C.I3,q·Z

q. 3

c. I
C.2

d. p.

smllll ('Iwll

4) Qllill ago /105

e.f4
c. 15: I PmipiclldllllJ ('Sl
Seml/dlllll - 6 de rebus iffills

2

c. 3
d.p.C.4

<a qllibllS> + 8 t'x(~lItur
sille ab illis - 13 clll!/ici/II/'

C·5

d. p. c. 5

1llllllltCIIIlS sepelilllltw:

c.6
C.7

C. I4
C. 13

d. init.

d. init.
C. 14. q.
C.13,q·l

d. a. c.

c. I
d. p.

I

C. I: I

111 diocesi
21 3

I

d. a. c. I
d. p. e. I: I Quill i'lgo
<~C/Iemfiter - 18 s/afe {Ol'll/II
judice.

711e colltellts

AppC/ldix
C. 14. q. 2

d. a. c.

I

IIl1tltiplicitcr - 9 bo/mlll
pOss/Hlt colIl/erti.

c. r
d. p. c.

I: I Potest eliam
illtelligi - 5 pallpefllm testi1110IIilllll diemll.

C. 14. q. 6

d. a. c. I
c. I: I 5i res {lliella -

16 ill

homillem sC/tiflt.

c.

14. q. 3

d. a. c. r

C. 15

c. r
C.2

d. init.

c. 3

d. p. C.4

C.15.q.1

C·I4.q.4
d. a. c.
c. I

I

C. 2

3
c.6
C.

C.7
C. 8
C.9
C. 9a: Ex collcilio

CartllgillC/lsi: Nllfflls cler/cor/III/ (/II/plills rcdpiat qllalll
(lIiqllllm IICCOI1l0dfWit; sf
pcmlljall/, peCll1liam; si
spedem, speciem. Aa Fd
[cf. C. 6!]
c. 10
d. p. C.

d. a. c. I
d. p. c. 2
C. 3
d. p. c. 3: I Ex eo IIHfelll14 pt'lllllll dllt glorililll.
d·p·C.4.
c. 5
c. 6: 5 Quod poss/mllls /lOll
- IS IIIfllOflllll soNe 1II111IerIII/erit.

Cllm itaqlle
q/li - 6 obicitllr IIl1lem:
d. p. Co 12: 2 Smli qlledli11J
qlle - 7 HllltJeris e.\'('(IIliom11J if/pedillm.
d. p.

d. p. c. r3

I I

d.a.c.I

c. r
C.I5,q.5
d. a. c.

I

C. r
C.2
C. IS, q. 6

d. a. c. I
c. I: I 5i sllcerdotibllS /lei -

successoriblls slIstillere permittillllls. + I I COI{essio
ergo ill - 36 mit llecessitatem.fill1lt.
8

C.15.q.2
C·I4.q.5
I

d. a. c. 1
c. r
d. p. c. r
C. IS. q. 3

c.6

c.8
d. p. c. r 3
c.q
d. p. c. 14:

c.
d. a. C. r
c. r
C.2

C.2
c. ]

I

Sed hoc

d. ;1, C. I
C. r
c. 2
c. 3
d·p·C.3
C·4

d. a,

C. 1

c. r

C.2
c. 3
C.4
C. 5

C.3
C.4
c. 5
d. p. C. 5
c. 6

r 5. q. 7

d. init.
C. 16, q. I
1

c. r

C.]
d. p. c. 3
C.4
c. 5: I Sj CHpis esse - 3
habitaCllla sed l/IU!tOHlIII?
<Unde datllr illtelligi quod
ill pop"larijreqlletJtia l1icllii
(lIIollaclJi Aa) esse
POSSIl1lt. > Aa Fd
c.6
c.8
II

c. 12: I Qui Itere el- 10
ipsil/s cilljtatis episcopo. +
13 ComIC/lit Ilero ciuita/is 15 1teeessaliatll 1II01lasteriis
exhibere.
d. p. c. 12
c. 13
C.14

c. 15
c. 16
c. 17
C.19

d.p.C. r9
c. 20
C. 21

- 2

d·P·C. 2 5

d.p.c.6r

26
c. 28
c. 3 I

c. 62

C.

C.

61

63

c. 64

C·32

d. p. c. 64

c. 33: I AJ01lac"i Iwgt11ltes
ad - 3 ill cillitatiblls ordi~

c.65

Ilellflir.

d. p. c. 67
c. 68
d. p. c. 68

c·34
d. p. c. 36
c·37
c·3 8
d. p. c. 39
c. 40
d. p. c. 40: 23 Ostmdit
ergo [eroHimllS - 35 ipSll1ll

iJlJpeifectis (()1/1/1/1//era/Js. +
39 E((e s/!fficiCllter mOllslmtllm - 51 aSSeCl/lltl1r polestatis exewlio/Jem.
d.p.C.4 r

c. 66

C. 16, q. 2

d. a. c.
c. r
d. p. c.
c.6

20

I

I

d. p. c. 7
d. a. c. 8
c. 8: I 5i tjllis cpiswpoYIIIll

- 6 willS tfnirorilllll cst.
c. 9
d. p. C. 10

c. 42

C. 43

C. 16, q. 3

d.p.C.45
C. 46
d. p. c. 47: I Quod (//Item
dicilllr - 7 duos porest diuidi.
C. 48

d. a. c. r
c. r
c. 2: 7 Ilhul e(jalll atJ1lccli I I ita emal/twit fIIuloritliS.

c. 50
c. 5I

C.4
d. p. C.
C. 5
d. p. c.
c.6
C.7
d. p. C.
c.8
d. p. c.
c. JO
d. p. C.

d·p·C.5 2
c. 53
d. p. c. 53:

d. p. c. r6

p. c.

illre pres/mumt tl/!ft'rrt'.

c. 24
c. 25

c. 44
d. p. c. 44
c. 45

C.7

d.

d. p. c. 59
c. 60: I COllslit/HlIIIJ est II

23

Co

C. 16

c.

raellsioll

C. 22
C.

C.2

Co I I: I

c. 13

C. 15. q. 8

d. a. c.
C.15.q.4

C.IT

C. 12

d. a. c.
c.r

d. p. c. 4: I CUIIl mltelll
sao-is - 4 hoc 11011 i/!(ertllr.
<Qllemlllque t'IIilll persolle
/l1l11ltlllis legilllls coplllar;
pro/Jibt'lliur et dillillis, /lOU
ollltlilllll COpllla (/ sacris
CllllOllib,1S admit/j/ll"
qlWYlI11J ({)/lI'efltio legiblls
impemtoHlIII indulge/llr
Aa> + 9 Qlli/mllis igilllr
sauis - 27 credi tJOII
oporlel.
c·5
d. p. c. 5

of the first

Siwt duo
episcopatlls - 7 ad pflllcild(em redigeretllr.
d. p. c. 54
I

C·55

d·p·C.55
c. 56
d. p. C. 56

c. ]

Co 1 I

C. 12

c. 57
2I5

4
5

7

9
IO

AppClldix
c.
d.
c.
d.

13
p. c. 14
15

p. c. T5: 1 Potest etifl/ll
rditer - 5 obid 11011 polt'st.
d. p. c. 16: 24 Sed 50111
prescriptiol/C - 27 splltio

prescribi P0-'511111.
c. 17

C. 16, q. 4

d. a. c.
c.

I

d. p. c.

c. 5:

I Ollllles rcclesiae mplorI'S - 4 saailegos esse

c.q
C. IS
c. 16
c. 20
c. 21
C. 22
c.23
c. 24

d. p. c. JO
c. J I: 1 Filiis lIelllCpolibllS
- 6 iudici wrrigellda dCIIIIIIdCIII. + 9 Ipsis 1(/1111'11 heredilills - 10 {llris potcstatl'm
priferre.

C.3

d. p. c. 3

d. p. c. )6

I

C. 16, q. 5

d.

d.a.c.1
c. I

<l. C. I

COIISllCll1do IIOI/rl ill
- 12 preslllllpserit lII/r/lllclIIlI
sit. + 13 Is rill (1'11/ qlli - 16
lIeglexait rll/allli'lI/rl sit.

C. 17

C. I: 1

C.I6,q.6

d. a.

C I

d. init.

C.

C.I7,q.1

C.

I

C.2

C. 2

c.

d. p. c. 2: I Ecce iste sc - 4
clore prOllll1lciallit.

I

QUrlm sit

lIc<eSSilr-

C. '17. q. 3

d. p. c. 25
e. 26
27
c. 28
Co

c·30

d.p.C.)I

d. in it.

endofc. I]
C. 19

c. 8
C.I7,q·4

C.9

d. p. c.

d. p.

C. 2

c. )

c. )
c·4

C.4

d. p. c. 6

I

c.

IIcro pril'r/la - II j'l wrde
scribitllf. <Si qllis IWHIm
qui prjl'lIta lege dl/cilllr
spiritll Sl1IIclo r!O'atlls proprilllll, qlwd sub episwpo
re/illet, dimittere el ill I1WI/rlSlcrio Sl' srlfl'rlYe I'o/aerit,
qllollialll (quo Aa) prj/lata
dtlcitllr PllbliCrl /e~i!e 11011
teuetllf. Digflior el1illl est
(est e/lim Aa) pril'rj(a lex
qUtHli pl/blim. Qllisquis
ergo Iwc legc dllciwr elialll
episcopo SIlO wlltradicl'Ilte
erit fiber lI(lstra allctorilale. >
Aa Fd

d. p. c. 9

d. a. c.

c. £0
C. 12

C. I

d. init.: 1 Dllo clerici rldepiswpo SIlO petiil. + 4
Modo qlleritllr si - 9 cis

C.4

mOI/IIs/erii ill,Rrt'SSIlS.

I

2

216

d. a. c.
c.

C. 2

I

I

I

cl. p. c. 7

C.2I,q.2

c. 8

d. p. c. 8

d. a. c.
c.

C. 20, q. 2

C.2
d.p.C.2

d. a. c.

C. )

c.

d. p. c. 3: I Sed riliHd est 3 olllnibus modis prohibctllr.

I

C.2

d. p. c. J
C·4

C.2I,q.3

C. 20, q. 3
c.
c.

2

C. )
d. p. c. )
C.4

C.2

d. p. C. 2
C. 3
d.p.c.)
Co 4: I Que semel swlt - 4
fieri semiaria IlrIbitawla.
c. 5
d. p. c. 5
c. 6: I AJo1/rlsteriis OlllllibllS
jmtemilas - 4 lIIodo
rIIldeatll t01l5omre?
d. p. c. 6

C. 2

c.6

d. a. c.
C. 19. q. 3

d. p. c. q
C. J 5
cl.p.C.IS

d. p. c. 29

c. I
C. 3 [following without

rubric directly upon the

I

c. 19

C.2

d. a. c.

c. 5:

d. a. c.

- 13 lIIiclli opus errlt + 14
millistrmlt'rllllt "WilliS is/rle.
d. p. c.

c.

e.g

C. 17, Q. 2

c.6

C.I6,q.7

3

illm - 20 aUqHl'm /WI/orelll
prOIllOlletlt.
d. p. c. 8

d. a. c.

d. p. c.

d. p. c. 7

C.

C.4

d. p. c. 4

C. I

d. p.
C.2

I

c.

e. 2: I Dllae sim/ illqllil 3 Ie.\' est CrllWlIIlI1t. + Lt,.\'

I

I

d. a. c.

d. p.

C. 18, q. 2

d. p. c. J8

d. a. c.

c. I: I Cfcriws db ills/rillti
C.19.q.2

C. 18. q. I

c. 37

C.2I,q.I

d. init.
C. 20, q.

d. init.

c.

Co I

C. 20

C. I

C. 18

d. a. c.

C.I9,q·I

d. a.

illtiiCrlIllIlS.

c. 39
c. 40
d. p. c. 42
c. 4)
d. p. c. 4)

c. 32
c.JJ
C.34

C.2

17lC wlltellts of the .first rccCIIsioll

C.20,q.4

d. a. c.
c.

d. a. Co 1: Qllod altUm
clerici sfClllariul/I IIcgotitlnllll
prommtores esse 110/1 I'a/emJl
(/Ilc/orilate Calcedolle1l5is
S}II/odi pmbatllr ill qua sic
staWWm est (0111. Aa)
legitur: Aa Fd
C.I
C.2
c. 3
C.4
c. 5
c.6
C·7

I

d. p. C.
C.2

cl.p.

c.)

C.2I,q.4
C. 21

d. init.

C.7

d.p.c.S

21 7

d. a. c.

I

f,'piscopos Hel c1criws
- 5 qlli lI11glletlfis 1I1l~~lmlllr.
+ 14 Priscis t'IIiw tl'mporiblls - 22 dOlllibus r(~HllI
SIlllt.
C. I: 2

The colltellts

Appe1ldix
C.21,q.5

d. a. c.
c. I

I

C.22

d. p.

C.2

C. 22, q. 3

d. init.

d. init.

C.22.q·4

C. 22, q. I

d. a. c.

I

C. 3

crcatorcm ilnat
lIIetldaciter.
28

C. 22, q. 2

d. a. c.

1

I

C.2
d.p.C.2

3

d. p. c. )
c. 4: <Noli cst illdictllldfls

IIIClldax> + 12 qui dicit
fllslll1l - 21 maem 110/""tate lIIetltifllr.
d. p. c. 5: I flIe ergo fa/slllll
- 2 esse qllod illrat.
d. p. c. 7
c.8
c. 9
c. 10

c. 13
c. 14

c.8

II

I IlIstuII! est fit - 3
seuerioribus mrr;gtllJtflr lIilldictis.
d. p. C, 10

c. 9:

C. 12

C. 13
d.p.C.I)
c. 14
c. IS: Item. Pller; emte xiiii

a/lfws iurare 11011

C, II

cO,~alltur.

C.23.q.4

tollemsse asscrilur.
e. 3 I
d·p,e.3 2
c. 3)
c. 34
c. )5
d.p.C·)5
c. )6
d.p. c.)6
c·37
c·3 8
c·39
c. 40
c·4 2
c. 43

d. p. c. 17
c. IS
d. p. c. 19

C.

C.20

C.2

C.44

C.4

c. )

c. 5

C.4

d. p. c. 49
e. 50
c. 51

d. p.

c.6
c.8
c. 13
c. 14
d. p. c. 14
c. IS
d. p. c. 15
c. 16
d. p. c. 16: I Sic etiam

c. 5
c.6
c. 7: I NOli ill iliferCllda 3 ille qldfadt.

Fd

I

C. 2

C.2

C.

d. a. c.
C. I

C. I

c.

e II
d.p.c.

c. 22

C. 22

Will -

c. 8
d. p. c. 8
C.9

C. 18
d.p.C.21

of theJilO't rccellsioll

C. 2

C. )

C. 23

c.6
d, init.

C.7

e. 8: I UlIIlsf/uisqlle simplicem St'Y1110IJe11l - 17 quod

C.23.q.1

amicitiaefllit.
c.

12

d, a. c.
d. p. C.

c,

13

C.2

c.ll

c. 14
c. IS
c. 16
c. 17
c. IS
d·P·C. I 9

1

I

c. )
C·4
c. 5
c.6
d. p. c. 7

C.20

C. 23. q. 2

C. 21
d.p.e21

d. a. c.

c. 22
d. p. c. 22
c.23

C. I

I

C.2

d. p.
C.)

d.p.C.2)

C, 2

d. a. c.

I .

I

c. 5
c.6
e. 7: 4 QlliSqllis dfaem ;11
- 12 habel sodll'" crimillis,
c.8
c. 10
d. p. C. 12
c. 13
c. 14
c. IS
d. p. c. 15
c. 16

d.p.C.I6
c. 17
d. p. c. 17
c. IS
c. 24
c.25
d. p. c. 25
c.26
d. p. c. 26: I Potest ill hac

persollac qllendalll
e,"((omlIHl1licauemt,
d. p, c. 27: I os/clldells
quod peccata - 4 polius dissimlllallda smll.

- 22

C. 22, q. 5

d. a. c.

C. 23. q. 3

quam (william dilexil.

d. a. c,
c. I
d. p. C.

C.4

C.2

C. I: I

I

Qui COI/pu/sus a - 3

I

c. 5

C. )

e. 28
d. p. c. 29
d. p. c. 30: 2 Quod alltem

d. p. c. 7

c. 4

peccatHI1J - IS patienter
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I

misSlls ut qlwl;1I facmt ill
ermre, lalia pra lIeritrlte paterwtllr. 51 !la/lIll/as mala
(add. sup. lin. Fd) slIe

(lIIala expo Fd) penllittt'llda
est liberlati, qflflre mallelllr
patcr ill scriplmis s(wctis
./ilium dl/mm /lall solllm
lIerbis wrript'rt' set etiam
rillS latera tJ/lldere lit ad
eills discip/i/Jam coactlls {/(
dtlmitlls dirigatHr,
d. p. c. 54
C. 23. q. 5

d. a. c.

1

C. I

C.2

52

c. 3

c.5)

c.6

e. 54: Item A,lfIuStillus ad

C.7

presbilemlll (Jld
DOli. prt·sb. Aug. Aa), A.Jali
slllll prohibendi a malo et
cogClldi ad bOIlUIIl, Qui diliglllltllr me tlaflmtati impie
et crudeliter pcrmittclldi 11011
slmt, set IIbi pates/as datllr
et a mala prallibelldi slmt
(am. Fd) et dd ballJH1J
cogwdi. Naill 5/ val!mtas
mala semper suc permitte/lda est libertati, quart'
israiJelite reet/salltes et mflr~
/III/ralites tam duris jlagellis
a mala prolJibeballtur et ad
terram pramissiauis compellebmJtllr. Si (laifmtas mala
(slle add, sup. lin. Fd) pcrmittellda cst liberiati, quare
PllIlius 11011 cst permisSlls lit;
pessima liberlatc qlla persequaballlr ecc/esiam dei, sct
(om. Fd) pras/mttls est lit
excccaretllr, excecatlls (et
cccatlls Fd) est lit 11Jlltare/ur,
et lIIutatllS est lit mitterelllr,

d. p. c. 7
c, 9: 48 Ncqlwqllllm cOl/1m
/Joc - 65 Iwmicidi; crim;IJe
ilJllCctitllr.

C.

DOIW/Il'"
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e. 13
C. 14
c, 16
c, 17
c. 18
C. 19

c. 27
C.2S
C. 29
c. 30
c. 3 I
C·33
c. J4
c. 35
c. 36
c. )7
c. )8
c. 42
c·44
c,45
c. 46

c. 47

The colltellts of the.first recellsioll

Appelldix
c. 48
d. p. c. 48
C·49
d. p. c. 49
C. 23. q. 6

d. a. c.

I

C. 1

C.2
C. 3
d. p. c. 4

C. 23. q. 7
d. a, c.
C. 1
C.2

I

c. 19

d, p. c.
d. p. C.

20
22

c.24
d. p. c. 25: I HillC datllr
illtelligi - 8 pOlllijicis fieri
debet. <Ullde ill qllodam
wl/cilio statlllllm est II/ cpis-

(OP; 110/1 prqficisc//11111r ad
comitatu11I Ilis; jomldtas all
apostolico acceperill!. >
d. p. c. 27: I

d. a. c.

Reprel/fUdl/lltHr e,go

C. 1

Gallicl11li - 6 oratiolliblls

mor/llos SJHdlasse - 19 esse absollletldlml

Dca (OfltlletJdellt.

d. p. c. 28
c. 29
c. 30

c. 4: </dem, Dillitie imviarum i/lstis tliesmH'izantur.

catllOlicll uian/ur.
d. p. c. 4

C. 24, q. 2

d. a. c.
C. 1

d. p.
C.2

C. I

5
c.6
C.

c. 19
C.20

d.p. c.

C.22

c. 28

c. 29

C.Il

23
c. 25
e. 26: I I Fides ergo - 25

C. 12

correptionem dellita

d. a. c, 1
d. p. c. 6
C.7
c. 8
C·9

C.

13

C.14
c. 16
c. 17
c,

18

d. p. c. 18

c.8
c, 18

C.

c. 30
c. 31
c. 33

d. p.

p. c. 25

d. a. c.

I

C. I

C. 2

C.9
e. 10
c. I I
c. 12
c. 13
c. 17
c. 18
c. 19
C. 21

c. 4: I NOli oporlel sacris 3 srtarHl1l uinwla col/pro-

balliur.
c. 5

16

Allcimtlo. Quinque/mio
vetlitemll qlli t/illillaliolles
expetlll1t. Qui difJillatio1lCs
expetlml el tIIorellJ (more
Fd) xellfililml sllbsectl1llflr
aut ill domos SIlaS IIl/il/smodi (lmillsccmodi Aa)
homilies illirotillcullt} cxquirmdi aliql/id ayle l1Ia/~fica
(l/Iaf~fi(al1l Fd) alit expial/di (ex add. supra lin.
Fd) causa} 5IIb regula qllillqllm'lii iaceallt secundum
gmdlllll petiitelJtic (finit05
add. Fd) defillitos. > Aa Fd
c. 18

c.6
C.7

C. 27

C. II
C. 12
C. 21

p.

C.

14

24

C.

d. init.

IJ

C. 26, q. 6
d. a. c. I
C. 1
d·p·C.3
c. 4

27
27

C. 26

d. p.

d. a. c.

I

I

C. I

c·34

C. 26, q. 2

d. a. c.

I

I

C.7
c. 9: I He IICft) que - 3 etc.

C. IJ

C. 12

C. 26, q.

d. a. c.
C. I
C.2
C. 3

c·5

d. init.

d.p.c.J8
c. 39

d.

C. 27, q. I

d. init.
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2

C, 26, q. 5

1

d. p. c. 25

C. 25

c. J5
c. J6

C. I

C. 25, q. 2

c.25

26

I

C.2

d. p. C.
C.3

c.

c. 16a: <Ex cOl/cilio

C. I

d. p. c.

12

c. 13
c. 14
c. 15

d. a. c.

d. a. c.

I

C. I

C.26,q·J&4

c.23
c. 24

d. p. c. 9
d. p. c. I I

d. a. c.

C. J
C.4

C.2
C. 3
C.4
c. 5
c. I I
C. 12
C. 13

d. p.

C.7

c.
d.
c.
c.

C.l3.q.S

I

C. I

C. 2

c.8

C. 24, q. 3

d. a. c. I
c. 1
d. p. c. 3
C.4
d.p. c. 4
c. 5
c. 6
C.7

d. a. c. I
c. I

c. I
C.7

c.6

C. 26, q. 7

C. 1

d. p.

C. 2: 13

d. init.
C. 24. q. I

I

d.p. c. 16

c·4
d. p. c. 5
C. 24

C. 25, q.

C.14

I

c. 3

c·3

Qllicquid ergo 110111;11£ ecdesiamm II parte Dot/ali possideballt, Christiall;
impemtores (imp;; Fd)
Icgibus religiosis (//til ipsis
ecclesiis ad catllOlicllIlI trallsferre iIlSSer/lllt. Elp051
palICa:> 28 Sf autem (omi·
deTemus - 43 socie/ate

d. p. c. 37
c. 38
d. p. c. 39
c. 40: I s; quem Jorte - II
wlitatelll semabat [one
clause missing, see eh. 2J.
e. 41
c·4 2

c. 13: I AgllOllil1lus pmi-

tenciam l1lorietltibus - 5
Dei pietate desperet. + 8
Quid hoc rogo - 22 eo promittetlle promemit.
d.p.C.IJ
c. 14
221

et il1fra. + 10 Naill si
Apostolus - 13fidem
cO/llllae 511l1t?
c. 10
C. II
C. 12

c.
c.
c.
c.

13
14
16
17

The COllttl/ts <?f the first rectl/sioll

Appelldix
c. 18 [continues immediately after the end of c.
I7 without inscription
and rubric}: <et Itt pwpos-

illllll> 20 lIalmt (//stodiri
dctmdcre - 31 lIIilms solli·
ritlldillC millllCrc.
c. 20
C.21
C.22
c. 23
c.24
c.25
c.27
c.28
c. 3 I
c·38
c. 39
d. p. c. 40
C. 4l
c. 43
d. p. C 4)

C.

d. a. c.

27,

q.

2

I

4

5

c6
C9
d. p. c. IO
C. 1 I
C.I2
d. p. C. 15
c. 16
c. 17
d.p.CIS
c. 19: 1 Smlf qll; diClmt14 qlli5 llIldeat aC(H5are? +

24 Si /lew ((Jlltinellijalll 29 habcl sed /11l1lier.
c. 21
C.22

d. p.

C

26

d.p.C)9
c. 40
c. 41
d.p.c4 1
C·42
c·44
c·45
d.p.c45
c. 46: 1 Dcspollsallls

pllcl/as ct - 2 mite filt'l'cl1Jt
desjJoIIsatac.
d.p.C47
C·4 8
d. p. C 48
c·49
d. p. C 49

c. so
d. p. C

c. 5
c.6

C.4
C 5
c6
C.7
C. 10

d. a. c.

C. 29

d. init.

C. 29, q. 2
C. I

d. p. c.

C. 28

C.4

d. init.

C·5
d. p. c. 6:

C. 28, q.

I

I

CUIII dicitHr

sciells - 4 fmlldc dcccpta
cst.

C. I

C. 30

C.2

C )
c·4
c7
C S
c9

d. a. c.
CI
c2

C. 3
C4
c.6
d. p. c. 10: 13 Si ago IIt-

17 sed at/lllter; appefllHltllr.
c. II
d. p. c. 13
C.14

C. II
C. I I

C. 30, q. 4

d. a. c.

1

C I

C.2

d. p. c. )
C.4
c. 5: I Post IIxoris obitlll1l
- 5 tllliollcm spiritlls per-

trallsitlly. <Post sllsceptH11J
vcro de JOllie filium Ilet
filiam spiritllafem, qlli cx
cOllpatrc lie! COIJ11Iatre II11Ii
Jllerill!, lIIatrimonio
cOllillllgi 11011 pOSst/llt, qllja
legcs scwli 11011 emallcipatos
adoptivis pra/libelll Copulari.>
d. p. c. 5: I Notandum
!lero est - 9 lIiro SIlO cognoscitllr.

d. a. c.
d. p. C.
d. p. c.
C. 3 1 , q.
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d. a. c.
C. I

I
I
2

d. p. c. 4
c·5
d. p. c. 5
c6
d.p.C16

C. 32, q. 3

d. a, c.

I

C 1
d. p. C. 1

tiom fillllrom1ll.
C. 32 , q. 4
C. 3 1 , q. 2
d. a. C. I
C. I
C)
d. p. c4

d. a. C.

d. a. c.

J

C 1
d. p. c.

2

C. )

C·5

C. 31, q. 3

c.6
C 8
c9

c. 10
d. p. c. 10: I Ecce qlwd
1mI/o - 3 Homine illdiclHltr1r
iltdiglli.

I

C. I

d. p. C

I

I

d. a. c. I
c. I
C.2
d. p. C. 2
C )
d. p. c. )
C.4
C. 5
d. p. c. 7: I Sed obicilllr
Dlwid - 14 qrw11I sigllijim-

I

d. p. C 14

C. 30, q. 5

d. a. c.

C. 32, q. 2

d. init.

I

d. init.
C.30, q.I

I

1

C. 31

C. 29, q. I

d. init.: 1 Qllod allfem
cOlliugiulII - 84 potest CIlIII
dill/jttcre. [i.e. the three
last words - et aliam
ducae - are missing in

c.

C.2

c7
d. p. C 8
d.p.C9
c. 10

d. p.

d. a. c.

I

I

C. 30, q. 3

d. a.

illllf.

c.I

the first recension.}

50

I

d. p. c. 6

C.30,q.2

d. a. C I
C I
C2
d. p. C. 2

C. I

d. a.
CI

C. )

C. 28, q. 3

d. p. c. )5
c. 36
c. 37

C. 32, q.

Nostrclfes tam mares
- 16 llelal1lC/l ce/este sl/scip·

d. p.

c. 35

C 2

C

d. a. c.r
C.I
C.2
d. p. C 2

c.2
c. 3:

Si qHis filid5tmm 2 ab I/xorc Sl/a.
d. p. C 2
C. 2: 1

C. 28, q. 2

d. p. c. J4

)

d. p.
C

C I

c. 34

C.2

C

d.p.c 14
d·P·C. I 7

C ))

C. I

d. p.

c. 27
d. p. c. 28
c.29
d. p. c. 29
c·30
d. p. C )0
C. 31
d.p.C)2

C. 32

I

d. init.
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C. IS

71,e (olIlellls ,,{lhe.!;,,1 recellsioll

Appe/ldix
C.3 2 ,q·5

d. a. c. I
c.r
c. J
e. 4: 10 Idem: Lucrctia",
matrolltll1J - 26 II1Jl1S adllf-

d. p. c. 24

c.

d. p. c. 26
c. 27

c.

I Dc ]JI/didtia

de pen. D. I
d. a. c. I: I U11'II1ll sofa
C.

qllis -

5 ]Jossi! i1l (OlPorl'. + 12
Itelll AI(~l/stillllS ill - 15
prim itlsilll castitate.
d. p. c. 14
c.
c.
d.
c.
c.
c.

c.

15

d. a. c.
c.

TRACTATUS DE
PENITENTIA

28

terilml admisit,
e. 6:

C·33.q.3

25

».

q. 8

J

I

c. 2
C. J
C.4
c. 5

C. 33
d. init.

16

p. c. 16
17

C·33,q·1

18

d. a. c.

19

e.

20

I

I

C.2

C,3 2 ,q.6

d. <l. c.
C.I

I

C.2

C.

d. p. c.
C.4
d. p. c. 4

c. J

C.3 2 ,q.7

d. a. c. I
C.I
C.2
c. J
C.4
c. 8
C.9
e. 10
d. p. c. 16
c. 17

c. 18
d. p. c. 18
c. 19
c. 20
C.21
C. 22
C.

C. 33, q.

d, a. c. I
c. I
d. p. c. 4
c. 5
d. p. c. 5
c.6
c.8
C.9
d. p. c. 9:

2

III prcmissis
allcforitatihlls - 6 eis miseri(ordia i1JpC1Jdatm:
d, p. c. 10.
I

C, II

d. p.

c. 30 [continues from c. 5
without inscription or
rubric): 4 Item sieut ell/etor;Ias - 7 in oris c01yt'ssiollc.
d. p. c. JO
c. 3 I

d.p.C.2
C·3

d. p. c. 5

cordis - 5 promcrl'ri irlxta
illlid <uo1Jis pape:>
c. I: 2 LlcrillJlIS <Petri>
lego, slllj~facfiolle11l 11011 fc,go.

C, I I

d. p. c. 12
c. 13
c. 14
c. 19

32

d. p. C. 32
c.JJ
d.p.c.J3
c. .H
d. p. c. J4
c. 35
d.p.C.J5
C, 36
d. p. c. J6
c. 37
d. p. c. J7
c. J8
c. 39
c. 40
c·4 2
C.

43

c. 44
c. 49
c. 50
c. 5 I rcontinues from C,
50 without inscription or
rubric]: 3 El pallio post 10

Dei IlOll hahet.

e. 52
c'S4
c. 55

23
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I 511111 qui tJrhitrclIIlIr - 19 1151lrptl/ores esse
debere. + 24 EI itifm:
Niclril- 29 collditiotlis
illletiliotle d~tlllxeril,
d. p. c. 60

c. 56:

C, 61

e. 62
c. 6J
c. 64
e. 6S
c.66
c. 67

c. 68
c. 78
c. 79
c. 80
c. 81: I 'Hcs Stltlt IIIltem 22

Domitw

lI(iqllC

hld/Cllre-

IIIIIr.

tatibus (l5ser;ltlr - 32 iugiter
cO/yiteri debemlls. + 41
Similiter et iIIwl- 203 de
pell;tcllcia lIit.
c. 88
d. p. c. 89

90

de pen. D.

2

d. a. c. I: 3 Alii dicum
peuitel/ciam - I I lihi
aliquid c01Jtillgat.
d. p. c. I
C. 2

C. J
C·4
c. 5
c.6
C.7
c.8
C.9
e. 10
e.1I
e. 12
d.p.C,12
C.

13

d. p. c. 4
c. 5
e. 6: I Pt'IIitt'IJdmll rlgt'rt'

C, 15

d(~lIc - 7
(1II11£'/lIt?

e.16
e. 18
e. I7
c. 19

(ltiliritiat'

c. 8
C.9
c. 10

C, 20

C. I I

d. p. c. 24; 3 Hec iltlqHt'
kllrilas - 12 rt'dt'lllll el (et.

e. 12
c. 13
e.q
c. IS
e. 16
c. 17
d.p.C. I 7
d.p.e.21

e. 25
e. 26
c. 27
e. 28
c. 29
d. p. c. 29
e. 30
d. p. c. JO

c. 22
d. p. C.

22

e. 23
d.p.C.2J
e. 24
d.p.C.26
c. 27
c.28
d. p. c. 29

31
e. 32
C.

e. 87
d. p. c. 87: I His IIllctori-

c,

d. p. e. I3
c. 14
d. p. c. 14

c. J 3
C.34
C, 35
e. 36
c. J7
c. J8
c. J9
d.p.C.J9
c. 40
d. p. c. 40

c. 30
c. 31
d. p. c. 3 I
e.j2
c. JJ
cl.p.C.3J
c. J4
c. 35
d. p. c. 39
e. 40
e. 41
d.p.C.4 1

c. 4 I
d·P·C.4 1
C. 42
d. p. c. 42
c. 43
d. p. c. 4J
c. 44
d. p. c. 44
c·45
d. p. c. 45

C.

42

d. p. c. 42

de pen. D. 3
d. a. c. I
C. I

C. 2
C. J
C.4

C·4J
d. p. c. 4J
c. 44
d.p.C.44
c. 45
c. 46
d. p. c. 46

c. 47
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t'Sliblls

71,e cOlltmts £l( the first recellsioll

AppC/ldix
d·P·C.4 8
c. 49

d. p. c. 49

C. 34. qq.
de pen, D. 7
d. a. c. I

d. p.

d. a. c.
C.

C. I

51 qllis positlls ~ 4

de pen. D. 4
d. a. c. J

C. 2: I

C.I

alltem lIis - I I /1011 til iffa.

belle hill( exit +

C.2

d. p. c. 4

C.)
C.4
c. 5
c.6
C.7
d. p. c. 7
c.8
d.p.c.s
C.9

c. 5
c.6

d. p. c. 9
C.1O

p. c. 14
15
16

C. 33, q. 4

d. a. c.
c. I

dae.

C.2

d. p. c. J

c. 5
c.6

I

d.

d. a. c.

c. 4: I Quod Deo pari - 6
1HfllffS

dgelldissct

c.23

c.
c.
c.
c.

d. p. c. 24

C. IS

C. 21

C,22

d. p.

de pen. D. 6
d. a. C. I

I

C, 35. q. 10

d. a. c.
c. I

C.7

d.p. c. 7
c. 8

3

C. 10

c. )
c. 4
C.7

d. p. C.
d. p. C.

iVa emil qlM/II
et C/Illctis IWlIIiIJiblls.

c, IO: I

-

5

20

d. p. C. 2 I: I Hac IlllctOritate dum - 28 dl/mllt ill
uXorem.

d. p. c.

d. a. c.

d. init.
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